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CARIBBEAN FOOD CROPS SOCIETY 

OFFICERS l<>71-72 

President: 
Vice-President: 
Secretary-Treasurer: 
Board of Directors: 

Chairman 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 

Dr. Mjlguel Lugo, Puerto Rico 
Dr. Ernesto Hernandez, Puerto Rico 
Dr. George Samuels, Puerto Rico 

Mr. H, A. D. Cheeney, Guyana 
Mr. Juan Pablo Duarte, Jr., Dominican Republic 
Dr. Cuurtney Henry, Trinidad 
Mr, W. de Coureey Jeffers, Barbados 
Dr. A. G. Naylor, Jamaica 
Dr. J. E. Salette, Guadeloupe 
Dr. A. Sotomayor, Puerto Rico 

MINUTES OF THE BUSINESS SESSION 
JUNE 16, 1972 

nie business meeting was called to order by the President, Dr. Mlgual Lugo at 
11:30 a.m. at the Borlnquen Hotel, San Juan, P.R. on June 16, 1972. 

The minutes of the previous meeting in Guyana in 1971 was read and approved. 

The treasurer's report was read and approved. 

Old Business: None reported. 

New Business: 

1. Mr. W. de Coursey Jeffere presented Barbados as the proposed Bite of the 11th 
Annual Meeting of the CFCS In 1973. The gracious offer wee unanimously approved by 
the members. 

2. Mr. A. Naylor presented Jamaica aa the proposed site for the 12th Annual Meeting 
CFCS in 1974. The site choice was approved by the members. 

3. The Nominating Committee under the chairmanship of Mr. George Jackaon, presented 
their recommendations for the offlcere for 1972-73. They were as follows: 

President of the Board Dr. Miguel Lugo Puerto Rico 
Board of Director Mr. G. Anais Guadeloupe 
Member Mr. H. A. D. Cheeney Guyana 
Member Mr. E.G.B. Gooding Barbados 
Menber Dr. C. Henry Trinidad 
Member Mr. A. G. Naylor Jamaica 
Member Mr. C. Halters Antigua 
President Mr. DeCourisey Jeffere Barbados 
Vice-President Mr. Ronald Baynas Barbados 
Secretary-Treasurer Dr. George Samuels Puerto Rico 

The report was received and all propose! officers vere elected unanimously. 

4. Mr. James pointed out that the 1970 & 1971 Proceedlnga have still not been issued. 
He asked that the CFCS Proceedlnga be published as soon aa possible after each meeting. 

5. Mr. Baynee proposed that CFCS rather than the member country publish the proceedings. 

6. Mr. Chesney moved that an Editorial Committee be appointed. Their functions would 
be to aupply guide llnea as to style of presentation and edit papers for the Proceedings. 
Two members will serve on Editorial Committee for each subject; the editor for the 
particular proceedings will be from the country in which the meeting was held: 2nd, 
Banes; passed. 

7. Mr. Turnbull proposed that more attention be gi.en at our meetings to agricultural 
extension. He pointed out that there exists a large gap between reaea-Λ and farmers 
using these practices. Efforts should be made to see how we best can get research 
conveyed to the farmer. There should be more extension education work presented at the 
meetings. It Is of interest of all manbers that our respective governments be en-
couraged to see that local foods are correctly marketed. 

8. Mr. James added that more economic évaluation of the research findings ere needed 
for correct extension work. 
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9. Mr. Williams proposed that the highlights of the various papers be extracted and 
presented to the members at the end oj: the meeting. 

10. Mr. Ward pointed out that many of the papers presented at the Puerto Rico meeting 
vere not written up and r*imeographed copies presented to the members present. 

11. Mr. Jeffers took the floor to thank the membership for electing him president. He 
announced that the meeting in Barbados would be probably in June, members should get 
their papers written eerly with 100 copiea available, end that onions would be the 
theme of the special session for the next meeting. 

12. Mr. JameB asked that the secretairy record a vote of thanks by the membership to 
the organizing committee in Puerto Rico for their excellent work. 

There being no fu r business, the ueeting was adjourned. 

TREASURER'S REPORT 

1. BALANCE: Bank Statement, June 11, 1971 
2. RECEIPTS: June 12, 1971 to June 10, 1972 

Subtotal 

? 2,403.62 
846.00 

$3,249.6? 

3. EXPENSES: June 12, 1971 to June 10, 1972 

Travel expensea, Guyana meeting 
Newsletter & printing 
Postage, telephone, & cables 
Stationery 
Certificates & Invitations 
P.R. meeting fund 

$ 328.00 
23.25 
66.50 
63.41 

108.00 
225.00 

4. TOTAL EXPENSES 

5. BAUNCE: June 10, 1972 

$ 814.16 

$2.435.46 
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REGISTERED PARTICIPANTS IN 10th ANNUAL MEETiuG CFCS 

COUNTRY NAME COUNTRY NAME 

ANTIGUA S. Forde ST. VINCENT G. White 
0. M. Swift* 
C. J. Walter SURINAM A. H. Van Dijk 

BARBADOS w. DeCourcey Jeffere TRINIDAD B. R. Cooper 
E. C.B. Gooding* J. Cropper 
J. Hard L. Grose 

L. James 
CURACAO H. J. Riese* G. Sainny 

D. B. Williams 
DOMINICAN 
REPUBLIC J. Dupuy U.S.A. H. V. Bartoo* 

FRENCH GUIANA J. F. Brochler U.S.V.l. D. S. Padda* 
P. H. Blancaneaux 
J. F. Turenne UNIV. «EST D. A. Baynes 

INDIES R. E. Pierre 
GUADELOUPE R. Arnolin L. Ranking 

G. Allais B. Springer 
J. P. Ginoux* 
C. Messlaen* PUERTO RICO W. Allison 
P. Pauvert* L. Almodflvar 

J. Altlery 
GUYANA H. A. D. Cheeney A. Ayala* 

Omswale R. Calvesbert 
M. Cap lei 

JAMAICA D. Dempster V. Colön 
P. Jackeon J. Cuevas 
H. Miller* R. del Valle* 
A. G. Naylor C. Gonz&lez-Mollna 
H. Payne* E. Gonz&lez-Tejera* 
V. Tumbull E. Hernândez* 
D. E.S. Webb L. HernÄndez* 
C. C. Weir G. Jackeon 

M. A. Lugo-Uîpez* 
MARTINIQUE P. Daly L. Mejla-Mattel 

F. Gabriel* A. FÊrez 
J. H. Rodriguez-Ariaβ 

NICARAGUA A. G. Fernândez* G. Samuels 
A. Sotomayor* 

ST. Kins C. Quaehle J. Vêlez-FortuHo 
K. Martin A. VÊlez-Rflmos 

ST. LUCIA C. George 
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GEHERAI PROGRAM 

Sunday : Arrival San Juan International Airport and transfer to fllgth to 
June 11 Hayaguez and to the Mayaguez Hilton Hotel, welcome and registration 

Monday a. .m. ί 8:00 - Registration at Conference Room of the Library Building, 
June 12 U.P.R. Mayaguez Campus 

9:00 - Opening Session 
10:30 - Orientation Seesion 

p. .m. : 12:30 - Lunch 
2-.00 - Technical Seseion I 
3:30 • Tour of University of Puerto Rico, Mayaguez Campus, Federal 

Experiment Station and Puerto Rico Nuclear Center 
7:00 - Cocktail Party, Hostoa SalAn, Hayaguez Hilton Hotel 

Tuesday t l.m. : 6:00 - Depart from hotel to the Fortuna Substation 
June 13 8:30 - Technical Session II 

10:15 - Technical Session II (continued) 
11:30 - Tour of Fruit and Vegetable Research Plots 

I : 1:30 - Cocktail and Lunch at Esperanza Beach, Courtesy of Don % 
Rum and Cafetero· de Puerto Rico 

4:30 - Depart for the Mayaguez Hilton Hotel 
Wednesday a.m. : 8:00 - Technical Session III, Library 
June 14 9:30 - Technical SsMlon III (continued) 

10:45 - Depart for the Isabela Substation 
11:45 - Tour of the Isabela Substation 

p.m. 12:30 - Courtesy Lunch 
2:15 - Depart for Pineapple Cannery at Manatl 
3:30 - Arrive and tour the Pineapple Cannery 
5:00 - Depart for the Borlnquen Hotel 

Thursday a.m. : 7:00 - Depart fur the Corozal Substation 
June 15 8: 30 - Arrive at the Corozal Substation 

9:00 - Technical Session VI 
11.00 - Tour of Crops Research Plots and Agricultural Machinery 

p.m. : 12:15 - Courtesy Lunch 
2:00 - Depart for Bacardi Distillery 
3:30 - Arrive at Bacardi. Tour rum distillery. Cocktail Party 
5:00 - Depart for the Borlnquen Hotel 

Friday a. ,m. : 8:00 - Technical Session V at Hotel Borlnquen 
June 16 10:00 - Technical Seseion V (continued) 

11:15 - Business Meeting 
p.m. : 12:00 - Lunch 

1:00 - Depart for the Agricultural Experiment Station, Rio Piedras 
1:30 - Tour of the Agricultural Experiment Station laboratories, 

Greenhourses and Food Technology laboratory 
4:30 - Cocktail at the Rum Pilot Plant 
7:30 - Coctall at the Borlnquen Hotel 
8:30 - Tenth Anniversary Banquet 
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TECHNICAL PROGKAH 

Monday. June 12 

OPENING SESSION 

9:00 a.m. 

Dr. M. A. Lugo-L6pez, President CFCS, Presiding 
Prof. Rafael Pietri Oms, Chancellor U.P.R., Mayaguez Campus, Welcome Address 
Dr. Thomas Haydon, Exec. Director North South Center, Dept. of State, Welcome Remarks 
Dr. Ronald L. Perusse, "A Strategy for Caribbean Economic Integration, The Agri-

cultural Sector" 

ORIENTATION SESSION - "PUERTO RICO'S AGRICULTURE" 

Dean Salvador F. Alemafly, Dean College of Agricultural Sciences, Presiding 
Dr. Modesto Capiel - "Climate of Puerto Rico" 
Mr. Luis Rivera - "Soils of Puerto Rico" 
Dr. Luis Mejla-Mattel - "Economic Facts of Puerto Rico'.' 
Mr. José Itiratti - "Crops of Puerto Rico" 

TECHNICAL SESSION I 

1=3° •>·•»· 
Dr. M. Pérez-Escolar, Acting Director, Agr. Exp, Station, Presiding 
Z.A.B. Gooding, "Plant Responses to Tropical Conditions" 
L. M. Cruz-Ptrez, A. Moralea & J. Dotnenech, "A Progress Report on the Evaluation of 

Varieties and Planting Dates of Cabbage in F.R," 
M. Rlco-Ballester, "Varieties & Planting Dates of Onions In P.R." 
N. G. Vakili 7 D. W. Walker, "Differences In Susceptibility of Bean Varieties to 

Pega Pega" 
R. Abrams & F. JullA, "Effect of Planting :Ume, Plant Population and Row Spacing 

on Yield of Pigeon Peas" 
D. W. Walker & N. G. Vakili, "Bean Pod & Seed Damage by Bean Pod Borer" 
J. 0. Webester & H. Cruzado, "Sorghum Improvement Project in Puerto Rico" 

Tuesday. June 13 

TECHNICAL SESSION II 
8:30 a.m. 

Er. Ernesto HernAndez, Dir. Dept. of Agron. & Soils, Agr. Exp. Stat., Presiding 
B. Eavla, "Direct Seeding of Vegetable Crops Under Tropical Conditions In Barbados'.' 
R. Baynes, "Influence of Plant Density and Row Width on Corn Yield on Three Soils 

In the Eastern Caribbean" 
R, A. Baynes, "Effects of Fertilizer Placement & Time of Application or Corn Yields 

on Some Soils In the Eastern Caribbean" 
G. C. Jackson, L. AlmodAvar, G. Mangual, and C. Sierra, "Vegetable Herbicide 

Studies in Puerto Rico 1970-72" 
P. Daly, J. Thonet & M. Soltout, "A Study on the Influence of Shade on the Growth 

of Peppers" 
C. M. Messlaen, "Some Observations on Tropical Spinach Species & Varieties" 
P. Jackson & H. Payne, "Variety Testing of Red Kidney Beans In Jamaica" 

Wednesday. June 14 

TECHNICAL SESSION III A-AGR0NOMIC 
6:00 a.m. 

Dr. F. W. Martin, Officer In Charge, Federal Expt. Station, Presiding 
J. Cuebae Ruiz & F. K. Koo, "Quality Improvement In Plantain by Selection" 
B. G. F. Springer, "Experimental Design & Analyses Undar Limited Resources" 
J. Brochler, "A Simplified Mathod of Growing Vegetables Under Hydroponlc Sand 

Culture" 
J. Brochler, "Cost of Production of Vegetables Produced Under Hydroponlc Sand 

Culture" 
St. Claire M. Forde, "Factors Affecting Tomato Production in the Leeward Islands" 
E. GonzAlez-TeJera, "The Effect of Nitrogen and Hormone Treatment in Pineapples: 

Preliminary Results" 
H. W. Payne, "Peanut Cultivation in Jamaica. & Response to Fertilization" 
P. H. Blancaneaux, "Podzollsatlon a Curious Process of Impoverishment of the Soils 

in the Extreme Northern Region of French Guyana" 
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TECHNICAL SESSION III B-PATHOLOGY 

8:00 a.m. 

Hr. A. G. Naylor, Minietry of Agr., Jamaica 
R. E. Pierre 6 H. Turner, "Control of Rust & cercospora Leaf Spot of Peanute 

In Jamaica" 
D. Noree, "The Control of Peanut Diseases In Barbedoe" 
G. Anale, P. Kaan, "Trial of Cantaloupe Charentale, Muskmelon Breeding Lines 

for Watermelon Mosaic Vlrun (WMV) Resistance & Mildew Tolerance" 
P. Daly, "Study of Three Varletl.ee of Tomatoes Tolerant to Pseodomonas 

Solaiwerum" 
P. Daly, J. Thonet, & M. Soltout:, "Research with a New Variety D'Aubergine 

Tolerant to Pseudomonas Solanacerum" 
C. M. Hessian, M. Beramis, & M. Bernlac, "Compared Virulence of Peeudomonas 

Bolanacerum In Different Types of Soils" 
P. Pauvert, J. P. Giroux, P. Rlcxi, & A. Bayrles, "Control of Vegetable Legume 

Disease« by Fungicidal Seed Treatment" 
J. Fournet & G. Jaequa, "Control, of Lettuce Diseases by Fungicidal Spray & 

Soil Drench" 
P. L. Meléndez, "A Leef Spot of Cucumber Caueed by Corroesnora Cassucola In P.E." 

Thursday. June 15 

TECHNICAL SESSION IV 
9:00 a.m. 

Dr. A. Ayala, Assist. Dean, College of Agr. Sclencee, Praeldlng 
F. Abrufia & R. Pêrez-Eacolar, "Effect of Soil Acidity on Food Crop Yields" 
J. F. Tu reime, Evapotranspiration, Field Rumldlty & Soil Organic Matter 

Evolution Under Condition of Savanah Grass In French Guyana" 
L. B. Ranklne, "Some Features of the Market for Selected Root Crops In the 

Conmonwealth Caribbean" 
R. Arnolln, "Yam Introduction In French West Indies" 
Omwale, "Gtovtii & Dormancy of Yams" 
A. Sotomayor, "Plantain Research In Puerto Rico" 

Friday. June 15 

TECHNICAL SESSION V 
8:00 a.m. 

Hr. F. Sflnchez-Nleva, Chemical Engineer, Food Technology Laboratory, Agr. 
Exp. Station, Presiding 

M. GönzAleζ-RomAn, "Yam Storage" 
E.G.B. Gooding, "The Processing of Ysm Flakes In Barbados" 
L. E. Cancel, "Chlorophyll In Citron" 
H. Cancel, "Some Aspects of Storage Conditions of Red Spanleh Pineapple" 
J. Cropper, "Prospects of Vegetable Processing in Trinidad" 
D. S. Padda & G. A. Cahoon, "Production & Marketing of Freeh Vegetebles & 

Fruits in the U.S. Virgin Islands" 
G. M. Sanmy, "Food Technology Development at the University of the West Indies" 
A. Ayala, H. ColOn-Ferrer, D. Cuebea, Increase In Tomato, Pepper, & Okre Produe 

tlon In Sandy Soils Through Soil Fumigation" 
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A STRATEGY POR CARIBBEAN ECONOMIC INTEGRATION 
THE AGRICULTURAL SECTOR 

Address of Roland I. Perueso, Professor of Political 
Science, Inter American University before the Carib-
bean Pood Crops Society 10th Annual Meeting, Mayaguez, 

Puerto Rico, June 12, 1972 

Early in January each year the Governor of Puerto Rico delivers hie annual message 
to the legislature. The measege covers a vide range of subjects, and the Governor is 
interrupted frequer.ly by applause. Some of the applauee is perfunctory; some 1b loud 
and prolonged.' The passage that draws the loudeet and longest applauee each year is 
the Governor's promise to revitalize and rejuvenate the sugar industry of Puerto Rico. 

Ladles and gentlemen - The sugar industry of Puerto Rico has been sliding downhill 
for 20 years! Twenty years ago - In 1952- Puerto Rico produce 1.4 million tons of sugar. 
Last year -in 1971- Puerto Rico produce only 320,000 tons. All but three of the island's 
sugar mills have cloeed down or been taken over by the government. An the government of 
Puerto Rico continues to pour more and more money into this dying industry -to the cheers 
of the people of Puerto Rico I 

I tell this story about Puerto Rico to illustrate how romanticism, sentlmetality and 
set patterns can block the way to sensible agricultural policies. Here intelligent 
men refuse to read the hand writing on the vail. They promise better luck next year when 
the trend for two decades has been downward. They expect to wreck economic miracles 
with modernization, mechanization, subsidies and incentives. 

The truth of the matter is that Puerto Rico has no buslnese growing sugar. He lost 
our competitive position years ago. There are more profitable agricultural and non-
agricultural uses to which our land can be put. A study last year by Checchl and Company, 
a reputable firm of agricultural consultants In Washington, D. C., list eight products 
which can be grown in Puerto Rico more profitably than sugar. The profit per acre from 
sugar is at beat $200. In comparison, ten timers as much ($2,045) can be earned from an 
acre of peppere, five times as much $1,04S) from an acre of avocados, and nearly five 
times as much ($981) from an acre of tomatoes. An acre of plantains will yield $430; 
of pineapple; $367; of yautias, $333; of oranges, $267; and of pigeonpeas, $240. 

This report has been blissfully filed awsy by the government as it passes more bills 
for subsidies to sugar workers end sugar producers. It is expected that $100,000,000 
will be spent in five years in an effort to revive the industry. Recently the Governor 
signed a bill to give sugar workers an additional wage subsidy which will total 7.4 
million dollere In the next fiscal year. 

Sugar-growing has become a political and emotional issue in Puerto Rico. To point 
out that the emperor has no clothes la -the height of heresy. Sugar is considered part 
of the life and culture of the people. Believe me, I do not vat to be accused of 
insensitivity to Puerto Rican culture. But if this is reason for seeking to preserve 
the sugsr Industry, we should recognize that fact, that sugar growing is a cultural 
rather than economic activity. We should keep a few mills and railroads as museum pieces, 

1 administered by the Institute of Puerto Rico Cult-jre, But let us not delude ourselves 
' into believing that eugar haa a rational economic base in Puerto Rico. 

Significant work in testing fruits and vegetables has begun at the Isabela Sub-
station Agricultural Experiment Station of the University of Puerto Rico. For example, 
16,000 pounds pepper have been grown on one acre of land in two harvests vith a market 
value of $2,400. But this is only a stsrt, and the funds for this effort are mlnescule 
compared vlth the millions being spent in the vain effort to make sugar competitive. 

The story of egrleulture in Puerto Rico is the story of agriculture throughout the 
Caribbean. Generally speaking, Caribbean countries are producing the wrong crops 
spurred by quotas and preferences, many of the countries produce but one or two primary 
products for export to a metropolitan power. Thus they are entrapped in a classic 
mercatlle pattern which keeps than in a state of perpetual economic and political 
dependence. There are strong forcée working to preserve this status quo and resisting 
any change. 

The greatest need in the Caribbean in the agricultural sector is to diversify 
agriculture, preferably on a regional basla. There is need to produce fruits and 
vegetables and other food cropa, principally for import substitution, but in Borne 

cases, also for export. In this way, Caribbean countries can help their balance of 
trade situation, provide for their nutritional needs meet the food requirements of a 
growing tourist industry and leaser their economic dependence on extra-regional 
powers. There is no logic, for example, in Puerto Rico importing orange from Florida 
and California. We should be exporting oranges to the United States, 
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Rationalization of agriculture in the Caribbean Is closely linked to rationaliza-
tion of the general economy of the region. For example, truck farming is intimately 
linked to food processing industry and tourism. The three principal sectors: agri-
culture, industry and tourism must be closely coordinated. 

I have brought along some copiet of a recent book, A Strategy for Caribbean 
Economic Integration, which are available for those of you interested in exploring this 
link. A principle recommendation of this book is that all countries of the Caribbean 
abandon sugar except Belize, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, and St. Kitts. (I would now 
eliminate St. Kltts from the liet) The other countries of the Caribbean simply are not 
competitive in sugar, or can utilize their land In some other manner for greater economic 
gain. 

I recognize the tremendous problems Involved In the readjustment of agriculture 
-not only economic but social, scientific and psychological problems as well. Workers 
have to be retrained. Attitudes have to be changed. Soils, seeds, pesticides and 
fertilizers have to be tested. Irrigation may be necessary. How markets will have to 
be found and the entire Infrastructure readjusted. Storage, refrigeration and trans-
portation fecilities rauBt be provided. These are all basic to change and carry for 
reaching implications. But the important thing is to recognize the irrational character 
of agriculture in the Caribbean today and to begin laying. The foundations for change 
rather than perpetuating and further propounding the irrationalities. 

The transition will take time and must be carefully planned. But the ultimate 
rewards of fuller employment, higher earnings and economic Independence fully Justify 
the effort. 

In conclusion, I would like to stress that agricultural reform in the Caribbean 
can not be successful without overall economic refor, and indeed overall economic 
reform can not be successful unless it is undertaken in concert among all nations of 
the Caribbean, The peoples of the region number only 27,000,000 and even if the 
millenium vere reached, of a smoothly operating Caribbean Common Harket, it would be 
one of the smallest Common Markets of the World scene, and our region would still find 
it difficult to compete with the Common Markets of the United States, The Soviet 
Union, Europe or even Latin America. 1 say this not to be discouraging -on the contrary 
for the Caribbean region. The choice le either further economic disintegration or 
some degree of competitiveness as a result of working together. 

During late 1970 and early 1971 I had the opportunity to visit each of the 26 
countries* 1 spoke to the heads of government, opposition leaders, businessmen and 
intellectuals. I asked about their basic values, national goals and development 
needs. I asked them what they thought was neceBBary, not .only for economic viability 
in their own countries, but also economic viability throughout the region. Invariably 
the need for close economic cooperation was recognized. 

The views, opinions and conclusion!! of the Caribbean leaders are set forth In the 
book I mentioned previously -A Strategy for Caribbean Economic Integration. Base on 
these findings, I arrived at 'four principle recommendations for the formation of a 
viable Caribbean Community: 

1) Strengthening CARIFTA and the Caribbean Development Bankboth functionally and 
through adding more members. 

2) Calling of a heads of government meeting as soon as possibly to discuss the 
possibility of forming a Caribbean Comnun Market. 

3) Federation of the British Associate States. 

4) Overall regional economic planning, diversification and integration. 

Thus, the road to economic progresii is laid out. Whether the nations of the 
Caribbean choose this road, or any other, remains to be seen. X have received some 
very flattering letters about the book but I have seen very little in the way of 
concrete action along the Unas at 117 recommendations. On the contrary, it seems 
though most of the nations are proceeding merrily with their national economic 
planning quite oblivious of the national plans of others. 

I don't know what it will take to shock the Caribbean into economic reality. It 
may be another depression, the loss of quotas and preferences, drought, war, or other 
disaster. Sometimes we respond only to crisis situations. But sugar and banauas are 
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declining aa sources of revenue; unemployment: is rising, so are the expectations of 
our people. If those «ho are in s decision making poaitlon today do not take the steps 
to bring about economic reforms In the Caribbean, somebody else will. The crisis is 
upon ua and we must respond. 

The Caribbean has gone through five historical stages. The pace has been different 
in different countries because of uneven social, econcnnlc and political development. 
Basically these stagea have been (1) pre-Columbian, (2) colonial, (3) slave plantation, 
(4) emancipation, and (5) some degree of political independence. But emancipation and 
political independence have never been complete because the economics of most of the 
Caribbean States have been dominated by outside influences. A Sixth Stage, then, is 
required-economic independence. And economic Independence for the region can be arrived 
at only through economic integration. 

Caribbean Food Crops Society 
1972 

Sustaining Members 

West India Machinery 6i Supply Co. 
G.P.O. Box 4308 
San Juan, P.R. 00936 

Nestle Products Inc. 
G.F.O. Box 2170 
San Juan, P.R. 00936 

Bromellas de P.R, 
Naranjito, P.R. 

Productos Libby's International, Inc. 
G.P.O. Box 3591 

Caribbean Irrigation Sales, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 107 
Agulrre, P.R. 00608 

The Grand Union Co. 
P. 0. Box 736 
Ha to Key, P.R. 00919 

Ochoa Fertilizer Co., Inc. 
G.P.O. Box 3126 
San Juan, P.R. 00936 
Elanco Products Company 
Box 11667 
FernAndez Juncos Station 
San Juan, Puerto Rico 00910 

Mollnos de Puerto Rico, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 
Banco Popular Center 
Hato Rey 

Import and Export Corp. 
Carr. #21, Km. 3.6 
Bo. Monacillos 
P. 0. Box 11% 
Bato Bey, P.R. 00919 

Conservas Casera, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 3825 
San Juan, P.R. 

Banco Popular 
Isabel«, P.R. 

Id Nue va Central Agulrre 
Agulrre, Puerto Rico 

Tha Shell Company (P.R.)Limited 
G.P.O. Box 2768 
San Juan, P.R. 00936 
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CONTROL OF LETTUCE DISEASES BY FUHGICID SPHAÎS AMD SOU PRESCH 

Fournet, J. and Jacqua, G, 
INRA - GUADELOUPE 

AERIAL FUNGAL DISEASES ON LETTUCE IN THE CARIBBEAN 

Only two fungal diseases of aerial parts of lettuce have been found as yet in 
Guadeloupe and Martinique: 

Septorla lactucae PASS, causes diffuse yellowinge on the leaves, where minute black 
dots (pycnides) can be seen very early. A few days later, these yellow areas become 
necrotic; under severe attacks, the whole leave may dry off. Some inoculation experiments 
showed that the incubation time was rather long: 8-10 days in the field, and up to 15 days 
under glasshouse conditions. 

Cercospora longissima (COGINI) SACC. causes conspicuous, circular, dark-brown to black 
leaf spots, the diameter of which ranges from 2 to 12 Dm, 

Although epidemiological trials were not carried out it seems probable from the general 
properties of Septorla and Cercospora genus, that septorlose on lettuce is more severe under 
rainy conditions whereas cercosporiose could be a problem even under drier conditions. 

FUBGICID SCREENING 

In a first trial, the following chemicals were compared: 

Mancozeb 
Propineb (Antracol) 
Benomyl (Benelate) 
Cupric hydroxide (Kocide) 
Copper oxychloride (Cupravit) 

By each treatment, 3 liters were spread on 60 plants. 

The trial was done as a randomized design replicated 4 times each chemical being 
tested with and without a surfacting agent (Triton X 114:2,5 cm /). 

The seeds were sown on July 17th, 1971. The seedlings were transplanted into small 
pots on August 4th, and in the field (lateritic soil, spacing 20 χ 25 cm) on September 7th. 
Two successive inoculations with Septorla lactucae were carried out on September 10th and 
17th (firat symptoms on Sept. 19th). Two sprays were made: September 28th and October 
6th. The harvest occurred from October 13th to 18th. 

The Cercospora occurred spontaneously in the trial. 

Ihe total weight harvested and the commercial weight were noted, as well as the 
diseases severity (scale ranging from 0 to 4). 

The results are summarized In Table 1. Benelate is clearly the best chemical against 
both diseases· The total and commercial weight are much higher, the rubbish (diseased 
leaves), is much less important, which corresponds to much less severe attacks by both 
pathogens. The addition of a surfacting agent is not necessary. In addition, it can be 
said that the Benomyl treated plants seemed to have a better heading than the others. 
Benomyl treated plants not In the experiment showed a flowering delayed by 6-8 days. 

BENOMYL TREATMENTS 

A second trial was carried out in order to determine the optimal mode of treatment 
by Benomyl. A split-plot pattern was adopted: in a plot, half the plants had received a 
Benomyl soil drench in their nursery pots (4.5 mg active substance per plant). Three 
types of aerial aprays (50g active substance per hl„) were compared with a control: 

An early apray: β days after transplanting 
A late spray : 16 days " " 
Two sprays : 8 and 16 days " 

Sowing 14/12/71. Transplanting into pots: 6/1/72. Pot drench 12/1/72. Field trans-
planting: 24/1/72. Septorla inoculation 28/1/ and 4/2/72. First spray 1/2/72. Second 
spray 9/2/72. Harvest 21-25/2/72.) 

In this trial, only Sentorla lactucae occurred. 

The results are summarized in Table 2. 

It can be aaid from the figures that a nursery pot soil drench is sufficient for the 
protection of the plant until harvest* 

300g/hl Commercial formulation 
300g/hl " 
100g/hl " " 
223g/hl " " 
250g/hl 
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Without any hursery soil drench, two sprays should be done before harveBt. In the case 
of a single spray, an early spray is not significantly better than a late one though it would 
be advisable to spray rather early for fear of the presence of a massive luoculum. 

In this trial, the soil treated planta ehowed a conaplcuously better headina. 

An estimation of the total dose of Benomyl for each plant (45 mg for the aoll drench, 2 
mg for each aerial spray) plotted against yields and dlaease prevalence shove that the optimal 
doses are between 4 and 65 mg per plant (active substance). It should be pointed out that 
these doses refer to the vhole life of the plant. A dose higher than 65 mg in a single 
application is dangerous, particularly in the soil. 

In order to determine the effectiveness of Benomyl, used as a soil drench, a third trial 
vas carried out, in \Alch a naked rootB field transplantation was made. There was no pot 
trsnsplantatlon: the sowing was made in a seedbed on which several doses of Benomyl were 
applied (0, 0.25, 0.5, 1,2,4, and 8g conmercial formulation per square meter). The germina-
tion was better with all Benomyl doaes than 1e the control, which shows that certain seedbed 
soil fungi were controlled. But the 8g/m^ dose was highly phytotoxic. The plants having 
received the other doses, and the control plants vere transplanted (naked roots transplanta-
tion) . No aerial spray was used. No disease prevalence was noted; which seemed to be quite 
uniform in the plots. The total and conmercial weights results are summarized in Table 3. 
The highest dose of Benooryl giyes slightly better results than the other onee; but this 
result does not indicate & residual of the fungicide in the plant, since the disease prevalence 
was rather high even with this doee as shown by the high percentage of rubbish. The highest 
dose transplanta were much bigger than the ether ones, which could explain these reaults. 
The figures demonstrate than the effect of a Benomyl seedbed drech is mainly due to the 
remanence of the fungicide in the soil transplanted with the plant, rather than in the plant 
itself. 

CONCLUSION 

Benomyl is very efficient againat the lettuce fungal dlseasea which occur in the 
Caribbean (mainly Septorlose), both aa aerial sprays or as a seedbed soil drench. In the 
letter case, the dose should be about 2 g Bemroiyl (active substance) per square meter or 
(if in small pots) about 3-4 mg/plant. The field transportation should be mede with some 
soil around the root system, which warranta both a better survival of transplants and the 
remanence of Benomyl. This method uses about 0. 7g commercial formulation for 100 plants, 
instead of 10 g for two aerial sprays, and requires lesa work too. We think it would be 
very interesting for lettuce growers. 

TABLE 1 

Results of a Screening Trial 
Γ" 

Treatment* 1 
Total weight 
(in g. harvested 

1 Commercial 
1 weight (in g. 

1 Disease prevalence 
• (scale 0-4) 1 per plant) ' per 1 plant) ' Septorla ' Cercospora 

Mf 74.6 b c 29.8 c 0.4 2.45 
Kocide (40%) 

M- é4.2 b c 28.4 c 
(44.27.) 

0.4 1.90 

Mf 54.7 b c 22.9 c 0.4 2.20 
Cupravit (41.91) 

M- 72.5 b c 25.6 c 
(35.3%) 

0.4 2.55 

Ml· 63.2 b c 26.9 c 0.8 2.40 
Mancozeb (42.5%) 

M- 68.5 b c 25.8 c 
(37.77.) 

0.2 2.25 

Mf 95.8 ab 69.0 b 0 0.67 
Benelate (72%) 

M- 121.1 a 98.1 s 
(81%) 

0 0.26 

ttt- 68.4 b c 28.3 c 0.1 2 
Antracol (41.4%) 

M- 70.9 b c 34.0 c 
(47.9%) 

0.2 1.85 

Control 
Mf 45.1 c 14.6 c 

(32.4%) 
0.75 2.30 

M- 57.9 b c 17.5 c 
(30.2%) 

0.2 1.75 

* m - Surfactant added 
M- « no surfactant 
Percentage in the Becond column9 comnercial weight as a percentage of the total weight 
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TABLE 2 

Résulta of a Trial on the Optimal Benomyl Treatment 

Treatment* 
* 

1 
1 

Total 
weight (g. 
per plant) 

ι 
τ 
1 

Cotiraerclal 
weight (g. 
per plant) 

t 
1 
1 

Disease 
prevalence 
(scale 0-5) 

Control 
B+ 197 ab 177 

(89.8%) 
a 0.26 ab 

B- 97 c 72 
(74.27.) 

c 3.62 d 

B+ 189 ab 168 a 0.14 a 
Early spray (88.9%) 

B- 175 ab 139 
(79.4%) 

ab 2.64 c 

Bt 202 a 183 a 0,06 a 
Late spray (90.6%) 

B- 150 b 122 
(81.3%) 

b 1.01 b 

B4- 185 ab 167 a 0.09 a 
Both sprays (90.3%) 

B- 198 ab 176 
(88,97.) 

a 0.34 ab 

*B+- = Benomyl as a nursery pot drench 
B- = no Benomyl drench 
% in the second column = cocmerclal weight £ts a percentage of the total weight 

TMLE 3 

Effect of Several Doses of Benomyl Applied as a Seedbed Soil Drench 
1 

Dose of Benomyl 1 
I 

To till weight 
(g) per plant 

r Commercial weight 
• (g) per plant 

Control 55.6 be 37.0 b 
(66.5%)* 

. 2 0.25 g/m 60.9 ab 38.1 ab 
(62.5%) 

, 2 0.50 g/m 73.4 ab 45.9 ab 
(62.57.) 

, 2 1 g/m 45.7 c 30.4 b 
(66.57.) 

, 2 2 g/m 51.5 be 33.0 b 
(64.0%) 

2 
4 g/m 87.3 a 56.7 a 

(64.9%) 
* Comnercial weight as a percent of total weight 
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CONTROL OF RIJST AND CERCOSPORA LEAFS POT OF PEANUTS IN JAMAICA 

R. E. Pierre and Maxlne Turner 
Plant Pathologists, University of the Heat Indies, Jamaica and Ministry 

of Agriculture, Jamaica, respectively 

INTRODUCTION 

There are three main dlaeasaa of the above-ground parts of the peanut (Arachls 
hvooaea L.) In Jamaica, Cercospora personate (Berk. & Curt.) Ell. & Ev. and Cercospora 
arachldlcola Horl are two apeclee which cause leafspote and, in addition, there Is rust 
which la caused by Pucclnla arachidls. Speg. 

Ç. personata forme black nearly circular spots on the leaves and produces conspicuous 
conldiophoree and conldla In more or leas concentric rings on the under surface of Infected 
leaves. Because sporulation Is rechar prolific this fungus la likely to cauae serious 
losses. 

arachldlcola forms dark brown lesions which, especially on the upper surface of 
the leaf, are auzxoundéd by a yellow halo. Sporulation la mich leea abundant than In 
the case of £. personate. 

Rjist la characterized by the production of numerous ruaty brawn postules especially 
on the undar surfaces of lnfacted leaves. Tfcls disease Is reputed to be the main limiting 
factor to camnerclal peanut production In the West Indies (6). 

All three dlMfe'es can .In severe cases cause leaf fell and prematura death of the 
|l£at, to decreased yields. Fortunately, the diseases generally occur fairly 
late in .Chfê lfeiof'thiB plaqt, rarely befote 5-6 weeka after, planting, with the possible 
exception of Ç. arafchlditiSlfU- \Infection generally begins on the older leaves and pro-
gresses upwards. In addition, "there is same measure of variation In varietal suscepti-
bility to the Cercospora leafspote. The runner (hypogaea) types, which generally are later 
maturing, tend to be leea susceptible than the bunch (fastiglata) types (6). 

A number of recent reports have Indicated effective control of Cercospora leafspote 
with benlate (1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14) and Daconll (3, 5, 10, 12). 

Harrison (3) teated a number of fungicides for control of rust and Cercospora leaf-
eiJOW. Be -found that Bravo (Daconll)2787), Dlthane M45, Fungi Sperse and KX3 reduced the 
severity of both diseases and resulted In increased yields. In his experiment, plant-
vax and duter decreased the severity of rust and benlate gave almost perfect control of 
Cercospora leafspote. Brestan, a does relative of duter, and another tin compound 
(Hoechst 2799). elso have been reported to control peanut rust in Suriname (4, 9). 
Vidhj>aeeJtaran and Kothandarsman (15) found thet duter also «as effective In controlling 
Ceroo6poi-a leaf spot. 

This 1· one of the gerles of experiments designed to develop effective and economic 
control measures for peanut rust .and Cercospora leafspote in Jamaica. 

MATERIALS AHD METHODS 

A local variety of tha Valencia type, rtiich is highly susceptible to all three 
dlseasee, was planted on November 8, 1971 on a Maverly Ü s soll at Mraa, Jamaica. The 
experimental design was a 3 χ 9 randomized block with the effective plot consisting of 
S χ 15 ft. rows spaced 2 ft.' apart. Hie experiment was subject to normal cultural 
operations for weed control. Irrigation, etc. No fertilizers were applied. The plots 
were not Inoculated so that disease*' Aich developed were dua to natural Infection. 

Four fortnightly sprays were applied with a knapseek sprayer at a rate equivalent to 
100 gallons (U.S.) per acre, beginning four weeks after planting. The fungicides used 
were benlate (l-butylcarbaaoyl)-2-banzlnldazole carbamlc acid, methyl ester, 50% WP), 
plantvax (2,3-dlhydro-5-carboxanilid*-6-aethyl-l,4 oxathlin-4,4 dioxide 75% HP) duter 
(triphenyl tin hydroxide 50% HP) koclde 101 (cupric hydroxide 561 HP) and wettable ewlphur 
<98% HP). 

Based on the raaults of a preliminary trial, disease Incidence waa assessed on leaves 
number 6 through 10 on February 4, on five randomly selected stems from each plot. Each 
leaflet was individually assessed on a zoro through 4 scale. Hie Dlseasa Index (D.I.) «as 
determined by a modification of McXlnnay*a forwla (2) which follows: 

τ Sum of all ratings χ 100 
No. of units Kaxlimm disease category 
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Plote were harvested 101 days after planting, sundrled, weighed and eampled for the 
determination of moisture content. 

RESULTS 

The results of this experiment are smnnariBed in Table 1. Treatments containing 
benlate were significantly euperior to all othere at the 1% level in controlling £. 
perBonata. whereas treatments containing either plantvax or duter were significantly 
superior to all othere at the Y%, level in controlling rust. 

The following treatments were significantly different at the 5% level only: 

Duter/plantvax and duter (Ç, personate). benlate and kocide, benlate/plantavax and 
kocide, and benlate/wettable sulphur and plantvax (rust). 

Vlth regard to yield, all treatments vere elgnlficantly superior to the control and 
the treatment containing plantvax only, but tie re vere no significant differences betveen 
other treatments. Yield increases ranged from 41 to 64% over the control plot. 

Three other obaervations are noteworthy In this experiment: 

(1) leafspot caused by Ç. arachidlcola did not occur; 
(2) duter was slightly phytotoxlc at the rate used; 
(3) there was a mild incidence of an unidentified foliar disease which wsa not 

controlled by any of the fungicides used. 

DISCUSSICM 

It is clear that the fungicides used varied in their effectiveness in controlling 
Cercospora leafspot and rust. Benlate was most effective against Cercospora idiereae 
plantvax and duter were most effective agalnat rust. It appears that best control of 
both diseaeee could be obtained by a mixture of benlate and plantvax or benlate and duter. 
Ameaon (3) already haa made a similar suggeetlone regarding the benlate/plantvax mixture 
based on work in Honduras and Nicaragua, but suggested that short spray cycles - no more 
than 7 days between applications were necessary. It is Interesting to note "fiiompson1 s 
(14) observation that three applications of benlate were as effective as seven applica-
tions in controlling Cercospora leafspot. Quite obviously, climatic factors play an 
importent role in determining the frequency of spray application. 

The yield data clearly Indicate that Cercoapora leafspot was a more Important 
contributor to yield reduction than was a rust. However, it is equally clear that under 
the conditions of this experiment, the peanut plant was able to tolerate a reasonably 
high level of foliar diseases without a drastic reduction in yield. This presumably is 
attributable mainly to the time of firat appearance and build up of the dleeases, for 
although these diseases generally occur fairly late In the life of the crop, given a high 
Inoculum level at en early stage and an environment conduclse to disease development It is 
likely that a very different set of results will emerge. In fact, in one of our own 
experiments with peanut rust, planta that were inoculated 14 days after planting developed 
severe symptoms of rust infection within 10 daye. 

Work in this area is being continued and it is expected that realistic reconmendatlons 
for control of these diseases will be made Bhortly. 
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PEANUT DISEASES ΓΗ BARBADOS AMP THEIR CONTROfr 

David Ncirse 
Ministry of Agriculture, Science and Technology, Barbados 

INTRODUCTION 

For many years diseases have been an important and often limiting factor in peanut 
production in the Caribbean. Novell (1923) in his study of plant diseases in the Lesser 
Antilles referred to three destructive disease», namely root and stem rot caused by 
Sclerotium rolfBÜ Sacc., rust caused by Puccinia arachidls Speg., and cercospora leaf-
spot caueed by Cercosporldlum nargnnatum (Berk, à Curt) Delghton. These tvo leaf diseases 
are Btill the most serious ones that occur In the Caribbean. 

Peanut production in Barbados has expanded markedly In recent yeare, with some 200 
acres being planted in 1971, using varieties bred In the U.S.A. (Florigiant and Tennessee 
Red.). To assist the commercial peanut grower«, the Ministry of Agriculture has conducted 
various Investigations, such as the mechanization of planting and chemical week control. 
The present paper giveB the results of a survey into the nature and incidence of peanut 
diseases, and of fungicide trials to control rust and cercospora leafepot. 

MINOR DISEASES 

Pythlum root rot 

The incidence of this disease Is seldom high, but at times it may kill large numbers 
of seedlings and planta up to 8 weeks old, when these have already been weakened by minor 
element deficiencies. It appears that under such circumstances the residual activity of 
the standard Thiram based seed dressing is too short. The Incidence of this and the 
following dlseaee is greater when the seeds an: sown too deep, and hence, this should be 
avoided. 

Rhizoctonia root rot 

Rhizoctonia so Ian 1 Kuhn is a very common inhabitant of soils in Barbados, and may 
attack peanuts at all stages of development, although it seldom causes serious loBses. 
Seedlings are UBually attacked at or just below soil level, and a dry rot develops, 
which causes the shootB to wilt and die. Older plants are more resistant and infection 
is generally limited to areas where the runnera are in contact with the soil. At these 
points small brown sunken necrotic spots may be formed. 

Dlaporthe plias nolo rum 

Dlaporthe phaseolorum (Cooke & EIIIB) Sac;., Myrothecima rorldium Tode ex Fr., and 
a Phyllostlcta sp. have been isolated from vhitish or brownish sunken necrotic spots on 
runners. Pathogenicity tests conducted on greenhouse plants have indicated that all 
three fungi can produce necrotic spots when infection occurs through wounded tissues but 
only D. phaseolorum 1B able to Infect healthy tissue. It seems likely that Infection by 
these fungi commonly occurs through wounds caueed by abrasive contact between the soil 
surfaoe and the runners. 

Southern Blight 

Although Novell (1923) found this dlseaee caueed by Sclerotium rolfsii to be a serious 
one, particularly during exceptionally wet perlodB, It has not been responsible for any 
extensive damage to peanute in Barbados in recent times. However, it is potentially 
serious because it Is widely distributed In Barbados, it has many hoste, and some commercial 
growers have to practice a short rotation. The most cosmon symptom is a stem rot and vilt, 
and it can be readily distinguished from other fungi which cause similar damage,' by the 
White cottony growth which conmmly covers the affected stem at and Just below soil level. 
This growth may contain whitish to dark brovn cabbage seed-like bodies. The only control 
methods are deep ploughing of crop residues «nd long rotation. 

Leafspot Diseases 

Cercospora canescens Ell. & Mart. Infrequently produces reddish brown spots on old 
leaves. More frequent la a small brown to dark brown spot caused by Phyllostlcta arachidls 
hvnottaeae Vaaant Rao. When they are old, theae spots have dark margins and pale centres. 
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Phyllostlctlna βρ. 

This bas been found to form small dark brown to blackish leafspote, which may be 
numerous and hence produce symptoms similar to those caused by Iaptosphaerullne trlfolli 
(Söst.) Fetr. The latter fungus also occurs In Barbados, but only low levels of Infec-
tion have been observed. 

Heavy but localized attacks of a leaf blight caused by Altemarla alternate (Fries) 
Kelssler have been observed from time to time. Initially only the leaflet tips are 
affected but the brown to brown-black leBions may spread until almost half of the leaf-
let 1b killed. 

Control measures against tbese minor leaf diseases are generally not economic, but 
most of them will be controlled by tbe fungicides used against cercospora leafspot (Ç. 
personatum). 

MAJOR DISEASES 

Crown Rot 

This name is usually reserved for the disease caused by Aspergillus nlger van Tieghem, 
although it is only when this fungus attacks older plants that a crown rot actually occurs. 
More often A. nlger causes a post-emergence blight of seedlinga, which is largely prevented 
by the nee of Captsh'015 thlram Beed-dressings, and by avoiding planting too deep. The 
crown'rot condition appears ihltlally as a brown depressed area on the stem Just below 
ground level. Ander favourable conditions the necrosis spreada rapidly and girdles the 
stem. The shoot then wilts rapidly, particularly during dry weather, and the plant dies. 
Thla form of crown rot normally can be readily distinguished from similar rots caused by 
other fungi, by the dark brown to black βροΐΐ mass which covers the decayed area. In 
Barbados this crown rot Is most conmonly found on plants already weakened by micro-
nutrient deficiency. 

Dlplodiii Blight 

This is caueed by Botryodlplodla theobromeae Pat (syn. Dlrlodla netalensls Pole-Evans) 
may be confused with crown rot, but with this disease the stem necrosis comoonly extends 
well above ground level so that the main branches are also decayed. The Infected areas 
tend to Bhred slightly and numerous small πιiBed black fruiting bodies of this fungus can 
be seen embedded in the affected epideimel tlesuee. It attacks peanuts at all atagea of 
development, but in Barbados it is most comrion during the second half of the growth cycle, 
and plants weakened by minor element deficiency are more susceptible. Severe attacks 
have resulted in 14% reduction in plant population. Although benomyl (Benlate) and 
rthiobendazole (Tecto 40 flowable) have been reported to have some activity against J}. 
theobromeae. they gave no significant contrai at rates equivalent to 18 g/hfi and 250 ml/ha, 
respectively, applied at 14 day Intervals. 

Cercospora leafspot 

In Barbado s this ie caueed ' by Cercosporidlum personatum (Mycosphaerelia berkelevii) 
although in other parts of the world, particularly Africa a related fungus Cercospore 
arachldicola Is more Important, The spots are dark brown to blackish, and do not have 
ä consplcupua yellow zone around them. Heavy Infection résulté In defoliation, and if 
this occurs early in the season, both the quantity and the quality of the nuts are 
reduced. 

The dlseaee 1B most serious In thoae seasons with higher than average rainfall. In 
our field trials it has been observed that late planted peanuts are less heavily 
attacked than early planted ones, the average number of leslone/leaflet being 0.47 and 
3.31, respectively. The difference can be related to the lower amount of rain received 
by the late planted nuts. Similarly Cercospora has not been a problem on irrigated 
peanuts. 

We have compared the present reconmended fungicide Dlthane M45, with Daconll 2787 
Benlste and Tecto 40 flowable. The variety used was NC 17 and a etraight line experi-
mental layout positioned approximately at right angles to the prevailing wind was used 
to reduce movement of spores between plots. There were no untreated control plots in 
the experiment. Disease and defoliation was assessed on 20 main branches selected at 
random from each plot. 

Benlate end Daconll applied at 14 day intervals from the onset of infection reduced 
the mean number of leafspots/leaflet, percentage defoliation and Increased yields signifi-
cantly more than Dlthane M45 applied on a routine 7 day schedule. There was no signifi-
cant difference between the high and low rates of Benlate, that Is, 12 and 18 g/ha. Tecto 
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40 was not significantly better than Dlthane »145. In a late planted, but otherwise 
Identical trial to the above, the incidence of cercospora leafspot was much less, and 
there was no significant differences between i.ny of the treatments. 

Ruat 

Thle disease caused by Pucclnea arachldlli is widespread in the Caribbean, Central 
and South America (Bromfield, 1971). In the ':ield It conmonly attacks planta already 
infected by Ç. personatum and, therefore, It is difficult to determine the loss in yield 
due to rust alone. Newell (1923) reported that it was more prevalent In the years with 
higher than average rainfall, but In Barbados it has-caueed severe damage to peanuts 
grown under irrigation in the dry season, although with rain-fed crops, late planted 
peanuts are usually less heavily Infected than earlier planted ones. 

P. arachldls produces typical small red-brown lesione, which are most obvious on the 
lower leaf surface. Heavily Infected plants Loose all their leaves and die. Aa with 
Ç. personatum if infection occurs late In the seaeon, ruet has little effect on yield, 
but early infection reduces the number and slxe of the kennels, with many of them fall-
ing to fill out. 

Since it la not poaslble to predict the occurrence of rust, and, therefore, whether 
protective sprays are necessary, we have been comparing two ayetesic fungicides with 
eradicant properties, namely Plantvax and Hoe 2989 (pyracarbolld), with two protective 
type fungicides, Dlthane H45 and Daconll 2787. The latter fungicides were applied on a 
routine schedule, whereas the systexlc fungicides were applied when rust was first 
observed In the experimental plots. In an experiment with untreated control plots, 
Dlthane M45 applied at 7 day intervals significantly decreased defoliation caused by 
rust. The other experiments have not included untreated control plots and only direct 
comparisons between the fungicides are made. In a trial with high levels of Infection 
there were no marked differences between any of the treatments. However, In a late 
planted, leee heavily Infected trial, two applications of Plantvax or Hoe 2989 at 14 
day intervals, gave appreciably better control than ten applications of Dlthane at 7 
day Intervals, but yields were not significantly different. Control by Daconll on a 14 
schedule was not significantly different from that of Dlthane. Harrison (1971) also 
found no appreciable difference in rust control between Daconll and Dlthane. The results 
suggest that correctly timed applications of Plantvax or Hoe 2989 may give satisfactory 
rust control. Further experiments are in progress. 
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COMPARED VIRULENCE OF PSEUDOMONAS SOIAKACKAKUM IH DIFFERENT TYPES OF SOIL 

C.M. Messiaen, M, Be rami a & M. Berniac 

IURA - GUADELOUPE 

INTRODUCTION 

Bacterial wilt on tomato and eggplants appears very often in vegetable-growing areas 
of French West Indies. The production of these vegetables is, therefore, a lottery for 
the grower, especially if he vanta to include regularly these solanaceous crops In his 
rotationsι 

Empirical observation may lead to general previsions summarized in table 1. 

Climatic factors explain probably soma of the different situations obser«d (absence 
of bacterial wilt above 1,500 feet elevation, probably linked with low temperatures, 
absence of bacterial wilt on the first solanaceous crop in dry volcanic areas, probably 
linked with soil dryness during severel months in the year.) 

But the absence of severe manifestations of bacterial wilt in limestone soils of 
Grande-terie, Harle Galante and places in Southern Martinique, even after successive 
Irrigated crops* show that soil constitution Is also an important factor influencing the 
possibility and quickness of soil invasion by Pseudomonas solanacearum. 

MATERIAL AMP METHODS 

Our experiments were done with tomato plants of the variety Floradel, susceptible to 
bacterial wilt. Plants aged of 20 to 25 day» were produced in 2 Inches pots, and trans-
planted In 5 or better 7 Inches pots filled iri.th the soil sample to be examined. The 
large pots were Inoculated 3 weeks before transplantation by pouring on their surface 4 
ml (5 inches pots) or 8 ml (7 Inches pots) of a virulent bacterial suspension obtained by 
adding 100 ml of distilled water to 1 test tube of a virulent culture of Pseudomonas 
solanaceanmt aged 3 days. 

The plants were then observed during 21 days for the rapidity and severity of bacterial 
wilt symptoms. 

TABLE 

1 1 • 1 Bacterial wilt 
Type of soil 

1 
, Altitude 

ι Climatic ι Preceding 1 Incidence 1/ Type of soil 
1 
, Altitude 1 conditions 1 crop 1 1st 1 Successive crops 1 1 I 1 Croo 1 with irrigation 

volcanic soil more than 
1500 feet - - 0 0 

valcanlc soil near sea dry areas 
level (less than 80 

Inches o:F 
rainfall) - Ε +f+ 

wet areas sugarcane or Ε +H-
pasture 
banana ++ +++ 

limestone soil near sea - - 0 Ε 
level 

1/ 0: no bacterial wilt, E: plant diseased in a low percentage, mild symptoms, +f: disease 
severe, +H-: disease very destructive. 

A scale from 0 (healthy plant) to 4 (dead plant) was used, Intermediate notes expressing 
various degrees of leaf eplnasty and adventitious root development, transient or permanent 
wilt. The mean note obtained per plant was multiplied by 25, in order to obtain 100 for 
complete mortality. 

* Fron the experience of experimental garden:; at the Beauport sugar factory and St-Francois 
IHHA farm (Grande-Terre) Vidon experimental farm (Marip Galante) and Sainte-Anne IKAT experi-
mental plots (Martinique). 
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The soll eamples vere used either In their natural condition, after passage through a 
0.3 inch sieve o r after different treatments: 

1. Sterilization vlth formaldehyde (12 ml of 30% TomaLdehyde/7 inch:pot) 
2. Steam sterilization during IS mm at 212°F 
3. Steam sterilization during 1 h at 248" F twice at 24 h Interval 
4. Addition of several doses of finely divided pure calcium carbonate 

RESULTS 

The results of 3 characteristic experiments are presented: 

Experiment ^ 

A vegetable garden soil from v<lcanlc Gundaloupe vas compared to a vegetable garden 
soil from Grende Terre (limestone soil). 

TABU 2 

Location 
k 
• Treatment 1 

' Dlseaee index on successive 
' days 
' 6th day ' 12th day' 21st day 

Vegetable garden BO11 from volcanic steam 
guadeloupe sterilized 59 100 

check 51 100 
Vegetable garden soil from grande- steam 
terre (limestone soil) aterlllzed 0 12 22 

check 0 15 23 

Experiment 2 

Other types of sterilization on limestone soil, addition of calcium carbonate to 
volcanic soil, (table 3). 

TABLE 3 
1 1 Disease Index on successive 

Location 1 Treatment 1 davs 1 ' 6 1 14 ' 21 

Vegetable garden soil from volcanic check 45 74 100 
guadeloupe + 2%e '^C03 11 43 83 

+ 4%o CaCOj 8 22 54 
Vegetable garden soil from Grande- check 1 13 18 
terre (limestone soil) formaldehyde 4 5 22 

120° two times 8 15 28 
inoculated at* 
transplantation 1 36 42 
Inoculated by 
Btff1 puncture 19 95 100 

•Without root injury 
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Experiment: 3 

Different aoïl samples from volcanic Guadeloupe and Grande-Terre. 

TABLE 4* 

Locality 
ι I 
, Observations , Disease Index Locality 20th day 

Petit-Canal vegetable garden aoll 46 
rande-Terre Petit-Canal vegetable garden eoil 24 

Petit-Canal Mangrove soil 17 
Gardel Pasture soil 15 
St-Frencois vegetable garden soil 19 
Morne-a-1'eau vegetable garden soil (1st year) 11 
Pointe-a-Pitre vegetable garden soil 12 

mean disease index for Grande-Terre 20.5 

Vieux-habitants vegetable garden soil in a dry 
area 62 

Matouba vegetable garden soil at 1500 
olcanlc ffcet elevation 86 
uadeloupe Roujol eggplant and Tobacco nursery 35 

Prise dfeau vegetable garden-very low pH: 4.7 13 
Petit-Bourg vegetable garden 71 
Duclos vegetable garden 36 
DUCIOB" primitive forest Boil"1 59 

mean • disease Index for volcanic Guadeloupe 50.3 
This experiment was realized Έ Γ cooler conditions then the precedent ones, and disease 
development lees rapid. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

It can be concluded, from experiments related above, that soil receptivity to invasion 
y Pseudomonas solanacearuro is an inherent characteristic, resistant to formaldehyde, steam, 
r autoclave sterilization, therefore, not linked with a special kind of eoil microflora. 

Since with "resistant" soils, the low receptivity is better expressed when soil is 
noculated 3 weeks before transplantation than when inoculated at transplantation, and 
bsolutely not expressed when plants are directly stem inoculated we can conclude that thie 
eelstance is the consequence of a direct effeet of soil on bacteria, and not of an indirect 
ffect on plant susceptibility, as it occurs with Tomato Fusarium wilt. (DAVET, MESSIAEN & 
IEUF 1966, JONES & WOLZ 197ty We can conclude from the 3rd experiment that volcanic soils 

as a general rule more receptive than limestone soils. Volcanic soils which are not 
ctuaily contaminated (soil from dry areas in sltitude or virgin soil from forest) may be 
lrtually still more receptive than old vegetable garden soils. There are, however, some 
ixceptlons: one in Grande Terre (vegetable garden at Petit-Canal), one la Guadeloupe (vegetable 
;arden at Prise d'eau). The second exception is very curious, since "receptive" soils have 
sually a pH between 5.5 and 6.5 "resietant soils" between 7 and 8.5. This "resistant" 
•olcanlc eoil has an exceptionally low pH (4.7). 

The work related in this paper may be considered only as a first approach of the 
uestion: on one hand the results are not new, since in KELMAN's book (1953), lowering 
he pH to 4.5 with sulfur, followed by a rise to 7.5 by lime application la presented as an 
:ffective method to control bacterial wilt. 

On the other hand it would not be wise to take only pH in consideration. A rise of pH 
btalned with Mg, Κ or Na would it be effective in the same way as with Ca ? We must 
•emember, too, that other differences exist for the pedologlst between volcanic and lime-
tone soils "ferralitic soils" and "vertisols," The type of clay ia different: kaolinite 
η the first kind of soil, montmorillonite In the second type. Vie must remember that 
lontmorillonite was presented by STOTZKY & al (1961) as the factor of resistance in some 
IOIIB to invasion by Panama disease on bananas (cauaed by Fusarium oxysporum f. sp, cubense.) 

These various considerations (pH» Ca versus other cations, clay type), and the fate of 
>acterla in "resistant soils" (do they disappear, or become avirulent ?) will be the subject 
if new experiments realized by Bernlac and M. Be resale in 1972 and 1973. 
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CONTROL or VEGETABLE LEGUMES DISEASES ΒΎ FUNGICID SEED TREATMENTS 

P. Pauvert, J. P. Ginoux, P. Ricci & A. Beyrles 

INRA-Guadeloupe 

INTRODUCTION 

In the Caribbean cryptogamic dlseaaea are very numerous on beans (Phaseolus vulgaris). 
In Guadeloupe, amongst the soil borne pathogens, Pvthlum aphanldermatum, Rhizoctonia solanl. 
Sclerotium rolfsll and Fusarium solanl induce pre or post-emergence damping off or, further, 
collar rot and root necrosis. 

Foliage diseases are not less important. During the dry and cool season powdery 
mildew (Ervsiphe polygon!) end rust (Uromyces phaseoll) occur. Anthracnose caused by 
Colletotrichum lindemuthianum. splash dispersed either by rain or by overhead Irrigation 
may take more ljnportance in the future when introduced vlth seeds originating from temper-
ate countries If they are eown during a cool and wet period (ex. December 1971). 

It would be ideal for the grower to tmve resistant varieties, and breeders endeavour 
to find them. Presently the most efficient way of control is obtained from fungicid 
treatments. Whenever an active product is available, it is important to apply it at the 
best place, at the heat time so that the plante are secured at the lowest cost. Possibili-
ties of food pollution must not be forgotten either. 

In this connection seed dressings, vtuin efficient a long time after germination, are 
interesting. They can be done by cooperative or official organisms for growers lacking 
spraying equipment. 

Our experiments deal with two fungicides, Benomyl and Chloroneb, together well known 
for their systemic properties. Benomyl (du Pont's Benlate 50 W P) is translocated up to 
the foliage. Thapllyal and Sinclair (1970) showed that in soybean seed, benomyl (or a 
compound related to it) becomes first localized in the cotyledons, our experiments show 
that it is then transplocated to the leaves. 

Chloroneb is also able to get into thiî soybean sead and may be found in the hypocotyl 
and roots. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Most of the experiments were done on 'beans (Phaseolus vulgaris var* Contender) some 
trials on Cowpea (black eye). Seeds were dressed at three rates: 27», 47«, and 87«, W.P., 
with addition of an equal amount of water to obtain adherence of the powders on the seeds. 

Preliminary trials tested the phytotcrfcic action of the treatment on seed germination 
and growth of bean seedlings, Benomyl did not exert any toxic effect at any rates. 
Chloroneb at reduced the percentage of germination and the seedling weight. This 
action was enhanced when conjoined with benomyl, 

RESULTS 

BBNQHÏL EFFECT ON AERIAL DISEASES 

Powdery mildew 

Repeated inoculations were done on plants grown in a greenhouse. Caution was taken 
not to wet the leaves during watering, so that the conditions for disease development 
were better than In nature. At blooming the non-treated plants had their leaves entire-
ly covered with powdery mildew. 

At 2"L the leaves were moderately attacked, and at 47*. only a few spots appeared. 

Daaosan was inefficient sgainst the dlseaee and when added did not change the benomyl 
action. Similar reeults were obtained on Cowpea (black eye) 

Anthracnoee 

Seeds of red kidney beane, showing characteristic spots of the dleease were treated 
with benomyl. Six days after the beginning of the germination, cotyledons were taken off 
for observation. 
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Item 
ι 
1 % Observed for Item 
' non treated 1 Benomvl 27, 1 Benomyl 4% 

healthy cotyledons 12 26 38 
cotyledons with cicatrized or 
limited anthracnose lesions 42 71 58 
cotyledons with large anthracnoae 
lesions 26 1 a 
other attacks* 20 2 4 

(Colleto + 0 0 
sporulation (Fusarium + 0 0 
*mainly Fusarium solanl 

There Is curative effect of the fungicide even at 2%. A lov rate of Benomyl Is suf-
ficient to stop the sporulation. At 4X, the plants Issued from severely Infected seeds 
never showed disease rymptoma during all their development. 

C11IÛEDNEB EFFECT ON SOIL BORNE PATHOGEN S 

Pythlum aphiinldennatum 

Seedlings were grown In pots Inoculated with a disc from an actively growing Prthlum 
colony on oatmeal agar. 

After seven days, an observation was donii and the disease ne ted from 0 to 100 (100 
corresponding to the death of the plant). 

% disease occurrence 
no treated ' Chloroneb 

27= 
' Chloroneb ' <*% 

' Chloroneb 
8% 

100 6 11 26 

The best results are obtained from a low rate of chloroneb, probably In relation with 
a weakening phytotoxlc effect on the plants. 

Sclerotium rolfall 

Experiments carried out by Beyries (1969) hsd shown that seed dressing of beans was 
very efficient against .S. rolfsll. He noticed also that high rate of Chloroneb Incited 
phytotoxiclty. At 2.57oend 5% the protection was complete. These résulte obtained in 
temperate climate were checked in Guadeloupe. 

C0NCIPSI0H 

Some experiments are yet necessary In the field to check these results. Some growers 
In Guadeloupe have received treated seeda at the following rates: Benuinyl 47.· W Ρ and 
Chloroneb 2Î Η. Ρ The firat results are premising, others fungi will be tested too. 
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RECHERCHE D'UNE NOUVELLE VARIETE D'AUBERGINE TOLERANTE AU PSEUDOMONAS SOLANACEARUM 

P. Daly, .1. Thonet, M. Soltout 
Agence des Antilles-Guyana 
Fort-de-France, MARTINIQUE 

INTRODUCTION 

La sélection de l'aubergine menée par l'IRAT Martinique en vue d'obtenir une variété 
tolérante au Pseudomonas solanacearum et présentant par ailleurs des fruits de qualité 
convenant au Marché Métropolitain d'hiver, a conduit en R F^(done clng générations) a 
l'obtention de quelques lignées intéressantes (Agronomie Tropicale) Parmi les lignées 
étudiées en R F^ nous en avons retenu trois pour étude particulière, et comparaison avec 
l'hybride F^ et la Florida Market: 

Ces trois lignées L 17 - L 19 - L 14 en RF5, sent comparés a Florida Market et a 
l'hybride F IRAT, afin d'apprécier leur tolérance vis-a-vis du Pseudomonas Solanacearum, 
et leur productivité. 

CONDUITE DE L'ESSAI 

L'essai est mis en place en Balson des pluies au Τ .ornent in (Centre Martinique) dans 
des sols argileux (50% d'argile a montmorillonlte) dérivée des sols a évolution ferralll-
tlques dea collines voisines. Le ph de ces sole est bas: 5.5 (ph eau) en moyenne) et 
très infestés par le Pseudomonas solanacefirrum qui y présente une virulence très forte. 

Type d'essai: Nous avons choisi d'effectuer cet essai en carré latin afin de connaître 
avec le plus de précision possible l'homogénéité de 1'infestation par le Pseudomonas. 

Aucune infestation artificielle n'est: réalisée, le terrains ayant déjà porté plusieurs 
cultures de aolanées présentant de forts pourcentages de dégâts. 

2 
Dimensions: parcelle élémentaire: 1, 70 m χ 8 = 13,60 m 

écartements: 0.80 χ 1.70 = 7.350 plants/ha 
nombre de plants par parcelle: 10 
nombre de plants par variété: 50 

Pluviométrie: 27.7.71 - 13.12.71 = 1,320.5 mm 
Multiplication: semis: 11.6.71 Germination: 18.6.71 

mise en place: 26.7.71 
Fumure: le 23.7.71 

N (ammonitrate) 100 UF/ha 
P205 (supertriple) 100 UF/ha 
K20 (sulfate de potasse) 150 UF/ha 
en couverture Sulfate de potasBe: 100 UF/ha le 10.9.71 

Ammonitrate: 50 UF/ha le 12.8.71, le 25.9.71, le 14.10.71, le 29.10.71, 
SarclageB: chimique (Paraquat) le 10.8. 

manuel le 24.8, 
chimique (Paraquat) le 7.9. 

Irrigations: les 27-7/8-8/7-8/10-8 
Pesticides: Propinebe et Mevinphos 
Diagnose parasitaire: Pseudomonas Solanacearum des le 23 Août (voir résultats 

Colletotrichum gloesporloides des le 12 Novembre (sans 
gravité 

Récoltes: du 15 Septembre au 13 Décembre 1971. 

RESULTATS 

Fié tris sements dus au Pseudomonas solanacearum 

Ιλ data de flétrlseement a été notée:, quand le plant présentait des signes de 
mortalité assurée et que ces fruits n'ave.ient plus leur bel aspect brillant (en effet 
certains plants tolérants ont une végétation normale le matin et présentent un 
flétrissement au cours de la journée, pour reprendre leur apparence saine le lendemain 
matin, et ainsi pendant plusieurs jours. 

Le contrôle de la présence du P.S. est assuré, en plus de la coloration brune dee 
vaisseaux de la tige, par la méthode de séro agglutination (B. DIGAT - INRA-Duclos). 
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Lee résultats sont consignés sur le tableau suivant: 

date de flétrlssement L 17 FOIRAT L 19 L 14 Fl. Mar 

26.7.71 plantation 
23.8.71 6 45 
24.8.71 1 
26.8.71 3 
31.8.71 1 2 
8.9.71 5 1 1 
14.9.71 8 1 _ 

6 15 1 2 50 

Lea récoltes ont conmencé le 15.9.71. Acette date done, toutes les Florida Market 
avaient disparu, par contre les lignées s'étailent fort bien comportées, et dépassaient 
largement l'hybride en tolérance vis-a-vis du Pseudomonas solanacearum. De plus les 
plants d'hybride restant en place avaient une végétation faible, des fruité ternes 
(aspect de cet hybride en terrain tree fortement contaminé). Auasi l'avons nous 
entièrement supprimé. 

pureté des lignées 
En R F^ nous avions: 

L 19: 90% de pureté 
L 17: 90Î de pureté 
L 14: 75% de pureté 

en R Fc la L 14 ne voit guere sa pureté s'améliorer aussi nous l'avons laissé de coté 
pour 1 instant, 

la L 19 reste avec une pureté de 90%, nous la gardons car la seulle différence 
est la présence de chaire blance sur 107. des plants, la forme parait homogene, le port 
l'est. 

la L 17 parait bien fixée pour le port, la couleur de la chaire, la couleur de 
l'êpiderme et la forme du fruit. 

Seules les lignées L 17 et L 19 font l'objet de pesées. Ces pesées sont consignées 
dans le tableau suivant: 

Récoltes de 50 plants (kg) 

L 17 15 1 9 23 9 29 9 6.10 ,13.10 20 10 ,27.10 5.11 12 f 11 22.11 6.12 13.12 

,10 7 16 6 25 9 54.5 , 73.1 103 3 ,132.0 ,168.0 i ,195 0 216.3 268.5 294.6 

L 19 1 ,17 2 30 1 47 6 62.8 , 68.9 ao 9 ,101.5 ,120.3 ,146 5 211.9 245.0 334.3 

du 15-9 au 15-10 une moitié des plantes ont été récoltées seulement, 11 semble qu'il y 
ait une hétérogénéité de précocité qu'il va falloir atténuer le plus possible (en L 17 
et en L 19). 

Le 1er mois de culture la L 19 eat plus productive que la L 17; le 2eme mois la 
situation est inversée, en fin le 3 eme mois l'avantage revient a la L 19 qui reste done 
plus productive. 

En ramenant ces poids a l'hectare (sur la base de 8.000 plants a l'hectare - la L 17 
en 3 mois de récolte donne approximativement: 47 tonnes et la L 19: 53, 5 tonnes: 
Polda moyen des fruits récoltés en fonction des dates de récolte 

Les récoltes ont été effectuées au mamer.t ou les fruits devenaient fermes et leur 
développement se ralentissait, atteignant le stade de prématurité. 

L 17 ,15.9 23.9 29.9 6.10 ,13.10 I2O.IO ,27.10 5.11 , 12.11 22.11 6.12 ,13.12 

,398 457 420 405 , 388 , 326 . 336 354 
1 . 331 442 296 , 266 

L 19 ,460 343 466 347 , 490 , 380 . , 366 300 , 300 316 240 , 304 

le poids moyen pour l'ensemble a été de: 
L 17: 341 
L 19: 320 
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Ce poids est environ supérieur d'un tiers su poids de récolte pour l'exportation, ce qui 
ferait des rendements de L 17: 32 î, L 19: 37 Tonnes. 

Par plante le nombre de fruits récoltés a été: 
L 17: 17 fruits - L 19: 20 fruits en 3 moia 

II est a noter qne les dimentsions d'un fruit sont, en fonction du poids: 

L 17 L 19 

180 gr L " 14 cm • ί 6 cm 200 l = 11 cm ^ 7 cm 
220 gr L = 14 cm - 0 7 cm 210 L = 13 cm 0 = 7 cm 
260 gr l « 14 cm - 0 7,5 cm 260 L = 14 cm 0 = 7.5cm 
320 gr L * 14 cm - 0 8.5 cm 280 L * 13 cm. à = 8 cm 
350 gr L « 17 cm - 0 8 cm 340 L = 14 cm 0 = 8.5 an 

Ces fruits, très denses se conservent bien, en particulier ceux de L 17. 

Description des plantes et des fruits 

La L 17 est de port érige, les tiges seat sans anthecyane, ou très peu anthoeyanées, 
le feuillage est léger, vert clair; les feuilles sont peu nombreuses, la plante a tendance 
a se développer surtout sur une tige principale; les rameaux secondaires se développant 
^tres lentement. 

Le fruit est périforme, l'épiderrae est brillant, violet foncé avec une répartition 
de la couleur uniforme - la couleur sous calice est violacée, la chaire est verte. 

La L 19 est auasi de port érigé, mais les tiges possèdent plus d'anthocyane que 
chez la précédente; le feuillage est plus dense, vert clair; les rameaux secondaires se 
développent plus facilement que chez la précédente. 

te fruit est périforme, a épideime brillant, violet, avec une répartition de la 
couleur uniforme, la couleur sous calice est violacée, la chaire verte; le fruit est 
légèrement plus globuleux que celui de L 17, un peu plus mou, se conserve moins bien. 

CONCLUSION 

De ces deux nouvelles variétés nous n'en retiendrons pour l'instant que la L 17, 
Is L 19 métant pas suffisamment purifiée. Cette variété possédant une tolérance 
acceptable au Pseudomonas solanacearum et certainement au Phomopsls vexans (les deux 
parents choisis présentant une très bonne tolérance a ce cryptogame présent dens 
toutes les Antilles), devrait, pour une période provisioire tout au moins, remplacer les 
variétés commerciales actuellement cultivées dans les "iles" pour le marché d'hiver 
européen, ses fruits ressemblant a ceux de Pompano Market et Florida Harket qui ont cré 
l'image de marque de l'aubergine martiniquaise. 

Note: Ces variétés L 17 et L 19 sont cultivées sur 5 hectares chez quelques agricultures 
en 1971-1972, afin d'apprécier leurs qualités au champ et a l'exportation, et lors de la 
prochaine campagne il eat possible qu'elle surclasse Pompano en surfaces plantées. 
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TRIAL OF "CANTALOUP CHARENTAIS", MUSKMELON BREEDING LINES FOR WATERMELON 
MOSAIC VIRUS (WHV| ) F.TÎSIST.mCK AND MILDEW TOLERANCE 

C. Allais, F. Kaan, and C. Vincent 
Station d'Amélioration dee Plantes, INRA 

Centre de Recherches Agronomiques des Antilles et de la Cuyane 
Domaine Duclos, Petit-Bourg, Guadeloupe 

INTRODUCTION 

The present trial uas to test in the field, some of the muskmelon breeding lines for 
Watermelon Mosaic Virua (WMV^) resistance and mlldev (Pseudoperonospora çubensis) tolerance. 
The type of muakmelon that we are breeding in view of exportation to Europe is Cantaloup 
Charentals, the only one appreciated on the Continental French Market, where there are great 
openings at high prices during the winter season. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Varieties used were 3 Lines tolerant to mildew, 18 llnea resistant to WMV^ (7 of which 
showed homogenious resistance and 11 disjoined), 3 Cantaloup Charentale test lines (Doublon, 
Charentals témoln(Montfavet, Vedrantais). 

Seeded was planted on September 17 in peat pot3 7 x 9 cm. and field planted cn September 
30 and Pruned over the second leaf on October 14. 

The Experimental design wae a randomized block with 2 replicates of 10 plants per plot, 
plsced at 0.5Ckn on lines distant of 1.60m. Plant population was 12,500 plants/hectare. 
This trial waa placed in the dry part of Guadeloupe, on a black clay soil (vertlsol). 

RESULTS 

Seed germination was very heterogeneous. During growth it was noticed an attack of 
mlldev that extended and receseed very rapidly. Plante and fruits vere also damaged by 
meal-moths (Dlaphanla). Spraying vlth Dlazlnon and Dimethoate in alternance controled this 
pest. 

The following vas observed (homogeneous llnea vere taken in account): 

-Charentals témoin 
-Doublon 
-Vedrantais 
-71053* 
-71060* 
-71064* 
-71065* 
-71071* 
-71073* 
-71074* 
-71081** 
-71082* 
-71083* 

* Lines vlth resistance to WMVL 
*'* Lines vith tolerance to mildew 

Poor vigour 
Average vigour 
Good vigour 
Good vigour 
Little vigour 
Vlgourous 
Poor vigour 
Good vigour 
Very good vigour 
Very poor vigour 
Good vigour 
Heteregeneoue for type of fruit 
Heteregeneous for type of fruit 

WMVi did not occur in thia trial. Notes were taken for mildew at 3 different dates. 
(Table 1) On the last notation plants had completely dried up in certain plota, whereas 
a general recession of mildew was noticed in the others. Block II vas more severely 
damaged than block I. This can be explained by the fact that block II being leeward of 
block I, Inoculum was more Important in the former. Statistical analysis shoved significative 
differences in yields between blocks I and II. 

Yields are rather low (Table 2), due to heavy pest damage. Differences between llnee 
are highly algniflcatlve (Duncan multiple range test, level). 

Earllneas (Table 2) waa appreciated by the date when the yield reached half of total 
yield: December 7 for the earliest and December 14 .for the lateat. 

Test line Charentals témoin reached 50% yield on December 9. This difference in ear-
liness wae not very consequential. 
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A board of 12 tasters checked fruit taste at each harvest. Fruit taste vas graded 
as follows (Table 2): 

Grade Observation 

1 Very bad taste 
2 Bad taste 
3 Average taste 
4 Good taste 
5 Very good taete 

CONCLUSION 

A breeding progr*n Is being carried on to obtain Cantaloup CharentsiB lines with both 
resistance to virus and tolerance to mildew. In a second atep, It is Intended to release 
lines with tolerance to mildew, resistance to WHV^, and gumny stem blight (Mycosphaerella 
cltrullina). so that Cantaloup Charentals Mue km el on can become a profitable crop for the 
french Caribbean, where those diseases are prevalent. 

TABLE 1 

Assesment of Mildew (Fseudoneronosnora oubensls) for KuBkmelone 

Means of two replications(0=none to £ severe) 
25 Not 1971 31 Nov 1971 2 Dec 1971 All dates 

Charente1b témoin 1.5 2.5 2.5 2.2 
Doublon INHA 2.0 4.0 Nec -

Vedrantais VAC 1.5 2.0-2.5 Nec -

Lineβ : 71 053· 3.0 ? · 5 Nec -

71 060* 2.5 4.ο Nec -

71 06*+* 2.0 3,5-4.0 Nec -

71 065* 4. 0 4.5 Nec -

71 071* 3.5 4.0-4.5 Nec -

71 073* 3.0 3.0-3.5 Nec -

71 074» 3.0 3.5-4.0 3-5-4.0 3.8 
Lines : 71 081*» .5 1.0 1.0-1.5 1.0 

71 082*" .8 1.5 1.5 1.3 
71 0 8 3 « 0.5-0.8 1.5 1.5-2.0 1.4 

Mean 2.0 3.1 2 Λ 

" Lines resistant to WMVj^ ·· Lines tolerant to mildew 
Nec= plots completely necrotic, no assesment possible. 

TABIB 2 
Performance of Muskmelon Breeding; Linea As to Productlon.Earllness & Taste 

Lines Yield/plant, g('l) Ay. fruit, g' Earllness(2j Taste(3) 

(*) 71 073 646 a 538 η 
Charentaia 545 a-b 583 Test 3,2 

C> 71 Ο81 505 a. b 0 534 - 3,2 

(·} 71 071 439 b o d 377 + 3.2 
(*) 71 082 417 b o d 534 2.3 
C ) 71 053 367 b o d 515 - 2,2 
<*) 71 060 372 b o d 467 - 2.8 
(*) 71 064 369 b o d 434 - 3.8 
{* ) 71 Ο74 299 0 d 398 + 2.1 

Doublon 276 d 520 - 2.7 
C ) 71 065 266 d 297 = 3.3 
(+> 71 0Θ3 240 d 611 - 2,7 

Vedrantais £88 d 569 2-2 
399 489 2.7 

(*) Lines resistant to WMVj^ ( + > Lines tolerant to mildew 
(1) Lines followed by the same letter are not significantly different 

(Duncan multiple range test level) 
(2) Earlier than Ctiarentais +, as early ae Charentais =, later than Char, 
(3) See last paragraph of RESULTS for grading 
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ETUDE DE TROIS VARIETES DE TOMATES TOLERANTES AU PSEUDOMONAS SOLANACEARUM 

P. Daly, J. Thonet, M. Soltout 
IRAT, Fort de France, Martinique 

INTRODUCTION 

Le PjlÊïAdffmonefl, qalgnpcearum est l'agent d'un flétrlsaenient de la tomate très répandu en 
climat tropical et equatorial (les autres solanacées y sunt eenBlbles a des degrés divers 
selon les eepecea et les variétés: Aubergine, piment doux, pomme de terre, tabac) Jusqu'à 
présent les variétés présentées au public par les chercheurs des Iles Hawais ou de Puerto 
Rico possédaient le défaut etre Â fruits petit;} ou d'un aspect nuisant â leur commerclallsatl 

Récemment l'Université de Caroline du Nord a fait état de deux variétés Satum et Venus 
présentant un aspect compatible rigueur de la commercial Isa t ion. Nous les avons comparés ave 
une des lignées mise au point par l'IBAT Martinique. 

CONDUITE DE L'ESSAI 

L'essai a été conduit au champ en terre infestée par le Pseudomonas cnlanarpann»: le 
parcelle cultivée ayant déjà porté une culture d'aubergine variété Florida Market) entleremen 
détruite. 

Aucune infestation artificielle n'a été rliellsée, ni aur les plants, ni au champ. 

Le dispositif adopté a été le carré latin, afin d'apprécier l'uniformité de 1'infesta-
tion du au Pseudomonas solanacearum. 

Les observations réalisées portaient sur le nombre et la date de flétrlasement (par 
plant), sur la crolasance et la floraison des variétés, sur les récoltes (pesées, comptages 
des fruits). 

Les variétés comparées ont été: 

(1) Satum (Université de Caroline du Nord) 
(2) Venus ( " " " ) 
(3) III IRAT (IRAT Martinique) 
(4) OTR2 (souche IRAT Martinique) résistante au Pseudomonas solanacearum 
(5) Indian River: Variété commerciale à croissance indéterminée conseillée ces demleres 

annéee - très senslblea su Pseudomonas solanacearum. 

Realisation: 
2 2 dimensions des parcelles: S m - aurl:ace de l'essai: 200 m 

Nbre de plsnts par parcelle: 20, soit 100 plants par vsrlétés 
densité utilisée: 25,000 plants a l'hectare 
date de semis: 8-10-71 
germination: 16-10-71 pour Satum et Venus 

14-10-71 pour les troitu autres 
repiquage en péplnlere délevage: le 22-10-71 
mise en place (plantation au champ) le 9-11-71 
fumure utilisée 
le 9-11-71 H (sulfate d'annionlaque) 

F2O5 (phosphate bicalcique) 
KjO (sulfate de potasse) 

le 22-11-71 N (sulfate d'amnonlque) 
8-12-71 " 
21-12-71 " 
4-01-72 " 

irrigation: 9-11/1/12/ 
sarclagea manuels: 19-11/ 30-11/ 11-1/ 
pesticides: I traitement hebdomadaire: au Mancozebe ou eu Proplnebe 

Dlazlnon: 4 traitements (arrit 15 Jours avant la Ire récolte) 
Mevlnphos: en présence de chenilles. 

Les seuls parasites observés ont été les chenilles, et les larves mineuses de Llrlomvza-

rythme des récoltes: 3 fols par semaine, stade fruits tournants 
conduite des plants: les plants ont été conduite a une tige avec ébourgeonnage des 
rameaux a l'aisselle de chaque feuille. 

La végétation a été arrêtée après le cinquième bouquet, quand celui-ci ee compose de 
fruits bien formés. Las récoltes sont done faites sur cinq bouquets. 

100 UF/ha 
200 UF/ha 
250 UF/ha 
30 UF/ha (I 
11 
II 
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EHVIROHHEMEHT 

pluviométrie 

du semis β la mise en place: 76rO nm en 24 Jours 
de la mise en place & la lere récolre: 542,0 ran en 61 Jours 
récoltes: 364,9 mm en 51 Jours 
Total: 76,0 mm + 542,0 mn + 364,9 mm - 982,9 tun en 24 j + 61 + 31 

Températures 

136 J 

du sol a 5 cm: 22°, 5 C a 8 h -
de l'air: Τ moyennes maximalae: 

Τ moyennes minimales: 

Température maximale: 
Temp&rature minimale: 

26° C 
2 8 ° , 
27°, 
27°, 
21° 5 
21*2 
21° 4 
30°, 
19*, 

a 14 h 
8 (Décembre 71) 
5 (Janvier 72) 
3 (Février 72) 
(Décembre 71) 
(Janvier 72) 
(Février 72) 
5 C 
4 C 

sol 

Sol à alluvions argileux dérivée des sols i évolution ferralltlque des collines voisines 
et des sols relativement jeunea k Mbntmprillonite du Morne-Pitault (ancien volcan). 

L'argile (mélange de Mbntmorlllonite et de kaolinite) constitue 50 à 607. du sol. Le 
Fh est environ de 5.5 (Fh eau). Ces sols fient richea en Hagnisle (25 Meq X) et en calcium 
(26 Meq %). 

RESULTATS 

Résultats sur la tolérance au Pseudomonas solanacearum 

Le comptage des plants flétris a cause du Pseudomonas solanapçflfum se trouve résumé 
dans le graphique suivant: (I) 

La variété Indian River commence à disparaître 2Θ jours aprée la mise en place, et au 
moment deB premlerea récoltes, le 4 janvier 60X des plants de cette variété ent flétri. 

Per contre Venus ne présente dea symptômes que I mois 1/2 après plantation, Saturn et 
III IRAT mois et 3 semaines apr^s plantation. Et a la date du 4 Janvier les trois vsrlêtês 
n'ont qu'entre 5 et 107» de plants atteints. 

Entre le 4 et le 2Θ janvier la mortalité de ces variétés tolérantes ne varie guere su-
delà de 107. alors que le taux chez Indian River passe k 807.. 

Il est à noter que le terrain était hétérogene quant à 1'infestation etàla virulence 
des bactéries. En effet sur la cinquième répétition Indian River n'a disparu qu'a 20%. Aussie 
en ne tenant pas compte de ce bloc les pourcentages de flétrlseement varient-ils de la façon 
suivante: 

1 Indian River ' Venus ' Saturne ' III IRAT ' 0TB, • I 1 1 • i 

13-12-71 30% 57c 5% 1% 0% 
28-12-71 717* 17, 10% 3% IX 
28-01-71 88% 12% 111 51 1% 

Dans un terrain moyennement infesté jusqu'à 70% des plants d'Indien River ont disparu 
2 mois aprfea plantation, les trola variétés présentent une tolérance intéressante qui ne 
semble guere soumise Ä fluctuation tout au long des récoltes. 

Observations sur la végétation 

Germination 

Les variétés Venus et Saturne germent plue lentement que les trois autres variétés (2 
Jours de décalage); le pourcentage de germination a été très bon pour les cinq variétés. 
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Vigueur 

La vigueur a par contre été nettement différenciée dee le début. 

Cette vigueur eat quantifiée par une note de 0 à 5, étant la vigueur maximum au moment 
de l'observation. 

é ι 
, Indian River, 

1 
Venue , 

1 
Saturne , III IRAT , OTB2 

20-10-71 3 3.5 3 4 5 
3-12-71 V 4.1 4,8 3,8 5 

Feuillage 

Saturne a un feuillage plus abondant qu'Indian River, mais les feuilles sont d'un vert 
moins foncé. 

Venus et III IRAT ont moins de feuilles qu'Indien River, et des feuilles d'un vert plue 
clair que Saturne. 

OTBj a un feuillage abondant, vert foncé,, les feuilles Insérées perpendiculairement λ 1 
tige, alors que pour lea autres varlétée cette insertion se réalise selon un certain axyle, 
les feuilles étant dirigées vers le bas. 

date de floraison des cinq premiers bouquets 

Variétés 
1 

' Iô Bouquet r 

1 1 
' 2°Bouquet ' 
1 1 

I 1 

3e Bouquet 1 
ι r 

4°Bouquet 
1 
' 5° Bouquet 
r 

Saturne 30-11-71 7-12-71 13-12-71 21-12-71 28-12-71 
Venus 6-12-71 10-12-71 13-12-71 21-12-71 4-01-71 
III IRAT 30-11-71 7-12-71 13-12-71 17-12-71 28-12-71 
Indien River 2-12-71 7-12-71 13-12-71 17-12-71 28-12-71 
Observation notée quand la 1° fleur du bouquet est écloae. 

Lee variétés Saturne, III IRAT et Indian River voient leurs floraisons très semblables, 
les cinq bouquets apparaissant aux mêmes dates. 

OTBj a une floraison plus groupée, alors que celle de Venus est plus tardive que celle 
des trois premlereB variétés citées. 

Pour Saturn, III IRAT et Indian River len bouquets apparaissent tous les 7 Jours; pour 
OTbj il ne se passe que 5 Jours entre les 3 premiers bouquets et 7 Jours entre le 3° et le 
4° et entre les 2 derniers. Venua par contre voit ses trois premiers bouquets appsraitre 
tous les 4 Jours; cet intervalle passe & 8 Jours entre le 3° et le 4°, puis a 14 Jours entre 
le 4e et le 5® bouquet. 

Nombre de fleurs apparues par bouquet 
et nombre de frulta récoltés issus de ces fleurs 
1 
t 
! 

1° Bouquet 
r 
' 2° Bouquet • 

-i 1 
' 3e Bouquet 1 
t 1 

1 
1 4°Bouquet 1 

• 
' 5° Bouquet 1 

Saturne 4 6 6 10 6 
75% 50% 67% 80% 100% 

(2) 3 3 4 8 6 
Venus 4 5 6 3 4 

100% 60% 67% 100% 100% 
4 3 4 3 4 

III IRAT 4 5 6 5 5 
75% 80% 83% 60% 80% 

3 4 5 3 4 
Indian River 5 5 7 5 4 

40% 60% 57% 80% 75% 
2 3 4 4 3 

OTB2 7 9 7 8 10 
86% 89% 711 75% 60% 

6 8 5 6 6 
(1) Nbre de fleure 
(2) Nbre de frulta 
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Observations effectuées sur 5 plants de chaque variété. 

Pour chaque variété, la floraison a tëté Identique du 29 au 5° bouquet» le I°bouquet 
ayant moins de fleurs. ^ un-nombre de fleurs importantes, ainsi que Saturne, Indian 
River et III IRAT, en poseedent le même nombre, alors que Venus a une floraison plus 
faible. 

Pour Saturne, Venus et Indian River la fécondation a été plus faible avec 2° et 3° 
bouquet, alors que pour III IRAT çt OTB2 cette fécondation a été meilleure a ces mêmes 2eme 
et 3eme bouquet. 

Quand au rapproche de ce graphique, le tableau des pluviométries hebdomadaires, on 
constate que la floraison de ces bouquets coincide avec les maximum de pluviométrie de la 
période considérée. 

Observations sur les récoltes et les rendgaents 

Les récoltes; 

Elles se sent échelonnées du 4 Janvier au £0-2-72 ce qui représente une période très 
longue; elles ont été réalisées 3 fols par semaine, en fruits "tournants"« 

Nous avons tenu compte dans les tableaux suivants du nombre de pieds disparus et 
effectué la correction aux 100 pieds mis en place, afin d'obtenir des rendements potentiels 
comparables. 

G ramme s 
1 
, 6-1-1972 , 14-1 

1 1 
. 21-1 , 31-1 , 7-•2 

t 
• 14-

1 
•2 , Rendements rapportés a l'ha 

Indian River 3250 24 265 51 785 67 640 68 690 84 505 21 Tonnes 
Venus 1982 17 042 32 399 62 081 71 216 82 812 20.7 " 
Saturne 2075 12 065 31 075 56 024 61 234 72 580 18 " 
III IRAT 5839 20 321 35 421 51 712 62 871 80 271 20 " 0IB2 14045 37 890 53 039 84 201 95 388 108 056 27 " 

Les rendements: 

Ce tableau noue montre que si en fin de récolte les rendements ne sont gnere différents 
(l'analyse statistique n'a pas été réalisée, 4 parcelles ne portant que très peu de fruits, 
les plants ayant disparus) par contre les variétés, Venus et Saturne sont beaucoup plus 
tardives, car ce n'est qu'au 7-2 que leur production égale celle d1Indian River. Au 31-1, 
c1est-a-dire après un mots de récolte Indian River est bien plus productive que les 3 autres. 

En plus de cette différence de productivité il noua faut observer la dimension des 
fruits récoltés, ce qui est relaté dans le tableau suivant: 

Ventilation en poids des fruits de chaque variété 

Variété J fruits >80g ' fruit entre 
1 50 et 80 R \ fruit < 50g ' Rebuts 

Indian River 877. 77. 47. 77. 
Venus 78,67. 15, 7% 5,77. 6% 
Saturne 82,61 17,47. 107. 
III IRAT 12,57. 52,57. 357. 67. 
OTB? 2.6% 21,1% 75 27. 0,3* 

Nous n1avons pas retenu la classification officielle en vigueur dans le marché commun, 
pensant qu'^ ce stade et pour les zones considérées il importait plus de se faire une idée 
de taille des fruits que d'appliquer une classification Européenne, ces fruits n'étant pas 
destiné de toute façon a l'exportation, mais pouvant intéresser lô consommation locale 
avolsinant lea zones de production. 

Poids moyens des fruits 

Le poids moyen des fruits récoltés est analysé par variété en fonction de la date de 
récolte. 
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Left résultats sont consignée dans le tableau suivant 

Indian Rive»- Venue ' Saturne 1 ' IRAT III I 0TBz 
'>80e ' 50-80 '<30fi 1 f 

6-1-72 
r ι r 
' 125 ' ' ' 85 1 65 - 26 

1 
' 108 70 ' 

i 
1 61 1 40 ' 90 ' 65 29 

21-1-72 ' 132 1 ' ' 95 1 1 1 133 55 ' ' 62 1 42 1 90 ' 40 26 
2-2-72 ' 116 ' Ί43 1 1 1 133 r ' ' 55 ' 42 ' 57 30 
14-2-72 1 78 ' ' 80 ' 1 102 50 ' ' 50 » * 26 

Du début a la fin des récoltes, le poids moyen dee frulta d1Indian River a diminué d'un 
tiers, alors que pour Venus et Saturne, 11 est relativement constant au-dessus de 100 gramne; 

Venus et Saturne pot>soient des fruits de mêmes dimensions (ceux de Saturne étant 
légèrement plus gros) et en proportions sensiblement égales: 80% de fruits de plus de 80 
grammes, alors qu*Indian River en a 87% de plus de 80 granmes. La III IRAT par contre a des 
fruits plus petits: 12% de plus de 80 grammes et 52% entre 50 et 80 granmes confirme son 
intérêt pour la conmerclallsatlon. 

Observation sur les fruits 

Saturne: fruit rond sphérlque a rond allongé 
épaule vert foDCé 
llsae, légèrement côtelé autour du péndoncule 
éplderme craquelé c1rcula1rement par temps pluvieux 
4 - 7 loges partie centrale charnue - un peu de gel vert. 

Venus: rond discoïde, lisse, légèrement cdtelé autour du pédoncule - éplderme craquel· 
clrculalrement par temps pluvieux épaule vert foncé 
6-7 loges - partie centrale charnue - un peu de gel vert un peu plue charnue q< 
la précédente. 

III IRAT: fruit rond sphérlque, éplderme fin, tendance à l1éclatement, se conserve aese: 
mal - couleur uniforme - 4-6 loges partie centrale charnue - un peu de gel ver 
bien moins charnue que les précédentes 

0T&2 : fruit discoïde - côtelé autour du pédoncule - epldenne Incolore, épais - se 
conserve très bien - épaule vert foncé -
5-6 loges partie centrale dure - beaucoup de gel vert tree acqueux - nombreuse 
gralnee. 

Indian River: fruit rond sphérlque a rond allongé - lisse, à peine côtelé autour du 
pédencule - épaule vert foncé 
4-5 loges - partie centrale ferme - fruit charnus. 

CONCLUSIONS, 

Lea variétés Venus et Saturne a notre connaissance aont pour l'Instant du moine, des 
variétés qui peuvent avoir leur place dans les zones oti sévit les mêmes souches de Pseudomon 
solanacearum. en saison fraîche. 

II sera bon de poursuivre cet essai en eaison chaude et pluvieuse afin d'apprécier leur 
tolérance en conditions plus sévères et leur adaptation phyBiologiques (nouai6on). 
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DIRECT SEEDING OF VEGETABLE CROPS UNDER TROPICAL CONDITIONS IN BARBADOS

Brian W.· Eavis

INTRODUCTION

During the last three years in Barbados approximately 1,200 acres of vegetable crops
kave been direct-seeded by precision seed spacing machines. The number of machines in
the island increased from one early in 1969 to 20 in 1972. Through the adoption of this
technique an additional 1 1/2 to 2 million E.C. worth of vegetables were produced over
the three year period. About 45 farmers have used this method of seeding to produce 523
acres of onions and 300 acres of carrots. A few specialist vegetable producers, notably
Farmer Bim Ltd., set up in business and ddrect seeded 100 acres of cabbage and 90 acres
of tomatoes and smaller acreages of string beans, cucumbers, melons, beetroot, eggplant,
okra, cauliflower, peppers, parsley, radish and squash.

The purpose of direct-seeding vegetables to a final stand is to eliminate hand
thinning and transplanting of seedlings. Climatic and soil conditions must be favourable
and high management standards are necessary for successful results. The technique cuts
costs and increases the acreage of crops which can be handled. The cost of thinning
carrots, for example, can amount to over 200 per acre and hand transplanting cabbage and
tomatoes 160 E.C. per acre. The greater the plant population density, the greater is the
benefit from direct seeding, and with onions and carrots with optimum stands of about
300,000 plants per acre, direct seeding is the only practicable method to use on any
scale. With cabbage and tomatoes at populations of about 30,000 plants per acre drilling
to a stand is cheaper and the crop matures about 14 days faster, but the method of raising
in seedbeds and later transplanting is less vunerable to mismanagement.

SOIL PHYSICAL CONDITIONS AND CLIMATIC FACTORS

For good results the soils should be easily worked to a tilth of high moisture hold-
ing capacity, but adequate drainage; sufficiently cohesive to resist erosion during
torrential rain, but with enough compressive strength to support frequent pasaes of
tractors and implements; of low penetrability for good root development, but it should
not form a surface crust. Largely on account of their high content of coral limestone,
Barbados coralline clays are favourable in most of these respects. Although there are
problems in workability at extremes of moisture content, at intermediate moisture levels
the soils can be cultivated with comparative ease. The clay particles are flocculated
into stable aggregates and the excessive swelling and shrinking characteristics of acid
poorly-structured tropical clays is not a problem.

There is a transition in the mineral composition of the coralline clays from being
predominantly montmorillonitic on the lower, terraces to predominantly kaolinitic on the
upper more central terraces of the island. The intermediate soils with about equal
proportions of the two minerals have the best physical properties. The purer mont-
morillonitic clays are less well drained whereas the purer kaolinitic clays tend to be
overdrained. The intermediate soils, however, are not near a source of water for irriga-
tion and the montmorillonitic soils nearer the coast are, therefore, on account of water
availability more suitable for specialist vegetable producers. For various reasons,
several of these new specialist farms have been unfortunately sited on poorly drained,
deep land over impervious montmorillonitic subsoils. The shallower land in the same
area would be more suitable particularly regarding the use of tractors and equipment in
the field under wet conditions.

Light, low moisture holding, well drained soils often recommended in textbooks as
suitable for vegetable growing in cold climates are not suitable in the tropics. The
sandy soils of St. Peter, Barbados for example, quickly dry to below the level of the
germinating seed. To maintain moist conditions at seed level and establish the seedlings
in the dry season, it is necessary to apply four or five irrigation applications, while
on the montmorillonitic clays one or two is adequate. The coralline clays remain moist
at seed level for longer periods because their water-holding capacity is much greater
per unit volume of soil and because they are 'self mulching', that is a surface layer of
dry soil cuts down the rate of evaporation. .

The soil's erodibility largely depends on permeability, stability of structure and
on slope. Erodibility is important because of the high expectation of torrential sto,rms.
Water which cannot pass through the soil must run-Itff and the damage to young seedling
crops is greater on the lighter, sandy and alluvial soils than on the cohesive clays.
Carrots are particularly prone since exposure of the taproot after heavy rainfall gives
rise to green, deformed roots of poor quality. Slope also influences erosion damage and
land chosen for direct-seeding should preferably not exceed 1 in 20 unless the slope is
short. The pathways between beds which act as drains should be formed with the slope to
prevent storm water flowing across the beds.

Soils which form surface crusts can seriously hinder seedling emergence, onions and
carrots being particularly susceptible. The alluvial and flysch soils of St. Andrews,
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irbados are bad in this respect. Surface crustii also reduce the percolation of rainfall 
id on the flysch soil of St. Andrew up to 80 percent of the rain can be lost in this 
Ly through increased run-off. 

Root penetration into soils also depends on soil physical properties. Long well-
i Tmed carrots are formed on soils of easy penetrability and shorter sprangled carrots 
ι resistant soils« The coralline clays at intermediate moisture contents of well 
repared to sufficient depth are generally better in this respect than aandy clays or silty 
)ils; in Barbados the <-.%ndy clays of St. James and St. Peter are worst. 

The cohesive nature of the coralline clays, advantageous in the above respects, 
resents problems for the engineer in the design of auitable equipment for lifting crops 
ich as carzots and peanuts at harvest. Equipment used in other countries, therefore, 
is to modified to suit these soils. A further problem ia the low compressive strength 
: the coralline clays, particularly the montmorillonitea which when wet limits the uae 
: tractors and equipment In the field. 

Only about 1,000 acres could be irrigated in Barbados and, therefore, the feasibility 
7 direct-seeding without irrigation has been examined over the last three years. Satis-
Lctory results were generally obtained when planting between August and December and with 
.ightly more risk between May and August. Within acceptable risk it is possible to 
:oduce leafy vegetables without irrigation for the August to January markets and carrots, 
letroot and tomatoes through to February, March and April. Onions can be grown without 
•rigation for December to April markets from September to October plantings and with 
»re risk for August to October markets from May to June plantings. Onions planted from 
member to March must be irrigated. Moat of the vegetables produced from dry season 
antings for marketing in the May to August period nuat also be started with irrigation. 

DESCRIPTION OF SEED PLANTING MACHINE 

Many types of seed planter are available, the Planet Junior being one which is well-
iown thronghout the world. Recently greater precision In seed spacing haa been made 
issible by the use of either the cell wheel seeder or the belt seeder. The belt seeder 
tndles the widest variety of seed and is the most versatile in seed spacing, therefore, 
: was the type introduced in 1968 to Barbados. The model In use ia the S 766 Stanhay 
•eelsion Seed Spacing machine and the basic mechanism is shown in Fig. 1. 

Seed flows from a hopper on to a belt perforated with circular holes designed to 
-.commodate seeds of various sizes. The number of holes in the belt and the gear drive 
-om the master land wheels govern the distance between the discharged seedu on the 
rouhd, A choke controls the flow of seed from the hoppers into the seed chamber and 
ie underside of the belt is supported by a spring base which also helps control seed 
: livery. If the seeds are small a plain (flat) belt is used over a flat spring base, 
ain rubber belts are usually recommended for needs like cabbage and onion; thinner 
aIn plastic belts are used for thin seeds such as carrota, lettuce and tomato. For 
irger seeds (e.g. beetroot and string beans) a rubber belt with a projecting rib on the 
iderside is used, the rib running in a grooved spring base. 

The hole sizes in the belt are varied in 64th1a of an inch, for example No. 10 hole 
ι punched with a 10/64 inch and No. 22 hole with a 22/64 inch punch. Table 1 describee 
nseful eet of belts, spring bases and chokes tfilch have been recomne "ided by the manu-
icturers for seed from our atocks. 

The seeding mechanism is driven from master land taheels by traction on the ground 
lere being four gear ratios permitting four seed spaclngs for any given belt. A belt 
.th 90 holes worked through pulley gear A, B, C, or D gives seed stations at 1M, 1 1/4", 
1/2", or 2", respectively. The spacing obtained from any gearing is the distance the 
sit covers on the ground in one revolution divided by the number of holes in it. Because 
iere is a maximum number of holes which can be punched in any belt It is sometimes 
icessary to fit a triple pulley assenbly in the knee joint connecting each metering unit 
> achieve heavy seed rates (especially useful for string beans). 

Distance between rows is controlled by the mounting of the seeder units on to a 
irrler tool bar. The minimum distance between single rows on a single carrier bar is 
ght inches. However, a tandem arrangement can be purchased In which an additional 
it of drills la mounted at intermediate positions on a rear tool bar; the row spacing 
m then be reduced to four inches. Other adaptations available allow twin or triple 
>ws (1 1/2 to 2" apart) to be planted from each metering unit by fitting special coulter 
toes and belts perforated with two or three lines of holes. 
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In Barbados ve generally operate a standard bed vldth ellgned according to tractor 
track width of 66 Inches centre to center. If the tandem drill Is fitted vlth six 
seeder units in the front and eight Inches «part ̂ nd flue units in tVe intermediate: 
positions In the rear, then It Is possible to obtain a wide variety of now widths with-
out further adjustments of the units, as follows: 

11 units In use plants 11 rove per bed at 4 Inches apart 
8 units in use (four In front snd four behind) plants 8 rows per bed at 6 Inches 
apart. 

6 units j.n use plants 6 rows per bed at 8 Inches apart 
5 units In use (rear) plants 5 rows per bed at 8 inches apart 
4 unite in use (two In front arid two behind) plants 4 rows par bed at 12" apart 
3 units in use (rear) plants 3 rows per bed 16" apart 
2 units in use plante 2 rows at: 8, 12, 16, 24, or 32" apart 

Each of these units can be open.ted with single, double or triple row belts so that 
virtually any row spacing from ona inch upvarde is possible. 

In practice, we have found that double rowβ are partlcuarly useful for onion and 
carrot production, three twin rows svibetitJLng for six rows eight Inches apart. Tha 
population density Is the same In both syetema and 'yield Is thought to be unaffected. 
Heed control Is easier becuase there are fever, vider pathways. If germination is poor 
from three twin rovs, then another two twin rows can be drilled In the Intermediate 
positions without the need to sacrifice flhose plants already established in the first 
planting. 

The cheapest least soj^ilstlcated verelon of the machine is three unit model fitted 
with single and double coultere and belts. Host crops could be planted with this 
machine. 

mcBEAsmc incision or SEED SPACING 

Natural seeds is variable in sise, therefore, to achieve greater accuracy in 
spacing with the seed planter It Is necessary to use either graded or pelleted seed. 
Seed grades are described by letters of the alphabet each grade being within 1/4 ran. 
For example seed grade F Is 1 1/4 to 1 1/2 ran. while seed grade Y is 5 1/2 to 5 3/4 ma. 
The number of single eeed drops from a given belt will usually be higher from graded 
seed. 

Grading Is not too helpful vlth irregular-shaped seed such as carrot, lettuce and 
tomato, and better results can be obtained by pelleting. Each seed Is coated by cement-
ing material to obtain a epherlcsl shaped pallet. The pellets are uniform In size and 
can be spaced very accurately. A cheaper oval-shaped minimum-coated or 'mlnl-pellet' le 
also produced and 1s useful for carrot seed In particular. 

The usefulness of grading and pelleting depends on the extra cost and Liether extra 
precision In spacing Is really vorttrrtille. Generally in Barbados we find that results 
vlth natural seed are good enough and the stand tends to be dominated by field germina-
tion percentage rather than by seed spacing. 

CALCULATING THE SEED BATE 

To calculate the velght of aeed needed to plant an acre vlth any given system of 
rows, first establish the average row vldth. For example six rovs eight Inches apart 
in beds 66 Inches centre to centre would give an average row width of 11 Inches. Next 
look up from tables or calculate the row feet per acre for wows of this width. An 
average row width of 11 Inches for example measures 47,320 ft per acre. To obtain the 
number of seeds needed per acre multiply row feet per acre by the number of seeds needed 
per ft. run of rov» e.g. 47,520 χ 12 - 570,240 seeds per acre. Divide this by the seed 
count per lb. of eeed; e.g. 570,240/105,228 » 5.42 lbs. per acre. 

In determining the number of seede which should be planted per foot of τον the field 
germination percentage must be taken into account. This vlll be less than the laboratory 
germination percentage and a figure of 60 percent Is often used but should be edjusted 
according to local conditions and a recent germination test. Then, 

„ . _ _ . 100 χ Plants required per ft. Seeds per foot of row Estimated field germination 
Table 2 gives some examplee of calculations and tha seed rates required for local 

conditions. 



LAUD P R E P A R A T I O N 

In Barbados direct-seeded crops ere often planted after sugar cane, the soil being 
in good physical condition and relatively weed free. The land is subsoiled and the 
stumps are thoroughly cut up with disc harrows, Further breakdown of stumps can be 
done by rotavating or by hsrrowing carrying out the operations under dry conditions to 
avoid over consolidation of the soil. 

Next the land is marked out using tractor wheel tracks at 66" centers aligning the 
first bed dead straight vith marker poles. If carrots are to be planted then the beds 
between wheel tracts should be rotavated as deeply as possible taking care to keep to 
the original wheel tracts throughout the field. This svoide any consolidation in the 
beds which would affect carrot root growth. It will be found that s 70 inch rotavator 
is better than a 60" model end that it is necessary to reform the wheel tracks after 
each strip has been cultivated. Each bed is also rolled with a Cambridge roller prior 
to planting. 

After harvesting s vegetable crop the cultivation method adopted depends on time 
of year. In the vet season a quick operation is generally necessary because rainy 
weather limits the number of opportunities for cultivation. The rotavator can be used 
under quite wet conditions and is the only implement which will destroy the surface 
trash and prepare a seedbed under Barbados conditions in one operation. In the dry 
season the rotavator does not give sufficient depth of cultivation if the subsoil is 
dry and it is necessary to precede it with mouldboard ploughing. The use of rotavators on 
the coralline clays of Barbados does not adversely affect eoll structure as it does on 
non-cohesive sandy or alluvial soils. 

OPERATION OF THIS PLANTER -

After mounting the seeder units on the carrier tool bar to give the row widths 
required, the depth of planting is set by setting the coulter shoes below the level of 
the seeder unit lsnd wheels. For most small-seeded crops a depth of 1" is satisfactory 
under local couditions, but adjustments may be necessary according to the firmneee of 
the soil. Each metering unit is then prepared with the correct belt, choke and spring 
base making sure before fitting that the hopper and seed chamber are free from cobwebs 
and thoroughly clean. After carefully fitting the metering units to the coulters the 
correct pulley gear is selected, making eure that the same gear is used on either side 
of the machine. Before drilling starts the stabilizing bars or chains on the tractor 
are set to locate the machine in the centre of the wheel tracks. 

Before placing seed in the hopper it is importent to drees it with a mixture of 
insecticide and fungicide (e.g. Thiram or Capt.au with BHC or DDT). Use 1 1/2 to 3 oz. 
per 100 lbs. of large seeds or 6 to 8 ozs. vith 100 lbs. of small seeds (i.e. sbcrut 1 
teaspoonful per lb. of seed). It is important not to use too much seed dressing as 
surplus powder interferes with the planting by blocking holes in the seed belt and by 
causing belt slip. The seed should be either dressed in specially constructed rotating 
drums or by vigorously shsklng it in small amounts inside a container. Seed dressings 
are very important and should not be omitted. 

After pouring the seed into the hoppers the master land wheels are rotated in the 
direction of travel and a check is made at the delivery end of each seeder unit to ensure 
the seed is being discharged correctly. The machine is then lowered to the ground and 
a check is made on the master lend wheel adjustment to ensure it is making sufficient 
contact with the ground to turn the seeder mechanism. The tractor operator next selects 
the correct forward speed, which is usually between 2 and 3 mph. Speeds up to 4 mph are 
occasionally used with 'Dr gear engaged where really accurate spacing is not required. 
Theoretically spacing is indépendant of forward speed but in practice if the belt turns 
too fast the seed does not have time to fall into the holes and if the belt turns too 
slowly there may be more double or triple drops of seed than desirable. 

An electrical monitoring system which warns the tractor operator of any stoppage 
or jamning of the seed belts can also be fitted. This conslate of a panel of light-
bulbs connected to the individual seed drills via the tractor battery and mounted in 
front of the operator. These lights continually flash off and on as the seed belt 
twrns but remain either on or off if a belt jams. The individual seeder giving trouble 
can then be identified. This system also includes a warning light to indicate that it 
ia necessary to refill the hoppers with seed. If the monitoring system is not in use 
it is essential that someone follows the seeder to check lte performance and after sugar 
cane when there are many stumps on the ground these must be frequently cleared at the 
front of the machine to prevent the.coulters from lifting out of work. 
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Under wet conditions soil tends to stick to the rear wheels of the seeder units 
and periodically has to be scraped off to prevent dragging a groove down the row. 
Under very vet conditions it is necessary t:o remove the rear wheel9 completely and set 
the master land wheels so that only tha front tip of each coulter shoe Just touches 
the ground. The rear of eech unit must be tilted upwards away from the soil to prevent 
soil clogging the exposed part of the belt. Although planting under these circumstances 
Is rather a rough operation It is often necessary during the wet season In Barbados if 
a succession of crops has to be loalntained, and it at least doubles the number of 
opportunities for seeding as compared with using the planter In the conventional manner. 

RESIDUAL WEEDKILLER! APPLIED APTER PLANTING 

Selective residual weedkillers can be usefully applied after planting and before 
crop emergence to control germinating weed seedlings. After the lamd has been in 
vegetables for sometime their use becomes obligatory because of the worsening weed 
problem. 

It is best to apply the weedkillera to a smooth soil surface, therefore» the land 
should be first rolled. A boom sprayer fitted with fan jets should be adjusted and 
calibrated to apply about 50 to 60 gallons of spray per acre. Care should be taken that 
the amount of chemical applied per acre is accurate and that mixing in the task Is 
thorough. 

The residual weedkillers used widely in Barbados are Dae thai H 75 at lU lbs. per 
acre for onions, cabbage, and string baans; Gesagard 50 (Prometryne) at 2 lbs. per acre 
for carrots and okras; Asulox 40 at 4 1/2 pints per acre for tomatoes, melons, cucumbere 
and peppers. If there are already veede in the eeedbed at the time of spraying then 
Gramo9xone (Paraquat) cen be used- at.the seme time. 

Several of the residual weedkillers, notably Dae thai, are more effective under 
wet conditions and In dry weather it is necessary to Irrigate after spraying. Too much 
water, however, can cause leaching and reduce the effectiveness of the chemical. 

tMJGATIOH 

The emerging seedlings are most susceptible to drought at the chitting stage after 
the root has grown out of the seed coat arid before it penetrates Into deeper soil. Care 
should, therefore, be taken in the dry Bat, θ on to apply enough water at this stage* 
The rate of application of Irrigation ehould not be sufficient to breakdown the structure 
of the surface soil since crusting hinders seedling emergence. On the coralline clays 
0.25.to 0.30 inches per hour is satisfactory. 

PEST ASP DISEASE COHTROL IK THE EMERGING CROP 

The young emerging seedlings are very vunerable to pests and dleeaseB which can ruin 
efforts to direct-seed to a stand if left uncontrolled. Extreme vigilance at this stage 
Is sn essential aspect of the success of this method. Dally inspections are necessary 
together with rapid action with the appropriate spray treatments. 

FAULT FPTOIMG GUIDE 

The Inexperienced user of direct seeding techniques often fails to identify reasons 
for disappointing results. The following list may help in systematic checking of possible 
failures. 

Failure may be due to: 
1. Poor eeedbed preparation (especially over-consolidation of soil). The methods described 

will help avoid drilling over wheel-trscks. 
2. Mistakes in setting up seeder units, e.g. wrong belts, chokes or spring bases; choke 

badly fitted; spring bases fitted wrong way round; belt fitted with smooth side in-
wards instead of rough Bide In. 

3. Rust preventing internal rollers from, turning causing belt slip. The rollers should 
be oiled with small amount of light oil after use. 

4. Master land wheels not ill traction with ground or 'skipping'. Correct adjustment is 
very Important. 

5. Use of wrong pulley gear giving incorrect spacing; or use of different pulleys on 
opposite sides of the machine. 

6. Stretch in master lsnd shecl pulley belts, affecting drive. 
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7. Wrong depth setting on coulter shoes. A check Is always necessary to make sure the 
seed Is being covered with soil· On the other hand If planted too deep emergence 
will be poor especially under wet conditions. 

8. Failure to center the machine between tractor wheel tracks by use of stabilizing 
bars or chains, this causing crooked rows and loss of outside rows behind wheel-
tracks . 

9* Dirty hoppers (filled with cobwebs etc.) and failure to fit them hopper properly Into 
the coulter. 

10. Stumps or rocks blocking the front of the seeder so that the front wheels lift out of 
position and the seed is not covered. 

11» Soil sticking to rear wheels of the seeder units and dragging. 
12* Soil blocking the delivery part of the seed belt· To avoid this the tractor should 

always be moving forward as the machine Is lowered to the ground. 
13. Operating at too fast a speed (use recomnended speeds). 
14. Use of too much seed dressing causing blockage of holes in the belt and belt slip· 
15. Failure to use any seed dressing (or failure to use two components In che seed 

dressing- a Insecticide and a fungicide* 
16. Too much or too little Irrigation. 
17. Failure to Identify and control peats during seedling stage. 

When introducing precision seed planters on farms It la essential to train operatora 
thoroughly in their proper uae. Tor this reason emphasis has been placed in this paper 
on practical details since careful operation of the machine is a foremost factor In tha 
successful use of dlrect-aeeding«. 

5UWHA-KY 

Over 1,200 acres of vegetables have now been direct-seeded by precision seed spacing 
machines In Barbados, the technique eliminating hand thinning and transplanting. Greatest 
benefits are obtained with onions and carrots vlth high population denaltles but savings 
In cost are also made with cabbage and tomato and most vegetables. Soils should be easily 
worked to a tilth, moisture retentive, cohesive and erosion-resistant* Good results have 
been obtained between July and December in direct*·seeding without irrigation but irriga-
tion is essential in the dry season. The seed spacing machine, its operation and the 
grading and pelleting of seed are dlscuased. Calculations for different row spaclngs on 
beds for amount of seed per acre, and practical aspects of land preparation, planting, 
weed, pest and dlseaae control and irrigation are described and a fault-finding guide to 
assist In Identification of problems is presented. 
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Table 1. Liât of seed tie It a. spring base» and chokes recommended for Btanhay 

3 ^ 66 aeeder for spacing Tigge table seeds η sod in Barbados. 

Seed Reooamaaded belt Spring Choke Sp&olng Traotor Pulley Unit Average 
bant (inches) speed (4 gear rpm no. of 

per mph model) eaed» bole 
•lie 

BO. Of 
holes station per 

BEANS (3trine) 
Bountiful HibhèA II 

34 x 32 
T2 Ρ 2.8" 2mph A 60 

Tenderorop or 
Oallatin 50 

Bibbed II 
36 χ 32 

U2 Ρ 2.Β" 2mph A 60 1.17 
1.15 

Τοροτορ or 
The Prinoe 

Ribbed II 
42 χ 28 

U2 Ρ 3.2" 2mph A 60 1.28 
I.27 

Contender Ribbed II 
49 χ 24 

L2 Bone 3.75" 2mph A 60 1.35 

EBETHDOT 
Detroit Dark 
Red 

Ribbed II 
16 χ 36 

C2 Χ 1.3· 2nph a 60 

Early Wonder Ribbed II 
13 χ 36 

82 Χ 2.5" 2œph A 60 1.07 

Redpaok Ribbed II 
19 x 36 

02 χ 2.5" 2mph A 60 1.04 

CABBAGE 
Emerald Crone Plain II 

9.5 x 26 
A2 τ 3.2" 

or 4.0" 
or 4.8" 
or 6.4" 

2nph 
2.5mph 
3.0nph 
3.3mph 

A 
Β 
α 
Β 

60 
60 
60 
50 

1.03 

00 Cross Plain II 
8.5 χ 28 

12 τ ditto 1.06 

CAHHOT 
PI Ooiai Qreen Plaatlo 

9.5 « 72 
A2 c 1.9" 3.0mph D 60 2.19 

Fl Early Cross Green Plastic 
9 ι 72 

12 c 1.9" 3»0nph C 60 1.90 

CARROT 
Chantenay 
Red Cored Ho5 

Qreen plasti 
10 χ 72 

0 .12 c 1.9" 3.0nph C 60 2.05 

CAULiFunnai 
Early Fatna Plain II 

8 χ 28 
12 τ Saw aa- oabbage 

CON m 

Florlorean Ribbed II 
26 x 30 

D2 Ρ 4·5" 3.0oph c 60 1.00 

cucinmat 

Poinsett or Plain II 
Oenini hybrid 28 χ 15 
or 
Challenger 29 ζ 15 
Hybrid and Batiooj Hybrid 
or 
Triunph Hrbrld 28 χ 15 

à2 à 12" 

ditto 

2.£mph I 40 1.57 1.60 

1.92 

1.62 
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Tabla 1 continued 

Seed Recommended belt Spring Cbcke Spacing Tractor Pulley Unit Average 
. , . base (inches) speed (4 gear rpm no· of 
hole no. of between mph model) seeds 
size holes . stationΒ per 

station 

HÏGFLAMT 
Black Beauty Green Plastic A2 Τ 3.0" 2 mph 0 40 

11 ι 45 

LETTUCE 
Mignonette Green Poetic A2 C 1.9" 3·0πιρ1ι 60 
Bronste 10 1 72 or 2.5" 2.7mph 40 

Empire Oreen Plastic A2 C ditto 
9.5 ι 72 

CANTALOUPS HELOK 
PUR 45 Plain II A2 A 12" 2.7mph C 40 1-93 

28 ι 15 

Dulce Rlfcbed II B2 A 12" 2.7mph D 40 1.5 
30 ι 15 approi 

Perlita Plain II A2 A 12" 2.7mph Ό 40 1.61 
29 * 15 

0JŒA 

Clemson's Ribbed II B2 X 3.0" 3mpli C 60 
Spineless 19 χ 45 

ONION 
Granex Fl Plain II A2 Τ 1.0" 2mph A 60 1.09 

Hybrid 10 χ 90 or F2 Τ 1.0" 2mph A 60 1-45 
Plain II A2 Τ 1.0» 2m ph A 60 1.11 
11 * 90 (different 
(seed siae varies slightly froil· sample to eaiaple- sample) 
it is. safer ta use the larger hole (No. 11) or F2 baas with Να. 1 

Bossex Plain II A2 
10 X 90 or F2 

Τ 1.0" 2mph A 60 1.25 
Τ 1.0" 2mph A 60 1.2J6 

(different samples.) 
Η 10 Hybrid Plain II A2 

10 χ 90 or F2 
Τ 1.0" 2ittph A 60 1.26 
Τ 1.0" 2mph A 60 1,76 

(teste on aama earnsla) 
Red Creole Plain II 

or 3an Joaquin 9»5 ζ 72 
A2 1.25" 2 mph 60 1.30 

1.31 

PABSLKT 
Boee Ourled Green Plastic A2 C 1.0" 2mph A 60 1.98 

9 ι 90 
PEWIT 

Tennessee Red Ribbed II V2 Hone 5.0" 2mph A 60 1.20 
40 ι 18 

Barbados variety - A ribbed belt with No. 49 hole and 72 base can be "used 
Virginia Bunob but seed is- rather too large for this type of machine. 

PEPPER 
Tolo Wonder Oreen Plastic 

13 x 72 
AS Τ 1.8" 2mph C 40 

PIQBON PEA 
Dwarf type 
fron Trinidad. 

Hlbbed II 
24 X 20 

D2 Ρ . 4·0" 2.5mph Β 6o 1.00 

SQUASH 
Zuoehlnl Ribbed II 

49 χ IS 
D2 Ρ 12" 2.7mph Β 40 
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Table 1 continued 

Seed Recommended 
belt 
Hole No. of 
size holes 

Spring Choke Spacing Tractor Pulley Unit Avenage 
base (inches) speed (4 gear rpm no. erf 

between model) seeds, 
stations per 

station 
RADISH 

Scarlet Plain II 
Globe 11 χ 9Q 

(double row) 

A2 O.5O" 2mph 60 

ΤΟΗΑΊΟ 
Bounty Oreen Plaetic A2 
Walter 12 χ 24 
Tropi Red 

5.9" 2mph 40 
2.06 
2.19 

TOE! IP Plain II A2 Τ 1.9" 3mph C 60 
7 ι 72 

SOTA LEAH Ribbed II 
26 χ 24 

se X 5.9" 3mph C 60 

soKfemi Ribbed II 
16 χ 45 

02 X 3.0" 3mph C 60 

WATERMELON 
Sugar Baby Plain II 

32 x 15 
A2 A 12" 2.7mph 

3.3mph 
4.Omph 

D 40 
50 
60 

1.38 
1.17 
1.113 

Notes: 

1. For twin rows oi* triple rows belte should bo punched with twa or 
three lines of holes and used with double and triple coulter shoes, 
respectively, 

2. The manufacturers can "teat seed samples or make recommendations for 
graded and pelleted eeed. 
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Tabla 2: JTumbar of Seeda per lb and weight of aeed per acre for different cropg 
plantod on bode, between wheol tracke 66" contro to contre* 

Crop and no· of rows per Average row Row length Seed No· of No. of Lbe 
variety bod width per acre stations seeds aeeda crt 

(feet) per ft per ft per lb eeed 
/acre 

Ba&ns (string) 
Toporop 

1 
4 single rows 
12" apart 

16.5" 31680 3-75 4.80 1,089 140 

Beetroot 5 eingle rows 
Early Wonder 8" apart 

13.2" 39600 4.80 5.13 20,430 10 

Cabbage 
Snorald Cros 

3 Blngle rowe 
is 16" apart 

22.0" 23760 3.0 
3.75 

3.09 
3.86 

104,420 0.70 
0.89 

Carrot 
PI (Sold 

6 single rows 
8" apart οt 3 
twin rows, 16" 
apart 

11.0" 47520 6.32 13.84 296,916 2.2 

Cucumber 2 rows per bed 
Cominl Hybrid 15" apart 

33.0" 15840 1.0 1.80 16,344 1.7 

Cantaloupe 
Perilta 

2 rows por bed 
16" apart 

33.0" 15840 1.0 I.93 2U792 1.4 

!?TSplant 2 rows per bed 
Black Beauty 16" apart 

33.0» 15840 4.0 8.00 lessee 1.2 

Lottuoe 
Empire 

3 rows per bod 
16" apart 

22.0" 23760 4.8 5.66 439,084 0.3 

Okra 
Clemaon'c 
5-dneleeo 

3 rows per bed 
16" apart 

22.0" 23760 4.0 4.0 8,172 11.6 

Onion 
Granex 71 

6 rows per bod 
8" apart or ae 
twin rows 

11.0" 47520 12.0 13.08 114,408 6.2 

Onion 
Dessei 

ditto 11.0" 47520 12 15.00 105,228 6.7 

Onion 
R 10 I^brid 

ditto 11.0" 47520 12 15.12 134,930 5.3 

Tomato 
Waltor 

3 rows per bed 
16" apart 

22.0" 23760 2.03 4.18 161,482 0.6 

Watarmelon 
Su/tar Baby 

1 row par bed 66.0" 7920 1.00 1.38 10,896 1.0 

W f details of estimate of seeds per foot see Table 1) 
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SO/559/2-S870 METERING UNIT fc KNEE JOINT 

Legend to Plaure 1 

A - Seed belt... 
Β - Seed hopper 
C « Seed inlet port 
Β - Repellor whn&l 
Ε - Spring base 
F - Knob to locate metering unit in chassie. 
3 - Drive Hhool 
Ε - Choke controlling else of inlet port 
X - Electrical nonltoring sensor 
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PRODUCTION AMD MARKETING OF FRESH VEGETABLES AND FRUITS IN THE U.S. 

VIRGIN ISLANDS 

Darehan S„ Padda 
Project Coordinator 

Federal-State Marketing Improvement Program 
Department of Agriculture, St. Croix, V. I. 

There is great concern as to whether, the U.S. Virgin Islands will be able to produce 
enough fresh vegetables and fruits for Its increasing population. This Is one of the most 
complex problems facing Virgin Islands Administration, A wide variety of factors that 
affect crop production, consumption, and trade must be dealt with simultaneously. These 
include the natural resources of the islands, the availability and application of modem 
agricultural technology of making resources more productive, a wide range of economic and 
political factors; and finally, a coordination of production and marketing of agricultural 
products to demonstrate the economic feasibility of the enterprise. 

A NATURAL RESOURCES 

Land and Topography 

The U.S. Virgin Ialands are composed of three major Islands. The total area of the 
three islands is less than 140 square miles. St. Croix has an area of 84 square miles. 
St. Themas, the second largest of U.S. Virgin Islande has an area of 28 square miles. 
With an area of 20 square miles, St. John is the smallest of the three Islands. The Virgin 
Islands National Park covers two-thirds of St. John. Only about half of the land Is 
arable. Rough topography makes production difficult. The Islands have a vide variety of 
aolls ranging from heavy clay to sandy coastal soils. St. Thomas and St. John have an 
extremely irregular coast line and are very hllLly with practically no flat land. Most of 
the peaks rise above 1,000 feet. St. Croix has somewhat different topography from the 
other two Islands. It has a broad expanse of low relatively flat land running along the 
southern two-third of the island. A range of hills, ranging in elevation from about 500 
feet to more than 1,000 feet runs along the nothern coast. Of the total of 53,760 acres 
of land in St, Croix, 95 percent is under private ownership. The regaining 5 percent is 
owned by the Government. 

Water 

The Islands have no permanent rivers and no large storage reservoirs. Rainfall, 
while above 40 inches annually over most of the areas, Is insufficient. This 1B due 
partially to a high evaporation rate and the period run off from the steep slopes. Open-
pan measurements taken In St. Croix Indicate the evaporation rates (62.78 inchee/year) 
that exceed the average annual rainfall (44.57 inchee). The greatest problem confronting 
farmers on the Islands Is that of retaining sufficient soil mû Isture to produce crops 
that are otherwise suited to the soils and the climate. Periods of deficient rainfall 
occur almost every year in some parts of the Virgin Islands. Droughts are most prevalent 
late in Fall, In Winter, and early in Spring. The severity of drought on the islands 
has been computed by the Palmer Index, developed by the Environmental Data Service, 
This computation la based on the difference between the amount of rainfall received and 
the amount needed to maintain an average for the area. It Indicates that mild to extreme 
droughts can be expected about half the time, iievere to extrane droughts about 15 per-
cent of the time, and mild to moderate droughts about a third of the time. These facta 
about land and water resources indicate that we have problems. But as Mr. Shulterbrandt, 
our Conmlssloner of Agriculture In his message to the Agricultural and Food Fair said, 
"Our problems are not too different from our neighbors. Agriculturist around the world 
are challenged by adverse weather, adveree soil conditions, crop pests and forces of 
economics. All these challenges are met and solved." Let me now bring to your attention 
the factors which are favorable for crop production on our islands. 

Climate 

The climate Is maritime tropical. One of the most equitable In the world. It Is 
characterized by generally fair weather, steady winds, and slight but regular annual, 
aeasonal, and diurnal ranges of temperature (annual average max. 89° and mln. 69°F.) 

According to Knott (1971) there are five aspects of environment that have an Important 
bearing on vegetable production in the tropica., These are the occurence of tropical storms, 
patterns of rainfall, temperature, relative humidity and length of day. Variations In 
temperature between the coolest and the warmest months are 5 to 7 degrees at the moat. 
This fair weather permit ralalng of crops throughout the year. The relative humidity Is 
conducive to soil and foliar diseases and Insect pestd, but with a regular spray schedule 
this problem can be easily overcome. The latitude of the Islands Is from 17 to 18°N and; 
therefore, the length of day changes In different seasona Is not very significant. The 
crops that are neutral today length and the ones with vegetative parts as an economic 
product produce bumper harvests. 
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CROPPING PATTEHM 

The crops conmonly grown Include yams, sweet potatoes, cabbages, carrots, okras, 
eggplants, pigeon peas, peppers, com and tomatoes. The fruits that have done well are 
bananas, mangoes, papayes, citrus and avocadoes. The exact acreage under different 
crops Is not known. However, the present trend indicates a strong interest in commercial 
production of tomatoes and papayas. 

The food of Virgin Islanders contain reasonable amounts of meat and poultry which 
supply enough proteins. However, due to paucity of fresh vegetables and fruits, the food 
is deficient In vitamins. 

The Virgin Islander consumes a considerable amount of root crops. The substitution 
of a crop such as sweet potato for casava and yams offers a good possibility for Improv-
ing the diet for vitamin A. Mango, papaya, citrus and tomato are other fruits consider-
ably high In vitamin contants, therefore, the Virgin Islands Department of Agriculture 
is planning to vigorously promote the cultivation of sweet potatoes, tomatoes, carrots, 
mangoes, papayas and citrus. 

MARKETING 

He who are involved In agriculture know thât the name of the gerne In thla industry 
today is "marketing," Marketing is what: makes it all happen. The prices of fresh 
vegetables and fruits are very high in the Virgin Islands. But, unfortunately, our farmers 
are not getting even 50 cents out of the consumer's dollar. He remember from our elementary 
economic course that demand and supply determine the price of comnodlty. 

Demand 

The demand for vegetables and frult:s depend upon the population. The population 
of Virgin Islands falls under two categories: permanent residents and tourist. The 
permanent population of the Virgin Islands Is presented In Table 1, 

TABLE 1 

Population and Land Area of Islands: 1960-1970 

Island 
1 LAnd Area 
' in 
' Sq. Miles 

1 1 Population 
1960 1 1 

Population 1970 
1 Density 
' per 
' Sq. Mile 

St. Croix 80 14,973 31,779 397 
St. John 20 925 1,729 86 
St. Thomas 32 16,201 28,960 905 
Vlrsln Islands 132 32.099 62.468 473 
Source: V. I. Department of Conraerce, Division of Trade and Industry 

Ale we can see from the figures presented in Table 1, the density of population per 
square miles is five times more .than that of the United States. (Density per square 
mile for U.S.A. Is 84.9) The density per square mile for St. Thomas alone Is second 
highest in the world. 

The second category of population in the Virgin Islands la tourist and the number of 
consumers under this category is increasing every day. The number of people arriving in 
the Virgin Islands in 1970-71 was 910,(131. 

It is evident from these population figures that our demand for these crops Is 
tremendous. Ho matter haw hard we try In our crop efforts, we still have to depend on 
Imports for the foreseeable future. 

Supply 

In the Virgin Islands, approximately 5,000 acres are being used for agricultural 
purposes and less than 20 percent 1b under crop production. All the produce from these 
acres does not enter the marketing channels because many people maintain home gardens 
and raise the crops to cater to the needs of their family kitchen. Our main sources of 
Imports of vegetables and fruits include New York, California, Florida, Puerto Rico and 
the neighboring Caribbean Islands. Dominica is the most predominant foreign supplier of 
these commodities to the U.S. Virgin Islands. The quantities of various vegetables and 
fruits Imported from Continental United States, Puerto Rico and foreign countries are 
presented in Table 2. 
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Although statistics relative to local production are not available, It is an 
accepted fact that we Import more than 90% of our consumption needs, Πιβ percentage 
that is produced locally cannot find customers. The main marketing outlets on the 
Islands Include chain food stores, supermarkets, grocery stores and fruits and vegetable 
vending shops. The local producers being small In size cannot guarantee quantity nor 
continuous supply. 

TABLE 2 

Fresh Fruit Β & Vegetables Imported 

Commdltles U.S.A. P.R. Foreign 

Tomatoes 129,030 lbii. 442,853 lbs. 48,085 lbs. 
Onions 43,140 978,025 
Lettuce 36,400 406,591 - -

Beans — 17,486 - -

Pepper 41,380 — 1,750 
Watermelon 90,477 735, 724 4,650 
Potatoes 458,402 5,913 
Cabbage 11,450 179,854 — 

Carrot — 247,317 — 

Celery — 16,540 — 

Cucumber — 406,591 — 

Asparagus 1,050 - - « 

Eggplant — - - 2,770 
Dasheen — — 89,214 
•thar vegetables fresb 53,460 4,913,036 146,765 

Prunes, Plum 26,324 750 
Orange 36,260 914,798 660 
Apples 40,835 716,695 4,400 
Lemons & Limes — 155,306 400 
Grapefruit 6,200 75,486 - -

Banana, Plantains — 24,800 310,580 
Grapes 12,872 93,102 - -

Pears — 30,098 - -

Avocadoes ~ 60, 310 
Mangoes — 65,680 
Peaches - - 26,660 - -

Cherries — 2,000 — 

Strawberries 7.372 - - - -

Source: Department of Comnerce, Division of Trade and Industry 

Consequently the buyers prefer to do business with the suppliers on whom they can 
depend. 

The Virgin Islande Department of Agriculture has recognized the fact that In order 
to keep production going and to bring the many acres of good agricultural land under 
cultivation that are not producing food crops, the farmer must be offered a packege 
program. The faner must be assisted from the preparation of land, selection of seeds, 
planting, and crop management to the marketing technique, such as proper harvesting, 
grading, packing and finally marketing. 

PRODUCTION AMD MARKETING COORDINATION 

This new program hae been made possible through the Federal-Stste project entitled: 
"Development of nee system of production, marketing and preservation of vegetables and 
fruits in the Virgin Islands." The main objective of this program is to work growers 
and provide them with the information and technical assistance necessary to: 

1) Select the proper variety 
2) Coordinate planting time to Insure a steady eupply throughout 

the year 
3) Advise on plant protection measures and crop management 
4) Advise on maturity standards 
5) Demonstrate harvesting, grading, storing and packaging methods 
6) Advise on produce mechandlIsing 
7) Develop market outlets like state farmers' markets, roadside 

vegetable and fruit stands 
8) Identify new buyers and assist In negotiations between fernere, 

supermarkets, and local hotel managers to reach a mutual contractual 
arrangement 
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Secondly, to asslet home owners In raising vegetable and fruit gardens. 

An economic model for Increasing crop production In the U.S. Virgin Islande Is 
presented in Figure 1, However, the success of the program will depend on how vigorously 
these reconmendations are Implemented. 

IMPROVED 
FABM ECONOMY 

Seduced Imports Enoourage Bxports 

ImproTed Production & Marketing 

1 
Higher Yields 

1. Improved seed 
Irrigation 

3. Use of Chemicals 
4. Optimum plant 

populations 
5. Proper Fertili-

zation 
6. Good Soil Manage-

ment 

1. 
2. 

Bight Tariety 
Proper plant-
ing Schedule 

Use of Mulches 
Controlled 
Environment 

1 
Market Quality Yields 
1. Proper Harvesting 
2. Grading 
3. Packing 
4. Efficient Merchand-

ising 
5. Technical Assistance 

Figure 1.- Economic model for Increasing crop production in the 
U.S. Virgin Islands. 

conduisions 
In conclusion, an Improvement In the rate of growth in vegetable and fruit produc-

tion in the U.ST Virgin Islands will depend on the will and ability of Its government 
and people to take needed steps. It will require extremely large increases in (a) the 
availability and use of e vide variety of such production impute as Irrigation, fertilizer, 
pesticides, machinery, and laet but not least land: (b) public and private investirent 
in applied and adaptive research to create the technology and trained pereoimel.required 
to get the needed gains In agricultural productivity, and (c) Investment to create an 
Improved fresh crop marketing system required to Increase the competitive ability of the 
local producers. 
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SOME OBSERVATIONS AMD EXPERIMENTS ON SPECIES AND VARIETIES OF 

TROPICAL SPINACH 

C. M. Meeaiaen 

INKA - Guadeloupe 

Many plant species may be grown untier tropical conditions to be used in the same way as 
the true spinach (Sulnacla oleracea L.) We hiive compared In Guadeloupe some varieties of 
tropical leaf vegetables belonging to the genu E> Amaranthus. Calosla. BaBella. Solanum and 
XanthoBOma. Table 1 sumnarizes the result of one of our experiments, realized In a ahort 
time (63 days from transplantation on November 19th to the 3rd harvest on January 21st, 

TABLE: Ι 

Species and Vsriety 
1 1 
, Number of , 
, plants/πι2 , 
1 1 

% suirvlvlng 
' at the 

end of 
' experiment 

1 Total yield ' 
1 kg/m2 at cm s+ ' 
' leaves 1 

• (3 harvests) ' 

Total yield/m2 
(leaves only) 
3 harvests 

1 8 100 5,57 2.71 
2 S 94 5.29 2,70 

Amarants 3 S 97 5.36 2,33 
4 8 48 2,07 1.13 
5 8 70 0,54 0.21 

Celosla argentea 8 90 2.5B 1.42 
Basella alba 6 87 0,69 0.59 
Basella rubra 6 98 2·29 1.17 
Solanum nigrum var. 
gulneense 8 87 2,13 1.26 
Xanthosoma 
braslllense 3.3 100 0.32 0.32 

Let us nonelder now with more detail the performances and qualities of each speclee and 
variety. 

Amaranthun spp. 

It Is difficult to give specific names to Amaranthus varieties grown as spinach In 
tropical countries. The determinations we glvi; here are due to J. Pournet (INRA-Guadeloupe). 
Amaranthus spp. are known to have the C4 process of photosynthesis especially effective In 
tropical conditions. Very high yield of leavee/m2 can be obtained in a short time. Our 
varieties 1, 2 and 3 have produced approxlmatlvely 75 kgs of dry matter by hectare/day and 
13 kg of proteins. These potential yields can be reduced by diseases, or by a too early 
flowering, as in our varieties 3 and 4. 

The variety 1 was obtsined from "Hauteurs Lézarde" Guadeloupe. The plants are abundant-
ly ramificated, and able to give four or five successive harvest. It belongs to Amaranthus 
gracilis, but is very' different from the spontaneous A. gracilis, by Its size, lateness, and 
resistance to Albugo bllti. 

Variety 2 was obtained from ste Aime, Guadeloupe, Less ramificated, with a stronger 
main stem, and terminal inflorescence, with broad savoyed leaves, it belongs to Amaranthus 
dubluB. 

Variety 3 was obtained from Dahomey (Africa). The plant habit is similar to No. 2, but 
with flat leaves, and larger Inflorescences producing seeds more easily. This variety, 
called "Potete" was given to ue by Dr. Grubben (Porto-Novo-Dahomey) as Amaranthus hvbrldus. 
but, following J. Pournet it may be, too, an A. dublus. 

Another African variety we have received later from Dr. Grubben, called "KIAROEN" Is 
very similar to the variety 2 from Guadeloupe. 

Variety 4 is an Amaranthus caudatus received from Dr. Lexander (Sweden). Very aueceptl-
ble to stem rot caused by Pythlum aphanidermatum. its yield is inferior to 1, 2 and 3 for 
this reason. 

Variety 5 is the "Tampala spinach" from Burpee seed company (probably Amaranthus 
gangetlcus). Adaptated to the long days of North American summers, it produces flowers very 
early in West Indian winter conditions, and the plants remain of a very small size. 

When cooked these Amaranths give a spinach of a medium quality, with a slight bitter-
ness perceived by some persons. 
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AB diseases and pests ve have observed Pythlum aphanldermatum. especially on 4, 
Choanephora cucurbltacearum on some branches after they vere cut for harvest, and 
Herpetogramma blpimctallB (Fyralldae). The roots are not attacked by gall nematodes. 

Gelöste argentea 

This species is grown in Dahomey under the name of "Avounvo." Its productivity le 
about one half of this of the better Amaranths. The roots are very susceptible to gall 
nematodes. It gives a spinach of poor quality. 

The Basellas 

He have grown Basella rubra (from University of Hest Indies, Trinidad) and Basella 
alba (Burpee seed company). 

The red Basella is a very interesting; plant, which gives a spinach of very good 
quality, without bitterness. In our trial it was not grown correctly. There are two 
possible methods for growing Basella: either staked, with a growing period of 4 to 6 months 
In the family garden, with yields of 2-3 kgs/m every 15th day, or sown very closely (50-
100 seeds/m ) and harvested at the 4 leaves stage, in the same way as European aplnach. 
However, the dry matter content of Basells. leaves is only 6%, compared to 11.55 for 
Amaranths. 

Basella roots are very susceptible tc> gall nenatodes, the leaves may be attacked by a 
disease probably caueed by Cercospora bastille. 

The green Basella from Burpee cannot be grown following the first method described 
above, since it produces flowers and seedt: too early in short photoperlods. 

Solanum nigrum variety gnlneense 

This species it grown in West Africa under the name of "Ogomoh" (we have obtained 
the seeds from Prof. Tlndall). It grows slower than Amaranths at the beginning, but covers 
the soil very well and should be able to f[ive 4 or 5 harvests in 100 days from transplanta-
tion. The roots are only slightly susceptible to gall nematodes. The leaves are easily 
colonized by aphlds and red eplders. 

It gives a spinach of a very special taste, out which could be appreciated by people 
who consume the leaves of the He'st Indian Solanum nigrum (or_§. yfrlbaeum- called in 
Guadeloupe "Agauman"). 

Xanthosoma braslllense (Def) Engl. 

This species, which must not be confused with X. sanltt lfollurn gives s spinach of a 
very good quality. Unfortunately the yields are very low, even with a long-lasting planta-
tion. The stocks . we have found in Guadeloupe and Trinidad are infected by a virus disease 
identified by Dr. Zettler (Gainesville University) as Dasheen mosaic virus. H.J.B. Qulot 
(INRA-Guedeloupe) has obtained virus free plants by merlstem cultures, which will be triad 
in the field next year. 
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RED PEA (PHASEOLUS «ULGARIS L.) VARIETY TRIALS 
IN JAMAICA 

Percival Jackeon & Horace Payne 
Agronomlat, Ministry of Agriculture, Jamaica and Agronomist, 

University of the West Indies 

INTRODUCTION 

"Red peaa" Is a legume used in the preparation of some of the most popular dlahas of 
Jamaica and thus forms a valuable source of protein in the diet of tha populace. 

Present production of red peas in Jamaica does not fulfill the demand for this crop 
and annual imports amount to four thousand short tins. Tabla 1 shows estimated acreages 
level of yield per acre and annual local production for the five year period, 1966 -
1970. 

TABLE 1 

Item \ 196* 1 1967 ] 1968 1969 r \ 1970 

Total acreage 5,333 8,127 12,387 7,689 6,837 
Yield per acre (St. Tons) 0.30 0.23 0.25 0.27 0.31 
Estimated production 1,600 2,112 2,561 2,128 2,180 

(St. Tons) 
Source: Agricultural Planning Unit, Ministry of Agriculture, Jamaica, W.I. 

There are five local cultlvars known as "Round Red", "Portland Red", "Cockstone","MiBs 
Kelly" and "Light Rad" conmonly Involved in production. It Is, therefore, very important 
to determine the order of yield that can be obtained from theae cultivera in the elevated 
limeatone regions, which constitute the major "red pea" producing area of the territory. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND MATERIAL 

Three experimental sltee in the parish of Manchester were selected. Two occurred on 
the major soil type brown Bauxite or Chudlelgh Clay Loam (Map #73). Of theae one was 
located at Petersfleld and the other at Grove Place. The third site was at Albion which 
was occupied by another major soil type, red bauxite or St. Anns Clay Loam (Map #78) . 
The areas involved were representative of the prime red pea producing areas. 

The design of the trials was a 5 κ 5 latin square. The size of the plotB was 12' χ 
12' providing a total of six rows (2' apart) four experimental rows and two guard rows. 
The length of the experimental rows was ten feet leaving one foot guard row at either 
end. 

Standard method of tillage operations had resulted in a seed bed of good tilth. 
Particular care was paid to the removal of previous crop remains and coarse debris, 
leaving a smooth and clean surface. Planting was carried out by the creation of a 
shallow furrow four Inches in depth and placing fertilizer 12: 24:12 at the recomnended 
rate of four cwts per acre (equivalent to 150 grems per row) in a continuous band at the 
bottom of the furrow. On closing the furrow uniform planting was carried out with 
treated (1 to 4 parts of dleldrln 80S W.P. and Orthoclde 50X Captin) seeds at 2 inches 
depth and spaced 3 Inches apart in the row. 

Satisfactory weed control WBB obtained by a pre-emergence application of a mixture 
of Dacthal & Dlphenamid (each at 2 lbs. per acre) and Gramoxona (1 pint per acre) diluted 
to a rate of forty gallons water per acre. Excellent prevention of pests and diseases 
was obtained by fortnightly "cocktail spraying' consisting of a mixture of a fungicide 
and insecticide (Dlthane H45 at 2 lbs. per acre, Sevln at 2 lbs. per acre, Malathion at 
1 pint per acre and Manzete D at 2 lbs. per acre). These mlxturea were used In alternate 
operations. A sticker Triton at 4 onz. per oiie hundred gallons aided adherence. All 
operations were carried out by a low volume mint blower. 

Observations were carried out on germination and crop vigor. At Grove Place growth 
was excellent In all plots but the "Miss Kelly" cultiver was particularly outstanding. 
At Petersfleld germination was even throughout all cultlvars but the "Portland Red" 
grew moBt vigorously. At Albion deficient rainfall during the critical stages of the crop 
resulted in patchy stand generally. 

At Grove Place plota were planted on the 20th August, 1970, and harvested on the 
28th October, 1970. At Petersfleld experiment: was planted on the 26th May, 1971, and 
harvested on the 10th August, 1971. At Albion planting was done on the 4th June, 1971, 
and harvested on the 24th August, 1971. 
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Data on the following yield component Β were collected: üumber of pods per plant, 
number of peas per pod, weight of pods per plant, and weight of dried grains per plant. 

Because of the varying number of plants reaped in the Fetersfleld and Albion trials, 
it was necessary to standardize this number to 60 hence the data had to be transformed 
before analysis. 

RESULTS 

At Grove Place Duncan's Multiple Range Test (5%) revealed that the cultlvar "Mias 
Kelly" was the best variety for peaa.per pod, pod/plant and shelled grain. It was followed 
closely by "Portland Red" from which it differs only in pod/plant. "Round Red" was 
intermediate for all the components of yield while "Gocketone" and "Light Red" occupied 
the loweat place. At the other two sites Involved the cultlvars "Round Red" and "Portland 
Red" gave the best results throughout. 

DISCUSSION 

In view of the somewhat Irregular stands obtained in the two last mentioned trials 
and the adjustments necessary In yield datu, the better performance of the cultlvar "Miss 
Kellj"in the first named trial is considered indicative of that cultlvars true merit. The 
cultlvars "Round Red" and "Portland Red" the runners up in the first trial emerged as the 
best varieties in subsequent trials. The relatively poor performance of "Cockstone" and 
"Light Red" in all trials conducted to date suggest that these cultlvars hold little 
potential in a program designed to increase red pea production. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The cultlvars "Mies Kelly", "Round Red" and "Portland Red" proved superior ylelders 
to "Cockstone" and "Light. Red". Although "Miss Kelly" proved best on the Grove Place 
site, its order of merit was reversed in subsequent trials In which It was out yielded 
by "Round Red" and "Portland Red". More research is necessary to determine the true 
mérite of the last three mentioned cultlvars which all show considerable promise. 
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FACTORS AFFECTING TOMATO PRODUCTION IM THE LEEWAHI) ISLANDS: TIME OF PIANTING 

St. C, M. Forde 
Research Agronomist, Reglonel Research Centre, Univ. West Indies, 

St. John1s, Antigua 

Of the factors that sffect tomato production in the Leeward Islands, the most important 
are thoee that limit the sessonsllty to crops planted in the period September-November, for 
maturity In December-March which coincides wich the dry season and also the period of lowest 
mean minimum temperature. For most of the year the crop can be regarded as 1 out-of-season1, 
end substentlal imports are made In all the territories to satisfy local demands. 

It has been recognized that low production during the off-season Is associated with 
high night temperatures which Inhibit fruit setting. Vent (1944) gives the .optimum range in 
night temperature for fruit setting for eome varieties aa 15° to 20°C, but other varieties 
will set fruit at night temperatures of 23°to 27°C (Schalble, 1962). Studies st the 
University of the West Indies aimed et breeding cultlvsrs that would set fruit under condi-
tions of high night temperature as well as hijjh relative humidity have been discontinued. 
However, In conjunction with the University of Florida, the Ministry of Agriculture, 
Montserrat end the Regional Field Experiments! Programme of the University of the West Indlei 
have been examining certain lines bred In Florida for high fruit aet under condltlona in 
the Leewards. Some of this material show good promise for future work. 

The varieties used for production In the territories sre those available comnercially 
from the tjnlted States of America. Most of these perform well when grown In season, but 
ylelde tend to be low at other times of the year. 

Other factors recognised ss limiting production to s few months in the year Include 
the role of soil-water-plant relationships as affected by both dry and wet season conditions, 
the control of peats and diseases particularly during the wet season, and the control of 
nematodes which have caused aerlous economic losses In recent times. 

In the first phsee of this study, a series of variety trials was begun In 1969 and 
carried out until 1971. The performances of the. cultlvars were examined and the results 
are presented In this paper. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Soils 

In Antlgus the trials were carried out at Diamonds Estate on soils of the Fitches 
serlee. This Is a grumusol (Ahmad. 196Θ) that has developed over limestone, and is widely 
distributed in the north-eset of the leland. The land-use pattern on these soils has 
been the mono-culture of eugsr csne In the areas with good rainfall with sea-island cotton 
and scrub peatures In the drier srea. With the movement towards crop dlverslflcstlon, the 
Fitches series 1B Important for vegetable production. 

In St. Kltts the trials were located at Ottleys and Mt. Pleasant Estates on soils of 
Mansion clay loam and Sandy Bay loam eerles, respectively. Mansion clay loam has been 
classified as a young soil and Sandy Bay loam as a protosol (Lang and Carroll, 1966). Theae 
soils have also been under eugar cane cultivation for a long period of time. 

In Montserrat the trisle were sited at Farrella, on Riley's Sandy clay loam and at 
TrantB on Grove Ssndy loam, both classified as Protosols (Lang, 1967). 

Experimental 

The expérimenta were designed ss randomized complete blocks with the number of treat-
ments being the number of varieties being evaluated and the number of replicates being 
not less then four. The actual design for each experiment Is shown in the tsblee. Each 
plot consisted of six rows 24 feet long and t'tiree feet apart with plants two feet apart 
in the rows. A basal dressing of 12-12-18 HPK fertilizer wee applied at the rate of 500 lb., 
acre, and a side dressing of 30 lb. N/acre supplied at formation of first fruits. The 
tomato plante were established from transplante raised in nursery beds. 

An application of dlphenamld was made at the rate of 5 lb./acre at transplanting, and 
subsequent weed control wes carried out by hand. Insecticides used to control insects 
Included: Sevln, Dlpterex, Malathlon, and Basudln. Fungicides employed for dlsesae control 
were: Zineb, Dlthane M 45, Antracol and Koclde 101. • 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The mean yields of marketable fruit are shown In Tables 1 to 3. Certain of the 
varieties tested vere consistent In performing well throughout the year. The cultivarB 
Floradell, Floralou end Tropic Gro were the beet performers at all seasons, while Indian 
River and Homestead 61 were of value under dry season conditions. 

During the programme It was not poaslble to Include all the varieties in the 19 trials 
reported here, since seed suppliée of some of the varieties were at times limiting. How-
ever, a few cultlvars were dropped at various etages of the programme. For example, although 
there vas atrong market preference (particularly among hoteliers) for Oxheart, this variety 
was dropped from further testing as it did not stand up veil to packing for shipment and 
In the field was very susceptible to damage by rats* Urbana was seriously affected by 
bacterial spotting and was eliminated. Plants of Beefsteak grew vigorously but did not 
produce flowers while fruits of Supermarket tended to be email. 

At various times the varieties were assessed for market acceptability on the baals 
of shape and size, seed content and colour (both exterior and interior). Floradell, Indian 
River and Tropic Gro were the varieties preferred. 

The data sumnarlzed In Table 4 show the effect of season on the performance of the 
best varletlea. Three seasons were recognized, viz; (1) 'In season1, from 16 September to 
15 December, (2) 'wet seaaon,1 from May to 15 September and (3) a 'dry off-seaaon from 
15 December to April. Generally, the highest yields were obtained during the 'in-aeaaon' 
period, but good ylelde were also realized In St. Kltts during the vet off-seaaon. During 
the dry off-season yields were at their lowest. The average yields from the experiments 
carrlet out In these periods were 28, 23 and 17 tons/hectare, respectively. 

It 1b well to note that the failure of trials (not Included In thla paper) conducted 
In Antigua and Montserrat In the vet off-season vas not due to poor fruit set, but rather 
to the water-logged conditions that were experienced in these two territories on heavier 
textures soils during the rainy season. The freely drslned nature of the soils in St. 
Kltts allowed for cultlvstlon even under relatively high rainfall conditions. 

In Appendix 1, the cost of production of tomatoee is shown, using the labour rate 
for Antigua, which Is about twice that for St. Kltta or Montserrat. It can be seen that 
even If off-season yields are placed as low as 8,000 and 12,000 lb. In the dry and 
wet eeasons the net returns per acre would be $400* and $1,600, respectively, for fruit 
costing 30ιί per lb. At this time Imported fruit cost $1.00 to $1.50 per lb. 
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Table 1. Mean Yields of Marketable Tomato Fruit In Tons/acre (Tons/hectare) 
1969 - 70 series 

Experiment 
Site and Soil 
Rainfall, in.* 

1 
' Planting τ 

Date 
Harvest tng Variety 

Mean 
Yields 

Antigua 31 Oct. 9 January Manalucie 12.0(30.1) 
Diamonds 1969 11 March Manapal 11.9(29.9) 
Fitches clay 1970 Indian River 11.8(29.6( 
16.0 Oxheart 10.4(26.1) 

Urbans 10.2(25.6) 
Rutgers 9.6(24.1) 
C.V. - 13.OX 

Antigua 4 Dec. 3 Feb, - Manalucie 9.6(24.1) 
Diamonds 1969 31 March Manapal 9.3(23.3) 
Fitches clay 1970 Indian River 9.1(22.8) 
3,2** Rutgers 8.9(22.3) 

Urbana 7.7(19.3) 
Oxheart 6.2(15.6) 
C.V. = 15.3% 

Montserrat 22 Dec. 5 March - Indian River 13.7(34.4) 
Farrela- 1969 6 April Oxheart 11.9(29.9) 
Rlley's sandy 1970 Urbana 11.5(28.9) 
clay loam Manalucie 10.5(26.4) 
10.9 Rutgers 9.4(23.6) 

Manapal 9.3(23.3) 
C.V. - 21.51 

Montserrat 9 Feb. 7 April Supermarket 6.5(16.3) 
Trants Grove 1970 11 May Indian River 6.0(15.1) 
Loamy sand 1970 Manalucie 4.8(12.0) 
2,4 Oxheart 4.5(11.3) 

Manapal 4.4(11.0) 
Roma 4.4(11.0) 
C.V. = 35.91 

St. Kitts 3 Oct. 1 Jan, Indian River 19.0(47.7) 
Ottleys 1969 18 April Urbana 18.5(46.4) 
Mansion 1970 Rutgers 16.0(40.2) 
clay loam Manapal 15.9(39.9) 

Manalucie 15.2(38.1) 
Oxheart 13.2(33.1) 
C.V. - 17.91 

The lines Indicate common subsets at the 5.0% Level of significance according to Duncan's 
Multiple Bange Test. 
* Precipitation during first two months of crap plus that recorded during 15 day period 
prior to planting. 

** rhe plants were irrigated a few times. 

1. 

2 . 

5. 

2 . 

2 . 
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Table 2. Mean Yielda of Marketable Tomato Fruit in Tons/acre (Tons/hectare) 

1970 - 71 aeries 

Experiment 
Site and Soil 
Rainfall, In.* Planting 

Date 1 

Harvesting f 
Variety Mean 

Yields 

Antigua 27 Oct. 3 Feb. - Floradell 5.6(14.0) 
Diamond's 1970 22 March Tropic Red 5.4(13.5) 
Fitches clay 1971 Indian River 5.1(12,7) 
27.5 Homestead 61 4.8(12.0) 

Floralou 4.6(11.5) 
Manapal 4.6(11,5) 
Tropic Gro 4.4(11.0)J 
Manalucie 3.9( 9.7) 
Marglobe 3.5( 8.7) 
Beefs trak 3.2( 8.0) 
C.V. - 18,4% 

Antigua 18 Jan. 22 March - Floradel 2.4(6.0) 
Diamond's 1971 23 April Floralou 2.2(5.3) 
Fitches clay 1971 Indian River 2.2(5.4) 
e.o Homestead 61 2.1(5.2) 

Marglobe 1.9(4.9) 
Tropic Gro 1.8(4.5) 
Manalucie 1.6(4.0) 
Manapal 1.6(3.9) 
C.V. - 22.6% 

Montserrat Jan. 23 March - Beefsteak 2.3(5.8) 
Bethel 1971 27 April Indian River 2.1(5.3) 
not available 1971 Marglobe 2.0(4,9) 

Floralou 1.9(4.8) 
Manalucie 1.7(4.4) 
C.V. - 22.8% 

St. Kitts 9 June 4 Aug. Floradell 13.4(33.6)I 
Ottleye 1970 23 Sept. Floralou 11.6(29.1)|| 
45.8. 1971 Indian River 10.6(26.6) 1 

Manapal 8.7(21.8) 
Manalucie 8,5(21.3) 
Homestead 61 8.5 (21,3) 
Marglobe 8.4(21.1) 
C.V. «= 15.OX 

St. Kitts 9 July 21 Sept.- Tropic Gro 13.2(33.1) 
Ottleys 1970 22 Oct. Tropic Red 12.6(31.6) 
Mansion 1971 Floradell 11.8(29.6) I 
clay loam Indian River 10.0(25.1) 
20.2 Floralou 9.2(23.1) 

Marglobe 9.0(22.6) 
Homestead 61 7.6(19.1) 
Manapal 6.7(16.8) 
Manalucie 6.5(16.6) 
C.V. - 16.37. 

St. Kitts 11 Aug. 19 Oct. Tropic Gro 7.5(18.8) 
Ottleys - 1970 11 Dec. Floradell 3.3(8.3) 
Mansion 1970 Marglobe 3.2(8.0) 
clay loam Floralou 2.5(6.3) 
15,3 Homestead 61 2.3(5.8) 

Indian River 2.0(5.0) 
Manapal 1.8(4.5) 
Beefsteak 1.6(4.0) 
Manalucie 1.3(3.3) 
C.V. - 32.1% 

1. 

2 . 

5. 

2 . 

2 . 

2 . 
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Experiment 
Site end Soli· 
Rainfall, In.* 

Date 
Planting Harvesting Variety 

7. 

8. 

9. 

St. Kitts 
Ottleys 
Mansion 
clay loam 
20.1 

St. Kitts 
Ottleys 
Mansion 
clay loam 
28.9 

St. Kitts 
Mt. Pleasant 
sandy clay 
loam 
38,1 

7 Sept. 
1970 

20 Nov. 
1970 

10 Dec. 
1970 

Mean 
Yields 

6 Nov. 1970 Tropic Gro 6.8(17.0) 
7 Jan, 1971 Floralou 5.8(14.5) 

Marglobe 5.5(13.8) 
Indian River 4.9(12.3) 
Floradell 4.6(11.5) 
Homestead 61 4.1(12.3) 
Manapal 3.4( 8.5) 
Manalucle 3.3( 8.3) 
Beefsteak 3.2( 8.0) 
C.V. - 29.4% 

19 Jan. Floradell 4.2(10.5) 
25 Feb. Homestead 61 4.0(10.0) I 
1971 Indian River 3.1( 7.8) 

Floralou 3.0( 7.5) 1 
Manalucle 2.5( 6.3) 
Marglobe 2.5( 6.3) 
Manapal 2.3( 5.8) 
Beefsteak 1.9( 4.8) 
C.V. - 25.8Z 

13 Feb. Homestead 61 15.8(39.7) 
19 March Marglobe 15.5(39.2) 
1971 Floralou 14.7(36,9) 

Floradell 13.1(32.9) 
Indian River 12.7(31.9) 
Manapal 11.8(29.6) 
Manalucle 11.7(29.4) 
Beefateak 10.5(26.1) 
C.V. - 10.97. 

Table 3. Mean Yields of Marketable Tomato Fruit in Tons/ecre (Tons/hectare) 
1971-72 series 

Experiment ' D ^ ' ~ ' Mean 
Site and Soil „, ' Variety ' Yields 
Rainfall. In. ' Harvesting , 

St. Kltta 4 March 24 April- Floralou 8.9(22.3) 
Mt. Pleasant 1971 5 June, Homeetead 61 8.2(20.6) 
Sand clay loam 1971 Floradell 7.6(19.0) 
11.4 Indian River 7.4(18.5) 

Marglobe 6.6(16.6) 
Manalucle 6.2(15.6) 
Manapal 5.4(13.6) 

St. Kltts 17 May 22 July- Indian River 8.5(21.4) 
Mt. Pleasant 1971 17 August Floralou 7.0(17.5) 
Sandy clay 1971 Floradell 6.8(17.1) 
loam Manalucle 6.4(16.1) 
6.9 Marglobe 5.6(14.0) 

Manapal 5.0(12.5) 
St. Kitts 3 July 6 Sept.- Floralou 6.4(16.1) 
Mt. Pleasant 1971 11 Oct. Floradell 5.3(13.2) 
Sandy clay 1971 Indian River 4.1(10.2) 
loam Manalucle 3.9( 9.7) 
9.5 Manapal 3.8( 9.5) 

Marglobe 2.9(.7.2) 
St. Kitts 19 Aug. 19 Oct.- Floralou 16.2(40.7) 
Mt. Pleasant 1971 22 Dec. Marglobe 14.5(36.3) 
Sandy clay 1971 Floradell 13.2(33.2) 
loam Manapal 12.6(31.6) 
15.1 Manalucle 9.7(24.2) 

Indian River 7.7(19.4) 
St. KlttB ?8 Aug. 22 Oc:t.- Floradell 3.3( 8.4) 
Mt. Pleasant 1971 22 Dec. Better Boy 2.2( 5.4) 
Sandy clay 1971 Tropic Gro 1.8( 4.4) 
loam Indian River 1.6( 4.1) 
14.4 

1. 

2 . 

5. 

2 . 

2 . 

2
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Table 4. Best Mean Yields of Marketable Tomato Fruit In Tone/acre (Tons/hectare) 
according to season 

ln-Season Off-Sesson-Wet Off-Season-Dry 

15 September - 14 De^onber May 14 September 15 December - April 
Expt. 
No. Varie ty Yield , Expt. No. Variety Yield 'Expt. 

' No. Variety Yield 
1 Indian 

1 Manalucie 12.0(30.1)' 9 Floradell 13.4(33.6) ' 3 River 13 7(34.4) 
2 Manalucie 9.6(24.1)' 10 Tropic Gro 12.6(31.6) ' 4 Supermarket 6 5(16.3) 
5 Indian 11 Tropic Cro 7.5(18.8) ' 7 Floradell 2 4( 6.0) 

River 19.0(47.7)' 12 Tropic Gro 6.8(17.0) ' 8 Beefstesk 2 3( 5,8) 
6 Floradell 5.6(14.0)' 16 Indian '15 Floralou 8 9(22.3) 
13 Floradell 4.2(10.5)' River 8.5(21.4) 
14 Homestead 15.8(39.7)' 

I 
1 

17 
18 
19 

Floralou 
Floralou 
Floradell 

6.4(16.1) 
16.2(40.7) 
3.3( 8.4) 

APPENDIX 1. COST OF PRODUCTION 

Estimated Costa of Production and Bet Returns per acre of Tomatoes: Leevard Islands 

(a) Labour Amount Costs and Value** 
(Man-hours)* EC £ 

Nursery 60 48 
Transplanting 80 64 
Weed control (Chemical U Mechanical) 200 160 
Pest & Disease Control (Knapsack sprayers) 250 200 
Fertilizer application 35 28 
Harvesting 480 384 
Sorting for Market 200 160 
Value of Supervision 300 
Total Cost of Labour S1.344 

(b) Supplies Costs snd Value 

Seeds 5 
Chemicals - Weedlcides 55 

lneectlcldes 25 
Fungicides 52 

Fertilizer - Nematicides 100 
Fertilizers 50 

? 287 

(c) Services 

Ploughing 40 
Harrowing (including nematiclde application) 20 
Rent - 6 months 9 
Transport 300 
Total Cost of Services $ 369 

Total costs (a), (b), (c) - $2,000 

Labour rate: $0.80/hr. 

NET RETURNS 

Costs of fruit at 30^ per lb. 

Marketable Yield lb/acre 
8,000 10,000 12,000 15,000 20,000 

$ 4.000 $ l.OOO $ 1,600 $ 2.500 $ 4.000 

* The number of man-hours required for all operations (except nursery) was calculated on 
the basis that labour would be employed for a full 8-hour day. Labour rate: $0.80/hr. 

** EC. $1.00 - $ US 0.54 
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EVALUATION OF SLICING CUCUMBER VARIETIES AT UNION 
AGRICULTURAL STATION. SAINT LUCIA 

Callxte George 
Ministry of Agriculture, St. Lucia 

INTRODUCTION 

The cucumber (Cucumis satlvus L) Is a very popular vegetable In St. Lucia. Cucumbere 
are grown almost entirely by small farmer Β for the local market. Although cucumbers are 
grown on a small scale, they have a great potential not only for the export trade, but 
also for satisfying the rapidly expanding local market arising from the development of the 
tourist industry. 

In 1965, slicing cucumbere contributed about one third of the total production of 
vegetables in the State. This amounted to 570,000 pounds valued at $39,900 (1). It is 
estimated that in 1971, although production dropped to about 300,000 pounds, the value 
to farmers was $54,000, 

There are several factors limiting cucumber production in St, Lucia, but the choice 
of a suitable variety adaptable to local conditions is probably the most Important. Long 
Marketer was chosen as the standard slicing variety mainly because it was reported to 
be performing well in other Caribbean Islands. In St, Lucia, however, there was a tendency 
for the variety to die prematurely on account of powdery mildew caused by (Ervsiphe 
clchoraceanmp despite regular applications of Karathane. There was a need, therefore, 
for finding suitable varieties adaptable to local conditions. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

A varietal trial involving ten cucumber varieties was conducted at Union Agricultural 
Station. The objective of the trial was to evaluate the performance of some new cueumber 
varieties alongside the variety now conmonly grown. The standard variety is Long Marketer 
and the newer ones were Palmetto, Smoothe, Storo, Cherokee, Poinsett, Table Treat, Palomar, 
Burpee Hybrid and Ashley. 

The design of the experiment vas a randomized complete block of ten treatments 
(varieties) each replicated three times. Each plot comprised 4 rows three feet apart and 
15 feet long giving an area of 180 square feet. The two centre rowa in each plot were 
harvested. The experimental was laid down on Îâveneau Clay, a heavy, intractable 
smectold clay soil. 

Seeds were sown on Merch 7th, 1970, on mounds 3 feet aplart and the seedlings were 
thinned about nine days after gemination to three plants per mound. An NT'Κ (10:10:30) 
fertilizer plus Triple Super phosphate at 3 cwt: per acre and 1 1/2 cwt/acre, respectively, 
was broadcast on the experimental site one month before the making of mounds. At 
thinning an NPK (13.5:13.5:13.5) fertilizer at the rate of 3 oz. per mound was applied 
Inside the mounds. At flowering time 2/3 oz. of sulphate of million la was also applied 
to each mound. 

Weeding was done by hand as necessary throughout the growth of the crop. Pests and 
disease control was effected by weekly sprays of Basudln, Karathane and Dlthane M45. Just 
prior to harvesting and during the harvesting period Sevin and Dlthane was used instead. 

Harvesting began 45 dayΒ after sowing and continued for a period of 41 days. 
Harvesting was done at 2 to 3 day intervals throughout the period. Fruits which were not 
less 1 1/2 inches in diameter and 4 inches long were considered to be marketable. 

Irrigation water was provided by sprinklers whenever needed as judged by soil and 
crop conditions. Rainfall amounted to only 3,81 inches during the experiment, 

RESULTS 

Flowering 

The results of the analysis of variance for the number of plants producing female 
flowers one month after sowing showed that varieties differed greatly in their flowering 
ability. Tha mean number of plants bearing feciale flowers, per variety ranged from 6 
to 27 and Is given in Table 1. 
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Table 1 - Number of plantB with female flowers one month after planting 

Variety , Mean Number of Plants Flowering per Plot 

CHEROKEE 27 
PALOMAR 22 
TABLE IREAT 21 
LONG MARKETER 21 
BURPEE HYBRID 19 
SMOOTHIE 18 
POINSETT 13 
ΡΑΙΛΕΊΤ0 13 
ASHLEY 13 
STONO 6 

Duncan's Multiple Range Test at 5% level. 

It is noted that after one month ell varieties had flowered, Cherokee produced 
a significantly greater number of flowers than the varieties Stono, Ashley, Palmetto, 
and Poinsett, but was not significantly different from the other varieties. 

There was no significant difference between Palomar, Table Treat, Long Marketer, 
Burpee Hybrid and Smoothie, but these varieties all produced a significantly greater 
number of flowers than Stono. There ws.s no significant difference between the above 
varieties which outyielded Stono and Poinsett, Palmetto and Ashley nor was there between 
the latter group and Stono. 

Earliness 

The number of plants producing fruit one month after planting is given in Table 2. 

Table 2 - Number of Plants producing; fruit one month after planting 

ι Variety τ Mean Number of plants fruiting per plot 

CHEROKEE 21 
TABLE TREAT 14 i 
SM00IHIE 11 
PALOMAB 4 
POINSETT 4 
LONG MARKETER 2 
BURPEE HYBRID 0 
ΡΑ1ΜΕΓΓ0 0 
ASHLEY 0 
STONO 0 

Duncan's Multiple Range Test at the 5% level 

Cherokee significantly outyielded all other varieties In the early production of 
fruit. There was no significant difference in early fruit production between Table 
Treat and Sknoothie, but they significantly outyielded the other varieties. However, 
there was no significant differences ancrng the other varieties. 

Fruit Setting 

The results for mean number of fruits harvested were highly significant indicating 
that varieties differed greatly in their fruit setting potential. The mean number of 
fruits harvested per variety ranged from 8.7 χ 10 to 96.0 χ 10 and is presented in 
Table 3. 
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Table 3 - Mean number of fruits harvested per acre 
ι Τ Variety t Dumber of Fruits per acre χ 10J 

CHEROKEE 96. .01 
POISSETT 62. .6| 
STONO 57. .8 
ASHLEY 56, .5 
TAB IE TREAT 55. ,8 
SMOOTHIE 54, .9 
PALOMAR 51. .5 
BURPEE HYBRID 37. ,4 
LONG MARKETER 19, .8 
PAUCTTO 8. .7 

Duncan's Multiple Range Test et the 5% Level 

Cherokee and Poinsett produced e significantly greater number of fruit than all the 
other varieties, but there wae no significant difference between these two varieties. 
There was no significant difference between Stono, Ashley, Table Treet, Smoothie, Palomar 
and Burpee Hybrid, but they all, with the exception of Burpee Hybrid, produced e 
significantly greater number of fruit than Palmetto and Long Marketer. Burpee Hybrid 
was significantly better than Felmett-o, but did not produce a significantly higher number 
of fruit then Long Marketer. There wes no significant difference between Long Marketer 
and Palmetto. 

Yield of Marketeble Fruit 

The results for the yield of marketable fruit were highly significant indicating 
that varieties differed greatly in their producing capacity. The weight of marketable 
fruit harvested per verlety varied from 1.9 to 20.4 tons per acre and la presented in 
Table 4. 

Table 4 - Mean Yield of Marketable Fruits in Tons per Acre 
1 

Variety , Wt. of Marketable Fruit Tons per Acre 

CHEROKEE 20.4 
POINSETT 18.0 
STONO 12.1 
SMOOTHIE 12.1 
SABLE TREAT 12.1 
PALOMAR 11,8 
ASHLEY 11.5 
BURPEE HYBRID 8.7 
LONG MARKETER 4.8 
PAirarro 1.9 

Duncan's multiple range test at the 5% level. 

Both Cherokee and Poinsett significantly outyielded the other varieties, but there 
wee no significant difference between them. There was no significant difference in the 
weight of marketable fruit produced between Stono, Smoothie, Table Treat, Pelomar, Ashley 
and Burpee Hybrid, but they all with the exception of the latter outyielded Palmetto and 
Long Marketer. Burpee Hybrid was significantly better than Palmetto, bud did not 
itgnlflcantly outyleld Long Marketer. There was no significant difference between Umg 
Marketer and Palmetto. 

DISCUSSIOH 

There seons to be very little or no published information on the performance of 
slicing cucumber varieties under Eastern Caribbean conditions. The reeults presented 
indicate the vide range of performance of Imported American varieties. 

The high overall yields obtained were probably due to the high standards of manage-
ment maintained. Heavy doses of fertilizer were applied and regular pest and disease 
control schedules were maintained. Of particular Importance was the use of Kara thane for 
control of Powdery Mildew. Samuela (2) Indicated thet cucumbers planted in Hinter In 
Puerto Rico tand to give high yields, and that thle was partly due to lower rainfall. 



The experiment reported here was performed during the dry season and better control of 
water was effected with irrigation* This also, no doubt, contributed to the high yields 
obtained. 

The yields of marketable fruit from Cherokee and Poinsett were outstanding. This 
is probably due to the fact that these varieties were least affected by Powdery Mildew. 
Most of the other varieties showed greater evidence of Powdery Mildew attack, but (this 
did not seem to adversely affect yields to any great extent, as the attack appeared 
very late in the growth of the crop, except in the case of Palmetto and Long Marketer· 

The pattern of production of the varieties also differed. The highest number of 
fruit at any one harvest was obtained at the first harvest for Cherokee and Smoothie. 
The other varieties gave their highest number of fruit per picking much later on. Further 
both Cherokee and Smoothie yielded over 50% of the total production of fruit In about 
10 days from first harvest* Poinsett, the other outstanding variety, gave 50% production 
a week later, and reached its highest production per harvest at 22 days from first picking. 
In these respects it differed from Cherokee. 

The results clearly indicate that the standard variety Long Marketer was outclassed 
in many respects by several new varieties notably Cherokee and Poinsett. The need for 
the proper evaluation of varieties under loeal conditions cannot be overephaslzed, as 
significant ecological differences occur from island to Island in the Caribbean. Even 
within a small State such as St. Lucia, Ideational differences are quite jnarked because 
of varying climatic, topographical and edaphic factors. Thus further trials of a similar 
nature are planned to test the adaptability of imported varieties to different ecological 
zones In the State before reconmendations are oade· 
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Ronald A. Baynes 
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U.W.I. Cave Hill, Barbados 

INTRODUCTION 

A reliable supply of good quality cheap grain Is urgently neede.d in the Eastern Carib-
bean, where increasing emphasis is being given to the production of some meats and meat 
products, and where high cost animal feeds are considered the major limiting factor in the 
emergence of a truly competitive livestock industry. Recent work in the area suggested 
that the new Pioneer tropical corn hybrids, held some promise for an expanded and increasing-
ly efficient grain industry in the Caribbean (Baynes 1969; 1972). Indeed, serious attempts 
are being made as a result of these factors to encourage grain production. This is evidenced 
by the increasing use of hybrid corn in comnerclal plantings in Barbados and Grenada, and 
by the official policy in Barbados which alms at the local production of a minimum of 4 
million pounds of corn annually. 

Baynes (1972) ahowed, that consistent with experience in North America and elsewhere, 
(VAzquez 1960, Glesbrecht 1969) grain corn yields was extremely sensitive to plant density, 
in the region. High yields could only be produced with the application of sound agronomic 
practices, which included the employment of the optimum plant population well suited to the 
particular ecological situation. He indicated that while 35.8 thousand planta per hectare 
appeared to be optimal for Barbados and South St, Lucia, the Ideal plant density for St. 
Vincent end Grenada wae most probably somewhat in excess of this figure. 

This paper describes: a series of three field experiments conducted in Barbados, St. 
Vincent and Grenada, aimed at confirming the optimum plant density for Barbados, and attempt-
ing to establish optima for St. Vincent and Grenada. In addition, the influence of narrow 
rows on grain yield was evaluated. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The experiments were conducted in Barbados on soil type 30 (The Black Association); in 
Grenada on Capitol Glay Loam and in St. Vincent on Akers Sandy Clay Loamf Wat ten et al 
1958, Vernon et al 1959; Vernon and Carroll 1965). 

Each experiment was arranged in randomized complete blocks with four reppllcatlons and 
the individual plots consisted of six ridges 0.91m wide and 4.9m long. Harvesting was done 
from a standard net plot of l/747ha. 

The maize cultivar used was a tropical hybrid, X304, produced in Jamaica by Pioneer 
Hlbred Seed Company. The highest plent population was repeated in each exnerlment in row 
widths of 0.45m. 

The spatial arrangements in reepect of the plant densities studied were as follows: 

Treatment Code Plant Density/ha Dlmmenslona per plant (m) 

(1) 17,932 0.91x61.0 
(2) 35,864 0.91 χ 30.5 
(3) 71,729 0.91 χ 15.2 
(4) 107,593 0.91 χ 10.2 
(5) 107,593 0.45 χ 20.4 

Thus the only difference between treatments (4) & (5) was one of rectangularity, the 
land area per plant being the same in both cases. 

Seeding was done at the beginning of the wet season in 1971, this being June in St. 
Vincent, July In Grenada and August In Barbados, and was at the rate of two seeds per 
planting point, thinned back to one seedling per point at the 3-5 leaf stage. 

Blanket applications of Ν Ρ Κ fertilizer mixtures were applied at seeding time as sur-
face bands 7.6cm from the seed row, Theee mixtures varied from one island to another and 
were projected to meet the requirements of each soil type used. The actual rates and source: 
were as follows (kg/ha):-
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Barbados Grenada St. Vincent 

Sulphate of Ammonia 314 439 502 
Triple Superphosphate 63 18B 125 
Potassium Chloride 126 125 125 

Good weed control was achieved by the use of ρ re-emergence spraying of Gesaprlm 80 
(Atrazlne) at the rete of 2.8 kg/ha (commercial) and handweedlng. Insect pest control was 
effectively done with regular applications of Sevln (Carbaryl) at the rate of 2.24 kg/ha 
comuercial product. 

Shelling percentage and grain moisture were determined from a twelve ear random sample 
from each plot at harvest Cime. Molature content vas determined by Che oven dry metfiod. 

Leaf Area Index was calculated from the total leaf area of five plants In each plot 
selected at random at the full tassel stage. The area of an Individual leaf was computed 
as the product of its length and greatest width, multiplied by 0.75. 

Rainfall data were collected at or near each experimental site and are presented in 
Table I. 

Table I. Rainfall (nm) recorded at or near experimental sites 1971 
Weekly totals 

Week Barbados St. Vincent Grenada Week Graeme Hall Carapan Mirabeau 

0 107 24 24 
1 55 2 26 
2 26 2 98 
3 Cj 15 71 
4 14 10 37 
5 5 20 34 
6 32 34 30 
7 36 31 49 
8 4CI 121 41 
9 24 4 60 
10 35 53 54 
11 63 57 190 
12 3 65 36 
13 76 76 36 
14 29 50 140 
15 7 83 46 
16 6 7 9 
17 - 85 112 

Total 56 :Γ 739 1093 

RESULTS 

Plant Density 

The effects of plant density on grain yield were apparent on all three soil types 
studied. The lowest plant density 17,932 plants per hectare was in every case associated 
with very low grain ylelde, these heilig 2.03 T/ha in St. Vincent, 2.75 T/ha In Grenada 
and 3.13 T/ha in Barbados (Tables 2-4). In Barbados the highest grain yield produced was 
5.45 T/ha with a plant density of 71,729 plants per hectare. This, although better than 
plant densities (1) & (2) were not materially better than treatments (4) & (5) (Table 4). 

In Grenada treatments (2), (3) & (4), were essentially the same, these being superior 
to treatment (1). In St, Vincent there vas a clear tendency for an Increased grain out-
turn to be aeaoclated with rising plant population, treatments (4) & (5) being appreciably 
better than all other entries (Table 3). 

Mean ear weights tended to follow the inverse pattern of grain ylelde in relation to 
plant density. On all three soils, the largest ears were produced at the lowest densities, 
the mean ear weights falling as the plant density rose (Tables 2-4). Mean ear weights 
appeared to be highest in Grenada with 286 gms and lowest in Barbados with 103 gms. The 
Influence of plant density seemed to be most dramatic.In Grenada where mean ear weights 
fell moat shsrply as plant density was increased. 



On none of the soils was shelling percentage affected materially by plant density, 
despite reasonable variations on each site. Tue ranges recorded being 9Ï, 6S and BS, 
respectively in St. Vincent, Grenada and Barbados (Tables 2-4). 

Leaf Area Index appeared to be clearly associated with plant population. On the Akers 
Sandy Clay Loam in St. Vincent, a progressive increase was observed in L.A.I, from 0.Ô9 
for the widest spacing, to 4.56 in respect of the densest seeding (Table 2). On the Capitol 
Clay Loam in Grenada the same trend was recorded, the range being from 0,98 to 4.18 (Table 3) 
The extremes in Barbados followed the same pattern, however, the difference between the 
lowest plant density and the highest was largest on this site suggesting that this parameter 
was more sensitive to plant density in this situation (Table 4). 

Plant heights at full tassel did not appear sensitive to plant density on any of the 
three sites (Tables 2-4). There was, however, a trend in Grenada - that plant heights may 
have been reduced with increasing plant density. Low plant density was associated with a 
mean plant height of 1.83m, which declined progressively to 1.57m for the densest stand at 
the wider row width (Table 3). 

Mean leaf area per plant appeared to be distinctly influenced by plant denalty. Sig-
nificant differences being recorded between the highest and lowest population employed 
(Tables 2-4), This difference was, however, lowest in St. Vincent, being 0.09m end highest 
in Grenada st 0.15m, while the Barbados difference was intermediary 0.12m (Tables 2-4). 
There was an apparent consistent relationship between mean leaf area and plant heights, 
the tallest plants appearing to have produced more leaf area than short plants. 

Highly significant correlation between Leaf Area Index and grain yield was observed 
on all sites. The coefficient for three sites was 0.8589, with a regression of grain yield 
on L.A.I, of 0.5893 (Fig. 1). 

Row Width 

On Capitol Clay Loam in Grenada, the narrow row was a distinct advantage in grain 
yield enhancement. Here treatment (4) was associated with 4.15 T/ha dry grain, while treat-
ment (5) produced 6.20 T/ha (Table 3). In Barbados the difference between row width was 
a depression of 0.30 T/ha, while this difference waa 0.83 T/ha or about 16Ï Increase in St. 
Vincent, 

Mean ear weight9 were not demonstrated to be significantly altered by row width, 
although on the Grenada site narrow rows were associated with a mean ear weight of 131 gms 
as compared with 106 gras in respect of the standard 0.91m row (Tablea 2-4). 

Both shelling percentage and plant heights were unaffected by row width, however, 
there was a tendency for the narrow rows in Grenada to be associated with taller planta and 
a slightly higher grain out-turn (Table 3). 

Leaf Area Index and Mean Leaf per plant appeared to follow the same pattern In St. 
Vincent where neither showed sensitivity to row width. In Grenada by contrast, leaf area 
index was dramatically increased by narrow rovs while mean leaf area per plant was not 
demonstrated to be seriously altered statistically. In Barbados row width materially 
effected both leaf area per plant and leaf ar?a Index. Narrow rows clearly depressed leaf 
area index and leaf area per plant, these being 6.59, 5.29, 0.60m and 0,49mz for wide and 
narrow rows, respectively (Table 4), 

DISCUSSION 

It is apparent from this study that grain yields of the tropical hybrid was intimate-
ly related to plant density. This confirms earlier work in the area (Baynes 1972), and 
is in keeping with observations In the U.S. and Canada (Bondavalll et al 1970; Dosa et al 
1970, Glesbrecht 1969). It is Interesting to note that the economic optimum for Missouri 
wee reported by Bondavalll et al (1970) to be 41,800 planta per hectare. The comparable 
figure for Barbados under the conditions of this experiment appeared to be 71.7 thouaand 
plants per hectare. In Grenada, however, the economic optimum at the 0.91m row width 
appeared to be 35.9 thousand plenta per hectare while in St. Vincent this was 107.6 thousand 
plants per hectare. 

Brown et al (1970) reported on work from Georgia, that enhanced grain yield was recordei 
when row widths were reduced from 102cm to 51cm with supplemental Irrigation. They reported 
that optimum plant population was related to -plant size, with smaller plants requiring hlghei 
population for maximum grain yield. Stivers et al (1971) noted lncreaaed grain yields of 
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4.4% and 7.3% for row widths of 76cm and 51cm, respectively, as compared with a row width 
of 102cm. They argued that theBe Increases were of economic Importance although not 
statistically significant. Thus the dramatic grain yield increases recorded in Grenada 
with narrow rows were conalstent with U.S. observations. The 16% increase in St. Vincent 
although not statistically significant ajspears to be of economic Interest, Clearly, the 
plant density of 107.6 thousand plants per hectare employing the 0.41m row could be 
expected to give the beBt economic re Cur as in Grenada and St. Vincent using the tropical 
hybrid. 

The failure of 107.6 thousand plants per hectare treatment, at both spatial arrange-
ments to be associated with elevated yield performance in Barbados was most likely due 
to the comparatively shallowness of the Black Association soil at Graeme H^ 11 and its 
consequent lower moisture holding capacity. It is probable that although the rainfall 
recorded (Table I) appears quite adequate, BO that the plants never appeared to be under 
serious moisture stress, the available staisture must have been inadequate foç-optlmurn 
grain yields when the competition for water and probably nutrients was Increased by the 
pressure of the h'.ghest plant density under teBt. A useful adjunct to this study would 
have been an assessment of soil water Btatus over the crop cycle. 

The narrow row spacing would have been expected to make for a more equitable distri-
bution of roots, a^ yell^as for better light distribution in the canopy. Clearly, these 
advantages could explain ylèld ̂ enhancement associated with narrow rows in St. Vincent and 
Grenada where soil Kxigture was apparently adequate during the ear filling phase of the 
plants' development,. The application of the narrow row in commercial production offer 
the obvious benefits of a quick ground cover, which could reduce soli erosion as well as 
aid in the suppression of weed proliferation. The narrow row, however, could be a handi-
cap in that It could render BOME post planting operations difficult, for example, Insect 
peat control during the ear filling stage. It 1B, therefore, Important that production 
techniques be airolved. which will permit the full exploitation of high plant density with-
out coT."nmitent increases in cost or inconvenience. 

Hunter et al (1970) reported that maximum grain yields were associated with Leaf 
Area Index of 3.3 to 4.0 and (Baynee 1972) suggested that the high L.A.I, normally found 
with the tropical hybrids appeared to be a handicap in the expression of their full 
yield potential. The L.A.I, of 5.31 in Grenada associated with the good grain yield of 
6.20 T/ha presents some hope thst the manipulation of row width might be one way of over-
coming the apparently excessive leaflness of the tropical hybrids and ensuring that the 
full, benefits of high plant densities are realized. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Three field experiments conducted i.n Barbados, St. Vincent and Grenada are described, 
in which a tropical maize hybrid, X304, grown in plant densities ranging from 17.9 to 
107.6 thousand plants per hectare was studied. At the highest plant density an additional 
treatment involving narrow rows, 0.45m, was included for comparison with the standard 
0.91m rows. 

Plant density was shown to be directly related to grain yield, Mean Ear Height and 
Leaf Area Index, however, Shelling % ancl Plant Height were not observed to be seriously 
influenced by plant density. Narrow rovs appeared to be of distinct advantage in 
enhancing grain yield in Grenada and St. Vincent, while In Barbados it was aseoclated 
with a small and non significant depression in grain yield. 

In Grenada and St, Vincent, the 0.45 row combined with 107.6 thousand plants per 
hectare is, therefore, recoranended for comuercial plantings. For Barbados, it could be 
concluded that where irrigation was available or in areas with good rainfall distribu-
tion, the optimum arrangement would Include a plant density of 71.7 thousand plants per 
hectare combined with 0.91m rows. 
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Table 2.- Grain Yield. (T/ha), Mean Ear Weight, Shelling %, Leaf-Area Index 
and Plant Height at Pull Tassel Tm> of Maize Grown in Varying 
Plant Densities on Akers Sandy Clay Loam In St. Vincent 

Plant Density 
Grain 
Yields 

Mean Ear 
Weight 

Shelling 
% 

Leaf Area 
Index 

Plant 
Height 

Mean Lea 
area per 
plagt 

(10 ̂ plants/ha) rr/hfO (ems) (m) 

Mean Lea 
area per 
plagt 

17.9 2.03d 194a 69 0.69d 1.81 0.49a 

35.9 3.18 171ab 69 1.7Be 1.77 0.50a 

7! „7 4.18be 144be 65 2.95b 1.86 0.41b 

107.6 5.30ab 104d 68 4.56a 1.89 0,42b 

1D7.S 6.13a 105cd 74 4.35a 1.82 0.40b 

S.E. +3.37 +12 N.S.D. ±0.12 ±?.02 

C.V. 8.B79Î 4.14« 4.09» 

Table 3.- Grain Yield (T/ha), Mean Ear Height, Shelling %, Leaf-Area IHSSx 
and Plant Height at full tassel of Maize grown In Varying 
Plant Densities on Capital Clay Loam in Grenada. 

Grain 
Plant Density Yields 

Maan Ear Shelling 
Weight % 

Leaf Area 
Index 

Plant 
Height 

Mean Leaf 
area per 

flO Dlants/ha) (T/ha) (ΒΠ8) (ra) fin2) 

17.9 2.75e 286a 71 0.98a 1.83 0.54a 

35.9 3.85 212b 73 1.88d 1.80 0.52a 

71.7 4.00 133c 76 3.13e 1.68 0.44ab 

107.6 4. IS 106d 74 4.18b 1.57 0.39b 
107.6 6.20 131cd 77 4.31a 1.89 0.49ab 

S . E . ±0.23 ±8.12 N . S . D . +C.1S N . S ; D . IJQ.03 

C . V . 5.7QK 4. 70% 4.9096 6 . 2 5 « 
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Tabled.- Grain Yield (T/ha), Mean Ear Weight, Shelling Leaf-Area 
Index, and Plant Height at Pull Tassel of fraize Grown In 
Varying Plant Densities on a Black Soil in Barbados 

Grain Mean Ear 
Plant Density Yields Height 

Shelling 

f 10 Plants/hal (T/ha) -lïïSëL 

Leal Area 
Index 

Plant Mean Leaf 
Height area per 

flip 
plant 
fmft 

17.9 

35.9 

71.7 

107.6 

107.6 

3.13c 

4.35b 

5.45a 

S.lBab 

4.8Bab 

S.E. +0.32 

C.V. 7.00% 

181a 

177a 

142b 

119b 

103b 

£L3.60 

9.40« 

77 

77 

81 

73 

77 

1.S.D. 

1.28c 

2.40d 

4.56c 

6.59a 

5.29b 

+0.15 

3.75» 

2.2B 

2.40 

2.29 

2.33 

2.29 

0.72a 

0.67ab 

0.64ah 

0.60b 

0.49c 

N.S.D. +0.03 

4.03* 

Ϊ,.Α.Ι. 

0.B5B9 
0.5893 

2.35 + 0.59X 

Figure 1.- Relationship betvreen LAi (LeafiArea Index} and grain 
yield In tropical hybrid corn, cultlvar X304-, over 
three sites 
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EFFECTS OF FERTILIZER PLACEMENT AND TIME OF APPLICATION ON CORN (ZEè H&ÏS L) YIELDS ON 

SOME SOILS IN THE EASTERN CARIBBEAN 

Ronald A. Baynes 
Windward Islands Agronomist, Regional Field Experimental Programme (W.I.) 

U.W.I. Cave Hill, Barbsdos 

INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that maize responds well to applications of chemical fertilizers. 
Recent work in the Eastern Caribbean confltmed this, and suggested that grain yield en-
hancement could be expected on a number of soils, particularly from the use of nitrogenous 
and phosphatlc fertilizers (Baynes 1969). 

Robinson (1950) reported that there was economic benefit to be had with the use in 
Barbados, of two hundred weights per acre (250 kg/ha) of sulphate of aomonla applied to 
three week old sweet corn in surface bands. For Jamaica, Hewitt (1954) suggested that 
fertilizers should not be applied until the maize plants were ebout 6 Inches (15 cm) tall 
and that fertilizers should be applied es surface bands 4 Inches (10 cm) from the seed 
row. He further wemed that there was no advsntsge In applying fertilizers in dry years, 
in cases of heavy insect pest infeststlon or vhere germination was poor. Sehgal & Brown 
(1968) however, in making e general recommendation for Jamaica, suggested the following 
split applications for successful grain com production:-

(a) 62 lbs. of Ν per acre (69 kg/ha), 40 lbs. of phosphste per acre (45 kg/ha. Potash 40 
lbs, per sere (45 kg/ha). Broadcast before planting. 

(b) 14 lbs. Ν per acre (16 kg/hs), 20 lbs. phosphate per acre (22 kg/ha), and 20 lbs. 
potash per acre (22 kg/ha) applied at planting time 3 inches (7.6 cm) below and to 
the side of the seed. 

(c) 45 lbs. nitrogen per ecre (50 kg/ha) applied es a side dressing when plants are about 
2 feet (60 cm) tall. 

Cross (1969), recomnended for general use in corn, under Trinidad conditions, the 
N.P.K, mixture 20:10:10 at the rate of 5 cwts. per acre (630 kg/ha) rotavated in, before 
planting, or applied in split application; twc< thirds before rotavatlon, and one third 
at seeding. 

It is Important that fertilizers be efficiently used, particularly by a crop like com 
which is considered by many to be economically marginal. A strategy of application is 
therefore required which will ensure optimized, returns on the fertilizer investment. 
This problem is being investigated wherever corn is grown, and it is obvious from reports 
that it would be Unwise to extrapolate from one area to another. Clearly, fertilizer 
policy, including the time end method of application will depend on a number of factors, 
which vary with ecological conditions. In effect then, it is Important that techniques 
should be developed which reflect the locel situation. 

Caja (1967), working in Peru reported thai: time of application of Ν was more important 
than method of application. He concluded that: a single application at seeding time; in 
broadcast or in bands, provided the largest increase in yield, when compared with later 
treatments. 

Payne (1969) In reviewing work done in Jamaica, recorded that while split applica-
tions of Sulphate of Aumonla were beneficial on Newall Loam, this practice did not lead 
to Improved yields on St. Ann Clay Loam or on Cayman Β Sandy Î iam. 

Work in both Indian (Shulka & Wassay 1970] and Nigeria (Agboola 1970) demonstrated the 
benefit of split applicatlona of N. In both cases, method of application did not appeer 
to be ixçortant, however, good grain yield increases were observed from the application 
of Ν at seeding, at about six weeks of age and at tasselllng. 

Informâtion on time and method of application of fertilisera in maize in the Eastern 
Caribbean is not generally available. This p«per describee some thirteen field experi-
ments conducted over a three year period in Biirbados, St. Lucia, St. Vincent and Grenade, 
in which different methods and times of fertiliser application were studied. 

MATERIALS AID) METHODS 

The experiments were conducted in Barbadou on a Black Association Soil, during 1969, 
1970 and 1971. In 1971 tha identical experiment was repeated on a Yellow Brown Associa-
tion Soil at Groves. Balembouche Gritty Clay Loam, and Capitol Clay Loam were used In 
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Sc. Lucia end Grenada, respectively, for the duration. In Sc. Vincent, Akers Sandy Clay 
Loam was Cested in 1969 and 1971, while Bellevue Sandy Loam was used for the 1970 
experiment there. (Stark et al 1966; Vernon & Carroll 1965; Vernon et al 1959; Vatson 
et al 1958). A generalized description of the six soils Involved in the study is given 
in Table 1. The data has been reproduced from unpublished reports on chemical and physical 
analysis done by the Central Analytical Laboratory at the St. Augustine Campus of the U. 
W.I. 

The thirteen experiments reported were all seeded at the beginning of the rainy season 
in each year in each island. No supplemental irrigation was done and the actual dates of 
seeding were: -

Islands Years 
1969 I O 1971 

Barbados August June August 
St. Lucia July July July 
St. Vincent May May June 
Grenada July July July 

Rainfall vas recorded daily on or near each site from which weekly totals were 
computed and presented in Table 2, 

The cultiver used was Tropical Hybrid X304 produced by Pioneer Hi-Bred Seed Co., in 
Jamaica. The seed rate wae standardized over all experiments to about 35,000 plants 
per hectare and the plot size employed was 1/373.59 hectares. The general management of 
the experiments were the saute on all four ialands over the three year period. Insect 
pests were controlled by the uae of Sevin (Carbaryl) at the rate of 2.24 kg/ha, and weed 
control vas adequate vlth a pre-emergence spraying of Gesaprlm 80 (Atra^lne) at the rate 
of 2.8 kg/ha and hand weeding. 

Methods and time of application were as follows:-

1969: These treatments were arranged in a simple randomized complete block design 
of three replicates, and one experiment on each of the four islands was conducted 
(Table 2). 

1970: "our experiments were established on the soils and islands as indicated in 
Table I and each consisted of four replicates of a aplit plot, vlth time of applica-
tion in the main plot and placanent method in the subplot. 

1971: Five experiments were conducted during this year on the lslanas and soils as 
indicated in Table 2. 

Four replicates of a randomized complete block design were placed on each site. 

The 969 series of experiments received a standard dressing of N.P.K, fertilizer as 
follows:-

Source Nutrient Bate/ha 

Sulphate of Anmonla Ν 120 
Triple Superphosphate P2O5 120 
Kirlate of Potash K20 120 

Work done by Xaynea (1969) suggested that these levels vera excaaaive for the soils 
under study, and so an attempt was made to use optimum levels for each island projected 
to meet the requirements needed for good responses. Thesa ware as follows for the 1970 
and 1971 series:-
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Nutrient Ν Kg/ha 
P2O5 as K20 

Source as as Sulphate of Triple Super-
Ammonia phosphate 

Muriate of 
Potash 

Island 
Barbados 
St. Vincent 
St. Iucla 
Grenada 

63 
100 
100 
90 

30 
58 
58 
86 

69 
69 
69 
69 

RESULTS 

1969 Experiments 

Hie 1969 series did not permit the identification of a distinctly superior time or 
method of fertilizer application (Table 3). In Barbados on a Black Association soil, 
ylelde ranged from 1.20 T/ha in respect of eurface bands 7.6 cm from seed row at seeding 
time, to 1.73 T/ha for broadcasting at seeding. No statistical significance could be 
established from the data. 

In Grenada on Capitol Clay Loam, the grain production ranged from 3.00 T/ha in 
respect of broadcast application 30 days after seeding, to 4.50 T/ha for fertilizer 
placement 7.6 cm below and to the side of the seed row 30 days after seeding. 

In St. Lucia, on Balanbouche Gritty Clay Loam, grain ylelde recorded were a low of 
5.33 T/ha from surface bands 7,6 cm from seed row 30 drfys after seeding, to a high of 
6.57 T/ha in reepect of the same method of application done at seeding time. 

The range on Akers Sandy Clay I^am in St. Vincent was from 3.80 T/ha from broad-
casting at seeding, to 4.60 T/ha from surface hands 7.6 cm from the seed row at seeding 
time. 

Statistically significant differences were not demonstrated on any of the sites 
studied and variations due to treatment were not really large. Rainfall appeared to be 
adequate on all sites except at Husbands in Barbados where the 12, 13 and 14 weeks 
sppeared to have been sub-optimal. In any event, the comparatively low grain yields 
experienced in Barbados were probably further influenced by ineffectual lneecticidal 
treatment which resulted in serious damage by insect pests - probably Snodoptera. Across 
the four soils there were no clear advantages in delaying fertilizer application up to 
30 days after seeding and neither broadcasting nor placement appeared to offer any en-
hancement In yield over the standard method of surface bands. However, early fertilizer 
application appeared to have produced good early growth, which was not reflected in 
grain yield out-turn. 

The series conducted during 1970 wet season was perhaps more comprehensive in 
design. The four plaçaient méthode produced essentially the eame grain yield within 
each set of comparisons (Table 4). The best grain yield on the Black Asaoclatlon 
soil in Barbados was 3.56 T/ha from broadcasting and the lowest 3.26 T/ha from place-
ment 7.6 cm below and 20.3 cm to the side of the seed row. The effects of treaboent 
were consistently small on all sites, the ranges being 5.94 T/ha and 6.04 T/ha, 4.49 T/ha, 
and 5.08 T/ha, and 5.02 T/ha, for St. Lucia, Grenada and St. Vincent, respectively. 

Time of fertilizer applications was not demostrated to be of greater benefit than 
placement method on the soils studied, In this aeries (Table 5). In Barbados, fertilizer 
application at 14 days after seeding showed a small yield Increase over the other methods, 
and delay in application until 30 daye after seeding produced very modeat grain increases 
in St. Vincent and St. Lucia. Seeding time applications, however, tended to be associated 
with small increment in grain yield in Grenada (Table 5). 

None of the mean differences were statistically significant, nor were they large 
enough to be considered of,economic interest. There was no measurable interaction between 
method of application and time of application. 

1970 ExperimentΒ 



1971 Experiments 

Grain yields In the 1971 series were generally higher on the Barbados sites than on 
the other three sites studied. This stems, most probably, from the very unusually erratic 
rainfall distribution experienced, especially in St. Vincent and St. Lucia (Table 2). 

The effects of treatments on all five soils studied were small and non significant 
(Table 6). While the highest grain yield on the Black Association was 5.65 T/ha from 
fertilizer in surface bands 7.6 cm from seed row at seeding time, the highest grain yield 
on the Yellow Brown Association soil in Barbados was 5.06 T/ha from fertilizer in surface 
bands in two applications, one at seeding and the other 4 weeks after seeding. This same 
treatment (Ko. 5) was associated with the highest yield 4.10 T/ha in St. Vincent on Akers 
Sandy Clay Loam, but It was associated with the lowest grsin yield 2.40 T/ha on Capitol 
Clay Loam in Grenada. Treatment (4) involving four fertilizer applications produced the 
best (4.00 T/ha) grain yield in St. Lucia but treatment 3, fertilizer applied as surface 
bands 4 weeks after seeding waa best in Grenada with a mean yield of 3.43 T/ha (Table 6). 

DISCUSSION 

The absence of clear evidence, that fertilizer placement is Important in yield im-
provement on the soils studied, over the three seasons is most useful. The Implications 
are, that placement is not critical and that the farmer may employ the cheapest and 
most convenient method and time of applications without the hazard of grain yield depres-
sion. Placement of fertilizers, particularly Ν with P, have been demonstrated to increase 
corn yield (Miller & Ohlrogge 195g) in Purclue. Shrotriya et al (1970), working with 
wheat in India, found that although Ν was required for yield increases, broadcast Ν was 
not materially different from side banded II in grain yield enhancement. * 

Time of application was not demonstrated to be of significance under the conditions 
studied, nor was split applications found to increase yields. 

This seems to be consistent vlth Hewitt's (1954) recommendations. It conflicts 
with work by Shulka and Wassay (1970) In India and Agboola (1970), working Nigeria, who 
showed yield increases from spilt application of fertilizers. Times of application in 
this study might have shown benefit from treatments at tasselllng time. The Indian, 
Nigerian and Jamaican observations all included α treatment at tasselllng time. It is 
probable that the full benefits of placement and time of application could not be fully 
exploited by the plants because of serious vicissitudes in soil moisture caused by sub-
optimal rainfall distribution. This could explain the inconsistent yields of plants 
vhlch having received early applications of fertilizers had clearly responded by appear-
ing to grow at a faster rate than plants vlth late application. This vas particularly 
obvious In the St. Lucia and Grenada experiments, but the effects of rainfall distribu-
tion could have been equally operative in Barbados and St. Vincent. 

It would be reasonable to conclude that corn will not benefit from split applica-
tions, from delayed application or from plsced fertilizers on the soils studied. When 
the extra cost and hazards of plant damage are considered, in the absence of clear 
yield elevation, split and delayed applications appear to have little to offer. Eorly 
applications of fertilizer was often associated with good plant stands which gave 
early ground cover, and tended, therefore, to offer better opportunity for more effective 
weed control. 

SUMMARY 

Spilt applications of fertilizer as well as α range of times of application, from 
seeding time to six weeks after seeding, and a variety of placement methods were tested 
in a number of field experiments, using hybrid com cultivar X304, on aix different 
soils in the Eastern Caribbean, over a three year period. 

No single method or time of application produced a statistically superior grain 
yield. It is, therefore, suggested that fertilizer time and method of application might 
best be dictated by cost considerations and convenience, up to six weeks after seeding 
on the soils studied. 
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TABLE 3.- Maize Grain Yields (T/ha 15-53C moisture) on Four Soils, 
with Two Times and Three Methods of Fertilizer Application 

1969 
4F Barbados Grenada St.Lucia St. Vincent 

Treat. Black Capitol Balembouche Akers Sandy 
Code Association Clay Loam Gritty Clay Loam Clay Loam 

Husbands Mirabeau Balembouche Bon ho rune 
1 1.73 3.83 5.17 3.80 
2 1.33 3.00 6.50 4.30 
3 1.20 3.40 6.57 4.60 
4 1. S3 4,30 5.33 4.40 
5 1.33 3.97 6.23 3.93 
6 1.43 4. SO 6.13 4.03 

Ν.S.D. N.S.D. N.S.D. N.S.D. 

% Treatment Code 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 

6 

Treatment Description 

Broadcast - at seeding 
" - 30 days after seeding 

Surface bands 7.6 cm from seed rcw 
- at =eeding 

Surface bands /.6 cm from seed row 
- 30 days after seeding 

Placed 7.6 cm below and to side of 
seed rcw - at seeding 
Placed 7.6 cm below and to side of 
seed raw - 30 days after seeding. 

TABLE 4.- Effects of Fertilizer Placement on Maize Grain Yield 
(T/ha 1 5 . M o i s t u r e ) on Four Soils in the Eastern 

Caribbean - 1970 

* 
Placement 
Code 

Barbados 
Black 
Association 
Husbands 

St. Lucia 
Balembouche 
Gritty Clay Loam 
Balembouche 

Grenada 
Capitol 
Clay Loam 
Telescope 

St.Vincent 
Bellevue 
Sandy Loam 
Colonaire 

1 3.26 6.04 5.08 5.52 

2 3.40 5.94 4.78 5.02 

3 3.55 5.98 4.89 5.28 

4 3.56 5.97 4.49 5.28 
N.S.D. N.S.D. N.S.D. N.S.D. 

^ Placement Code Placement 
1 7.6 cm below and 20.3 cm to aide of seed 

row. 

2 7.6 cm to aide and below aeed row. 

3 Surface band 7.6 cm from side or seed row 

4 broadcast. 
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TABLE 5.- Effects of Time of Application of Fertilizer on Maize 
Grain ïield (T/ha 15.55* moisture) in the Eastern 

Caribbean - 1970 

Barbados St.Lucia St.Vincent Grenada 
Black Balembouche Bellevue Capitol 

Time of Association Gritty Clay Loam Sandy Loam Clay Loam 
Application Husbands Bal embouche Colonajr° 
At Seeding 3.36 5.89 5.12 5.16 

14 days after seeding 3.64 5.74 4.64 5.24 

30 days after seeding 3.32 6.31 4.66 5.38 

N.S.D. Ν.S.D. Η.S.D. Ν.S.D. 

TABLE 6.- Influence of Split Application and Placement of Fertilizers 
on ïields (T/ha 15.5JS moisture) of Grain C o m (Zea_ Hays L) 

on Five Soils in Four Islands - 1971 

Barbados St.Lucia St.Vincent Grenada 
Graeme Hall Groves Balembouche Carapan Mirabeau 

Treatment* Black Yelloe Brown Gritty Clay Akers Sandy Capitol 
Code Association Association Loam Clav Loam Clav Loam 

1 5.65 4.02 3.63 3.20 2.90 

2 5.53 4.59 3.50 4.00 2.93 

3 5.27 4.61 2.48 4.00 3.43 
4 4.90 4.88 4.00 3.15 3.18 
5 4.86 5.06 3.88 4.10 2.40 
6 5.44 4.13 3.73 3.73 3.00 
7 5.16 4.43 2.73 3.18 2.73 

N.S.D. N.S.D. N.S.D. N.S.D. N.S.D. 

Ψ Treatment Treatment 
Number 
1 Fertilizing in surface bands 7»6 cm from seed row at seeding. 
2 Fertilizing in surface bands 7.6 cm from seed row two weeks 

after seeding. 
3 Fertilizer in surface bands 7.6 cm from seed row four weeks 

after seeding. 
k. Fertilizer in surface bands 7.6 cm from seed row in four appli-

cations: (a) at seeding (b) 2 weeks after seeding (c) b weeks 
after seeding (d) 6 weeks after seeding. 

5 Fertilizer in surface bands 7·6 cm from seed row in two appli-
cations: (a) at seeding (b) ^ weeks after seeding. 

6 Fertilizer in surface bands 7.6 cm from seed row in three appli-
cations; (a) at seeding (b) 2 weeks after (c) Ί· weeks after. 

7 Fertilizer placed 7.6 era at side §nd 7.6 cm below seed at seeding 
time. 
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A SIMPLIFIED METHOD OF GROWING VEGETABLES UNDER HYDHOPONIC SAMP CULTURE 

J. F. Broohier 
Institut de Recherches Agronomiques Tropicales et de Cultures 

Vivriéres (IRAT) - Cayenne - French Guyana 

INTRODUCTION 

The production of some vegetable species (tomatoes, lettuces, cucumbers, 
luskmelons) was found to be technically and economically difficult under 
'rench Guyana conditions. One of the main problems is the very long (nine 
iontha) rain season (annual rain fall average of 3,106 mm or 122.2 inches 
.n Cayenne. These heavy rains mechanically destroy the vegetables and the 
luperficial structure of the soil. Cultivation under shelter is a necessity, 
iheds being expensive, high yields must be produced to make them economically 
feasible. Another tough problem axe the soil born pests, specially root 
;not nematodes, and bacterian wilt (Pseudomonas solanacearum) which are 
rirulent on all the cultivated soil of French Guyana. 

nie fertility of those leached soil« is not very suitable for vegetable 
>roduction and the lafik of farm manure and other economical sources of 
>rganic natter is a problem in this area, nie high cost of labor is also to 
>e considered aa a draw-back for a regular economical production of vegetables 
»aides sll the technical problems. 

With the purpose of producing the most current vegetables at a reasonable 
>rice and with more profit and eecurity for the growers, hydroponlc techniques 
>f production were developed allowing high yield of vegetables of good 
luality, and an easy control of soil born pests. 

The simplest and most suitable method was found to be the sand culture, 
fith irrigation by capillarity from a non returned solution flowing across a 
:hin layer of fine gravel at the bottom of the cultivation tank; the slope 
>f the tank is of about 2%. Spectacular reaults have been made with this 
:echnique which became popular among the vegetable growers. Nevertheless, 
Ln the long run, some problems appeared. 

The ideal sand was difficult to find: if too fine, aeration of the roots 
fas sometimes deficient, if too coarse, the capillarity is reduced and the 
plants are not properly irrigated. After a few crops, the sand waa often 
nixed up with the gravel in the bottom of the tank plugging the pass way of 
the water or nutrient solution. The 2% slope of the tank was difficult to 
naintain on the highly unstable soils of French Guyana often watersaturated. 
Phe construction of expensive, heavy concrete tanks was found to be necessary, 
rhis irrigation system in the long run appeared to be not always satisfactory, 
nainly because it was too slow. Hater has to run in the bottom of the tank 
and then go up by capillarity to the roots. This is a draw-back in this area 
irhere weather conditions change extremely fast, producing some very big 
iifferences in water consumption during a same day. 

Under such conditions, water has sometimes to be superficially added, 
specially for the small plants, to prevent wilting. Another disadvantage of 
this irrigation system is that water or nutrient solution is moving from one 
and of the tank to the other, making the propagation of the soil born diseases 
very rapid, specially for bacterian wilt and the nematodes, when they are 
accidentally introduced. 

DEVELOPMENT OF A METHOD OF SAND CULTURE MORE ADAPTED TO THE LOCAL CONDITIONS. 
BASED ON ΊΉΕ EXPERIENCE OF COMMERCIAL VEGETABLE PRODUCTION IN FRENCH GUYANA 

In the light of the past experience, an ideal sand culture technique of 
production under those equatorial conditions was defined. The main requirements 
are: 

- The irrigation water must be rapidly available to the plant, and 
precise in its amount. 
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- Sand "particle size should be a secondary factor, large variation 
must be possible. 

- Hater movement in the tank should be extremely reduced for preventing 
soil born pest dissemination. 

- The slope of the tank should not be a critical requirement because 
of instable soils. 

- The system must be cheap to build and easy to manage. 

The use of drip or trickle irrigation appeared to be the best approach. 
The water is brought directly at the right place, on the sand surface, so it 
is immediatly available to the plant in a precise amount. With small plants 
or young planting, only a small volume of water is necessary. On the contrary 
in the former technique the whole bulk of the tank had to be wetted. The 
water movements are limited to lateral capillarity around the plants; that 
limits, consequently, the soil born pest dissemination, and also the sand 
particule size problems. The slope of the tank becomes a secondary factor, 
and the construction of expensive concrete tanks is not necessary, a simple 
plastic sheet will be enough. 

DETERMINATION OF THE VARIOUS DATA CONCERNING THIS SYSTEM OF SAMP CULTURE 
WITH TRICKLE IRRIGATION 

Shape of the Tank 

Trials were made on the différents tanks shapes. Large sized square 
of 10 m χ 10 m (32 χ 32 feet) or rectangular of 4 m χ 10 m (13 χ 10 feet) were 
tested. In all the cases, drainage problems were encountered with large broad 
tanks. Under this very wet climate, storms can sometimes partially flood the 
tanks even with a good shed, so drainage must be very efficient to prevent 
any yield reduction. This was verified with lettuces, tomatoes and muskmelons 
A narrow strip of 1 m (3.2 feet) broad and up to 25 m (82 feet) long gave the 
best results, with a very efficient drainage. This is important also for 
washing the tanks. The narrow type can readily be planted after this essentia 
operation. 

Depth of the Sand 

The depth of the sand was tested on tomatoes with θ cm (3in), 12 cm 
(4.7 in) and 16 cm (6.2 in) of sand without showing any significant difference 
The depth of 12 cm (4.7 in.) was retained. 

Material of Trickle Irrigation 

Different materials were tested in consideration of the cost and 
simplification. Capillary hoses were tested. The precision was good, but 
some clogging problems were encountered, mainly caused by salt deposits of 
the nutrient solution. Different kinds of low pressure punched hoses were 
tested. Finally, the most efficient was a twin-wall hose, because it secure 
a low water discharge rate and minimize! flow variations due to both friction 
loss and variations in elevation. There were little problems of clogging 
when a 23 AFNOR filter (400 mesh) was used. 

Injecting the Concentred Nutrient Solution in the Irrigation Water 

Trickle irrigation working with a low pressure (below 1.40 meter (4.5 
feet) injecting a concentred solution is an easy operation. One or two small 
tanks of nutrient solution are connected to the main feeding pipe at a 
slightly higher level above the working pressure. When irrigation is working, 
the solution tanks are allowed to flow in the irrigation system. 

Timing and Regulating the Amount of Water to be Applied 

A section of cultivated tank of 65 χ 65 can (25.5 χ 25.5 inch.) is made in 
a wooden box filled with sand, just as the cultivation tank, and managed in 



the same way, irrigation, drainage, planting etc. The box or "part of tank" 
is put on a -cushion, made of polyamide tarpaulin, Polyvinylchloride coated, 
filled with water, The cushion, compressed by the box pushes the water in a 
vertical pipe to a small expansion tank. There a device of float can open or 
close the irrigation, with the changing level of water, due to the weight of 
the "part of tank" should be maintained at a constant weight which has been 
determinated at the field capacity. The needs of water are consequently 
directly and exactly transmitted as they vary with the evapo-transpiration. 
This device still at the experiment stage is promising. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE TECHNIQUE OF SAMP CULTURE WITH TRICKLE IRRIGATION 

Construction of the Tanks 

The construction of the tank is very simple and cheap. A furrow of 
about 12 cm (4.7 in.) deep and 1 m (3.9 in.) broad is made, with a deeper 
transversal side of 16 cm (6.2 in.). Longitudinally, the slope can be from 
0 to 1%. The excavated soil is put on the border side and well compacted. 
The border cut should make a 45° angle. A plastic sheet of 200 microns is 
then unrolled on the furrow, largely covering the side. A punched plastic 
pipe is put in the deeper side of the tank running from one end of the tank 
to the other. The tank is then filled with 12 cm (4.7 in.) of chemically 
inert sand with a particle size in the range of 200 to 700 microns. All those 
operations can be mechanically made for a large installation. A trickle 
irrigation system is laid on the sand, surface. The most practicle and 
efficient is a twin-wall hose with 12' outlet spacing for row crops. 

For lettuce, three twin-wall of 4 inch outlet spacing hoses are spaced 
by 33 cm (12.9 inch). 

Management 

Before planting, the sand should be washed for leaching the deposited 
salt and taking off all the crop residues. When necessary, the sand, is treated 
with a 2% solution of formol (if bacterian wilt has been observed) and with 
dazomet against fusarlum BP. nematodes and other soil b o m pests. 

Water consumption is very variable. Also the amount of water to apply 
will vary from 1 to 4 liters per m2 with an average of 1.5 liters for lettuces 
to 3.5 liters /m2 for tomatoes at the friit maturing stage. Plant symptoms 
and observation of the sand are the best guides for estimating how much water 
is needed. Automatic irrigation as described above will nevertheless give 
good results. 

Concentred nutrient solution are added to the water. Two stock solutions 
are injected separately;. The stock solution A, with magnesium sulfate 
(fertilizer), potassium nitrate (fertilizer), ammonium phosphate monoammonic 
(technical) and the stock solution B, with calcium nitrate (fertilizer) . 
Microelements are applied once a week. Care should be taken with nutrient 
solutions applications, to prevent salt build up in the sand, pure water and 
nutrient solution have to be alternated. 

The plants are managed just as regular vegetable croping as for as 
pruning and treatments are concerned,, The yield so far obtained per square 
meter are: 

2.5 kg (0.51 lb/sq. Ft.) of butterhead lettuce (variety Noran) 
10 kg {2.2 lb/sq. Ft.) of tomatoes (variety Floradel) 
20 kg (4.4 lb/sq. Ft.) of hybrid cucumbers (Gemini 7) 

S U M M A R Y 

After several years of research and development for commercial hydroponic 
production of vegetables in French Guyana, an-approach was made to improve the 
adaptation of hydroponics to the local conditions and to reduce significantly 
the cost of production. This led to the development of a very simplified 
method of sand culture which will be described in this paper. 
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COST OF PRODUCTION OF VEGETABLES PRODUCED WITH HYDROPONIC 

SAND CULTURE: TOMATOES, LETTUCES, CUCUMBERS 

J, F. Brochier 
Institut de Recherches Agronomiques Tropicales et de Cultures Vivrieres 

(IRAT) - Cayenne - French Guyana 

INTRODUCTION 

Hydroponic sand culture was developed a few years ago In French Guyana for vegetable 
species such as tomatoes, lettuces end cucumbers. This technique waa utilized to solve 
technical problems due to some adverae conditions such as poor leached soils, lack of 
available organic matters, soil bom diseases, etc. Commercial hydroponic is now practiced 
successfully by growers on areas of about 200 m2 (600 sq. ft.) and alao on larger scale 
from 1,000 mZ (3,281 sq. ft.) up to 6,000 m2 (1.5 acre). 

Research was recently undertaken with the purpose of Improving the technique of 
production in consideration of the economical aspect. 

The following points were considered: 1. Production of higher yield of first com-
mercial quality. 2. Precocity of the crop. 3. labor saving, to allow a grower to menage 
* larger area. 4, Security, given by a betttir pest control, mainly on the soil bom 
jewfs. 5, A reduction of the expenses on investments and management for a lower cost of 
production. 

This last point will be specially considered here, ita influence is direct on the 
cost of the vegetable production under sand culture. 

TWO METHODS OF SAND CULTURE: _ CAFIIJARITY AND TRICKLE, IRRIGATION 

The sand culture method developed flrHt had the following characteristics: a concrete 
cultivation tank with a 1 to 2% slope has a thin layer of gravel (2 cm - 1/2 inch.) at 
the bottom, covered by a layer of 10 to 12 cm (3.9 to 4.7 inch.) of the sand. Hie irriga-
tion is made by a gravity flow at the bottom of the cultivation tank with a non-retum 
nutrient solution, wetting the sand by capillarity. 

Recent progress conducted to the development of a method based on a drip or trickle 
irrigation, which requleres cheaper materials (tank made of plastic sheet) and-a more 
economical management. The comparison of the costs of production, between these two 
techniques of sand culture shows how Large improvement have been made and where other 
progress can be further gain. 

COMPARISON OF THE COMPONENTS OF THE TOTAL COST OF PRODUCTION OF TWO METHODS 

Depreciation cost 

Depreciation costs out of the total cost of production are influenced by the length 
of the crops cycle and the total investment (shed and cultivation tank) (graphs 1-3). 

The absorbtion of the total depreciation Is calculated for both compared methods 
on a three years basis. Past experience in French Guyana showed that well built concrete 
cultivation tanks do not have a longer life, mainly because of the soil instability which 
damage the slope, making them lnsultable for vegetable production. 

Plastic sheet tanks for trickle Irrigation method can withstand thet time because 
the slope Is a secondary factor end upkeep is easy. So a significant improvement was 
made in changing the technique, as far as the Investment and the cost of depreclstlon 
of the cultivation tank are concerned. 

Upkeep 

The upkeep of the installation hae also been reduced by the new method. The main 
problem with capillarity irrigation was the mixing of the gravel of the lower layer with 
the sand. This consequently disturbs the flovr of the water or of the nutrient solution. 
Once to twice a year, depending on the sand peirtlcle size, the gravel has to be cleaned 
up from the sand. This operation is ejepensive? and time consuming (graphs 1-3). The 
trickle Irrigation suppresses those upkeep fees elnce there Is only sand in the tank. 

Cultivation COBt 

Cultivation costs have been somewhat reduced by the new method: specially for 
lettuces (graph 2). The main saving was made on the labor cost and on the nutrient 
solution. With the capillarity irrigation, a tillage for loosening the aand is necessary 
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because several superficial spraying have to be made after planting. This operation le 
not necessary vith trickle Irrigation, the structure of the sand not being destroyed by 
the dripped water. 

Generally, the smaller bulk of sand to be vet and the localization of the nutrient 
solution allov a significant saving in water and nutrient solution with the trickle 
irrigation. For tomatoes and cucumbers (graph 1-3), labor costs were not very significantly 
reduced by the new method. The labor from pruning and training remains one of the main 
expenses followed by the nutrient solution. 

COMPARISON OF THE PERCENTAGE OF EACH COMPONENT OUT OF THE TOTAL COST OF PRODUCTION 

The percentage of the component out of the total cost of production is very meaning-
ful, because It allowe to point out which expenses are to be reduced becauee of their 
comparatively large percentage of the total cost of production (graph 4-6). 

Considering the production of tomatoes, comparatively to the capillarity irrigation, 
the trickle Irrigation method reduced very significantly the absorbtion of depreciation 
and upkeep feee from 62% to 44% out of the total cost. The cultivation cost for tomatoes 
with trickle irrigation 1b mainly from the labor fees • for pruning, training and harvest-
ing. The two first operations are on the. way to be suppressed by the use of determinate 
bush type varieties or even Indeterminate, grown on a metallic netting. Operation of 
treatment for pest control could also be reduced by use of systemic pesticide. Work is 
under way on this problem. 

Lettuces have a low labor requirement on (graph 6); planting and harvesting are the 
main operations. Planting could probably be mechenized if the production Is made on a 
large scale. For this crop, the depreciation of the shed is the highest percentage out 
of the total coet of production. 

By way of illustration, the production price per kg of vegetable under French 
Guyana conditions are Indicated vlth yleJtd average which are to be considered as a minimum 
yield (table 1). 

Table 1. - Production Price (France) per kg. on Hydroponlc Tank Harvest In French Guyana 
. Γ" 

Yield 
kg/m2 

Ceplllarity irrigation 
, Trickle 
t irrigation 

Tomatoes 
(Floradel) 

1 I 
' 7.5 1 

' (1.5 lb/sq. Ft.) ' 
2.50 F. ' 1.14 F. 

Lettuces 
(No ran) 

2.5 ' 
' (0.59 lb/so. Ft) ' 

2.52 F. ' 0.91 F. 

Cucumbere 
(Gemini 7) 

' 20 1 

' (4.4 lb/ao. Ft.) 1 
1.02 F. ' 0.53 F. 

S U M H A R Ύ 

Hydroponlc cornuerclal produetlon of vegetables on sand has now been practiced with 
euccess for five years In French Guyana, by small farmers on areas of about 200 m2 (600 Ft 2) 
and In a few larger farms on area from 1,000 m2 (3,281 Ft 2) up to 6,000 m2 (1.5 acre). 

An hydrnponlc technique of vegetable production had first been developed, with a 
simple feeder-syst em baaed on gravity flow in the bottas of the cultivation tanks with a 
non-return nutrient solution, the aand being vetted by capillarity. Further research 
recently conducted and economical considerations led to the development of a new method 
based on a drip or trickle irrigation requiring a cheapear material and allowing a more 
economical management. 

The paper studies the cost of production of both hydroponlc methods described as 
"Irrigation by capillarity" and "drip irrigation". The various components of the coet of 
production (absoptlon of depreciation, labor cost, nutrient solution etc.) are compared 
on a French francβ basis And on the percentage of each component out of the total cost of 
production atand point. This analysis using bar graphs shows clearly the economical 
advantage of the developed method with trlokle Irrigation. It also shows the points where 
expenses could be further reduced, i.e. labor and cost of shed. 
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THE PROSPECTS FOB VEGETABLE PROCESSING IN TRINIDAD 

With Particular Reference to Pigeon Peas and Sveet Corn 
J. Cropper 

Department of Agricultural Economics & Farm Management, 
University of the West Indies, Trinidad 

Processing facilities have been available in Trinidad for a number of years, but most 
of the throughput of the existing plants still consists of Imported materials vhlch are 
merely packaged locally. The paper examines the situation more closely with respect to 
vegetsbles and considers the history, and the prospects for completely local production of 
two products - pigeon peas and sweet com. This involves consideration of aspecte of the 
production of these crops ae well as arrangements for their processing. 

THE PRESENT SITUATION 

There arc four plants in the Island involved in vegetable processing. Of these, one 
deals only with dry peas and beans, while the others handle a wide range of products. 
Information on the throughput of these plants Is incomplete, since data for some are in-
adequate while one plant was unwilling to disclose ite production figures (Table 1). 

The main imported products which are canned are garden peae, carrots, eweet com, 
mixed vegetables, dry peas and beans and combinations of these. The raw materials are 
imported mainly in frozen form, although some are dried. Tomato paste is also processed 
locally into tomato Juice and ketchup. 

Table 1 Estimated Throughput of Imported Vegetables in Processing Plants: Trinidad, 1972 

Product 
t 
' Quantity 1 

f 
Value (c.i.f.) 

• 

(million poundβ) ( i per pound) ( $'000) 

Sweet corn 1.35® 35.1 - 43.5 540 
Garden peas l'5h 31.5 472 
Carrots 0.9 24.1 217 
Mixed vegetables 0.4° 48.2 193 
Green beas O.lJ 44.4 44 
Dry beans 3.4 27.4 932 
Tomato paste n.a.e 25.0 - 30.0 n.a. 

a Information from all 3 plants processing this product 
b Information from 2 of the 3 plants p"oceselng this product 
c Information from 1 of the 2 plants processing this product 
d Information from 3 of the 4 plante processing this product 
e Information on quantities of _-w material is not available, however, 1 of 3 plante 

processing this product produced approximately ?.7m. lbs. in 1971 
f All currency is Trinidad Tobago dollars: Τ & Τ $1.00 - appro*. U.S. $0.54 

The only local vegetable to be processed in any algnlfleant quantity Is pigeon peas. 

Eetlr--*:cs of processing plantb' throughput of imported vegetables in 1972, based on 
discussions with plant operators, provide some indication of the present market potential 
for locally produced vegetablea (Table 1). The only addition to this list is pigeon peas, 
the local and overseas market for which 1B eiitlmated to be 2.5m pounds annually. It is 
not anticipated, however, that this quantity of pigeon peas will be processed in 1972 due 
to shortage of produce. 

Imports of processed vegetables may total $2.5n to $3.An annually, but thle cannot 
be confirmed. The published Trade flgurea etiow that from 1969 to 1971 Imports of procassed 
vegetables vere $0.7m to $1.0m. However, discussions vlth plant operators Indicate that 
imports for thair factories alone will total more than $1.5m in 1972, without including two 
significant Items · dry peas and beans and tomato paste. 

Exports of processed vegetables (as specified in the Trade figures) have grown steadi-
ly in the past three years and in 1971 approached $0.75m. Exports were mainly to Caribbean 

«ο indications were given in these discussions that throughput In 1972 would be significant 
ly higher than in 1971. 



Free Trade Area (CARIFTA) territories, with the exception of pigeon peas, but were for 
the most psrt imported vegetables which have been canned locally. 

Of the products processed locally, some pigeon peas are already grown in the Island 
ss a fresh vegetable and for processing; small quantities of sweet copn and carrots ere 
grown as fresh vegetables; while tomatoes are grown for salad purposes. The remainder of 
the paper examines separately the prospects for meeting the market potential of pigeon 
peas and sweet com. 

PROSPECTS FOR PIGEON PEA PRODUCTION2 

Fresh pigeon peas are popular locally, but supplies are seasonal: from December to 
March. Prices vary for the unshelled product from 15 to 35 cents per pound depending on 
availability, with an average of approximately 20 to 25 cents (1 pound unshelled is equal 
to approximately 0.5 pound of shelled peas). Ministry of Agriculture estimates of produc-
tion are given In Table 2, together with the quantity of peas processed since 1965. 

Varying quantities of the crop have been canned in Trinidad for the past 10 years. 
The maxlmuti intake by processing plants was in 1966/67 when 3.0m pounds of unshelled peas 
jVere purchased- subsequently, however, this quantity declined until 1970/71 when only 0.3m 
. .founds M « purchased. The large supply in 1)66/67 was evidently a respoase to an Intensive 
effort by CtoWnnent to stimulate production of the crop: this included payment of a 
Subsidy of £75 per acre of peas planted. In that year the processing plants were unable 
to accept all of the crop offered, nor could the fresh market absorb all supplies: thus 
much of the crop wasted. 

^ The Immediate decline in production after 1966/67 is felt to have been a reaction to 
tfhe removal of the Government subeidy and to the oversupply of the crop. The long term 
decline has been the result of the lack of air/ overall policy for production both by 
Government and the processing plants. However, in 1971/72, in response to a continuing 
unsatisfied demand for the crop both locally and oversees, efforts were made by processors 
to increase supplies. The principal effort was the establishment by one of the plants 
of an agricultural department (of 1 man) to work with farmers in stimulating and coordinat-
ing supplies. The first effect of this move has been sn Increase In purchases by the 
plants from 0.3m to 0.7m pounds. 

Meanwhile work has been in progress at the University of the West Indies to develop 
s variety of pigeon peas suitable for large scale mechanized production: a dwarf type 
of determinate growth which would be less susceptible to day length than the traditional 
type. Significant advances have been made in this work and limited quantities of 
varieties exhibiting these characteristics were released to farmers for commercial produc-
tion during 1971/72. 

Experience in attempting to promote production In 1971/72 revealed problems in 
coumunlcatlng with, and coordinating the efforts of, large numbers of small farmers 

Table 2 Production of Pigeon Peas and Quantity Processed: Trinidad, 1965 - 1972 

Y e a r ' Quantity Estimated 
' Processed 1 Production^ 

(million poundp) 

1965 3.0 
1966 1.5 
1967 3.0 . 
1968 2.5 
1969 1.0 
1970 1.0 
1971 0.3 
1972 0.7 

5.9 
8.7 
5.4 
4.8 
5.4 
5.0 
5.2 

Source: processing plants. 
Ministry of Agriculture: estimates are derived from reports of crop acreages and yields 
made by extension officers. 
aRefers to crop production year, i.e. 1965/66, 1966/67, etc. 

throughout the country. Concentrating on groups of farmers in selected areas did alleviate 
the problem somewhat. Recognizing the problems Involved in this exercise, the largest 
processing plant^ has decided to ensure a proportion of its supply by growing for itself a 
significant area of the crop In 1972/73. 
2ΜΓ. Κ. Manchouk, International Foods Limited, provided' much of the Information on the recent 
history pf pigeon pea production and processing. 
^Supplies are normally divided between the three plants processing this crop in the rstio 
W : 15:10. 
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The only evidence on aspects of the economics of production of the crop dérivée from 
the Texaco Food Cropa Demonstration Farm (TFCDF) where more than 40 acres have been grown 
since 1965. On this farm, experience has been variable, as Table 3 ,ghows. Marketable 
yields have varied from 1000 to 6000 pounds per acre, variable costs have ranged from $220 
to $390 per acre or 6 to 27 cents per pound (Table 4). 

Selling the peas wholesale in the fresh market, a positive margin over variable costs 
was achieved in three of the five years in which the crop waa grown (1965/66, 1966/67 and 
1969/70). If, however, the peas had been sold to the processing plant, which offered a 
price of 11 cents per pound, a positive margin would have been achieved only in 1965/66 
and 1966/67* If these crops had been produced on a small farm, typical of those on which 
pigeon peas are normally grown, and all labour had been provided by the family, returns to 
family labour would have varied from less them $1 to more than $8 per day (Table 5). 

Table 3 Variable Costs Per Acre of Pigeon pÉias: T.F.C.D.F,, Trinidad, 1965/66 - 1969/70 
1 t Tractor & 1 

Year 1 Labour 1 Materials 1 ' Total 1 
($ per acre) 

1965/66 335 44 379 
1966/67 231 77 308 
1967/68 203 70 273 
1968/69 154 66 220 
1969/70 178 69 247 

Average 220 65 285 
Source: Records at T.F.C.D.F. 
aLabour has been charged at the commercial rute of $4.50 per day rather than the higher rate 
paid on the farm. 
^The cost of labour for harvesting waa calculated at 4.3 cents per pound as in 1966/67 since 
the crop waa actually picked by the purchaser. 

Table 4 Variable Cost Per Pound of Pigeon Peas: T.F.C.D.F. Trinidad, 1965/66 - 1969/70 

Marketable 1 
Year Yield ι 

1 Variable Cost 1 
(pounds per acre) 1 ($ per acre) ' (ΐ per pound) 

1965/66 5,980 379 6.3 
1966/67 2,951 308 10.4 
1967/68 998 273 27.5 
1968/69 1,185 220 18.6 
1969/70 2.021 247 12.2 
Average 2.626 285 10.9 

Source: Records at T.F.C.D.F. 

Table 5 Returns to Labour in Production of Pigeon Peas: T.F.C.D.F., Trinidad, 1965/66 -
1969/70 

Year 
1 1 
' Use of Labor ' ι I 

Tractor and Year 
1 1 
' Use of Labor ' ι I Material Cost 
1 (days per acre) ' (5 per acre) ' ($ per day) 

1965/66 «4 614 8.30 
1966/67 51 248 4.86 
1967/68 45 39 0.87 
1968/69 34 64 1.88 
1969/70 40 153 3.82 
Average 51 224 4.40 

Source: Records at X.F.C.D.F. 
aRevenue equals marketable yield per acre multiplied by 11 cents per pound (the price paid 
by the preceding plants). 

^A Joint project between The univeraity of the West fiulieB, the Trinidad Ministry of Agri-
culture and Texaco (Trinidad) Inc. 



It Is evident from tnese results that pigeon pea la a crop with potential for good 
returns both to the farm family which provides all its own labour, as well as to farms 
which employ labour. However, farmers cannot be assured of an adequate return to their 
land and labour if variation in yield continues to be a problem. The causes of this 
situation must, therefore, be identified and overcome if the expansion of production is 
not to be hindered. But variation in yield is not the only factor which can limit the 
further production of this crop. 

Farms producing pigeon peas arc generally small. Thus, In order to increase farm 
income, farmers sell aa great a proportion ss poselble of their produce retail or direct 
to retailers. The price psld by the processing plant is generally lower than from 
such Bales. The tendency, therefore, is to produce only a limited quantity of the crop 
for retail sale. As a result the processing plants are buyers of the residual. 

In an attempt to ensure a certain level of supplies, the processing plants have 
tried to sign agreements with farmers to purchase their crops. Hot surprlnsingly, given 
the situation described sbove, farmers have been reluctant to sign agreements. Even 
when an agreement has been signed it has been virtually Impossible to hold a farmer to 
it, given the lucrative alternative market and the large number of small, widely scattered 
producers. Nor Is it in the long term interests of tbe plants to try to enforce all 
aapects of the agreements since as a result, farmers could become even more reluctant to 
Sign in tbe futuve. 

The solution to this problem may lie in emphasizing the economic advantages of 
producing pigeon peas to farmers whose size is such that email retail sales are insignifi-
cant or nor worth the trouble. To such farmers an assured market at an agreed price is 
likely to be the most important consideration. The plants would, however, have to honour 
these fundamental aspects of any agreement In order to retain the confidence of the 
farmers. 

Close liaison between the management of the plant and farmers at all stages of 
production, but especially at the time of harvesting, would be essential to the success-
ful working of any such agreement. This liaison could be provided either by a specially 
designated representative of the plants (for example the present member of the agri-
cultural department) or by a representative of the farmers (perhaps a cooperative) or by 
an Independent agent, or by a Government agency.® The most important aspect of this 
liaison would be the scheduling of planting and harvesting in order to provide a predict-
able flow of the <-i-on to the factories. 

If the conditionE> outlined above were met, production could expand to 2.3m pounds 
of unshelled peas annually - the equivalent of the plants' estimate of local and foreign 
demand. Assuming a yield of 4000 pounds per acre (somewhat higher than the average of 
2626 pounds obtained on the TFCDF) there would be a requirement of 625 acres of pigeon 
peas for processing: that is in addition to production for the fresh market. At the new 
(1972/73) price of 13ΐ per pound the gross Income per acre would be $0.33m annually, of 
which approximately one-half would be distributed se wages.^ 

It is estimated by the plants that 2/3 of the peas would be exported: thus at the 
1971 average export price of $12.34 per case, export earnings would be approximately 
$0.5m. In addition, assumlngthe local wholesale price to be the same as the export 
price, the value added In processing would also be approximately $0.5m. 

Thus significant benefits could accure from the increased production of pigeon peas 
to meet the estimated demand. 

PEOSPECTS FOR SHEET CORN PRODUCTION AND PROCESSING 

Consumption of Imported whole kernel sweet corn (locally canned) has been growing 
rapidly. Local production has, however, been largely confined to the Texaco Food Crops 

Yields J.U commercial production vary from 200 to 5000 pounds per acre, with the normal 
range being from 1000 to 2000 pounds: Henderson, T.H. (1965) Some Aspects of Pigeon Pea 
Famine in Trinidad. Dept. of Agric. Econ. and Farm Management, U.H.I., Occasional Series 
Ho. 3. 
During the period in which supplies of pigeon peas purchased by the processing plants 
declined, the Central Marketing Agency provided the liaison between farmers and the plants: 
this has now been discontinued. 

7The net beneflte would be somewhat less than these figures if the peas replaced existing 
crops. 

^Calculated from 70,000 cases at $12.34 minus $4.55 (35 pounds of unshelled peaa at 13^ 
per pound are required per ease of 24 χ 16 oz. cans). 
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Demonstration Farm and as a result few persons in Trinidad have had an opportunity to 
sample the fresh product. Immature field corn, both boiled and roasted, is, however, 
popular. 

Experience et T.F.C.D.F. shows that the crop can be grown easily at any time during 
the year, although irrigation is necessary if it is planted in the dry season. The wide 
range of marketable yields reflect, for the most part, unavailability of market outlets 
rather than yield variation per Be (Table 6). As a consequence, labour costs have also 
varied considerably, since labour for harvesting Is the most important single item of 
expenditure. In spite of the wide range of yields, returns failed to cover variable costs 
in only two of the 13 crops. 

If the crops had been produced with family labour, returns to labour would have 
varied from a negative value to almost $21.00 per day, with an average of $11.78 per 
day (Table 7). This compares favourably with the average agricultural wage of $4.50 
per day. 

Table 6 Average Cost and Returns Per Acre of Sweet Corn8: T.F.C.D.F., Trinidad, 1967 -
1972 

— I 
1 Average 1 

I 
1 Range 1 

($ per acre) 

'^bour Cost 146 44 - 289 
Tractor and Material Cost 122 86 - 149 
Total Variable Cost 268 138 - 433 
Total Returns 499 52 - 886 
Gross Herein 231 -76 - 572 
Marketable Yield 7,190 cobs 750 - 13,100 cobs 
Price 7.0rf/cobe 4.9 - 9.1^/cob 
Source: Records at T.F.C.D.F. 
*Based on records of 13 crops: a total of 16.5 acres 
bLabour has been charged at the conmerclal rate of $4.50 per day rather- than the higher 
rate paid on the farm. 

Table 7 Average Returna to Labour in Production of Sweet Com: T.F.C.D.F., Trinidad, 
1967 - 1972 

1 
1 Average τ 

I 
' Range 1 

Use of Labour 32 days/acre 10-60 days/acre 
Revenue^lnus Tractor $377 per acre -$42 - 742/acre 
and Material Cost $11.78/dav -$4.20 - 20.97/dav 

Source: Records st T.F.C.D.F. 
aRevemie equals marketable yield multiplied by 7 cents per cob (the average price in the 
fresh market). 

As already shown a potential market exists for 1.35m pounds of whole kernels with 
local processing plants. The need la to turn this potential Into practice: a process 
which Is not without Its problems. 

The major obstacle Is the present organization of tha canning of sweet corn. Orders 
can be placed by the proceaslng plants with agenta in North America for shipment of 
frozen whole kernels to arrive monthly in the Island. This material can be transported 
direct to the factorlaa in refrigerated containers, to be uaed as required. Consequently 
there is a mlnlnum of effort required on the part of the managements of the planta. 
Processing of locally produced corn would certainly Involve more effort than this, and 
some form of Government persuaeion may be necessary to Initiate change. 

The local product does have one major advantage: coat. As alreedy shown, imported 
kernels cost from 35 to 421 per pound. At the existing average fresh market price, 
the equivalent quantity of local corn would cost 281 per pound. This corn would, how· 
avar, require shelling: a process for which a relatively simple machine la available. 
It Is possible also that a lower price could be paid to farmers for the corn in exchange 
for the advantages of an assured market at a fixed price. For example, a margin over 
variable costs of $163.00 per acre, for a crop whlcfi lasts only 11 weeks, would be 
earned at a price of 6t per cob. ® 

» 
This asaumes 4 cobs per pound of whole kernels at a price of 7i per cob. 
Based on the average yield of 7190 cobs per acre at T.F.C.D.F. 



In order for the corn to be canned, arrangements would have to be made to have the 
kernels removed from the cob, and the produce (not necessarily in the shelled state) 
transported to the processing plants. In thin case 'transport' could Include the freez-
ing and storage of the produce prior to processing. There are several ways In which 
these arrangements could be made: one or both services could be organized by the 
processing plants, by the farmers themselves, by an Independent agent or by a Government 
agency. 

If the crop were to be processed in the fresh state It would be necessary to 
schedule planting In order to have an orderly supply of produce for the fsctories. Co-
ordination between farm and factory would be critical for this crop, since qusllty 
deteriorates quickly after the optimum harvesting date. The alternative procedure 
would be to harvest at the optimum time, freeze the product and store until required. 
Thle, however, would still necessitate coordination: between farms end the freezing 
plant. 

The two altemstlve means of organization - close coordination betveen farm and 
factory, and freezing and storage - Involve costs. The choice of method would depend 
on the balance between coBt and convenience. 

On the assumption that the problems of the organization of production can be over-
çcne and the procesalng plants persuaded to accept local sweet corn, a number of 
benefits would accrue to the local economy. !540 actes of corn would be required to meet 
the current demand of 1.35m pounds of whole kernels: thle would generate for farmers 
a total income of $0.32m annually, of which approximately one-third would be distributed 
as wages. The value sdded in processing is already realized with the Imported com, 
but a potential value added of $0.21m exists In the provlalon of services (shelling, 
freezing and storage) between the farms and the factories.In addition to these benefits 
there would be a saving of approxlmetely SO. r]'4m in Imports of com. 

Thus, as with pigeon peaa, there would be significant benefits to the Economy from 
the production of sweet corn to meet the requirements of food processors. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The paper has demonstrated the potential for expanded processing of locally grown 
vegetables by reference to pigeon peas and sweet com. A ready market exists for 
specified quantities of these products at prices which would enable the processing plant 
to pay remunerative prices to producers. In 'both esses the major requirement for the 
development of Industries based on these crops is the establishment and maintenance of 
close cooperstlon between fermera and the management of processing plants. If the 
conditions as specified can be met, there will be benefits to the Economy in terms of 
added employment and profits as well as additional exports snd a reduction In Imports. 

}^Thls aBsûmes a yield of 10,000 coba per acre at 6i per cob. 
The net benefits would be somewhat lese than these figures if the corn replaced exist-
ing crops. 

iJThls assumes thst these services absorb fully the margin between the farm gate price 
and the price currently paid by the processing plants for Imported com. Alternative-
ly part of the value added may accure to plant operators (as profits) or to consumers 
(as reduced prices). 
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VARIETAL SUSCEPTIBILITY Οΐ CCWPEAS TO JgD_B0RER_ 

Nader G. Vaklll and David M. Walker 
Plant Pathologist, USBA AID Grain Legume Production Project, 
Federal Experiment Station, Mayaguez, and Senior Scientist, 

Puerto Rico Nuclear Center, Mayaguez 

SUHHAI.Y 

Eight repllcatlona of thirty-two varieties of frijoles, Vlgna sinensis, were grown at 
Isabels in a random block design. Five peduncles on plants in each replication was tagged 
at floreacence. After 30 deyB the pods that developed from tagged flowers were examined 
for feeding punctures of the pod borer, BruchuB chlnensls (Coleoptera: Bruchldae), on the 
pod exterior and for the number of seeds infested per variety. 

Significant differences among varieties were found in the number of punctures and the 
number of seeds Infested. 



THE PROCES SING OF YAM FLAKES IN BARBADOS 

E.G.B. Gooding 
Barbados Sugar Producers' Association (Inc.)* 

The proceeaiug of foods in the Caribbean is, of course, nothing new. Sugar and rum 
have been processed from the raw agricultural material, sugar cane, for centuries; more 
recently citrus juices have been locally processed, and currently there is a great deal of 
activity, especially in Puerto Rico, Jamaica and Trinidad, to process more and more of 
the local food crops. However, there are always the twin problems of limited markets and 
the high prices that the farmers expect for their products. 

In Barbados we do not have the abundauce of exotic fruit that are found in some other 
islands, though we are learning to grow vegetables, aud there has been a good deal of 
thought given by the Government and the Sugar Producers' Association - both of whom are 
anxious to increase the extent of agricultural diversification - to the possibility of 
processing as a way of extending the potential market for foodcrops. 

About a hundred locally grown foodcrops and fruit have been screened. Consideration 
was given to the technical feasibility of processing, what process or processes were suit-
able, viz canning, freezing or dehydration, whether the product was likely to be accept-
able and to find a market, and, not least, what would be the probable economics of such a 
project, Barbades did not come out particularly well when these several factors were 
examined. The items commonly processed euch as carrots or beans were too costly when 
grown under our cond'Mons to begin to compete with the intported products, and the more 
exotic tropical fruits do not grow well or in any quantity in our climate. However, we do 
grow certain tropical root vegetables both well and cheaply, Barbados is perhaps the only 
place that grows yams (Dloscorea alata) on a plantation scale, and at the time these 
calculations were made they could be obtained, ex field, at 3 to 4 cents per pound--though 
the price is higher now. Further there waB a fairly good export trade in yams» It is 
estimated that the U.K. market alone takes over 10,000 tons of fresh yams per year and 
Barbados was already supplying a portion of that. Yams are tiresome things to prepare for 
cooking, so we thought that an Instant yam might Indeed find a market. Yams are extremely 
costly on the U.K. market, selling at 7 to 10 pence per lb,, equivalent to 36 to 48 EC cents 
or 18 to 24 US cents roughly: we calculated we could get them into U.K. retailers at a 
lower cost with convenience built in as a bonus. 

On the technological side we anticipated no very eerious trouble. Yam is a tuberous 
starchy vegetable, and dehydration techniques have been commercially practiced for decades 
with Irish potatoes. Our snalyses showed the reducing sugar content of mature yams to be 
low (ranging from 0.2 to 1.37» of the dry weight_; this mtant that non-enzymic browning 
in the stored product should not be a great problem (3). The fat coûtent was low (0.03 -
0.257.,) and carotenoids absent, so we believed that packing in air would not permit any 
great extent of oxidative rancidity (by contrast with sweet potatoes where breakdown of 
carotenoids leads to a mixture of ketones and aldehydes with strongly offensive odours 
and flavours within a few weeks unless oxygen is excluded from the pack). 

We examined the relative merits of the air-lift process and drum drying process and 
decided to go for the latter« The early experimental work was started in 1969, initially 
in conjunction with the Chemical Engineering Department of the University of the West 
Indiea in Trinidad. Thanks are due to I>r. George Sammy and his colleague, Mr, William 
Steele, for the help they gave at that time and which demonstrated that It should, in fact, 
be technically poasible to produce the type of product we vere seeking. After a while, 
^owever, we transferred the work to the research headquarters of the Barbados Sugar 
roducers1 Association, where we lnetailed a small (8" χ 8") single drum dryer with appli-

cator rolls, specially deaigned for ua by Messrs. Richard Simon & Co. Ltd., of Nottingham, 
England. 

Every stage in the process was, of course, carefully examined both for its effect on 
the product and for any wastage which might be encountered at that point. What was needed 
in the product was a thin flake of as high a density as possible which would reconstitute 
very quickly to a mashed yam of good, not sticky, texture. The latter implied little or 
no free starch, viz the rupture of cell« must be kept to a minimum - quite a tall order for 
a multi-stage process· 

The ateps in the procesa as finally developed in the laboratory were: 

1, Selection of Baw Material 

Great care has to be taken In selecting raw material for processing. There seems to be 
the idea In the Caribbean that we should have processing plants to handle any unsaleable 
stuff that the market haa rejected or besen unable to take. 

We examined our three most commonly grown cultlvars, Crop (White) Lisbon Coconut 
Lisbon and Oriental. Coconut Lisbon and Oriental had the best shaped tubers and gave lower 
preparation losses; however, Oriental (an early maturing yam) consistently had lower solids 

* Present address: Garibbean Development Bank, Bridgetown, Barbados. 



content than the others, 16-17T compared with 23-24%. Since the whole purpose of the 
dehydration process le to obtain the solids, this weighed heavily agelnst Oriental; put 
another way, It took 11 pounds o£ Oriental tD give 1 pound of dehydrated product, egalnst 
about 8 pounds of Crop or Coconut Lisbon. 

It was Important that the yame Oe fully mature at harvest; not only did this lead to 
the highest possible solids content but gave very much lower reducing sugar contents; some 
50 determinations (2) showed averages for imnature yams to be about 7% on the dry weight 
basis but only about 1% for mature tubers. 

A problem that at one time appeared to be serious was enzymlc pinking, resulting from 
the action of polyphenolaees when expoeed to the air In the peeled or cut yama. When the 
tuber was subsequently cooked these areas became purplish to black and severely affected 
the quality of the product. An extensive Investigation seemed neceseary. We found that 
all tubers showed some pinking immediately upon cutting for about half an inch inwards from 
the Stan end and most tubers quickly became pirik at the toe or distal end. The areas 
around wounds quickly became pink If they were not already so when the tuber was sliced. 
Some tubers became pink over the whole cut surface; others did not. There were striking 
differences between cultlvars; we found 50% of Coconut Lisbon, 30% of Crop Lisbon and only 
207. of Orientals to behave In this manner. Part of the explanation seems to be that 
there is a higher concentration of polyphenblase enzymes near merletematlc regions, such 
as the growing tips or where wound calluses are being formed, but this clearly Is not 
all, and we never completely solved the problem - though in actual factory practice thle 
phenomenon was less Importent than at first feared. 

Aa mentioned earlier, It was Important fo:r celle to remain unbroken and so not 
liberate starch. The different cultlvars were checked for liability to cell breakage 
during the: various stages of the process by estimating the relative quantities of starch 
liberated by the rblue value* technique (4); no differences were found. 

The colour of the product Is, of course, Important. Host yams are apt to become 
slightly grey on cooking. With Coconut Lisbon the worst In thle respect, with Oriental 
best. 

On balance Crop Llebon was chosen as the iiost suitable yam for the procese. 

2. Washing by soaking and scrubbing 

3. Peeling by immersion In boiling 10% caustic soda eolutlon for 10 minutes. This was 
studied In some detail by Steele in Trinidad (5) who was able to show not only Its 
effectiveness but eleo the very limited and sharply defined penetration of the alkali, and 
that the uptake by the part of the tuber that was to be eaten was virtually nil. The skin, 
loosened by this treatment, could be about completely ranoved by brushing under Jets of 
water. The losses incurred by lye peeling were measured by Steele who showed them to be 
sbout exactly the same ss those incurred in the kitchen, viz about 20% of the total weight 
for large tubers and 30% for small ones, 

4. TI-<MM<NP by hand could not be Β voided. It was at this point that the pinking showed 
up mist seriously, However, In actual practice It was decided to use the technique long 
employed for controlling enzymlc pinking of potatoes - vie to lsmerse the peeled or cut 
pieces on O.lt sodium sulphite solution. This gave good results. Trimning losses plus 
peeling losses averaged 30 to 40% of the total quantity of yams handled - very bigh, but 
largely dependent on the irregular shape of the tubers and the poor condition - bruises, 
punctures and so on - of a high proportion of them. 

5. Cutting. It was necessary tu cut the tubers Into pieces »mall enough to cook quickly 
and uniformly. In Trinidad 1 cm. cubes were used, but the losses due to sloughing off 
of the outer layers were high, ranging from 8-7.11 (4). Using slices Instead of dice 
reduced this loss to 6-8%, still too high. Cooking in stem Instead of water brought these 
loBsas to less than 5% (5). 

6. Cooking. The purpose of cooking was not only to give the product a "cooked" flavour, 
but also to hydrolyse the protopectine of the Tiiddle lamellae that bind the cells together, 
to such an extent that the celle would easily separate unbroken from each other In the 
subsequent proceseee, and not become fractured end liberate starch. The effect of cooking 
procedures on this by measuring the blue value» of the mashed product was examined and 
cooking In water for 20-30 minutes gave satisfactory results. 

7. Mashing. When the cooked yam was mashed In a Hobart Mixer, no matter bow gently, there 
was quite severe rupture of cells. The blue viiluee rose and the finished material was 
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sticky* Evidently this had previously been found for potatoes in the USA, for the USDA 
researchers had had better results by ;r icing their potatoes (1), subjecting them, to shear 
forces which simply pushed the cells over each other instead of "bashing" them apart. 
Whereas mechanical mashing gave blue values of 80 to 120, riced yam had bine values of 
0-17+ However, the drum dryer would not accept rlced yam - it would not cling to ite sur-
face - so it was then necessary to homogenize the rlced material. This was done in s dough 
mixer. This did lead to some damage to the cells, raising the blue values to about 40; 
but this is still low. 

8. Drying- proved to be very critical. It was found in some of the earlier experiments 
that blue values were extremely high, 250 to 400, and the reconstituted product was more 
like a sticky soup than mashed yam, E:«periments using a hot plate of known temperature 
showed that this resulted from the high surface temperature causing explosive escape of 
water from the cells; 150*0 seemed to be critical, though in fact rather higher drum 
temperatures could be used, presumably because the inner layers of adhering cells had a 
cushioning and cooling effect on those outside. Microscopic examination showed a close 
relationship between ruptured cells and blue vdlues. 

Peripheral speed and retention time were of course important; with our laboratory 
sized machine we found we could dry frum a mash e>f about 80% water content to 27» with a 
retention time of 5.7 seconds and steam pressure 60 lbs./sq./inch. 

Of course, we didn't get there alL at once. In potato drying there is a delicate 
relationship between the consistency of the mash, peripheral speed, and drum temperature, 
on the thlckneaa of the film which adhéras to the drum. So far we have never got thJs 
to happen with yam. In all the early 'experiments, whatever we did, the product was too 
moiet, Examination of the material on the drum showed It to have short whiskers when It 
approached the scraper blade; under the microscope these appeared as pieces of vascular 
tissue surrounded by parenchyma that had never been in close contact with the hot drum 
and which were, therefore, still very wet lndaed. Eventually we moved the last of the 
applicator rolls close to the drum to act as a pressure roll and physically push these 
whiskers into the mat on the drum surface; after this we had no more trouble of this kind. 

The product came off as a thin sheet, about 6 thousandths of an inch thick; the rate 
of output was in the range of 3 to 4 lbs. per square foot of heating area or about 2.5 
lbs. per square foot of total drum space. 

9. The product broke up into flakes, almost like soap flakes, though the density was only 
0,2 to 0.25 g/ml. They could be very gently broken further to Increase the density to 
about 0.35 but any milling increased the bine values severely. The blue values were 
normally in the region of 150 (170 was the upper limit for satisfactory texture), and 
moisture content 2.0 to 4.0?*. 

Reconstitution was by adding the flakes, gently with stirring, to 3 1/2 times their 
weight of hot (not quite boiling) salted water; the product closely resembles fresh 
mashed yam and can be made into very attractive dlehes, for example by browning off under 
the grill or as yam and cheese or yam and fleh pies and so on. 

10. Storage behaviour. We have now had the opportunity to run storage teste over nearly 
two years, and, as anticipated, browning at ambient temperatures has not been a problem. 
Some of the more acute tasters could detect a trace of oxidative deterioration after 6 
months, but families given material 14 months old could not tell they were eating a 
processed material. 

11« Packaging. The Tropical Products Institute in Ijmdon carried out tests of moisture 
uptake and advised MXDT cellulose/polythene pouches In cardboard cartons as a retell pack, 
but in fact the material has kept very well in 200 gauge polythene, though the moisture 
content has risen to 12% in the 12 months, which must be getting almost dangerous from the 
microbiological standpoint. 

12. Additives. Owing to the low reducing sugar content we thought no sulphur dioxide 
need be added» and vere proved right« We tried Glyceryl monoetearate at a level of 5% of 
the dry matter in the mash and this brought the blue values down to 90 and gave a product 
with improved texture. The addition of dried skim milk at levels of up to 10% of the 
product gave what many tasters thought was a better flavoured product. 

The Present Situation 

It now seemed that ve had a product which was in -itself good, with economics that 
ehould make it saleable. Hie next steps were twofold; (1) to examine the technical 
problème of Bcallng up, and (11) to teat the market. On thle point a fruitful collabora-
tion took place between tha Barbados Sugar Producers, the Barbados Government and the 



British Government, the eventual outcome of wi ich vas that the Barbados Government formal-
ly requested aid towards developing the project, and this vas accepted by the Ministry of 
Overseas Development. Some time vas spent vith the engineers of the 'Tropical Products 
Institute in London and vith Richard Simon and. COe1, the makers of the drum dryer; within 
months pilot scale equipment vas Installed and working at Wildey, Barbados, with an 
experienced food technologist, Mr. Roderick Hood, in charge, under the aegis of the Barbados 
Agricultural Development Corporation, a Government agency. Although there was a late start 
last year, over 10,000 lbs. of the product vac: made, most of which was tested in local hoteli 
hospitals, school meals and other Institutions. Very much more is being produced this year 
for niarket testing abroad. A great deal has been learned about the technology of larger 
scale production. 

CONCLUSION 

It is too early to tell whether this yam will be a commercial success or not, but a 
great deal was done in a short time. One of the more striking aspects of the story is 
that all this work was done by two people working part time; first Mr. Steele and his 
assistant in Trinidad, and in Barbados one technologist and his assistant. This could not 
have been done without a great deal of cutting of comers and the application of exlatlng 
knowledge. This vas essentially a practical exercise, not academic: no knowledge was 
sought Just for the sake of acquiring knowledge. The vision of the product was before us 
from the beginning and ve were ruthless in following only the tracks that led us towards 
the goal, I think it is Important to stress this: in these countries of ours which need 
to develop rapidly It is vital to see the required end and work towards it; while the 
alertness of mind engendered by University research is essential, it must also be tempered 
by a disciplined approach. 
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CHLOROPHYLL IN CITRON (CITRUS MEDICA L. ) 

L.E. Cancel, Milagros R. de Mantalvo, and Joefe H. Rivera 
Food Technology Laboratory, Agr. Exp. Station, Univ. Puerto Rico, Puerto Rico 

SUMMARY 

The variation in chlorophyll content were determined for citrons at different stages 
of maturity and at different depth in the mature-green fruit. 

Citrons at different stages of maturity were obtained from a comnerclal farm at 
Adjuntas, Puerto Rico. Four stages of maturity were obtained; inmature green, mature 
green, turning ripe, and ripe. On examination of the endocarp of the fruits it was found 
that the inmature green was of a greenish tint, the mature green was greenish yellow, the 
turning ripe was completely yellow, and the ripe fruit was whitish yellow or cream. 

Spectrophotometry determinations were made at different depth of the fruit. The 
results of the spectrophotometry studies showed that the chlorophyll content was highest 
in the inmature green fruit, with the green mature following closely. The chlorophyll 
content of the turning ripe is substantially lower than the first two stages of maturity, 
but in the same way larger than in the ripe fruit. The chlorophyll content of the citron 
diminishes considerably between tissue layers at different depth of the fruit. Neverthe-
less the tissue of the immature and mature-green fruit contain a good amount of green 
pigment at greater depths of the fruit. Since the green color is characteristic of quality 
in the candied citron it is advisable to used the immature and mature green fruit for this 
purpose. 
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.FOOD TECHNOLOGY DEVEUOPMEHT AT THE UHIVERS1TY OF THE WEST INDIES 

G. M. Sfirany 
U.W.I., Trinidad 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper deals vith food technology development at the University of the West Indies 
which serves the English speaking or Commouvea1th Caribbean - once the Federation of the 
West Indies. It is made up' of a chain of islands stretching from the Bahamas in the north-
west to Trinidad in the south eaat and Includes Guyana and British Honduras on the American 
mainland. Historically, geographically and culturally they are related. The region was 
discovered by Christopher Columbus; fought for by European powers; colonized by them for 
sugar production using African slaves and later Indian indentured labourers. Thus, the more 
than three and a half million people of the Commonwealth Caribbean share the common experience 
of colonialism, slavery and the plantation system. 

During the whole of the colonial period, which has not yet ended for some of the 
islands, their economy was geared to the needs of the Mother Country* For example, the 
world famous Imperial College of Tropical Agriculture (now the Faculty of Agriculture, 
U.W.I.) was founded in 1922 and established in Trinidad for the Development of export crops 
which are only now receiving some attention. Further, the region was and still is, to a 
great extent, producers of primary products and purchasers of processed goods. One Important 
factor which has exacerbated this situation is, that our educational system fosters the 
purely scademlc and neglects the applied fields. The potential of the applied scie .es is 
only now being recognized, with changes taking ρ lac.: slowly. 

Past political and economic conditions did not encouragc the development of processing 
or manufacturing skills. The one industry, sugar, which required processing before ship-
ment overseas, was always iu the control of absentee owners. It is, therefore, not surprising 
that we lack the most basic skills of food processing, since these were retained by the 
Mother Country in order to keep her colonies as a ready market for her processed goods. 

THE PRESENT STATE OF FOOD PROCESSING INDUSTRIES 

Food today is the world's largest industry and it is expanding every year. Food 
processing end preservation is, therefore, an essential part of the economic development 
of any nstion (3). 

The food import bill of the Commonwealth Caribbean before World War II was $38M (Τ & T). 
By 1964 this figure roae to $245M and in IS'75 it is expected to reach between $400 and 
$500M (6). To be more specific, in 1968 Trinidad and Tobago (4) imported $S7.6M worth 
of food including animal feed, worth $8.3M. Of this, fruits and vegetables accounted for 
$10.1M and wheaten flour $10.5M. Of the $10.1M worth of fruits and vegetables Imported 
$3.55M came from Canada, $1.79M from the U.S.A., $2.19M from the European Common Market 
countries, $1.61M from the sterling areas, but only $0.48M from the CARIFTA countries. 

It would be impossible to expect self-sufflcienCy in all our food requirements. 
Nevertheless, there are certain food items in which we ought to be nearly if not totally 
self-sufficient. A study of the projection for production, demand and Import (3) of roots 
and starchy vegetables, other vegetables and pulses for the year 1975 Is given. 

Item , Production ! Demand î Import î Jnport as % I J ' ' of Demand 
Metric Tons ----— 

Roots and starchy 
vegetables 40,824 97,433 56,609 59 
Other vegetables 20,866 35,733 14,871 42 
Pulses 5.486 21.790 16.302 73 

If we accept these projections, and have done nothing about them, we would in 1975 
be importing 591 of our rootB and starchy vegetables, 42% of other vegetables, and 73X of 
our pulses. It would seem that at least in this area, we ought to be self-sufficient or 
nearly so. 

Food processing in the Conmonwealth Caribbean Is mainly confined to Jamaica and Trinidad, 
with developments now being initiated in Barbados and Guyana. Jamaica Is well in the fore-
front; this Is because of the establlshmem: of a department of Food Technology within the 
Ministry of Trade in the late 50'B. Recently the Government of Trinidad and Tobago and 
UNIDO established the Caribbean Industrial Research Institute which has a department devoted 
to Food Technology. The Jamaican Institution is engaged m research and development work, 
while the Trinidad institute offers research services for a fee. 
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The food processing situation in Trinidad and Jamaica is almost parallel, so that 
2 Trinidad example may be extrapolated to give the Jamaican situation. 

The food processing situation in Trinidad is as follows: 
1 No. of Factory , 1 f , type jf Products Processed , Percent of Raw 

Material Imported 

1 Flour mill 100 
1 Citrus 0 
2 Chicken for fresh nui meet 0 

Pork for ham, bacon 80 - 90 at present 
2 Oils ft fats 20 - 30 
4 Fruits & vegetables (not citrus) 80 
1 Brewery 80 
1 Snack food 60 - 30 
1 Dairy product 50 - 60 
1 Coffee processing ? 

1 Spice 100 
2 Ice-cream 80 - 90 

This list does not include soft-drinks, bakeries and the large number of kitchen 
type processors. A study of the raw materiel imported shows that the food processing 
industries receive only a very small quantity of their raw material from local sources. 
This situation Is clearly stated in "Carifta snd the New Caribbean" (2) - "the domestic 
agricultural sector (producing food and livestock products for the local and regional 
markets) is in a very underdeveloped state, and this results In very high and growing 
levels of imports of food from the outside world." 

The food chain may be divided into four main links; production, preservation and 
processing, marketing, and consumption. Any attempt to solve the food problem must take 
into account all four links of the chain. Neglect of any one aspect would frustrate the 
entire solution. Far too often total emphasis was placed on production with little or 
no concern for the other three links, - preservation and processing, marketing and consump-
tion, Although this paper will be emphasizing processing, we wish to point out that the 
food problem must at all times be considered as a whole, 

FOOD TECHNOLOGY AT U.W.I. 

Food Science and Technology is a relatively new discipline to be introduced at the 
University of the West Indies. Traditionally, it is usually associated with Agriculture, 
but being a multldiscipline field with a strong leaning towards engineering In all its 
processes, it is known to be associated as veil, with engineering, the biological, and 
the nutritional sciences. Food Technology vas established in the Faculty of Engineering 
at U.W.I., instead of the Faculty of Agriculture because at that time the Facnlty of 
Agriculture was concerned mainly with the production link of the food chain, and paid 
little or no attention to processing. Nevertheless food technology, although placed in 
Engineering works very closely with Agriculture. It may be considered the bridge between 
both faculties. 

The Idea of introducing Food Technology to U.W.I, was first conceived in 1964 by 
Professor W.S. Norman, then Head of the Department of Chemical Engineering. Hé Invited 
Mr, C, Pape to Join the department to research on the concentration of citrus juices,, 
especially limes. His idea was supported by Professor M. F. Mohtadi who replaced him as 
head of the department in 1964/65, and In 1966 Dr. Abdo El Höhendes joined the department 
as a UNESCO expert in food technology to help in the establishment of this discipline. 
That same year the author was sent to the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, U.S.A. 
to read for the M.S. in Food Technology. He completed the course and returned to the 
department for the 1967/68 session when the "Elemente of Food Technology" was offered for 
the first time as an optional subject to the final year Chemical Engineering students. 

Food Technology ia within the Department of Chemical Engineering and has only one 
full time member of staff. 

TRAUUNG AND RESEARCH 

The philosophy of training and research na applied to food technology at U.W.I, Is 
strongly inclined towards the applied, in research, emphasis is placed on product 
development. 
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Training in' food technology at U.W.J, nay be divided into three sections, under-
graduate, postgraduate and summer courses. 

An undergraduate degree in food technology is not offered. However, a full course 
In the "Elements of Food Technology11 as an optional subject is offered to candidates 
reading for the B.Sc. in Chemical Engineering or Agriculture. It is an orientation 
course and broadly covers the field. Hie number of candidates opting to read this course 
both from Chemical Engineering and Agriculture has been encouraging. A number of Chemical 
Engineering students who took this option have entered the food field either by Joining 
the food industry or by reading for a higher degree in Food Science and Technology. 

Postgraduate (7) courses are offered for the Diploma In Food Technology, the M.Sc. 
In Food Technology and the Hi.D in Food Science. The Diploma is a postgraduate course 
and requires a first degree for entry. The degree may be in a Biological or Physical 
science, or Agriculture or Chemical Engineering or Mechanical Engineering. It extends 
over one academic year, and the course of study depends on the student's background. 

Entry to the M.Sc. in Food Technology is through the Diploma or a first degree in 
Food Science or Technology. It Is a research degree with strong emphasis on applied 
research (product development). Entry to the Ph.D. is through the M.Sc. in Food Science 
or Technology. It ia a "pure" research degree. 

The short sumner courses are meant to upgrade the knowledge of personnel already 
employed In the food field. They are normally of two weeks1 duration and are for non-
graduates. To date five short courses were: held, one each In Food Inspection, and Food 
Quality Control and three in Handling, Packaging, Storage and Marketing of Fresh Fruits 
and Vegetables. This summer (1972) two more courses in "Handling, etc.", one in Trinidad 
and the other in Jamaica will be given. These short courses have been financed in the 
paat by "Canada Plus-One." 

Our research programmes are strongly product development oriented, and closely tied 
In with the Faculty of Agriculture. Our main areas of investigation are root crops and 
fruit and vegetable processing. 

Our root crop investigations were financed by the Rockefeller Foundation through 
the Faculty of Agriculture. The investigations thus far were confined to yams (Discorea 
spp.) and sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas.) 

The yam studies included the preparetlon of an "Instant yam", that is precooked and 
drum-dried; yam flour and the canning of yam slices in brine. Six varieties from four 
species were studied: P. alata - lisbon, oriental, and coconut; D. rotundata - Portuguese; 
D. trlfida - cush cush (white) and D: esculenta - Chinese. 

The preparation of an instant yam was quite successful. Data obtained from this study 
was used in the setting up of a pilot plant in Barbados by the Tropical Products Institute, 
U.K. This operation was reported successful and considerations are being given to set up 
a comnerclal operation. Yam flour studies have shown that 20 - 25 per cent yam flour may 
be added to wheat flour to produce a fully acceptable loaf, with better keeping qualities 
than bread from purely wheat flour. The production of yam flour at present is somewhat 
prohibitive because of cost. 

It haa been found that yam slices may be oanned in brine without the leaching of starch 
by blanching the slices before canning, 'the work on yam processing was done by Mr. W. 
Steele towards his Ph.D. thesis. The work has not yet been published. 

The work on sweet potato was done mainly with the cultiver 049. Two aspects were 
studied - (1) Flour production and; (2) The canning of slices and whole potatoes in brine. 
The work on sweet potato flour (5) was published. The study shows that 15 per cent 
sweet potato flour may be added to wheat flour to produce a fully acceptable loaf. Another 
study was carried out, when seventeen different cultlvars were tested for baking potential. 
The reaultB are yet to be published. 

The canning in brine study was a student project and showed that whole potatoes of 
Q49 variety may be canned in brine to give an acceptable product with a shelf life of 
more than a year. 

Sweet potato composite flour has commercial possibilities. The next step would be 
Hot acale baking trials, 

The work on tropical root crope will, be continued through assistance from the 
itematlonal Development Research Centre In Canada. 
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FRUIT AMP VEGETABLE PROCESSING 

Our main study in this area is on roselle (Hibiscus sabdarlffa). We have worked out 
the system for concentrating the hot water effusate of the calyces. We have established 
that the keeping quality of the frozen concentrate to be better than 2 years. A pilot 
plant is being built for pilot studies and marketing studies of the concentrate. The plant 
was designed and is being built by CAJLIRI. 

Other work being done with roselle is a Eitudy of the parameters affecting the Keeping 
qualities of the dried calycea; and a study of the spray, foam-mat and vurinim drying of 
the hot water effusate to produce a solid concentrate. 

In association with the Faculty of Agriculture we studied the processing potential 
of a new cultlvar of pigeon peas G.I. 26/2. llie results are published in a departmental 
report (1). 

Research In progress Includes, the preparation of a Jelly from nutmeg pericarp; the 
preparation of a comnlnuted citrus drink; the preparation of citrus marmalades from locally 
grown citrus, and the preparation of a tropical fruit salad from grapefruit, banana, papaya, 
and pineapples. 

FUTURE PROJECTION 

We feel that short eummer courses should continue both in processing and in the 
handling, packaging and storage of fresh fruits and vegetables. There is need for a 
handbook on the handling and storage of tropical fruits and vegetables and possibly 
additional research in this field. 

We feel that research in processing of indigenous foods from local raw material 
for local consumption should be increased. That surveys should be carried out on the 
processing potentials and possible uses of the lesser known tropical fruits and vegetables. 
Our peoples are influenced by the affluence of the North American mainland in the way of 
convenience foods such as packaged breakfest cereals, etc. We should, therefore, endeavour 
to provide theae from locally grown raw material and processed in small factories, We 
should also endeavour to reduce our high food import bill through the study and applica-
tion of the complete food chain, production, processing and preservation, marketing and 
consumption. 
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PRINCIPAL YAMS INTRODUCED AMD GROHN IN THE FRENCH WEST INDIES 

L. Degree, R. Amol in, R. Poltout 
Station d'Amélioration des Plantes, Centre de Recherches 

Agronomiques des Antilles et de la Guyane, INRA, Guadeloupe 

BSTROPUCTION 

Apart from the short publication of STEHLE (1946) and the monograph of GOODING, H.J. 
(1960), this last more devoted to the Commonwealth Caribbean territories (Trinidad, Tobago, 
Barbados, St. Vincent, Montserrat and Jamaica), no publication concerns the characteristics 
of the Yam cultlvars grown in the French West Indies. Recently, extensive introductions 
DEGRAS (1968-1972) have been done at the Plant Breeding Station in Guadeloupe, which widen 
the range of our varieties to 175 cultlvars belonging to seven species: D. alata. D. 
cavenensls sensu lato. D. trlflda. D. ηιππππιlarla. D. pentanhvlla. D, esculenta and D. 
bulblfera. 

The brief descriptions here presented will be refined further In order to give a 
precise key of cultlvars determination, ftiey proceed from up to six years of observations. 

Physiological behaviour, morphological traits and cooking aptitude have been taken 
in account. Apart from those well known In species determination (COURSEY, 1967) some of 
than are listed here. Of the physiological behaviour the following aspects seem of value: 
the time of germination, the flowering behaviour, the duration from plantation or germina-
tion to flowering (or bulbils formation) to foliar abclsslon and to tuber maturation. 
Disease susceptibility is important In some species* 

Of the morphological traits the following may be of Interest: the type of phyllotaxy 
and anthocyanlc repartition at a definite time and In definite ecological conditions, 
the occurrence of prickles on steins and roots, the distribution of roots, the cortex and 
flesh coloration of tubers, the general shape of tubers. As for number and weight of 
tubers, representing physio-morphological traits they are difficult to ascertain in all 
conditions though ranalnlng the more sgronomlcally Important characteristic. Cooking 
qualities result from aspect of flesh and taste estimated by local consumers under 
randomized numbers. They are highly relevant to specific regional habits. 

DESCRIPTICM OF THE MAIN CULTIVARS 

Pic scorea alata L. 

"Tahiti" group 

Varieties of this group are partly subspontaneous yams which climb up to 15 meters 
on trees, mostly along forest rivers but generally not too far from cultivated areas. 
They are vigorous, resistant to anthracnosls, set up bulbils, flower profusely (female 
type), have large tubers, generally deeply growing but sometime enlarged near the soil 
surface in a cormllke formation. STEHLE (1946) seems to report this group to D. altlsslma 
lamk. But the comnon form which has no prickles on the stem does not conform to this 
species. GOODING (1960) hesitated aluo for his cultlvars "Ginger", "Long Finger" and 
"Wild Red" and ascribing such types to D. alata. Though this question needs obviously 
more Investigation we maintain this group within D. Alata. 

The varieties differ by the relative production of bulbils to underground tuber. 
A forest-collected clone (TAHITI epom:anfee) gives up to 15% of the whole harvest in 
bulbils. We classify on this point: TAHITI spontanee, SASA (1) TAHITI cultivée, ST. 
MARTIN (Marin), SASA (2) in 1969. An Oceanian type NOUMEA first cultivated without stake 
developed one third of its production in bulbils (1971). Its underground tuber is some-
what roundshaped and very hard. Bulbils rpotdd deeply which growing. 

Ihey differ also In the earlinesa of bulbils formation. In 1967, the following 
sequence occurred: SASSA (1) In September, both TAHITI forma, TELEMAQUE (1) and (2) in 
october, ST. VINCENT BLANC (1) in November. Generally bulbils formation started along 
with flowering. 

Flesh of tuber is whitish to yellowish but turns to grey purplish at cpoklng for some 
types. Tubers are long stout necked with some fingers In the ST. VINCENT type. They 
mature lately. The neck is badly edible sod is used for plantation. 

An lntermidlate group of cultlvars sets up bulbils, flowers easily (always In female 
type) but la less vi gourous, susceptible to anthracnosls, has near surface divided tubers, 
each part being somewhat rounded. Main forms are CAPLAOU (1), ST. VINCENT BLANC (2), ST. 
VINCENT BIANC (STE ROSE), SIE CATHERTHE and ST. VINCENT VIOLET, the two last one having 
purple or white mixed purplish flesh. 



"Pacala" group 

Theae cultlvars are the most appreciated among the species for their cooking qualities, 
dormancy and general presentation. The tubers is more or less without attached roots, has 
a smooth appearance, more or less regular form. The flesh is white or at least creamy. The 
type has no flower, nor bulbils, and though deiversified, remalu without heavy anthocyaned 
organs. 

Six sub-groups can be described: 

1. Susceptibility to anthracnosls in the field is very weak, tubers are somewhat digitated 
or forked, stems and leavee when adult are poorly anthocyaned. BETE-BETE and Ivorian 
introduction, differs from V7 Al {IRAT accession*) by a somewhat longer dormancy, 
shorter vegetative cycle and less heavy tuber. 

2. Susceptibility to anthracnosls remains low, and organs poorly anthocyaned, but tubers 
are very regular, shortly elongated. V7 A/3 is an early maturing clone of this type 
with shorter dormancy than PACAIA STATION end PACAIA COMMUNE, this last one being a 
little less productive than the other which has a later maturity. 

3. Susceptibility to anthracnosls seems higher though not excessive. Anthocyanin is 
developed, tubers are regular, more rounded, with ASHMORA and BARBADOS received from 
Trinidad, while SIGUÏE from Ivory Coast is more elongated. BARBADOS seems to be less 
dormant among the sub-group. 

A. High level of susceptibility to anthracnosis is observed in the field. Tubers are 
regularly elongated and scarcely digitated at the distal point. Anthocyanin is rare. 
Maturity is late. IRAT 72 differs from IRA.T 76 by a shorter dormancy. 

5. High susceptibility is present, tubers are forked. Dormancy can be longer with 
ΑΚΑΖΑΎΑ from West Africa than with local PA-CALA DAME-JEAUNE. 

6. High susceptibility to anthracnosis in the field, anthocyaned organs, regularly 
elongated tubers, short dormancy are the traits of V7 1 and PACALA DOMINIQUE, the late 
having vëry higher yield even taken in account its somewhat better behaviour regarding 
anthracnosis. 

A number of less typically relevant varieties are to set by these sub-groups: ORIENTAL 
from Trinidad differs from the third sub-group by its red-purplish cortex and its ability 
to flower. PYRAMID from Puerto Rico differs by its more round-shapped tuber and its 
flowers. LUPIAS from Oceania is remarkable with its rare case of male flowerint in our 
collection. WANHMAHA (B) from Oceania, CUELLU LAHGO. FUDRIDO, SEAL TOD, SMOOTH STATIA 
received from Puerto Rico (Mayaguez) seem to belong to "Pacala" group. 

Other Varieties 

A number of other D. alata cultlvars cannot: be gathered in important groups. Some are 
highly typified by the~ahape ist their tubers. So are the Ν1 Ζ A and N'ZIOUA from West 
Africa with their long and slender neck but smooth bark which give them a ham appearance. 
So are also the recent Ivorian introductions OUODOUO and OUODOUBLE well described as a 
coiled snake (see MIEGE, 1952) and with which conforma exactly the West Indian cultivar 
SERFEHT. COULEUVRE Is not very far of them. 

A large part of the recently Introduced cultlvars from Oceania and Puerto Rico needs 
more observations. 

Dloflcorea trlflda L. 

The amerlcan species Is well represented by 43 clones from Guadeloupe, Martinique 
(IURA and IRAT collection) and French Guyana, This material Is expending though hybridiza-
tion (DEGRAS, 1969, DEGRAS an al. 1971.) 

Two main unequal groups must be considered, nie flrat one haa flatten horse hoof tubera, 
as short vegetative cycle (five montha), less flowers, shorter leaves. It is the var. 
Tuberose of STEHLE (194«). PATTE A CHEVAL and IRAT 58 are belonging to it. The tuber 

*) IRAT - Institut de Recherches Agronomiques Tropicales et Vivrlerea which transferred 
in 1966 all Its local collection to IURA Research Center in Guadeloupe. 
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flesh is white» The second one, seemed var Genuina by STEHLE, has club-shaped, tuber 
more or less elongated, sometimes spheroidal, a longer cycle duration (six to seven 
months) and diversified flesh coloration. 

Flesh coloration goes from white to purplish (COUŒE COUCHE VIOLETTE), red purple 
(COUCHE COUCHE ROUGE) and deep purple (IRAI 24). May be that anthocyanin intensity appeals 
greater on vegetative organs of white fleshed varieties. Dormancy duration typified some 
varieties: COUCHE OOUCHE VIOLETTE and IRAI 24 remained 35 days dormant while COUCHE COUCHE 
BELFORT and COUCHE COUCHE LONGE reached 50 days. 

Susceptibility to virosls has not be retained in all clones descriptions. But its 
occurrence can be ascertained. Cooking quality is under observation and results are 
somewhat conflicting. 

Sexuality and cultlyar selection 

One can refer to the quoted papers about the extension and use of sexuality in our 
D. trifida selection* Several hundreds of seedlings have been selected. No flowering 
forms were dominant, and among flowering forms, the male dominated. Much has to be 
gained in the control of pollination. Till now only the mother parentage is sure. 

Cycle deseasoning 

Deseasoning is needed for continuoua marketing, as dormancy is not easily controlled* 

Taking advantage of the equatorial cycle adaptations of Just introduced cultlvars 
from French Guyana, some were planted in September 1970. They flower from March to July 
and were harvested in next September (1971). Replanted in October 1971 they are flower-
ing since January 1972. 

Meanwhile the local cultlvars (normal cycle from February to next January) planted in 
September 1971 reached maturity In April 1972. 

Dioscorea cavenensis Lamk (sensu lato) 

Moat authors maintain a separation between a D. rotundata Toir species vlth white 
flesh and a D, cayenensis Lamk with yellov flesh. If this grouping were done in our 
collection, most varieties (18) should belong to D. rotundata, the more common local 
cultlvars being of the GROSSE CAILLE group. Six should be clearly ascribed to D« 
cayenensis sensu stricto: A TOUT TEMPS, GUY, IGNAME JAUNE, IGNAME ?0UI£ (local cultivars), 
KANGBA JAUNE, LOPKA (from Ivory Coast). Three cultlvars show a colour fluctuation depend-
ing from year conditions: V 17/1, SAINT PRIX, GROSSE CAILLE STATION. There is no need to 
underline the limitated value of such a "specific" criteria. ; 

The tubers shape is always elongated hut very often ended by some short digitations 
(A TOUT TEMPS, GUY, COROSSOL, EPINEUSE, GIÈOSSE CAILLE TROIS MOIS, SAINT PRIX) some ended 
with long digitations (GROSSE CAILLE STATION, IGNAME GUINEE, IGNAME JAUNE, IGNAME POULE, 
KANGBA JAUNE, PORTUGAISE EPINEUSE, PORTUGAISE TROIS MOIS, V 17/1, V 24/4). 

A few are always regularly and simply elongated (KANGBA ALENGBE, LOPKA). Tuber 
dormancy is generally short, not exceeding two months. IGNAME PIQUANT, GUINEE, GROSSE 
CAILLE COROSSOL, GROSSE CAILLE TROIS MOIS, GROSSE CAILLE EPINEUSE, PORTUGAISE TROIS MOIS, 
PORTUGAISE EPINEUSE show no more than 20 to 30 days of dormancy. 

Cycle duration from germination to harvest turn around seven months for the latest 
cultlvars (A TOUT TEMPS, GUY, IGNAME PIQUJiNT, IGNAME POGNON, IGNAME POULE, IRAT 49). The 
others take often less than five months senne years. All the cultivera of this apecies 
can be harvested twice or more, depending from the year ecology and plantation time. So 
the ability to regrow after tuber harvest must be taken in account. GROSSE CAILLE 
COROSSOL, GROSSE CAILLE STATION, LOPKA, ST. PRIX which are late maturing cultlvars give 
often a higher yield at the second harvest. It is always the last harvest which give 
the seed pieces. 

Flowering la rather common among this species. But female type are always less 
frequent and no seeds has germinated in our conditions. Flowering starts from one to 
four months after general germination, depending from varieties, plantation time and year 
conditions. A very high fluctuation is obvious. Not all varieties which can flower 
exhibit their flower each year. Over five years of observations we noticed the flowering 
behaviour: 
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Dioscorea Esculentu (Lour) Burk 

This species Is rarely seen In the local fields. It's prickly profuse stems and 
roots, its taste and very long cycle let it aside of interest for most people. 

Only one cultlvar (Fas Possible) was know» In our islands by the year 1965 when we 
Introduced Blafoué Douo from Ivory Coast. Unfortunately this type Is exactly similar. 

Five cultlvars received from Mayaguez In 1971 bring some new traits. Tubers of 
name de Fana are more rounded, tubers of Spindle are more elongated. 

Dlscorea Hummularla IJim. 

Represented by the unique cultlvar WAEL from the Llfou island of Oceenla, this species 
Is very similar to D. Cayensls. But the stasis are not prickly and show and anthocyanlc 
trace all along. Moreover the lenth of foliage duration last over the months and tubers 
grow steadily. The tubers are numerous, whits fleshed, highly appreciated by our tasters. 

Dioscorea peritaphylla L. 

Also represented by a unique cultlvar froin Llfou Island WAHNAOL, this species is very 
distinct by its 3-5 palmate leaves, its numerous little smooth bulbils and Its bowl 
shaped tubers which have a very short dormancy. The upper part of the tuber is covered 
with roots. The flesh is yellow, fibrous and not well appreciated by our testers. It 
flowers in our condition (female type). 

Dioscorea bulblfera L. 

Three clones of this species are now In our collection ADON is the local cultlvar of 
female type without underground tubers. Its bulbils are often triquetrous. THUMA from 
Llfou Island Is of male type, Its inflorescence growing more anthocyaned when opening. 
It has a very hairy underground tuber. 

S U M M A R Y 

The Dioscorea collection placed a't Duclos, Fetit-Bourg, Guadeloupe is described. 
It includes up to date 164 cultlvars among which 75 D, alata. 51 D. trlflda. 26 D. cayenensl 
7 D. esculenta. 3.D. bulblfera. 1 D. numnularla. 1 D. pentaphvlla. Wild types are collected 

In the D. alata two groups are remarkable one apparented to subspontaneous yam "Tahiti" 
possees bulbils and has a very dlfferenclated proximal tuberleatlon are, the other, most 
appreciated typified by the cultiver "facala" has neither bulbils nor clear tuberisation 
area. Growth durations are variable. 

The D. cayenensls Includes forms of D. rotundata and D. cavenensls B.S. They dlstlnguls 
themselves by the absence or short dormancy and earllness. 

The D. Trlflda are In progress for genetieal diversification. The usual cultlvars 
ressources are interesting, notably by their different aptitudes in dlseasonlng, in 
conservation, in their sexuallsatlon and root morphology. 

D, pumnilaria proves to be particularly promising for cooking aptitudes. 

The small growers of the French West Indies are highly interested In the multiplica-
tion of several of these cultlvars associated wich soma Improved cultural technics. 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
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JBEAH TOD AMD SEED DAMAGE BY BtjAN POD BORER 

David W. Walker and Nader G. Vakili 
Senior Scientist, Puerto Rico Nuclear Center, Mayaguez and 
Plant Pathologist, USDA/AID Grain Legume Production Project, 

Federal Experiment Station, Mayaguez 

SUMMARY 

Three varieties esch color of black, brown, and white beans (Phaseolus vulgaris) were 
tested to determine the effect of coat color on susceptibility to bean weevil (Bruchus 
chinensls (Coleoptera Bruchldae) attack. 

Pods of all the varieties tested were attacked by the bean-leaf weevil, however, 
varieties with black seed coat were attacked more frequently than brown or white. Differ-
ences between black and brown or white varieties were significant, differences between 
white and brown varieties were not slgnlflcsnt. 

The number of infested seeds per pod was higher in blsck-coated varieties than brown; 
:-'-whlte-coated varieties suffered the least attacked. 

The ratio of the number of seeds infested to the total number of seeds per variety 
was nearly equal in all varieties. The only differences were in pod puncture rste and 
the number of seeds in each pod. 

- oOo -

SOME ASPECTS ON THE STORAGE CONDITIONS OF THE RED SPANISH PINEAPPLE 

Huge L. Cancel 
Food Technology Laboratory, Agr. Exp.. Station, Univ. Puerto Rico, Puerto Rico 

SUMMARY 

In order to diminish the shipping hazzards, the Puerto Rlcan pineapple growers are 
exporting pineapple fruits in a maturity stage called shipping green. This stage of 
maturity has not reached the proper ripeness and best attributes on the eating quality of 
the fruit. In order to improve these quality attributes more advances stages of ripeness 
are being studied. 

Under controlled conditions, of temperature and relative humidity, we have been sble 
to stored one-fourth ripe pineapple fruit for 16 days at salable condition, compare to 19 
days with the shipping green. The eating quality of this fruit has been found to be 
similar to the half-rlpa and fully ripe fruit. 

- oO Ο -
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STUDSES TO THE GROWTH OF THE CHINESE YAM (Dioscorea esculenta) AND THE BELL YAM 

(Dioscorea trlflda) 

Omawule 
University of Guyana 

INTRODUCTION 

Little research work has been done with root crops In Guyana, and yams In particular 
have apparently had no attention for over a decade. However, the bell yam (Dioscorea 
trlflda) Is native to the South American continent and is widely grown In Guyana. Farmers 
use cultural techniques which are a part of very old traditions and get very poor yields. 
There seemed every Justification, therefore, to embark upon work which would examine some 
factors that control growth and dormancy of yams. This paper reports on some of the pre-
liminary work done to-date. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Experiments were done with the Chinese yam (Dioscorea esculenta) and the bell yam or 
cush-cush (Dioscorea trlflda). Five treatment» were replicated three times In a randomized 
block design. The treatments were as: 

1. D. esculenta - small setts (50 - 109 jgrns) 
2. D. dsculenta - large setts (110 - 170 gms) 
3. D. trlflfa - whole setts (whole tubers) 
4. D. trlflda - top setts (shoot end of tubers) 
5. D. trlflda - tail setts (bottom end of tubers) 

The setts were planted on a ridged uniform mixture of sand, clay, loam, fibre dust 
and rotted sugar-cane filter-press mud. Spacing was 45 cms (18 Ins) in rows 90 cms (3 
feet) apart. Plot size was 3.6 metres χ 7,8 metres (12* χ 26') and guard rows surrounded 
the plots. Planting was done during the third week of June and an 11:11:33 fertilizer 
mixture was applied six weeks later at the rate of 500 kg/ha (4 cwt/acre). Plants were 
staked individually with 3 metre (101) bamboo sticks. A pre-emergence herbicide spray of 
Atrazine was applied at 3*4 kg/ha (3 lbs./acre) and subsequent control was affected by 
hand weeding. Dlthane M-45 was sprayed on all plants at the rate of 2 tablespoons/gallon 
of water to control the spread of blcok lesions which appeared on the leaves of D. trlflda 
some 3 months after planting. 

Three plants were taken as samples from each plot at approximately monthly intervals, 
using a table of random numbers. Roote, shoots and tubers were Immediately separated. 
Tubers were divided Into two equal portions with the same distribution of sizes; one 
portion was used for fresh and dry weight determinations as were the entire root and shoot 
samples and the other portion was used for ascorbic acid measurements. 

Total ascorbic acid was estimated by the dlnitrophenylhydrazine (DNF) method of Roe 
& Oesterllng (6). Each sample (representing 3 plants) wae blended for about 10 seconds 
with 40 mis of cold 0.5% metaphorphoric acid far every gm of tissue. After 3 minutes 
of centrifugatlon at 0°C and 3,300 r.p.m, the supernatant was poured off and stored at 
2°C until further manipulated. One aliquot of the supernatant was treated with acid-
washed Norlt, filtered then in triplicate was put through the DNP paseee; this gave an 
estimate of total ascorbic acid. Another untreated aliquot was titrated In triplicate 
against dlchlorophenollndophenol (DPIP) to give an estimate of reduced ascorbic acid (AA) 
The difference of course represented oxidized ascorbic acid (DHA). In all assays a 
freshly made standard of 0.1 mg AA/ml of 0.5% wtaphosphoric acid was Included; the' AA 
was supplied by B.D.H. Ltd., who claimed 99,77. purity for their product. 

RESULTS AMD DISCUSSION 

D. esculenta gave 99% germination irrespective of eett weight. However, as Fig. 1 
shows large setts gave earlier shoot growth and tuber bulking than small setts. There 
was little detectable difference In root development between large and small sett plants, 
although the former appeared to give earlier root growth. These findings on shoot & 
tuber growth are in accord with those reported by Enyi (1) in Africa while this work 
was In progress. The results herein reported, however, do not suggest that large setts 
give higher final yield than small setts, although there is an Indication that the former 
could possibly provide an earlier harvest If both are planted at the same time. 

D. trlflda unlike tha Chinese yam exhibited marked differences (statistically 
significant at 1% probability level) In gemination depending on sett origin. Whole setts 
gave 81% germination compared to 67% for heads and. 57% for tails the latter two apparently 
suffering from massive infection probably caused by cutting. Fig. 2 shows that although 
head setts had resulted In more shoot dry matter accumulation than wholes and tails had 
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at 4 months after planting, shoot grovth in tails subsequently outstripped both heads 
and wholes which were quite similar In growth pattern from 5 months onwards. Tuber 
development from tails was superior tl that from heads and wholes as their shoot 
development would lead one to expect; however, wholes appeared superior in tuber bulking 
to heads although there was little difference in their shoot growth after 5 months as 
previously observed. The results indicate that ability to germinate in these experiments 
was not associated with ability to accumulate dry matter; the tall setts gave beet results 
in the latter respect but performed pooreet in the former. 

One relevant phenomenon observed was tile late production of new spires, some 7-8 months 
after planting, at the time the old shoots began to die back. Possibly this or flowering 
observed at about the same time, occurred to a greater extent in the heeds than in wholes 
and csused a greater diversion of food materials that would normally have gone to production 
of tuber storee. The data on shoot moisture Indicated a massive increase of fresh material 
in heads and little in wholes over this period. This could explain why the same shoot 
dry matter content in heads and wholes was associated with more tubers In wholes than in 
heads due to less diversion of aselmllates in the former case. 

Generally tuber weights at harvest were very low, 30-60 guts (1-2 oza) dry weight per 
plant and this could possibly be related to two periods of flowering observed. The first 
peak was observed In November about 4 1/2 menthe after planting and coinciding with the 
commencement of tuber-bulking; the second plfiase had a peak in February about 7 1/2 months 
after planting tfilch was in a period during vh Ich rapid tuber bulking normally occurs. 
Data giving details of flowering were unavailable but if the same plants flowered twice 
then much lower yields would be expected from thai than from plants which only flowered 
either in November or February. Flowering In D. splculiflora (4) is apparently dependent 
on a short daylength stimulus and If this is so for D. trlfIda early planting would 
probsbly Increase yield by allowing more leaf area accumulation before flowering occurs 
in November and permitting a harvest before much flowering In February. 

Ascorbic Acid Levels 

The oxidized form of ascorbic ecld (DHA) represented less than 5% of the total (AA + 
DHA) In almost all assays and, therefore, fluctuations here did not appear importent. 
The levels of total ascorbic seid In all cases fell as tuber bulking proceeded and then 
Increased again during the last phases of tuber maturation. Fig. 3 Indicates that for 
D. esculenta higher levels existed in tubers of large sett plants than in thoee of small 
Bett plants at 4 months sfter planting. However, at harvest plants from both types of 
material had similar levels. A connection between auxin level changes, ascorbic acid 
level changée and ehoot and tuber growth seems probable. If one then Invokes lowering 
of ascorbic acid levels as being associated with tuber development then the final upswing 
aeen in Fig. 3 could be related to renewed shoot growth which was observed shortly before 
harvest; such regrowth could, like auxin and ascorbic acid levels, be associated with 
some environmental variable like photoperlod. 

It is Interesting to note in this connection that Gamer and Allard (2) reported an 
inverse relationship between tuber yield and shoot growth for D. alata; short days vere 
found to promote tuber growth In this species. Workers with vine cutting (3,5) also 
found similar relationships between daylength, shoot growth and tuber growth. 

Changes in ascorbic acid levels In tubers of D. trlf Ida generally followed a pattern 
similar to that observed for D. eaculenta - see Fig. 4. It is, however, peculiar that 
the patterns for tall setts and whole settB were very similar and differed slightly from 
that for head setts where there seated to be less variation; the reasons for this are 
obBcure. Early shoot growth, flowering and subsequent renewed shooting must all be 
controlling factors with respect to tuber yield. Insufficient data on the latter two make 
it Impossible to assess here possible differences in their effects on plants derived from 
different types of planting material. Further study of ascorbic acid and hormone changes 
through dormancy and growth will undoubtedly shed more light on the subject. 

S U M M A R Y 

Preliminary investigations were done into some factors that control the growth and 
dormancy of the Chinese yam (D Iosco rea esctilenta) and the bell yam (Dloecorea trlf Ida). 

D. esculenta exhibited 99% germination irrespective of planting sett sise. Small 
setts initially gave slower accumulation of dry matter in shoots and tubers than did 
large Betts; both types of planting material resulted in the same average final tuber 
yield although large setts gave this yield earlier-
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D. trifida exhibited 811 germination of whole tubere compared to 67% and 577. of head 
and tail setts,respectively. All setts «ere about the sane weight and the differences 
which were statistically significant appeared to be caused by different rates of infection 
of the planting material. Differences in dry matter accumulation in shoots derived from 
different types of planting setts did not correspond to differences observed in the rate 
of dry matter accumulation In respective tubere; although the data Is insufficient to 
clearly determine the causes of this phenomenon, observed differences in the extent of 
fresh shooting late in the growing season and possible differences In rate and frequency 
of flowering provide possible explanations. 

Ascorbic acid levels for all yams fell an tuber bulking proceeded but rose again 
slightly at the end of the growth period. The observations fit the suggestion that the 
level of ascorbic acid In the tuber is related to the rate of tuber and shoot growth. 
It Is expected that further studies of the changes that occur in levels of ascorbic, 
acid and 'hormonea' during the growth and doniancy of these yams will provide useful 
explanations. 
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SOME FEATURES OF THE MARKET FOR ROOT CROPS PRODUCED IM THE COMMONWEALTH CARIBBEAN 

Lloyd B. Ranklne 
Department of Agricultural Economics and Farm Management, UWI, St. Augustine, Trinidad 

INTRODUCTION 

The main objective of this paper is to highlight some of the features of the market 
for root crops produced in countries of the Conmonwealth Caribbean. In the firBt part 
of the paper, both the regional and extra regional trades are described. The channels 
through which these sales are conducted a:c discussed. Attention is also focussed on 
some of the problems Involved and what measuree may be adopted to minimize the effects 
of these problème. 

The market for root crops produced in countries of the Commonwealth Caribbean can 
be divided Into two basic components. Firstly there is an Internal demand component, 
i.e. the demand for these comnodlties within the territory of production and secondly 
there is a regional demand component, l.e, the demand in non-producing territories. 
To these we can sdd a third component - the demand In extra-regional countries - such as 
the United Kingdom, United States of America, Canada and to a lesser extent, certain 
European countries. One of the greatest desires of economic planners, market administra-
tors and other interested persons In the Region, would be to find some mechanism to 
evaluate precisely the magnitude of these demands. While theoretical formulations exist, 
the data needed to fill the cells of the formula lack the necessary detail and accuracy 
even on a country basiB. It le against this background that organizations Buch as the 
Caribbean Free Trade Association (CARIFTA) Secretariat, located In Guyana, are operating. 

Despite the failure to come up with accurate estimates of these variouB demands, 
a significant amount of trade occurs both externally and internally, in these commodities. 
In the remainder of this section an attempt will be made to trace the external flow of 
selected root crops from three countries, Barbados, St. Vincent and Jamaica, chosen as 
representative of the Commonwealth Caribbean. Together they constitute the largest 
producers and exporters of root crops in the Region. 

EXPORTS 0E ROOT CHOPS FROM BABB&DOS 

Data provided in Table 1 show the trend In exports of total root crops from Barbados. 
Between 1963 and 1969, approximately 15.1 million pounds of root crops were exported 
from Barbados. This amount represents an average of over two million pounds each year. 
Using 1963 as the base year, It can be seen that the increases in the quantities of root 
crops exported varied between 91 and 289 per cent. Exports decreased slightly in 1967 
and 1968 but began to rise again in 1969. However, exports had not by 1969, sttained 
the 1966 levels. 

The bulk of the exports from Barbados went to extra-regional markets. This Informa-
tion is shown in Table 1. With the exception of 1963, 1965 and 1969, more than 96 per 

Table 1 Exports of Root Crops: Barbados. 1963-69 

Year 
ι Γ 
quantities Exported 

(lbs.) 
Per Cent 
Increase 

' Extra-Regional exports as a percentage 
' of Total Root Crop Exports 1 

1963 812,411 C 88 
1964 1,554,670 + 91 96 
1965 3,160,561 + 289 91 
1966 2,637,940 + 225 96 
1967 2,531,757 + 213! 99 
1968 2,173,989 + 168 97 
1969 2.253.328 + 177 88 

Total 15.124.656 

cent of total root crop exports went to countries outside the Caribbean Region, Total 
quantities exported and their destinations are presented in Table 2. During the period 
under observation the major importer was the United Kingdom with an annual average of 1.5 

*Conmonwealth Caribbean refers to the English epeaking countries in the West Indies that 
are menbers of the British Conmonwealth 
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lable 2 Exporta of Boot Crops lu Pounds to Extra-ReKlona 1 Destinations; 
Barbados. 1963-69 

Year 
( 
1 Extra-Regional Destinations 

1 
• Total Year 

1 U.K. U.S.A. 1 Canada 1 

1963 600,713 114,200 714,913 
1964 1,300,216 149,060 38,500 1,487,776 
1965 2,101.845 791,000 — 2,892,845 
1966 2,331,615 252,645 8 2,584,268 
1967 2,076,588 435,000 2,050 2,513,638 
1968 1,060,759 1,092,400 300 2,153,459 
1969 664.650 1.223.181 2.750 1.890.581 

Total 10.136.386 4.057.486 43.608 14.237.480 
Source: Overseas Trade Reports, Barbados 

million pounds per year, irt)lle the U.S.A. averaged 0,5 million pounds per year. On the 
other hand, Canada only provided a small and Irregular export market for Barbados, 

The above data show that only relatively small quantities of root crops reached 
markets located vlthln the Caribbean Region. Further, available evidence presented In 
the following section shows that yams constitute by far the largest per cent of total 
root crops exported from Barbados. The only other root crops worthy of note, In terms 
of exports, are sweet potatoes and to a lesser extent eddoes. This situation can be 

Table 3 Exports of Tarns by Destination: Barbados. 1967-69 

Destination Quantities Exported (lbs.) 
1967 ' 1968 1969 

Extra-Regional 
1 • • • 

U.K. 2,066,704 1,055,334 663,250 
U.S.A. 435,000 ' 1,092,400 1 1,223,181 
Canada 900 ' 300 ' 1.950 

Sub-total 2,502,604 
1 1 
• 2,148,034 ' • 1 1,888,381 

Regional • 1 
St. Lucia 200 1 1,300 ' - -

Montserrat 1,545 ' 500 ' — 
Antigua 1,300 7,630 19,495 
Trinidad 2,750 ' 800 1 52,030 
Bermuda 10,250 1 5,400 570 
Guyana 150 - -

Dominica - - 125,000 
St. Vincent - - 1 t 50,000 
Bahamas - - 9,200 
Stores 24 1 600 ' — 

Sub-total 16.219 
1 1 

16.230 ' 256.295 

Total 2.518.823 2.164.264 2.144.676 
Source: Overseas Trade Reports, Barbados 

clearly seen when the data presented In Tables 3, 4 and 5 for yams, sweet potatoes and 
eddoes, respectively, are compared with data presented In Table 1 for all root crops. 
It should be noted that the total figures In the table might not be similar due to 
errors In reporting. 
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Table 4 Exporta of Sweet Potatoes bj Destination: Barbados. 1967-69 

Destination Quantities Exported (lbs,) Destination 
1967 • 1968 1 1969 

Extra-Regional 
U.K. 
Canada 
Puerto Rico 

924 
850 

1 
1 
t 
1 

3.750 

1 
ι 
I 
1 
1 

1,400 
500 

Sub-Total 1,774 
1 
1 
1 3,750 

1 
1 
r 1,900 

Regional 
Antigua 
St. Kitts 
Trinidad 
Bahamas 
Stores 

— 

t 
r 
I 
r 
1 
1 

250 
I 
1 
( 
t 
r 
I 

46,430 
2,400 
46,672' 
1,000 
150 

Subtotal 
1 
1 250 1 96.652 

Total 1.774 
» I 

4.000 
1 
t 98.552 

Source: Overseas Trade Reports, Barbados 

Table 5 Exports of Eddoes Destination : Barbados. 1967-69 

Destination Quantities Exported (lbs.) 
1967 1 1968 1 1969 

Extra-Regional 
U.K. 
Canada 

8,960 
300 

t 
1 
1 5,425 

1 
1 
1 
1 100 

Sub-Total 9,260 
1 
t » 5,425 

1 
1 
1 100 

Regional 
Bermuda 
Bahamas 

— 

I 
» 
r 300 

1 
1 
1 7,500 

1.000 

Sub-total 
1 
f 300 f 8.500 

Total 9.260 
I 
1 5.725 1 8.600 

Source: Overseas Trade Reports, Barbados 

EXPORTS OF ROOT CHOPS FROM ST. VIHCBHT 

Quantities of root Mops exported frein St. ulncent and their variation between 1958 
and 1967 (years for which complete data are avellable) are presented in Table 6. During 
the period St. Vincent exported approximately 60.1 million pounds of root crops, an 
average of 6 million pounds for each of the years. (Theae Include yarns, sweet potatoea 
and tannlers).s · Despite this, exports varied significantly during the period, falling Co 
an Index of 70 Vith a 1954 base year in 1961 and rising by 1967 to an Index of 134. How 
ever. If 1963 data Is used as the basis for comparison then it will be seen that quantities 
exported Increased continuously to an index of 165 per cent at the end of 1967. 

Table 6 Exports of Root Crops: St. Vincent. 1958-67 

Year , Quantities Exported 
. (lbs.) 

— ι 
' Perçant ι Increase 

1958 
1 ' - Φ 
' 6,249,642 

I 
' 0 

1959 ' 6,776,550 ' +8.4 
1960 ' 5,858,846 ' -6.3 
1961 ' 4,375,779 ' -30.0 
1962 5,165,175 ' -17.4 
1963 5,065,465 ' -19.0 0 
1964 ' 5,152,182 ' -17.6 +1.7 
1965 ' 6,012,115 1 - 4.0 +18.7 
1966 ' 7,852,251 ' +25.6 +55.0 
1967 ' 8.380.850 1 +34.1 465.0 

Total 
1 
' 60.888.855 

ι 
t 

- Source: Overseas Trade Reports, St. Vincent, 1958-1967 
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According to data presented in Table 7, sweet potatoes constituted by far the largest 
of the export items included in the table. Eddoes were next in importance followed by 
yams and then tanniers. Information on the distribution (percent) of these commodities 
with respect to total quantities exported, axe also given for each of the years. 

Table 7 Quantities of Root Crops Exported from St. Vincent by Crops, 1958-67 

Year 
Quantities Exported [lbs.) 

Year 
Yams (% of 

Total) 
Sweet 
Potatoes 

(% of 
Total) Tannias (% of 

Total) Eddoes (% of 
Total) 

1958 85, 907 (1-37) 5,936,472 (94.9) 36,300 (0.60) 190,963 (3.0 ) 
1959 79 877 (1.17) 6,407 772 (94.5) 62,821 (0.92) 226,075 (3.3 ) 
1960 119 289 (2.03) 5,298,816 [90.4) 18,601 (0.32) 422,140 [7.2 ) 
1961 220 611 (5.04) 3,831,699 (87-5) 30,088 (0.68) 293,381 (6.7 ) 
1962 400 307 (7.75) 4,467,898 (86.5) 101,738 (1.96) 195,232 (3.8 ) 
1963 482 887 (9.53) 4,171,803 (8.2,4) 161,595 (3.19) 249,180 (4.92) 
1964 378 547 (7.35) 4.420,621 (8.5.8) 105,690 (2.03) 247,324 (4.80) 
1965 448 462 (7.46) 5,045,805 (83.9) 182,060 (3.03) 335,788 (5.58) 
1966 4u8 111 (5.96) 6,321,066 (80.5) 348,390 (4.43) 714,684 (9.10) 
1967 945 049 (11.28) 5,344,596 (63. 8) 1,123,602 (13.40) 967,603 (11.54) 

Total 3,629 047 - 51,246,548 - 2,170,885 - 3,842,370 -

Table 8 Quantities of Yams Exported from St. Vincent by Destination, 
1960-67 

Extra-Regional Exports Regional ExpoTts 
Total Year Quantities 

(lbs.) 
(% of 
Total) 

Quantities 
(lbs.) 

(% Of 
Total) 

Total 

1960 41,907 (35) 77,382 (65) 119,289 

1961 147,769 (67) 72,842 (33) 220,611 

1962 324,612 (81) 75,695 (29) 400,307 

1963 318 653 (66) 164,234 (34) 482, 887 

1964 91,345 (24) 287,202 (76) 378,547 

1965 155,575 (35) 2:92,887 (65) 448,462 
1966 182,495 (39) 2:85,616 (61) 468 111 

1967 786,032 (83) 159,017 (17) 945,049 

Total 2,048,388 1,414,875 - 3,463,263 

Source: Overseas Trade Reports, St. Vincent. 
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Detail breakdown of quantities of jams, sweet potatoes, eddoes and tannlers exported 
by destination are given in Tables 8 to 11. In general, the bulk of the yams exported 
from St. Vincent was evenly distributed between countries outside the Region and those 
within the Region. 

Exports of sweet potatoes presented a very different pattern because the bulk of the 
quantities exported, remained within the Region. In fact the percentage remaining in the 
Caribbean varied between 88 and 99 per cent for the period under observation. This picture 
Is clearly shown ln Table 9. 

Table 9 Quantities of Sweet Potatoes Ε snorted From St . Vincent. by Destination, 
1960-67 

1 Extra-Regional Rxports I Regional Exports 1 
' Total 
1 
' Total 

Quantities 1 01 of 1 Quantities ' (% of 1 
1 (lbs.) • total) (lbs.) ' Total) 1 

1960 178,625 (3) 5,120,191 (97) 5,298,816 
1961 44,605 (1) 3,787,094 (99) 3,831,699 
1962 27,525 (1) 4,440,369 (99) 4,467,894 
1963 38,375 (1) 4,133,428 ( » ) 4,171,803 
1964 156,710 (4) 4,263,911 (96) 4,420,621 
1965 128,584 (3) 4,917,221 (97) 5,045,805 
1966 730, 923 (12) 5,590,143 (88) 6,321,066 
1967 290.227 (6) 5.054.369 (94) 5.344.596 

Total 1, .595.574 37.306.726 38.902.300 
Source: Overseas Trade Reports, St. Vincent 

Most of the tanniae exported from St. Vincent went to markets outside the Region. 
While these quantities were not as large ss in the case of sweet potatoes, nevertheless, 
they represented between and 89 per cent of total quantities exported during the 
period. This means that between 11 and 52 per cent went to markets within the Region 
(see Table 10). On the other hand the bulk of the eddoea exported from St. Vincent, went 
to markets located within the Region. These quantities varied between 60 end 96 percent 
of total exports (see Table 11). 

As in the use of Barbados, the United Kingdom, the U.S.A. and to s lesser extent 
Canada were the chief export markets for root crops exported from St. Vincent. The two 
major regional markets were Trinidad and Tobago (chief market ln the case of sweet 
potatoes, yams and eddoes), and Antigua (tannlers). 

EXTORTS OF ROCT CHOPS FROH JAMAICA 

Total quantities of yams, sweet potatoes, dasheen and Irish potatoes exported from 
Jamaica between 1964 and 1970 (data foi; each crop vary) are presented ln Tables 12 to 15. 

Data given in Table 12 relate to yams. Between 1964 and 1970 s total of 6 million 
pound a of yams were exported firm Jamaica. Of this amount, more than 85 percent went to 
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markets outside the Region. In fact, in the first two years all the yams exported 
from Jamaica vent to markets outside the Region. 

Table 10 Exports of Tanniers bj Destination: St. Vincent. 1960-67 
ι ι—- 1 
, Extrs Regional Exports i Regional Exports 
1 Quantities ' (X of Quantities (X of t 
1 (lbs.) Total) ' (lbs.) ' Total) r 

1960 12,149 (65) 6,452 (35) 18,601 
1961 19,985 (67) 10,103 (33) 30,088 
1962 82,762 (81) 18,976 (19) 101,738 
1983 138,995 (86) 22,600 (14) 161,595 
1964 51,300 (4β) 54,390 (52) 105,690 
1965 121,052 (66) 61,008 (34) 182,060 
1966 242,820 (69) 105,570 (31) 348,390 
1967 1.009.915 (89) 113.687 (11) 1.123.602 
Total 1.678. 978 392.786 2.071.764 

Source: Oversees Trade Reports, St. Vincent 

Table 11 Exports of Eddoes by Destination: St. Vincent. 1960-67 
t 

Year ' Extra-Regional Exports j Regional Exports I 
' Total 1 Quantities 1 (X of Quantities (X of r 

1 (lbs.) · Total) ' (lbs.) Total) t 

1960 148,255 (40) 273,885 (60) 422,140 
1961 44,414 (22) 248,967 88 293,381 
1962 35,021 (18) 160,211 82 195,232 
1963 23,690 (10) 225,490 90 249,180 
1964 16,880 ( 4) 230,444 96 247,324 
1965 5,010 ( 4) 330, 778 96 335,788 
1966 54,578 ( 8) 660,106 92 714,684 
1967 349.723 (36) 617.880 64 967.603 

Total 677.571 2.747.761 3.425.332 
Source: Overseas Trade Report s, St. Vincent 

Table 12 Quantities of Yams Exported by Destination: Jamaica. 1964-70 
1 

Year \ 
1 

Extra-Regional Exports , Regional Exports 
r 
' Total 

1 
Year \ Quantities * (% of ' Quantities (X of t 

1 (lbs.) Total) ' (lbs.) Total) 1 

1964-65 281,625 100 _ 281,625 
1965-66 164,903 100 - - 164,903 
1966-67 1,257,048 99.2 9,151 O.fi 1,266,199 
1967-68 876,995 96.7 29,344 3.3 905,439 
1968-69 1,317,152 97.0 41,482 3.0 1,358,634 
1969 557,008 85,7 92,890 14,3 649,898 
1970 1.664.496 97.4 43.936 2.6 1. 708.432 

Total 6.118.327 _ 216.803 __ 6.335.130 
Source: Overseas Trade Reporta, Jamaica 

Table 13 Quantities of Sweet Potatoeu Exported by Destination: Jamaica. 
1968-70 

1 
Year ' 

I , Extra-Regional Exports 
1 , Regional Exports 

1 
' Total 

1 Quantities ' a of 1 Quantities ' 1 (X of 1 
1 (lbs.) 1 Total) (lbs.) ' Total) r 

1968 37,779 (91) 3,564 (9) 41,343 
1969 42,702 59 29,540 41 72,242 
1970 2.362 68 1.120 32 3.482 

Total 82.843 _ 34,224 117,067 
Source: Overseas Trade Reports, Jamaica. 
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Data available for 1968-70 show that even though sveet potatoes exported from 
Jamaica vere in relatively Bmall quantities, the bulk of these went to extra-regional 
markets (between 59 and 91 per cent). Exports decreased significantly between 1969 
and 1970. 

Table 14 Quantities of Dasheen Exported b£ Destination: Jamaica. 1968-70 

Year 
τ 
, Extra-Regional Exports 

-I 
, Regional Exports 

"I 
' Total 

1 Quantities 
(lbs.) 

(% of 
' Total 

1 Quantities ' (% of 
* (lbs.) * Total) 

r 
I 

1968 
1969 
1970 

1,750 
253,073 
339.480 

100 
100 
100 

- 1,750 
253,073 
339.̂ -80 

Total 594.303 594.303 
Source: Overseas Trade Reports, Jamalcs 

Table 15 Quantities of Irieh Potatoes Exported to Countries within 
the Region: Jamaica, 1966-70 

Year 
1 
1 
1 

Quantities Exported (Regional) 
(lbs.) 

1966-67 
1967-68 
1968-69 
1969-70 

264, 500 
3,222,995 

27,300 
93.400 

Total 3.608.195 
Source: Oversees Trade Reports, Jamaica. 

À11 of the dasheen exported from Jamaica between 1968 and 1970 vent to marketB 
outside the Caribbean Region and these exports showed an increasing trend over the 
period. This picture is clearly shown in T»Mr 14.. 

Table 15 shows data on Irish potatoes exported from Jamaica between 1966 and 1970. 
In contrast to the other root crops exported from Jamaica as well as Barbados and St. 
Vincent, (the markets lie mainly outside the Region), the market for Jamaica Irish 
potatoes is primarily a regional one. Exports have, however, fallen drastically since 
1967-68, 

It is clear from the above data that a considerable export trade in selected root 
crops has been built up between these Caribbean countries and the United Kingdom, the 
United States of America and to eome extent Canada as well as among the Caribbean 
countries themselves. But while the extra-regional trade showed some relatively minor 
fluctuations this was not the case with the regional trade except in a few circumstances. 
Intra-regional exports of these products tend to be sporadic mainly because most of 
these countries produce similar crops and only Import when there Is an apparent decline 
in production or when demand exceeds supply. The only exceptions to this are Irish 
potato trade between Jamaica and other Caribbean countries (Jamaica is the leading 
producer of this commodity within the Conmonwealth Caribbean) and until recently the 
sweet potato trade between St. Vincent and Trinidad and Tobago. 

One of the reasons for the build-up of a steady export trade with the U.K., the 
U.S.A. and to a lesser extent Canada has been the Increase of Caribbean and African 
populations resident in these countrlen. (This rapid build-up began ln the mld-flftles 
and la continuing at a deliberately slower pace). One apparent exception is tha flow 
of Puerto Ricana in and out of the U.S., mainland. Another reason has been the recogni-
tion by Caribbean policy-makers that traditional export crops such as bananas and augar-
cane stand to lose their preferential market treatment because of present trade agree-
ments between the U.K. and the other members of the European Economic Community. Because 
of this, there has been definite attempts to diversify the export trade. 

In pursuing these lines of action positive meaeures have been taken to stimulate 
development of the export trade in theise countrlea through the creation of a number of 
trading institutions. As will be seen later thé rapid Increase ln quantities of these 
cosraodltles exported are largely the result of tha functions of these institutions. 
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MARKET INSTITUTIONS - PUBLIC AND PRIVATE 

Within the last ten years or more, there has been a rapid increase in the number of 
institutions catering to both the regional and extra-regional trade in root crops. This 
increase has occured both in the public and private sectors. Our primary Interest here 
Is in the institutions created by the public sector because, as will be shown later, it 
is they who have been largely responsible for the stimulation and development of the 
export trade in these crops. 

Marketing of root crops through public sgencles is not a new phenomenon nor is It 
unique to the Caribbean Region because this idea has been used effectively in many 
developing countries. What are now known as marketing corporations (Jamaica and Barbados) 
or marketing boards (St. Vincent) were once small branches of government departments 
almost performing similar functions. Support for their reorganization and modernization 
came from many quarters. The feeling that only government could afford the basic 
infrastructure necessary to promote orderly marketing of these commodities was widespread. 
Historically, marketing of root crops lacked the benefits of well organized programmes 
similar to those existing for the traditional export crops. Therefore, if root crops are 
to earn eome foreign exchange on the export market such mechanisms are necessary, 

A brief visit to any of the public agencies will show that in many respects they are 
structurally similar. Operating procedures are also similar but the same cannot be said 
of their overall efficiency. Basically, these agencies are semi-government institutions 
and have a common objective--the development of a proper and efficient marketing system 
and the promotion of efficient production of food crops. By law they are the sole 
exporters of toot crops. However, they have the power to grant licences to individuals 
or companies that wish to engage in the export trade. Most of these agencies operate 
from a central unit generally located in the capital cities, but in some cases (Jamaica) 
branch stations are established in close proximity to the production areas. In countries 
where no such arrangements exist these agencies find great disfavour among farmers who 
often experience difficulty in transporting their produce to the central units. 

More often than not these agencies handle several crops e.g. the Barbados Marketing 
Corporation handles approximately 54 commodities including yams, sweet potatoes and 
Irish potatoes. 

In most cases, both wholesale and retail outlets are operated Jointly with the 
export trade. Depending on the country, the retail outlets are generally fashioned 
after the supermarket format. The presence of the retail outlet is explained by the 
fact thst in many cases these agencies are supposed to become self-supporting, and this 
is highly unlikely if operations Bre based purely on wholesale transactions. 

Frequently, the system is adopted whereby farmers can register with the agencies 
and in this way they are guaranteed a market for their produce. However, discussions 
held with administrators of these agencies Indicate that farmers generally wait until 
their crops are almost ready for harvest before contracts are made. Very often these 
agencies are unable to handle some of the produce because of previous over-commitments. 

The magnitude of the task undertaken by these agencies often necessitate high 
capital outlay in buildings, transportation and established staff In order to carry out 
the responsibility of catering to both the domestic and export trade. 

Side by side with these agencies are several well established and efficiently 
organized private traders who in many cases, liave found it convenient to cooperate with 
the public agencies particularly in the extra-regional trade. These private traders 
vary from subsidiaries of what we call "mini-multi-national cooperations" with huge 
complexes similar in capacity to thoae found :1η the public agencies, to sole individuals 
operating from their backyards, but nevertheless, doing similar amount of business as 
their larger counterparts. 

MARKETING OF ROOT CROPS 

In this section an attempt will he made to trace very briefly, the general marketing 
of root crops. In order to present a clear picture, selling on the domestic market is 
separated from selling on the foreign markets even though there may be some degree of 
relationship between them. In view of this, dlscueslone will first centre around the 
domestic market. 

It is sometimes difficult to define precisely where the marketing function begins. 
But for our purposes this point will start when harvest has been completed. In general, 
there are no distinctions between root crops intended for the export trade and those 
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destined for the local trade. However, In some cases (Barbados) the position is 
slightly different where special arrangements exist between a marketing firm involved 
in the export trade and a number of producers. A significantly large percent of 
root crops produced ln the Caribbean enters the local trade either through direct sales 
by the farmer or through the marketing boards, corporations or marketing agencies. The 
produce is either collected by these agencies and then channelled through their whole-
sale and retail outlets after some minimum amount of processing, or is handled through 
the higglering system known by varying namiis in the respective countries e.g. the hawker/ 
huckster system (in Barbados). Male or female hawkers/hucksters go into the field harvest 
the crop (optional) and dispose of the produce in whatever way seems appropriate. Producers 
depending on these arragements, especially when they try to reduce production costs by a 
transfer of the harvest function, sometime:; end up on the losing end due to high spoilage 
rates. Producers frequently resort to thi:3 system mainly because of shortage of labour 
to harvest the crop. 

Produce handled by the hawkers or higglers enters the market through traditional 
open markets or other public facilities provided by the government (not to be confused 
with the marketing boards depots or corporations). In these instances the produce is 
sold without any selection or grading and is generally offered to the public in 
convenient (arbitrary) units (heaps, baskets, bags, etc.) Strong bargaining generally 
surround these transactions. 

Root crops destined for the domestic 'market or export trade pass through a number 
of stages once they reach the marketing boards, corporations or depots, or the private 
trader engaged ln the export of these conmodities. In general they receive the same 
pre-export treatment. Further those for extra-regional export often go through additional 
processing in order to withstand the stress of long ocean transport. 

Even though the primary Interest ln this paper Is the features of the total market, 
it is felt that special emphasis should be given to some problems with export market 
in view of the trend ln the discussions so far. 

Despite the fact that the export market is only a small percent of the total market 
for root crops produced ln the countries included in the study, nevertheless, it is an 
important aspect of trade. Preliminary delta obtained from marketing agencies indicate 
that they export between 10 and 80 per cent of total root crops that are channelled 
through their organizations. 

PROBLEMS WITH MAHKETIHC ROOT CROPS EXTERNALLY 

Because enough Is not known about the export market for root crops, it is difficult 
to assess which is most efficient, the export or domestic marketing arrangements. 

Market administrators involved in the export of root crops are in general agree-
ment that the problem is s difficult one under present conditions. In addition to the 
general complaint of irregularity in supply one of the biggest problems is the lack 
of a cheap, frequent and efficient transport system. This is mainly applicable to 
extra-regional export. A significant proportion of regional trade ln root crops is 
handled by schooners ertlich frequently ply between the islands. However, even then the 
freight rates charged are reportedly excessively high. In cases where imports and 
exports are controlled by the marketing board, these rates can be monitored very effectively. 
Another complaint with the schooner system is that they lack adequate facilities to 
handle large quantities of these commodities efficiently. 

Problems with extra-regional transport are similar to those with regional transpor-
tation system. In many cases shipments of root crops to the U.K. ln particular, await 
the arrival and convenience of the banana boats ertlich generally operate on a two-week 
basis. Shipments to U.S.A. and Canada are generally done by air freight because of the 
potentially higher prices in these markets. Proper transportation is crucial to the 
entire success of the export trade because time of arrival as well as condition of arrival 
is a very important aspect of marketing. Caribbean root crop exports face tremendous 
competition fron similar supplies originating from African countries which reportedly 
are able to ship their produce to the U.K. ln less time than shipments from the Conmon-
vealth Caribbean. Competition is less intense ln U.S.A. and Canada but seems to exist 
among Caribbean suppliers themselves In both markets* 

Besides transportation difficulties, exporters are never sure whether they will get 
adequate compensation from their agents. Since sales are usually done on a consignment 
basis, without adequate representation al: the other end, it is clear that they operate 
at a disadvantage unless consignees act In good faith. Caribbean exporters confess to 
a lack of knowledge of the markets for their produce. It is virtually impossible to 
get an accurate assessment of market from 3,000 and 4,000 miles away. 
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SUMMARY AND C0K<3LUSI0M$ 

Ilils paper has attempted to highlight soins of the features of the market for root 
crops produced in selected countries of the Commonwealth Caribbean. In doing so the 
flow of certain root crops — yams, sweet potatoes, tanniers, dasheen, eddoes and Irish 
potatoes, between Barbados, St. Vincent and Jamaica and regional and extra-regional 
markets was described. It was shown that over the years there has been a steady build-
up of trade In some of these conmodities and that this was largely due to the creation 
of state-operated marketing boards, marketing depots and marketing corporations supported 
by similar efforts In the private sector. These state-Operated agencies were established 
In response to pressures from producers of non-traditional export crops and also because 
of the need to fully diversify the export trades at the official level. 

Brief reference was made to the channels through which root crops were sold. It 
waa indicated that the marketing system failed to function efficiently particularly in 
the export trade because of lack of adequate transportation, especially for extra-
regional exports, high freight rates (especially ocean freight) and Irregular supply of 
produce« In addition, there was also the lack of complete knowledge of the market. 

Of all the problems listed, It would appear that the problem of transportation seems 
the most crucial. It seems unlikely that the prices of root crops will remain high 
enough to encourage air freight because the rates do not appear to be decreasing at the 
present time· What this means is that eerious consideration should be given to changing 
the form in which these products are marketed« Modest attempts are presently being 
made to manufacture sweet potato flour and yam flakes. However, It Is recognized that 
a fair amount of these commodities will still be demanded In the fresh form. 

But in addition to the transportation problem, one can Identify certain weaknesses 
as In the present market mechanism, which in some respects control the export trade. 
There seems to be a definite need to strengthen the export function of the state-
operated bodies· This can be done by separating the export arm from other sections since 
this is, in itself, a formidable undertaking which requires highly competent and 
technical staff. In addition some attention should be given to a reduction In the number 
of crops handled. However, if the export function Is strengthened this need not happen. 
Admittedly, there exiets in eome of these countries, import-export firms which are 
government'Bupported; but it is not clear what type of liaison is maintained with either 
the marketing corporations or the private export traders» It is also recognized that 
the Caribbean Free Trade Association is attempting to coordinate the flow of trade 
between member countries but it is not clear if this Association (CARIFTA) is giving any 
attention to extra-regional exports. 

There seems to be the need for more coordination among the export arms of the 
various state-operated marketing agencies, especially those engaged in selling theee 
commodities on the extra-regional markets. Further eome common representations in 
the U.K. market seem desirable. But this repraeentation should be one that is fully 
integrated with local organizations. Such representation would be able to conduct 
continuous assessement of the market, distribute the produce and take measures to increase 
the demand for these conmodlties· 
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MECHANIZED PRODUCTION OF GRAIN AND LEGUME CROPS 

IN TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO 

A Report on the Work, of the Chaguaramas 
Agricultural Development Project 

Lawrence Cross 

A lot has been written and said about the need for and importance of crop diversifi-
cation in the Caribbean countries. This of course, depends on finding cropr which will 
give reasonable returns and are adapted to perform weii under local conditions· The 
amount of attention which this Society has paid to maize in the past (3) has resulted in 
the increased importance which agriculturists and governments of the region have attached 
to maize production. Many of us hope that this new interest may lead to the establish-
ment of a viable maize industry in the Caribbean area. 

All the reports published on the feasibility of maize growing in the Caribbean have 
made favourable predictions about the economic prospects of large-scale production of 
the crop in the area. In Trinidad and Tobago, in particular, a series of studies carried 
out at the Texaco Pood Crop Demonstration Farm and reported in the Farm bulletin (1) 
have led to the conclusion that "maize for grain cannot be profitably grown unless a high 
degree of mechanization is practiced on a reasonable large acreage. For maximum returns, 
yields per acre must be maintained over the 3,500 Iba. level and cost must be reduced to 
a minimum, i.e. below £ 150.00 per acre,, This leaves $ 100«00 net profit per acre which 
should be a reasonable return on the investment required." 

Another crop which is used widely in the production of animal feeds is soya beans. 
Over four million dollars was epent on the importation of soya bean meal and cake into 
Trinidad and Tobago in 1970. 

U. W. Radley (4) carricd out a series of investigations Into the prospects for 
producing soya beans in Trinidad and Tobago· Apart from the screening and selection 
of varieties that could form the basis for the initial, production of the crop, he also 
investigated the agronomic features that would influence yield. He concluded that 
soya beans could usefully be placed in a rotation with maize and may be expected to give 
yields which equal or exceed average yields obtained in the U.S. Further work, however, 
neede to be clone in selecting more suitable varieties and techniques for the growing 
of the crop. The next logical step indicated by our studies on maize end soya beans 
vould be the establishment of a moderately large scale commercial farm to examine the 
economics of scale which may be associated with a high level of mechanized production. 
It was not by change, therefore, that in 1970 the Government of Trinidad and Tobago 
proposed to the Government of the Federal Republic of West Germany that a joint project 
be set up to produce maize and soya beans on a large-scale mechanized commercial farm. 

The Chaguaramas Agricultural Development Project is situated in the Tucker Valley 
of the Western peninsula. It's purpose is to bring under cultivation six hundred (600) 
acres in three years. The main crops to be grown are maize, sorghum and soya beans. 
The farm began operating in January 1971. 

To ensure maximum returns from the commercial farm, a small seed production and 
research unit was set up as part of the overall project. The seed unit should select 
or develop the most suitable varieties or hybrids to be grown on the commercial farm. 
In addition, it is entrusted with the taek of producing and supplying the farming 
community with certified seed of selected vegetable crops. 

Williams & Spenee (5) have shown the possibility of producing pigeon peas in the 
mechanized system. Pigeon peas planted ae a row crop in October or November at close 
spacings develop to a height of 2 - 4 ft. This allows for mechanized spraying of the 
crop during flowering to reduce the incidence of insect infestation. When a high 
percentage of the pods have dried on the plant, the crop Is reaped by combine with very 
neglible losses. It is expected that large acreages of pigeon peas can be produced 
in this way for seed or dry peae. 

In iter first year of operation, the Chaguaramas Agricultural Development Project 
has been able to prepare from virgin forest over 300 acres. On an experimental area, 
within twelve months, three crops have been reaped from the same field; one crop of maize 
and two crops of soya beans. It Is, however, still too early to determine the combina-
tion of crops which will best fit into a satisfactory rotation. 

On the coumercial farm a serious problem associated with the production of soya beans 
was loss in the field when harvesting was done by combine. Our experience to date 
suggeat that: 

a) The crop cannot be grown on cambered beds (normally used in Trinidad to facilitate 
drainage) eince the ground is uneven and not amenable to combine harvesting. 



b) The crop plante muet bear the pods high enough for the complete crop to be harvested 
by the combine. In our trials pods were borne too low down with the result that the 
combine decapitated plants leaving 10 - 151 of the pods In the field. The uneveness 
of the ground also contributed to this loss. It Is also neceeaaiy on virgin land to 
use hand labour at planting to remove all stone, stumps and pieces of metal which could 
get into the combine at harvest and damage the machinery or at least cause délaye, 

c) The variety used should be non shattering. This allows a less critical determination 
of the time of harvesting and a greater percentage recovery of pods; Inmature harvesting 
can result in a high percentage of loss due to crushing of the green pods In the drum 
of the combine. 

Soya bean processing Is another subject which has to be given careful consideration. 
Dr. R. Dlmler (2) emphasized that "in considering new processing, such as of soya bean. 
In countries like those of East Africa, one muet take a realistic approach. The methods 
end the types of products found in the United States can be used ae goals but there 
should be no expectation of Btartlng out et such levels. Instead, one must start with 
simple, low cost operations that will give a useful product." 

In recent times and In connection with the field production of soya beans comtemplated 
at the chagtiaramafl Agricultural Development Project, It has become necessary to decide 
what type of bean processing is feasible both In the short and long term. The combined 
pressure and solvent method is costly and can only be supported by large-scale production. 
On the other hand pressure techniques give loner oil extraction percentages and a very 
oily meal. Some problass arise also In degtmning and purifying the oil. 

It Is Important to note, however, that "the most recent development In soya bean 
feeding In the United States itself is a revival of interest In feeding full-fact soya 
beans to animals and poultry (2). This Interest has been brought on by an unueual 
Combination of the relatively low price the farmer receives for the soya bean and the 
relatively high price he has to pay for the defalted soya bean meal." 

The Chaguaramas Agricultural Development Project with the cp-operatlon of the 
Caribbean Industrial Research Institute (Cariri) Is still actively considering a cheap 
and simple method of processing the small quantities of soya grown on the Project 
but at the same time it is intended to produce a good quality meal and highly refined 
oil. 

There 1b a reaacmable expectation coat mechanized production of grain and legume 
crops in the region will be economically succcssful. The Chaguaramas Agricultural 
Development Project is still In the early stages of development and many questions 
remain to be answered. I am convinced that our Increasing demand for more protein 
and oil sources and our urgend need to reduce our foreign exchange spending can be 
helped considerably by this programme. 
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ins EFFECT OF NITROGEN AND HORMONE TREATMENT ON ΡΙΝΕΑίΡΙ£ 

IN PUERTO RICO: PBBLIMIHAKTf RESULTS 

Gonzilez-Tejera, E. and Clbes H. 
Associate Agronomist and Phytophysiologist, 

Agricultural Experiment Station, Univ. Puerto Rico, Puerto Rico 

SUMMARY 

Using the conventional double-row planting system, two field trials were established 
ln the most important pineapple growing region of Puerto Rico. Four nitrogen levels (0, 
150, 300 , 600 lbs./A.) and three concentrations of Ethrel (0.5, 1.0, 2,0 lbs./A) were 
applied to 15840 plants to the acre of elthiir Smooth Cayenne or P.R. 1-67 pineapple varieties. 

Hie experimental data obtained from this above stated trials show the following results: 

1. High nitrogen supply exerted a detrimental effect upon the effectiveness of Ethrel 
as flowering induction agent, 

2. The best concentration of Ethrel for flowering induction ln the P.R. 1-67 pineapple 
variety lay between one and two pounds per acre of the active ingredient. 

3. The hlgheet fruit tonnage was obtained with 300 lbs N/A, for both varieties. 
4. High nitrogen eppllcations significantly decreased the total ecldlty of the juice. 

None of the treatmenta showed a marked Influence on the Brix and pH valuae of the juice. 
5. Increasing nitrogen supply resulted In a significant increase ln the leaf-nitrogen 

content, 
6. The leaf-P and Κ content decreased as tha nitrogen supply waa Increased. 
7. The appearance of miiltlpla crowns In the &nooth Cayenne variety increased as edded 

nitrogen increased. 

- oOo -

DIFFERENCES IN SUSCEPTIBILITY OF BEAM VARIETIES TO PEGA PEGA 

Nader G. Vakili and David W. Walker 
Plant Pathologist, USDA/AID Grain Legume Production Project, 
Federal Experiment Station, Heyaguez and Senior Scientist, 

Puerto Rico Nuclear Center, Mayaguez 

SUMMARY 

Preliminary field observations Indicated a relationship between growth habit and 
particularly plant height among several hundreds of varieties of beens (PhaBeolus vulgaris) 
and Infestation rate by Lamprosema Indicate, pega pega (Lepldontere: PhyticIdae). Since 
this insect sticks two vertically adjacent leaves the difference was thought to ba due to 
variation of leaf lnternode distance. Ifcree varieties each of bush beans, sanl-vina, and 
vine type beans were tested, and no algnlflcant differences vere found due to plant growth 
habit; however, there were algnlflcent differences among varieties regardless of plant 
height. 

VEGETABLE HERBICIDE FIELD WORK IN PUERTO RICO, 1970-1972 

George C. Jackaon, Luis A. Almodovar, 
Carmelo Sierra and Geraldo Mangual 

Agricultural Experiment Station, Univeraity of Puerto Rico 

SUMMARY 

Twenty-one preanerge herbicides were evaluated on thirteen vegetable crops in two 
geographical regions of Puerto Rico. Becoinnendations for registered materials on specific 
crops were as follows: Alarap (Nap ta lam) for Canteloup, Cucumber & Watermelon; Ami ben 
(Chloramben) for pumpkin; Dacthal (DCPA) for Cabbage, Onion h Snapbean; Dymld (Diphenamid) 
for Tomato & Pepper; Planavln (Nitralin) for Cucumber; Ramrod, (Fropachlor) for Sweetcoro; 
Treflan (Trlfluralln) for Okra; and Vegadex (CDEC) for Crisp-head Lettuce. Unregistered and 
new materials were evaluated for preemerge activity, the following warrant further Investiga-
tion: Amlben (Chloramben) for Plgeonpea; Kerb (Pronomide) for Crisp-heed Lettuce; NIA- 20439 
on Sweetpepper; Sencor (Metrlbuzin) for Tomato, and Tok (Nitrogen) for Cabbage. 
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STORAGE OF FLORIDO YAMS UNDER CONTROLLED COHPITIOHS 

Alma Collate de Rivera, M. A. Gonx&lez, and Joafe R. Rivera 
Food Technology Laboratory, Agricultural Experiment Station, 

Univ. Puerto Rico, I'uerto Rico 

SUMMARY 

As most root cropa, yam (Dlascorea spp.) lu a staple in the diet of many tropical 
countries. Due to Its seasonal nature, fresh y<ms are available to the consumer market for 
a limited period during the year. In the case cif the Florido variety, this period extends 
from around August to February. Part of the production which has not been marketed during 
this season is used as seed, and tha rest la lout due to the lack of adequate storage 
techniques. 

In Puerto Rico yam farmers usually leave the mature tubers In the ground, performing 
several harvests during the season to supply the demands of the fresh market. Although 
this practice obviates the need for storage facilities the performance of several harvests 
is usually inconvenient and costly, and furthermore, the tubers are unnecesaarlly exposed 
to pests attack. 

In our Food Technology laboratory studies were made on the development of an adequate 
method to store yams, with the aim of prolonging their normal rest period. Freshly harvested 
florido yams were stored under prevailing ambient conditions In a veil ventilated, screen 
protected storage house. Ue found that the only factor which limits tha etorage Ufa of 
tha yams is their sprouting at the end of tha normal rest period, which reiuler them unfit 
for ther market. The use of reduced temperature« aa a means of reducing to a minimum the 
normal metabolic processes of the tubers vas them considered. After some preliminary work, 
a method vas designed to store Florido yams in envlroimental roams at 16°C,i (±1«) and 707, 
relative humidity. Throughout our studies we found that to be able to keep yam tubers under 
reduced temperatures without losses due to decay, it ia of prime Importance to cure tha 
tubers prior to storage. The curing consists of submitting the freshly harvested tubera to 
temperature· of 85 to 90°F. for periods of 4 to 6 days. This promotes tha suberlsatlon 
of tissues wounded during harvest and handling. The suberlsed corky tissue protacts the 
tuber from attack by microorganisms. Luckily, in our climate, this curing may be achieved 
under prevailing ambient conditions. 

Cured tubers stored under the above mentioned conditions have their dormant period 
lengthened for four additional months. They stiirt a very moderate sprouting during May 
or June. The small sprouts which appear at this time .progress very little if tubers 
ere kept in storage, but readily grow if returned to ambient conditions. At the end of 
the prolonged rest period the yams have lost 10 to 127. of their original weight. This 
weight loss is similar to that of tubers kept under natural storage at the end of their 
dormant period In February. The tubera suffer no detrimental effect on their palatabiliey 
during storage. (For example, in one of our experiment we submitted to sensory evalua-
tion tubers which had been stored for a year, tiey were rated as acceptable by the 
taste panel; although really by this time they had lost weight considerably.) 

Presently ve are trying higher relative huiiidltlaa In the en+iroimeneal rooms, keeping 
the tanperature fixed at 16°C. ; In sn intent to reduce weight losses to a minimum. 

Ue have also performed experiments in the control of sprouting by means of a chemical, 
C1PC, but we have not had any positive results vip to now. 

The field of radiation is now been included In our storage stndlee In cooperation 
with the Mayaguex Nuclear Center, Properly cured samples have been irradiated at different 
levels, and are presently under observation. 
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PEAHUT (ÄRACHIS HÏPOGAEA) CULTIVATION IN JAMAICA. WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE 
TO DRY FARMING TECHNIQUES AND RESPONSE TO FERTILIZERS 

H , W. Payne 
Agronomist, Field Experimental Program; University of the West Indies, Jamaica 

INTRODUCTION 

In Jamaica, there Is widespread disenchantment with agriculture. Agriculture, by far 
the biggest employer of labour (about 40% of the labour force) contributed less than 10% 
to the gross domestic product. It is, therefore, not surprising that the country's 
youths abandon the land and migrate to the cities and Industrial centres in search of more 
remunerative employment. While unemployment mounts, (190,000 or over 20% of the labour; 
force) only the old (the average age of farm operator is 55 years of age) remains on the 
land and with their decline, land productivity falls. 

With a rapidly increasing population (now slightly under 2 million with a yearly 
growth rate of 2%, Jamaica is confronted with an increasing annual food Import bill. 
As earnings from the prosperous Bauxite and Tourist industries come Into Jamaica, an 
increasing amount has to go abroad again far the purchase of food. Thle situation is 
particularly regrettable as it is generally accepted that more intensive and proper land 
use involving Improved cultural practises in crops of proven suitability to conditions 
of Jamaica could lead to a substantial eavlng (estimated at over 40%) of foreign 
exchange for food. Of the host of crops used in the domestic food supply, the most 
urgent need for increased production exists in those capable of supplying protein. An 
excellent example is provided In peanuts. 

Like BO many other territories of the Third World, the dietary standards of the 
populace of Jamaica - about one child in every five Is under-nourished-need urgent 
attention. Peanuts is one of the richest body building foods enjoyed by mand and 
increased consumption of thlB product in any of its numerous forms could do much to close 
the "protein gap." 

Sophisticated products of peanut tiuch as peanut butter and Jams are generally out-
side the financial reach of the populace of Jamaica and peanut consumption is mainly in 
the form of the whole nut. The demand for this product is quite high. The minimur 
guaranteed price for unshelled peanuts is J$2.75 per bushel (20 lbs.) and it is not 
uncommon for the product to retail at twice the guaranteed price. Locally produced 
peanuts, sold as parched unshelled nut» by numerous vendors meet about half of the 
quantity utilized. Canned peanut supply the remainder. Canned peanuts (the canning of 
whole peanuts Is done locally) Is entirely dependent on Imports which amount annually 
to about 500 tons of shelled nuts valued at J$163,000. 

Table 1 shows estimated acreage of combined Spring and Fall plantings, level of 
yield per acre and annual total production for the five year period 1967-71. 

TABLE I 

; we? ; 1 -1 , 1968 , 1969 , 1970 , 1971 

Total acreage of Spring and Fall 
plantings 1220 1870 1640 1540 2850 
Approx, yield per acre (lbs, shelled 
nuts) 735 615 585 705 750 
Approx· Production (short tons) 450 575 480 540 1070 
Source: Agricultural Planning Unit, Ministry of Agriculture, Jamaica. 

Peanuts - A possible agro-industry 

Extensive field observations and experiments carried out In the parish of St. 
Elizabeth, the area entirely responsible for Jamaica's peanut production; Indicate that 
adoption of improved techniques alone would Increase present yield level of peanuts 
from 450-750 to 1200-1500 lbs. shelled nuts per acre. Such an increased yield from 
present acreage devoted to this crop would therefore satisfy loeal demands for this crop 
and result in a saving of foreign exchange for Jamaica. Much greater horizons can be 
achieved. There exist in St. Elizabeth hundreds of acres of land suited to the produc-
tion of peanuts which at present are either idle or underutilized. The Interest in 
this crop 1B there and employment 1s required. "Any such expanded peanut industry would 
take advantage of export or process opportunities. 
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ST. ELIZABETH - THE PEANUT PARISH OF JAMAICA 

Peanut: production le entirely ln the hand a of numerous small farmers and thus 
cultivation occurs In small patches seldom la:rger.than an acre In size. 

Although peanut patches occur In almost every district of St. Elisabeth, cultiva-
tion is concentrated within the traditional areas depicted. Two main areas known as 
the Barton/Ncrwton area and the Pedro/Hounslow area are primarily responsible for St. 
Elizabeth peanut production. These areas differ markedly in their ecological conditions. 
The Barton /Newton area experiences greater and evenly distributed rainfall and as a 
consequence two crops - a Spring crop planted ln April/May and a Fall crop established 
in August - are generally obtained in that arua. The Pedro/Hounslow area on the other 
hand, is distinctly drier and a Spring crop responsible for only 25% of the area's 
production is a very risky undertaking unless irrigation water is available. 

Three major soil types are Involved in peanut production. The Chudleigh Clay loam 
or Brown Bauxite (Map #73) ln the case of Barl:on/Newtcm area and the Newell loam (Map 
#67) and to a lesser extent the St. Ann Clay Inam or Red Bauxite Hap (#78) ln the case 
of the Pedro/Hounslow area. The Regional Soil Survey (II) carried out by University 
of the West Indies gives the following approximate acreage of these Boils occurring ln 
Sc. Elizabeth. 

The main characteristics of these soils (See Appendix for complete profile descrip-
tions) well structured, exhibit good internal drainage and high lime status, explains 
their popularity for peanut production. 

Rainfall increases considerably as one travels inland from the sea; however, the 
humidity remains very low as the entire area is subjected to strong drying-out winds. 
The coastally located Newell loam is more retentive of moisture than the Inland Chudleigh 
Clay loam with its very rapid internal drainage. This fact tends to compensate for 
differences of rainfall. It is the low humidity conditions of St. Elizabeth that Is a 
bleBslng in disguise for peanut production. The 4 month growing period of peanut Iii 
sufficiently short to coincide with periods of seasonally distributed rainfall. Tho 
result is that the crop gets the moisture required in its early stage of growth but yet 
experiences dry conditions at harvest of vital importance to the proper curing (wind 
rowing) of nuts without incidence of Aspergillus flavus - the causative fungus of 
Aflotoxln. In essence, both soil and climatic: factors combine ln the parish of St. 
Elizabeth to create conditions very favourable for peanut production of high quality 
and set this area apart as the peanut producing parish of Jamaica, 

In spite of the popularity of the peanut crop among small farmers of St. Elizabeth 
because of high cash return that can be made within 4 months, the standard of husbandry 
generally employed in Its cultivation Is deplorably low. Extension methods for changing 
farmers' attitudes call for protracted gains - "customs diehard." 

Most peanut stands represent a mixture of two erect bunch types known as Spanish 
(distinct green sterna) and Valencia (thicker (items with light reddish or purple 
tinge). Although it Is usually desirable to have pure varietal stands, there appeared 
to be no particular disadvantage occurring from this mixture of plants of similar habit, 
period of maturity and even yield. In most cases, there was no systematic crop rotation 
of the area devoted to this crop. On the appixjach of the planting season, last year's 
peanut plots which had been abandoned to bush fallow and grazing was hurriedly prepared 
usually by contract tractor operators. Their tillage operations often left much to be 
desired and on occasions the seed bed was lese; than 4 Inches ln depth. Furrowing was 
usually carried out by a muledrawn home-made device that scratched the soil to a depth 
that barely permitted covering the seed. The distance between rows thus created was 
highly variable ranging from less than 12 inches to over 20 Inches according to the 
wondering attention of the young boy that guided the mule. The distance between seed 
within the row aa dropped by women assisted by their children was equally variable (from 
2-8 inches apart). All these factors combined with questionable quality of unselected 
and untreated seed to produce patchy and uneven gemination. 

Soil Type 
Chudleigh Clay loam 
St, Ann Clay Loam 
Newell Loam 

Acreage 
19,500 
45,000 
7,200 

TRADITIOKAL METHODS OF PEAHUT CULTIVATION IH ST. ELIZABETH 

Planting Practices 
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Crop Maintenance 

Satisfactory levels of veed control 'were generally obtained by t w hoe weeding and 
moulding operations customarily carried out prior to the "closing in" of the crop and 
the formation of gynaphore (pegging). The frequent failure to fertilize was reflected 
in symptoms of soil fertility depletion being manifest in small farmers' peanut cultiva-
tion. Particularly comnon was the chlorotic condition of nitrogen deficiency while lack 
of plant vigor revealed the need of phosphate. Neglect of spraying resulted in a host 
of pests being prevalent In most peanut stands. Damage by various leaf eating and sucking 
insects - Leaf Beatle (Chrvsomelids sp.), White grubs (ligvrus tumulosus). Aphlds 
(Acvrthosinhon pisum) were the most comnon. Under these conditions the crop was also 
affected by Peanut Rust (Puccinia aradtidis)and a number of leaf spot species (Cercospora 
personata C. aracbldicola). However, In spite of these infestations, the crop generally 
appeared surprisingly vigorous or tolerant. 

A PACKAGE OF IMPROVED CULTURAL PRACTICES 

As a result of representations from the Peanut Growers Association through the 
Santa Cruz Land Authority, the body responsible for agricultural development in the 
parish of St, Elizabeth; a joint project was undertaken In 1970 by research personnel of 
the Ministry of Agrlcnlture, Jamaica and the Faculty of Agriculture, University of the 
West Indies. The specific objectives of this project was to implement multldlsclpllnary 
research into all aspects of peanut cultivation and pending the findings of research to 
set out available technical Information that would serve as a guide to farmers. The 
merits of these provisional recomnendatlcins were to be Immediately assessed on a number 
of carefully selected end controlled plots, each of about one acre In size, occurring 
on farmers holdings, representative of the varying conditions that obtain. 

Provisional Technical Guide 

The Information provided sought to explain briefly "the what, how and why" of 
peanut cultivation. Only the main features are set out below: 

Land Preparation: Thorough deep seed bell preparation (at least 9 inches) was carried 
out well in advance of planting. Intervals between tillage operations 
were sufficiently long to permit weathering to a fine tilth. Crop 
rotation was observed. 

Fertilizer Placement 
and Crop Establishment: Shallow furrows 3-4 inches in depth and 18 Inches apart were 

created across the slope. A complete fertilizer mixture (12.24.12 at 
the rate of 4 cwte. per acre) was placed In a continuous band, at 
the bottom of the furrow. The fertilizer was covered by partly 
closing the farrow and the seed distributed 3-4 Inches apart in the 
row and uniformly covered to a depth of one inch. 

Crop Protection: Weed control Involved the use of s pre-energence herbicide (Dymld 
2 1/2 lbs. + Gesagard (507. v.p.) 1 lb. In 40 gals, of water with 
Gramoxone at 1 part per acre) where young weeds had emerged. Hoe 
weeding assisted the maintenance of absolutely clean conditions. 
Pest control Involved the use of selected treated seed (1 part to 
4 parta of dleldrln 80% w.p. and Orthoclde 50% Captan). Soil treat-
ment with a long lasting Insecticide, Chlordane 2 pints per 100 gals, 
per acre and fortnightly spraying with a "cocktail" mixture of a 
fungicide and Insecticide - Dithane M45 or Manzate D at 3 lbs. per 
acre and Sevln or Dipterex at 2 lbs. per acre. Triton stickers at 
4-8 oze. per 100 gals aided adherence. Where aphlds and other sucking 
Insects proved a problem, Malathlon or Rogor was substituted for the 
standard insecticide. Spraying was carried out fortnightly and/or as 
required as judged by Inspection. 

Experienced Gained From Observational Plots 

The crop performed extremely well cm all altes selected and proved of great extension 
and educational value. The average yield realized was 1,500 lbs. of shelled nuts per 
acre or slightly more than double that normally obtained under small farm condition. It 
is Interesting to record that certain practices of a soil and water conservation nature 
appeared particularly advantageous In those areas in which moisture was considered the 
limiting factor. 
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Bare Fallowing of fully prepared land: Weathering to a fine tilth was facilitated 
and inspection indicated that there was a build-up of moisture at depth. Earlinees of 
land preparation proved a great advantage in Che timeliness of plantiug with the outset 
of seasonal rains. There was also less incidence of pest damage on plots experiencing 
early land preparation. 

Fertilizer placement below the depth of planting: The peanut plant is known for its 
ability to benefit substantially from residual fertilizer. However, with the soils 
concerned (particularly the St. Ann Clay Loan) in which phosphate fixation is a recognized 
problem, this method of application involving a fertilizer high in phosphate (12.24.12) 
and carried out at planting ensured vigorous rooting and maximum opportunity for moisture 
nutrient uptake. 

Plant populations of moderate density: Although much higher population densities 
than the one selected (4 in χ 18 spacing) would be possible with advantage under irriga-
tion, the reduced plant population was an advantage where moisture was limiting. Small 
farmer practice of inter-planting peanuts with Maize or red peas (P. Vulgaris) was 
associated with reduced yield. 

CONCLUSION 

It appears that economic production of pĉ anuts calls for a high degree of manage-
ment if satisfactory yield levels are to be obtained. Although it remains for research 
to fully establish the economic benefits of various levels of management, there is 
available in Jamaica a "package" of cultural techniques that if adopted by farmers, would 
double the general level of peanut production in St. Elizabeth. The immediate impfet 
of improved cultivation of peanuts would be a saving of foreign exchange for Jamaica. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PEANUT SOILS OF 
ST. ELIZABETH 

Depth 
Reaction 

Moisture retention 
Internal drainage 

Depth 

Reaction 
Moisture retention 
Internal drainage 

Soil Properties 

Depth 

Reaction 

Moisture retention -
Internal drainage 
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PIANTRESPONSESTO TROPICAL COHDITIOHb 

E. G. B. Gooding 
Caribbean Development Bank, Barbados 

. IHTRODUC TIOH 

Almont three years ago 1 had the honour of addressing a seminar sponsored by the 
World Meteorological organization and In preparing material for that lecture I became 
acutely svare of how lacking we are In knovledge about the responses of crop plants to 
tropical climates. Most of us were, I suppose brought up on plant physiology worked out 
for temperate conditions; most of us have learned In practice that we have to modify our 
Ideas quite a lot when we work In the tropics, and most of ua have suffered, no doubt, 
from experts from northern countries who do not appreciate that planta can react in quite 
peculiar ways to tropical climates. 

I think it is important to recognize nome of these differences and to appreciate 
that our knowledge of plant responses is often lacking in Important respects. I should 
like to set the keynote of this paper with two quotations. First, L.P. Smith in the 
foreword to Professor J.Y. Wang's book Agricultural Meteorology (1) saya: "Much can be 
ebne by the application of existing knowledge; much more could be done if we knew a little 
more." The second is from Hudson (2) who nays "We should continue to spend money on 
deepening our knowledge of the relationship between the weather, which we cannot choose, 
and the plants about which we know so little." 

Here In the Caribbean we are trying to apply existing knowledge; many of us concerned 
with food production have not the resource« to seek new fundamental principles; we have 
neither the time nor the money to go in for basic plant physiology nor can we set about 
plant breeding. Fortunately, there is a snail amount of such work going on, but for the 
most part we have to be content with selecting crop varletlea suitable for our use and we 
try to adapt existing knowledge for our particular climatic circumstances. We know full 
well, however, that if we knew more we might be able to achieve more - for example, we 
might be able to smooth out the sharp variations in seasonality which, as Samuels (3) 
pointed out a few years ago, are so striking a feature of many of our crops, for no very 
clearly understood reasons. This paper la Intended to outline a few Instances where our 
knowledge is lacking, or at the beet, Incomplete. 

LIGHT 

There is abundant literature about the utilization of light by plants in photosynthesis, 
and the relationship between the total radiation received and the growth of the plant or 
crop, snd it was generally believed that the more the solar radiation the greater the rate 
of photosynthesis. While this Is normally the case under temperate light intensities it 
was shown in the 1920s, "30s and '40s, by a number of workers, that under strong tropical 
sunlight the rate of photosynthesis in certain plants fell off or even completely stopped. 
Maclean (4) found It for coconut, Kutman (5) for coffee, Murray (6) for cocoa and Gooding 
(7) for sugar cane. In one or two instances this seemed to be associated with stomatal 
closure, presumably due to water stress, and Hudson (8) has recently confirmed this for 
sugar cane. However, the matter can be fsr more complex. For exemple Murray (9) and others 
have shown that nutrient statue has an effect on the behaviour of cocoa towards strong 
insolation, while Hersey and Miller (10) point out that different plants have different 
saturation light intensities, quoting Zea mays as 10,000 foot-candles and Acer saccharlnum 
(the sugar maple) and Philodendron (a forest climber) as less than 1,200 foot candles. 
They also quote Behnung and Burnslde as giving saturation light intensities as 2,000 to 
2,500 foot candles for cotton, tomatoes, tobacco and castor oil. As the midday intensity 
of the tropical sun is in the order of 10,000 foot candles the Implication Is that many 
of our crop planta might do a great deal better under some form of shade. Even so, 
differences like these leave quite unanswered the question as to why they should exist, 

DAY LENGTH 

Day length follows logically any conaiderations of light. It ia, of course, of pro-
found importance in several crops. 

Onions 

Most onionn require long days to set bulbs, but fairly recently a number of short day 
cultlvars have been produced, and it la only the appearance of these that has enabled this 
crop to become a commercial proposition in the tropics. In actual fact the response of 
some of these short day onions is critical and Eavis and Jeffers (11) have shown that 
Granex F-l Hybrid and Texas Early Grano will not initiate bulbs when the length of day is 
less than 11 1/2 hours, but with days of 12 to 12 1/2 hours bulbing starts very early and 
small bulbs result. Thus, In Barbados we find the best results are obtained with plants 
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sown ln October and November which grow until the end of January before bulb initietion, 
and will be well grown plante when bulbing does commence and will, therefore, produce 
large bulbs. Of course, extenelve screening of other cultlvars, Is under way to find some 
which will perform satisfactorily at other seasons of the year. 

It is an unfortunate fact that the most successful short day onions we have so far 
tried are also relatively poor In storage, being liable to quick rotting and sometlmee early 
sprouting. Recent work by Bleasdale and his team (12) in Britain has suggested that there 
is a photoperiodic component which hastens early sprouting. They postulate a eprout in-
hibitor which 1B formed ln the leaves at the time of die-back of the tops, and which is 
formed much less under short day conditions than under long days. In other words, absence 
of this inhibitor will permit rapid sprouting in onions grown under short day length. 

Maize 

Maize is highly sensitive to day length; the hybrid maizes of the United States that 
give yields of up to 200 bushels per acre have all been bred for long-day conditions. 
When they are brought to the tropics, without exception the results are miserable. Only 
ln the past few years ha Β short day-length been deliverately bred into high-yielding strains 
of maize, notably ln Mexico, Colombia and Jamaica, and so we are beginning to get better 
atralna for tropical use. 

Irish Potatoes 
Burton (13) eaye that long day conditions lead to greater and more prolonged growth. 

The total length of life of the plant 1B reduced under short dey conditions and the time 
of tuber initiation is earlier. Thus the effecte of short deys are opposing: on tha one 
hand they cause early production of tubers, a desirable characteristics, but on the other 
they limit the growth and life of the haulms which have to supply metabolites to the 
developing tuber β. The net results are disadvantageous, though another factor, that of 
temperature which I ehall discuss shortly, also has an effect. 

Pigeon PesB 

I should at this point draw your attention to the recent work by Spence (Crop Science 
Jan. 1972) which I saw only after this paper was prepared, ln which he has used the well 
known short day nature of Pigeon Pea (Cslanus calan). by sowing dwarf cultlvars in 
December so that flower Inducing conditions prevail from germination and the plants grow 
to only about 1 metre in height end fruit within 4 months, so giving an "out of season 
crop" in April. 

TEMPEBATUKE 

The effect of temperature on plants is an interesting and challenging phenomenon. 
Some plants have almost World Wide distribution, e.g. Devil's Grass, Cvnodon dactylon. 
grows from the tropics to as far north as England, though indeed there may be different 
strains. Others have very limited distribution; most of our tropical trees for example, 
will grow only, ln warm latitudes;. Among crops in which we are Interested and which we 
know are affected by temperature, are; 

Maize 

Yields of even the best short day cultivara of maize are never anywhere as high es 
those of the long day varieties grown in temperate climates. Seghal (15) attributes 
this, at least partly, to a combination of short day length, which limits the total amount 
of radiation received by the crop, and high night temperature which leads to a relatively 
high rate of respiration, thus respiring away the carbohydrate that would otherwise be 
going into the grain. More rapid maturing at the higher temperatures of the troplce, 
and thus shorter life of the plant, is also a contributory factor. 

Irish Potato 

Burton (13) states that the optimum temperature for maximum yield is 15-20*C, and 
at temperatures ln the order of 30*C complete inhibition of tuberisation has been found. 
With short day length the adverae response to high temperature is reduced. It has been 
shown that the rate of photosynthesis at 30°C is only about half that at 20°C, poeeibly 
associated with more rapid ageing of the leaves at the higher temperature, and possibly 
with the fundamental chemistry of the photosynthetlc system. In passing, however, I may 
note that s leading authority on potatoes, Dr. N. W. Simmnnds, Director of the Scottish 
Plant Breeding Station, firmly believes that potatoes' will be developed suitable for the 
lowland tropics (16). 
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Went (17) demonstrated that night temperatures have a profund tffect on potato tuberi-
satlon, and said that 20°C (68°F) was the upper limit; he postulated a tuber-forming hormone 
which was produced only when the temperature fell below this level. Although breeding may 
raise this upper level of temperature dependence we are atill left wondering whether we 
ahall ever be ahle to grow this crop conme:rclelly ln the lowland tropics. 

Torna toe s 

Charles (18) thinks that night temperatures are a major cause of poor yields ln 
Trinidad and our observations in Barbados lhave tended to support this, Samuels (3) ln 
Puerto Rico has stated categorically that no fruit set Is possible with night temperatures 
above 72°F (22°C), while Went (17) states that "at high night temperatures flowers remain 
small and often are abscissed before fertilisation has occurred" but that once the fruit 
has set, even with night temperatures as high as 26°C, they will grow and ripen. 

Recent work at the Glasshouse Crops Research Institute at Littlehempton, England, has 
shown that for the cultivsrs tested, night temperatures of 18°C and day temperatures of 
20°C gave the best results; tomatoes grown at a continuous temperature of 30°C did not even 
Set flowers, let alone fruit (19). The consensus of opinion at that Institute is very 
much the same as that formulated ln 1957 by Went (17), that the reason for poor flower 
and fruit formation at high night temperatures was due to competition for carbohydrates 
between the vegetative and productive parts of the plant, with the vegetative parts 
"gaining the upper hand" at higher tanperatures. What we would now dearly like to know is 
something of the chemistry controlling these phenomena. 

But this is not the end of the story of the effects of temperature on tomatoes. It 
has been auggested that pollination fails at high taupe ratures. For example Hewlett (20) 
has shown that carbohydrate deficiency - CLS when carbohydrates are being preferentially 
diverted to the growing vegetative parte - resulted ln the suppression of anthers and/or 
spermatogenesis, leading to pollen deficiency. Walker (21) has suggested that at high 
temperatures the style grows rapidly and pnshes the stigma outside the anther tube before 
the pollen is shed. 

In passing it may be noted that the natural habitat of the tomato, la a narrow coastal 
strip extending from southern Ecuador, along the Pacific border of Peru, to northern Chile, 
Here for six months of the year there Is virtually no rain, but constant sea mist with day 
temperatures 17"- 24°C and night 11°- 18°C (note the similarity of these temperatures with 
those previously quoted as ideal for greenhouses in the U.K.). In fact, ln the lowland 
tropics we are trying to grow tomatoes so far outside their normal temperature range that 
it is not at all surprising that most varieties perform badly, and only a few with special 
built-in heat tolerance can be expected to perform at all adequately. We are so near the 
limits of climatic tolerance that the small differences between our hot and cool seasons 
can have a very great influence on the performance of the plant. 

1 have quoted that effects of temperature on some or the crop plants with which we 
are concerned in the tropics. There are some, of course, which we know we cannot even 
attempt to grow at low levels - e.g. wheat, peas (Pisum sativum). and many others. We 
have only the most sketchy knowledge of the fundamental differences between plants which 
thrive in the tropics and those which thrive in cooler climates. For example, Hlrsey 
and Hiller (10) point out that there are distinct ecological races with different tolerance 
to temperature; different-species show maximum rates of photosynthesis at different 
temperatures; e.g. Cvnodon dactylon shows its peak at 35°C while barley and perennial 
rye grass (temperate plants) peak *at"10°- 15°C. Warelng and Tryhane (23) also point to 
such temperature differences, stating thst Pa spa Iura (a tropical grass) shows maximum 

1 photosynthetic activity at 40°C and Lolium'(tempetate) at 20°C, Tomatoes have particular-
ly high photorespiration rates suggesting, in passing, that if it were practicable, C02 
enrichment could be' valuable. Whittingjism (24) has pointed out that Hatch and Slack have 
been able to distinguish between certain temperate and tropical plants on the basis of 
blochapical characteristics of their photosynthetic systems, one of these being excess of 
aspartate in the mesophyll of tropical grasses, while Langridge (25) states that in 
tropical plants the photosynthetic pathweiy has a C-4-dicarboxyllc acid intermediate while 
in temperate plants the usual C-3 (Calvin) cycle operates. The C-4 pathway is associated 
with special photosynthetic cells around the bundle sheath. 

Langridge and Crlffing (26) and Langridge (27) showed that "at certain temperatures 
plant growth is depressed by the inactivation of a few specially sensitive reactions and 
that sueh growth depression may be prevented by providing the plant with the normal 
products of the inhibited reactions." Much of their work was done with micro-organisms. 
When growth ceased at tanperatures slightly above optimum it could be restored by the 
addition of a single substance; glutamic acid, blotln or thiamine were the nngt frequently 
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required metabolites. In extensive experiments using 43 races of Arsbidopsis thallana 
they found that sensitivity to high temperature vas polygenically determined; and that 
for two races, biotin completely overcame high temperature sensitivity while for a third, 
cytidine was partially effective. Bonner (28) and Ketellapper (29) describe several 
examples of hormonal imbalance, resulting from high temperatures, but again showed that 
these effects could be mitigated by applying certain essential metabolites to the plants 
concerned. The nsture of the metabolite depended upon the plant species and the temper-
ature. For example, ascorbic seid stimulated the growth of broad been at elevated 
temperatures (23-30°C), a mixture of Β vitamins that of Lupins, and sucrose or ascorbic 
acid permitted peas (Plsum sativum) to grow satiafactorlly at 17-23°C. Langridge (27) 
suggested that possible causes of poor performance at higher temperatures might Include: 
(a) decreased availability of gases; (b) rate Imbalance Including a decrease in coordina-
tion of Interrelated syntheses; (c) accelerated breakdown of metabolites; (d) the onset 
of various types of inhibition; (e) increase -In velocity of destructive as opposed to 
constructive reactions; (f) non formation of some enzymes; (g) reversible and irreversible 
heat inactivation of some enzymes. Bonner (30) discussing mutant strains of bacteria 
which will grow only at low temperatures, states "it Is clear that the mutant makes a 
particular altered enzyme which la unstable at high temperature and stable at low temper-
ature. It is my surmise that the same is true of the higher plants - that plants cannot 
pnduce at too high a temperature, or do not do ao, because they have some enzyme which 
is unstable at that temperature." 

WATEH 

The effects of water on plants are better understood than those of day length or 
tempereture, but even ao there are areas where our baalc knowledge is still lacking 
4tnd where a fuller understanding might well lead to practical results. Hany workers 
have shown that even whan the soil is saturated the plant can lose water faater than it 
1« replaced by the roots (e.g. Westherley (31), Gooding (32), Hudson (33). Weatherley 
has postulated local dry zones developing in the soil around the absorbing roots. 
Whatever the reaeon for the development of water stress In plants, this condition leada 
to decreased growth. Further, It is well knotm that shortage of water (e.g.) drought, 
especially under conditions of high light intensity, lead to xeromorphlsm (e.g. Henckel 
(34)), among the features of which is high llgnln content In herbaceous plants. I 
believe that the normal water stress of plante: growing in such climates as that of the 
lower levels In the Caribbean territories is s;uch as to induce some measure of xemomophism. 
Some unpublished experiments in Barbados have suggested that even with irrigation - and 
much more so without irrigation - pangola grass develops a high fibre (i.e. llgnln) content. 
I suggest thst this combination of water stress and strong insolation may be a major reason 
why, in general, grasses grown in the tropics are low in digestibility and Inferior as 
cattle feed when compered with temperate spring swards* 

I might add that plants differ quite widely In their ability to control water loss by 
stomatal movement. For example, Glover in East Africa has shown that sorghums have a 
much higher degree of stomatal control than does maize, and Hudson (33) has found differ-
ences in stomatal control between different varieties of sugarcane uaed for breeding. The 
importance of this is, of course, obvious* 

Salter and Goode (35) have collated practical Information of the requirements of a 
large number of crops for water; and have noted at what time its application is most 
effective. For example, adequate water la important for maize just before tasselllng; 
for cotton before and during flowering to prevent shedding of bolls; for tomatoes at 
the start of fruit set; for Irish potatoes, throughout their life both to Increase the 
number of tubers snd to increase the size of the tubars, Ççnveraely, a short period of 
drought ia required for flower initiation to take place the it rue and mangoes, though 
after fruit set abundant water Is necesasry, 

CONCLUSION 

I have tried to outline some of the effects of climatic factors with particular refer-
ence to tropical conditions, on the behaviour of crop plants. Thla has necessarily been 
a very Incomplete exercise, but I think I have said enough to indicate that the "temperate" 
boteny we learned in our youth Is by no means always applicable; that complex physiological 
and biochemical systems are involved, and that could we but gain more knowledge, we should 
have a good chance of being able to improve the performance of our crops, certainly by 
appropriate breeding for physiological characteristics, perhaps by chemical sprays, by 
appropriate shading, and by suitable patterns. of irrigation. 

We have a challenge to knowledge and a lead or two. The small agricultural research 
unlta and Ministries of Agriculture in out region - Indeed in moat of the tropics - have 
neither the time nor the facilities to undertake the fundamental research needed to solve 
these problems. But we do have en ever-increasing chain of universities encircling the 
tropical world, universities anxious to puraue projects of Intrinsic and basic science. 
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Surely the kind of problems I have been outlining, especially in connection with photo-
synthesis and temperature, are ideal for tropical universities. Fundamental biochemistry 
of a high order of complexity, pure science indeed, but with a real possibility of useful 
application when the problems are solved. Some attention must be paid to these problems. 
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QUALITY IMPROVEMENT IK PLANTAINS BY SELECTION 

JosÊ Cuevas-Rulz and Francis K. S. Koο 
Senior Associate and! Senior Scientist 

Tropical Agro-Sciences Division, Puerto Rico Nuclear Center 

INTRODUCTION 

The plantain production in Puerto Rico for the year 1970 amounted to 253 million fruits 
with a total farm value of 10.4 million dollars (1). This Bum of production was derived 
from some 16,000 acres of land devoted to plantains which are mainly small farms in the 
humid regions of Puerto Rico. The production has been Increasing in recent year at the rate 
of about 37. annually with the existing varieties such as Harton, Guayamero, Enano, Marlcongo, 
Congo Colorado and Congo Blanco. It is conceivable that many introductions for each of 
these varieties were made from various sources, at different times, so they might be quite 
different genetically. Also since these introductions have been grown under different 
climatic and soil conditions for many years om the Island, new genetic variations might have 
occurred in the adapted strains. With these under consideration, we believe it is highly 
probable that these varieties can be successfully improved through clonal selection. 

Our main objective is to select clones with high nutritive value, mainly the content 
of ascorbic acid and carotenolds and the pulp to peel ratio of the fruit. The preliminary 
résulta are reported here. 

EXPERIMENTAI. PROCEDURE 

Clones of 6 varieties, Harton, Guayamero, Enano, congo Blanco, Congo Colorado and 
Marlcongo were collected from different climatic regions of Puerto Rico. Among these, 
Harton, Guayamero, and Enano are the most connion varieties grown in the western part of the 
Island. The plantation was established in the College Farm in 1970. Fertilizer formula 
9-10-5 was applied at the rate of 2 pounds per plant at 60 day intervals until shooting. 

The bunches of plantains were harvested for chaalcal analyses in September 1971, 90-120 
days after shooting. The fingers from the third hand of the bunch were used for determina-
tion of ascorbic acid (2), total carotenolds (3) and pulp to peel ratio. The chemical 
determinations were done In duplicates, each from a separate sample. 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

The results Indicate that great variability existed in the content of biochemical 
components under consideration, i.e., ascorbic acid and total carotenolds (Table 1). The 
differences observed in the clones of Harton, Guayamero, Enano and Congo Blanco were 
significant at 5% or 1% level fot either ascorbic acid or for both ascorbic acid and total 
carotenoids by Duncan's Multiple Range Test (4). The clones of Marlcongo and Congo 
Colorado showed no differences with respect to the vitamins under investigation. This 
might be due to the limited number of clones used in the study. The uncovering of clones 
in Harton and Guayamero rich In both ascorbic acid and total carotenolds is of special 
interest. 

The pulp to peel ratio also showed differences in different clones of the varieties 
Harton and Enano. 

These preliminary results seen to point to the conclusion that Improvement of plantain 
quality can be achieved by clonal selection from the existing material on the Island. 

Additional collections for the top varieties Harton, Guayamero and Enano are being 
made to extend the bases for further selection studies. Also, materials from clones 
superior in vitamin C and vitamin A have been propagated for future analyses. 
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Table 1. Biochemical Determination of Ascorbic Acid and Carotenolds in Clones of 6 
Comnon Flalntaln Varieties 

Variety 
« 

, Clone 
1 
t Ascorbic Acid 1 

mp/lOO a. pulp 1 
1 , Clone ' Total Carotenolds 

UE/E. PUIP 

Harton 

l· r2 D2 D3 

15.24 a* 
17.46 a 
23.17 b 
23.52 b 

F3 f2 
D2 D3 

37.5 a 
41.5 a 
94.0 b 
132.5 b 

Guayamero c2 
c4 
AT 

14.40 a 
21.42 b 
24.44 b 

C2 
C4 
Al 

80.0 a 
93.0 a 
128.5 b 

Enano Fl 
E4 
F4 

*2 
El 
e3 

18.76 
19.52 
19.74 
21.34 
ïl.tS 
22.68 

e4 
Az 
Fl 
E3 
»4 
=1 

115.5 
118.0 
125.0 
129.5 
132.5 
142.5 
13Î.5 

Congo-Bianco r3 
η 

Jl. 

21.01 a 
23.32 a 
24.33 b 

Η 

A 
107.5 
137.5 
157.5 

Marlcongo 
*4 

18.74 a 
23.20 a 

111.5 a 
119.0 a 

C ongo-Colorado 
_ _ _ 3 » Any two mesne followed by the 

21.52 
21.93 

123.0 
125.0 

letter are not significantly different by Duncan1 s mul-
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PROGRESS REPORT ON THIS EVALUATION OF VARIETIES AND 
PIANTING DATES OF HSAD CABBAGE IN PUERTO RICO 

L. M. Crux Ptrez, A. Morales and J. Danenech 
Agricultural Experiment StatLon, Univ. Puerto Rico, Puerto Rico 

SUMMARY 

Cabbage hybrids Market Prize, Market Topper, King Cole and Head Start, and the open-
pollinated varieties Marlon Market, Surehead and Stein's Early Flat Dutch were teated in 
the Isabela Agricultural Experiment Substation, A series of 12 monthly experiments with 
these group of cabbage varieties were conducted from October, 1970 to September 1971. 
Data on yield, average head weight, firmness and precocity were ohtained from each variety 
and hybrid under teat. 

In general the hybrid varieties produced significantly higher yields of marketable 
cabbage than the open-polllnated varieties. The winter months and May tests gave signi-
ficantly higher and better yields than the other months plantings. 

The quality of the marketable yield o:E the hybrids, as measured by the firmness and 
the average head weight was better through the 12 experiments than the quality of the open-
pollinated varieties. 

The hybrids and varieties included in these tests were classified as early, Intermediate 
and late according to the average number of days from transplant to harvest. 
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SORGHUM IMPROVEMENT IN PUERTO RICO 

o. J. Webster and Hector J. Cruzado 
Research Agronomists, Federal Experiment Station, Mayaguez, Puerto Rico 

INTRODUCTION 

The grain from sorghum is the principal food for millions of people in tropical 
Africa, At similar latitudes in the western hemisphere com is a favored food crop. No 
doubt this differential prefereuce is due to the fact that com is indigenous to tropical 
America while sorghum originated in Africe and Asia, 

SorghumB from the tropics are generally photoperiod sensitive. That is, the period 
from planting to anthesls is controlled by daylength. Tropical varieties planted In Puerto 
Rico after mid-February until August require from 120 to 150 days to head but when planted 
from August to February will head In 50 to 70 days. Sorghums of the temperate zones are 
insensitive and their growth cycle is the same regardless of day length, other climatic 
factors remaining constant. To the African farmer It is important to havi: a çhotoperlod 
sensitive variety. He plants at the beginning of the rains which may vary as much as a 
montll from year to year, but time of heading must l>e relatively constant t;o coincide with 
the end of the rains. If the crop matures during the rAins the grain may become badly 
weathered and unfit for human consumption. He must, therefore, have a variety which will 
mature at the same time each year even though the planting dates will vary. In the tropics 
when moisture is available from rain and or irrigation and temperatures are quite constant 
throughout the year sorghum can be planted at any time and a photoperiod insensitive 
variety is required so that maturity will not be influenced by day length. 

Dr. Bradfield, when working at the International Rice Institute in the Philippines, 
was able to produce high yields from multiple cropping. The same results should be 
possible in the Caribbean area, A few sugar cane plantation in Hawaii that are no longer 
producing cane because of economics are considering grain sorghum as an alternative crop 
èi a source of feed for the expanding livestock industry. The varieties must be photo-
period insensitive, have the ability to ratoon so that as many as three crops can be 
harvested from one planting, have resistance to foliar disease especially rust, and 
resistance to certain insects. The short season varieties bred for the temperate zones do 
not have all of tliese characteristics but germ plasm is available to develop suitable 
varieties find hybrids. 

One can visualize graiu sorghum being planted in Puerto Rico in November and being 
harvested for silage in 90 days. Ensiling would eliminate problems of grain drying and 
increase the feed value of the grain, A ratoon crop could be harvested iu about another 
7 0 deys and followed by a crop of rice, corn, vegetables, etc. 

Although at present it is more ecouomical to import grain for livestock, this may not 
be the case if an intensified cropping sequence is developed. It is not visualized that 
sorghum grain will serve as • replacement i'or corn used directly as a human food, but the 
two crops could very well be fitted into a cropping system. 

Sorghum breeders in the temperate zones have been dependent upon day length insensitive 
varieties as a souree of breeding stocks. UntiL now the range of available germ plasm has 
been, therefore, limited. J. C. Stephens, Texas, in the early I9601s proposed a project 
for trausferring the germ plasm from photoperiod sensitive varieties of the tropics into 
insensitive genotypes so that the breeders in the temperate zones would have a breeder gene 
pool with which to work, Puerto Rico has been an ideal location to cooperate in this 
project since both seusitive and insensitive varieties when planted in September will head 
at about the same time, about 60 days. The tropical varieties can be crossed to short 
insensitive lines and the F^ crop planted in January is harvested in time for planting in 
Texas in June. The seed from the short, early maturing plants is harvested and returned to 
Puerto Rico for September planting to be crossed again to the tropical or alien parent 
variety. After four backcrosses seed of the converted lines ie released to breeders. 

At the close of the 1970-71 season 1,057 varieties had been put into the conversion 
program. Sixty three converted lines were released in 1970, More are planned for release 
in 1972» Much research effort is being expended to determine the best methods for breeders 
to effectively and efficiently use these converted lines. 

Although Mr. Stephens was primarily concerned with making available to breeders in 
the temperate zones the gem plasm from tropicaL varieties the converted or partially 
converted materials will also benefit the breeders in the tropics, especially those who 
can use photoperiod insensitive material. They will find good sources of resistance to 
diseases and insects, and lines which will ratoon very well. Lines with grain quality 
desirable for human consumption are available. 
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While there has been a keen Interest 111 the conversion program, few breeders have 
been giving attention to the development of populations as a plant breeding tool. Since 
the crop Is mostly self pollinated It has been necessary to cross to a genetic sterile 
to combine the germ plasm from a number of varieties Into one gene .pool. The theory 
basic to the scheme Is that when tha gann plasm from a number of varieties Is combined 
It should be possible to develop, by recurrent selection, a superior population which can 
be released to farmers as a variety or to select superior genotypes which can be released 
as pure variety. In practice, selected varieties are crossed to s genetic sterile. The 
seed from the steriles is blended and planted In an isolated plot. The panicles of the 
steriles in theae plots are pollinated at random from the fertile plants. The steriles 
are tagged at heading and the harvested seed of a large number is bulked and replanted. 
This practice Is followed for three or more cycles followed by some method of recurrent 
selection. Our Puerto Rico project is assisting in this program by growing one or two 
crops between October and Hay. By using our facilities a population can be synthesized in 
two years. We can, at this location, incorporate into a population both photoperlod 
sensitive and insensitive varieties. 

Three populations have been synthesize! so far, and seed is ready for release. 
Several others are being developed. We propose to consolidate the germ plasm from similar 
types In the conversion program into populations, thereby reducing the numbers that a 
breeder would need to handle. In theory, the population approach as a method of improving 
sorghum looks promising. A similar program could be edapted to other self pollinated 
crops if genetic sterile stocka are available. 

A major effort of our project la to Increase seed of sorghums collected from around 
the world. Part of this seed Is placed in storage at the National Seed laboratory, Ft. 
Collins, Colorado, and the rest to other Interested agencies. There are over 12,000 
accessions in the World Collection and collections are still to be made in a number of 
countries. As we grow these collections we are able to classify aach Item for specific 
characteristics which adds to the information reported from other stations. This past 
season we planted 1,800 Items from the northern Camerounr A number were obvious duplicates 
but still there is a vide range of variability in the collection. 

This in brief will give you s picture of how Puerto Rico fits Into the international 
sorghum Improvement program. We expact to become a major center for the Improvement of 
the crop In the Caribbean and tropical America. 

• cOo. 

EXPANDED USE FOR BIXA ORELLliNA (ACHIOTE, ANhATTO, ROUCOU), A 
CARIBBEAN CROP PIANT _ 

Dr. Harrlette Bartoo, Profeaeor of Biology 
Western Michigan University 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49001 

It seena moat appropriate In this conference to »peak of the Bljca orellaaa (achlote, 
annatto or roucou), since It la often associated with the usee of the pepper and tomato, 
aa a coloring agent for food In which either or both of theae two crop plants are used for 
flavoring and nutrition. As a crop plant derived largely from tha Caribbean region, sold 
on,the rorld market for use as a coloring agent for foods auch ae butter, oleomargarine, 
cheese and chocoLete--ae well aa a coloring In wax poliehea and for cosmetics, I have been 
concerned vith the fact that this use la derived from only a small proportion (about 5%) of 
the seed, whereas 95Î by bulk weight of tha seed is thrown away In the process as waeta or, 
even w>rse, that the profita from the crop must be paid out for tha dleposal of tha soant 
seed aa a waste product lAich Is hauled anay to the dump. 

In this day when conservation and economy la a current topic of attention, It seems 
logical to consider any means of increasing the value of the product by using these "spent" 
seeds, If possible, to obtain increased Income from the crop on the market. In e previous 
paper at the 1970 meeting of the society, I had proposed 4 possible uses for the "spent" 
seeds: 

1) Aa a fertlllzer-mulch or aoll conditioner. 
2) As a supplemental food for fowla or laboratory animals, If not a food product for 

man. 
3) As an Insecticide or pestlcldal agent. 
4) Aa a "filler" for crafting brick construction materials, If a suitable plastic or 

cement base could be found as an Imbedding agent. 
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It ie to the second of these that I wish l;o call your attention today with more recent 
information. As a background, may I review the history of our interest and experimentation 
on this point. 

According to Dendy in the East African Agricultural and Forestry Journal. October 1966, 
the kernel of the seed contains 8 to 11 percent fatty oils and 1.5 to l.B percent mineral 
ash. But, he adds, "the embryo contains traces of a poisonous alkaloid of unknown structure" 
and because of this, he further states that, "it ia probably wise not to attempt to use the 
residues from the extraction proceas"--viz. the spent seeds. In a similar vein, Friedrich 
W. Freise in Pharm. Zentralhalle 76 (1935), reported that the seed kernel contains 8-11X 
fatty oil with constituents very close to that of the oil from Raphanus satlvus L. (radish). 
He also states that the embryo contains a poisonous principle of drastic action and that 
the ash of the "peeled fruit", viz. spent seed,, contains 107. KNO3 and 707. of sol. S1Û2. 

In Brazil it is reported that bulls were fed the seeds in the belief that the red pulp 
makes them more ferocious fighters in the area (Morton, I960}* But it does not give evidence 
of any discrimination between the pulp and the remainder of the seed, including the embryo, 
which would have inevitably been eaten along with the pulp» 

In order to test this on a more scientific baeis, we ran experiments in feeding the 
seeds to pigeona, white rats end mice in an effort to check this information if porsible. 

Pigeons gave evidence of digesting up to 35 seeds per feeding, along with their regular 
diet, with no ill effects and mice took up to 70 per day of the spent seeds with every 
evidence of gain in weight and healthy appearance as measured against that of the control 
animal. Spent seed was preferred to the freeh,, unprocessed seed, in fact» the animal 
refused to eat the freeh seed, and when forced to eat or starve, chose rather to starve 
than eat it. 

To further more closely check on the toxicity of the embryo, we dissected the embryo 
from the soaked apent seeda and found that the mice again tolerated or actually reliahed 
these, eating them first from among the mixed need food given them and again ate up to 70 
per day without any seeming ill effect. 

It la possible, of course, that the soaking of the seed to procure the embryos or the 
freezing which ve had resorted to when embryos had to be stored up ahead of time, may have 
altered the toxicity of the embryo, but the fact still remains that It would appear that 
some experimental animals do prefer the spent jieeds to the fresh ones under experimentation, 
even showing a preference for the embryo alone in a mixed seed diet. 

With these results in mind, I approached the Kalamazoo Spice Extraction Company with 
the question of the disposal of their "spent" need and find that over the paet year, it has 
been sold in bulk to a company which has been incorporating it in the manufacture of feed 
for zoo animals, with a nation-wide distribution. So, where they were fomerly paying 
to have the "spent" seed residue hauled off to the dump, the sale of it has now become an 
economic return, which, while not subject to profit, does at least balance the cost of 
production. 

Although the emphasis in our study to date has been finding a use for the spent 
seed, I would welcome reaearch toward the use of the other parte of the plant aa well, e.g. 
the leaves, stem or root. Since the plant is evergreen the leaves would play a minor 
part as compared to that of leaves of deciduous plants in the role of a mulch-fertilizer, 
yet it has been recognized by some that the leuves falling around the base of the plant 
do add to the fertility quality and the water-holding capacity of the parent plant» In 
Madagascar, according to Dr. Edward Heckel in his Useful Plants of Madagascar, leaves were 
used as a source for a beverage brew or infusion "for thoae who must dance or sing in 
public" which "makes them perform more adepthly." He suggests in a foot note that this 
may be due to the presence of stimulatory caffeine-like substance and that further research 
needs to be done on the subject. So far as I know, nothing has been done in this direction. 

With the present tendency to find suitable medium for fumatories which may give a 
stimulating effect upon the user, I would suggest this might very well be the source for 
experimentation in the use of the dried leaves in a blend for cigarette, pipe or cigar 
filler, since the leaves are thin and have a very pleasant aroma of a mild tobacco. 

Roots have been used in investigation as a possible source for a pharmaceutical product, 
but the fibrous roots are much more difficult to obtain and furthermore seem to be less 
well supplied with the materials which lend themselves to use in this manner. Research in 
this area has been discontinued. 
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PODZOLI SATION IM THE EXTREM NORTH WESTERN REGION OF FRENCH GUYANA 

A curious and very strong process of Impoverishment of the ΒΟΙΙΒ 

Philippe Blancsneaux 
Soil Scientist, O.R.S.T.O.M., Cayenne, French Guyana 

INTRODUCTION 

In the extreme north-westem region of French Guyana, some distinct psssages from 
white to reddish-yellow ssndy-clay formations have been observed over a very short 
distance (about one meter). We underline that in the others Guyanas (Surinam and Guyana), 
for an identical material, the same process exists, on a larger scale. Several hypothesis 
have been made (overthrust, successive [ledimentation. lixiviatlon.) 

Several sequences of BOI.LS have been studied in different pedologlcal ereas. Results 
registered in the laboratory and the field confirm our hypothesis: Podzolic différencia-
tion end llxlvlatlon of the elements. 

This paper will summarize the consequences of this discrepancy from the point of view 
physico-chemical impoverishment of these BOIIS, and their issue to a true mineral residual 
skeleton, inappropriate to any culture, 

SITUATION JLND GEOGRAPHIC LIMITS 

We have worked on two sequences of soils situated on the St. JEAN N-E map of the 
National Geographic Institute (IGN 1/50,,000Ύ. At ALB INA (Surlnsm), in geomorphologically 
identical conditions the same process have been observed and studied. 

CLIMATOLOGY 

Humid Equatorial climate marked by two strongly pronounced, contrasted dry seasons. 

Pluviometry: Station: Saint-Laurent 
Average 1956 - 1965. mm. 

Station 1 J τ 
1 t 
, F , 

ι \ , M , 1 A 
* 1 ι . M . J , ι r . J , A „ S 

1 , p - 1 , s , D Year r 
St. Laurent ,216 I y ,184 , I ι 

, "4, ,218 
1 1 1 , 322 , 327 , 233 , 164 , 76 

ι 
, ,162 ,219 ,2.374 

The particular character of the studied area is not aa subject to regular ventilation 
as the coastal plain, evaporation is relatively less Important and the water potential Is 
ameliorated. 

Temperature: Yearly average: 26"4.C. 
Humidity: True annual average humidity: 86% 
Wind: 27 m./s. (annual average: St. Lanrent 1951-1965) 

VEGETATION AM) BIOLOGICAL ACTIVITY 

Two very different species of foreBts apparently In relation with the ssndy-detrltlcal 
formations rtilte and reddish-yellow have been distinguished. On the reddish-yellow sand, 
we have a florlstlc variant of the classical Amazon forest on granite. On the bleached 
sand, this forest is perceptibly different and evokes a different ecology. Abundance of 
epiphytes which make it look like a tropical mountain forest suggests an hygrometry that 
is always considerably related to a stronger lighting of the underwood. 

Sane termlbarium erected on more than one meter In reddish-yellow ssndy-clay formation-
and realizing a true ploughing of the superior part of the soils have been observed, 
Theae organisms are responsible for the homogeneity of the horizons permitting the depar-
ture of the pedogenstlcal procèsa. 

MORPHOLOGY AND HYDROGRAPH1C SYSTEM 

Table-land la strongly notched by headwater erosion of percolating waters running 
freely in these coarse sands. Theae waters collect on the border of these table-lands 
generating creeks, vith vater, a reddish-brown ccrlour well known In the Guyanas and 
more generally In all podzollzed tropical regions. 
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GEOLOGY AND SEB PENTO LOGY 

The material has been Identified (Qt), that la to say the Old tertacea by the 
geologist. The "série détritique de base" (white sand serle of Guyana and Zanderlj aeries 
of Surinam) is largely represented. For some sedlmentologlsts, these table-lands are 
sand-water-downs (arenaceous rocks in situ). The morphoscoplc examination and cumulated 
curves of these sandy formations tend to confirm the idea of torrential drift. The 
association of heavy minerals (sircon - stauiollte - dlsthene..) always found in the 
detrltlc sandy formations reddish-yellow and Viite, give evidence of this origin; these 
minerals are always present ln the meridional précambrien schist. 

In any case, no granulometrlc difference between the reddish-yellow and the white 
formation has been observed. These sands are curiously associated in the land morphology. 
Pedogenesis seems to be the only one factor for the disparity. 

SEQUENCES STUDIES. PHYSICO-CHEHICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

GRANULOME TRY 

From the periphery to the center of the tabla-land, we observe ln the sequence 
progress a progressive impoverishment of the colloidal fraction; correlatlvely there is 
an enrichment of the fine and coarse sands. In some profiles presence of an accumula-
tion horizon of clay shows a vertical lijilvlation of this fraction. Tib'e I are given 
the analytics results of two profiles situated at the sequence extremities: 

PERMEABILITY 

The permeability has been measured ln the field with the WJNTZ apparatus (modified 
by J.L, THIALS) and ln the laboratory (K DARCY on repaired samples). In any case we 
observe e clear decrease of the permeability from a relatively low depth at the periphery 
of the table-lands (50 cm.). These profiles show an extreme permeability (K^ 140 cm./h.) 
ln the upper horizons, quickly stopped ln the lower parts when the coarse elements are 
slowed down by the fine sands. Indeed, the clay content cannot ln many cases elucidate 
this decrease. On the other hand, a correlation seems to exist between the content of 
fine sands (50 14 - 0.1 ima,) and the permeability; this last decreases when the content 
of fine sands grow. 

We note the very strong variations between the results registered ln the field and 
these obtained ln the laboratory. These differences show how much we have to refrain 
from deducing physico-chemical properties of these soils by laboratory results. 

' DEPTH ' K. cm. /h. 
Sample • cm. ι Laboratory * "I situ' 

1 f 1 fine sand % ' 
BM 21 1 - 10 148 12.5 183 (30 - 40 cm.) 

22 30 - 50 58 14. 9.3 (80 - 90 cm.) 
23 62 - 74 5.6 18.5 
24 11S-- 130 3.3 22. 
25 150 - 170 7.6 21. 

The depth of the impermeability level decreases from the center to the periphery of 
these table-lands. 

The result Is a temporary underground sheet of water which will be responsible of 
accelerating the podzollsatlon and impoverishment process, 

STRPCTURAL INSTABILITY. (Is of HEW IN) 

The structural instability Is, la always lower than 1. It seems that the richness 
ln organic matter of these soils, migration being easy ln the aandy horiiona, leads to 
stabilize them structurally, 

pH - EXCHANGEABLE BASES 

These soils are extremely acid. 4.6 ̂ pM^5.2, This pH places the iron in its 
state of ion Fe + , easily mobile. A direct relation between organic matter and pH 
has been observed. pH decreases when organic matter grows. 

Exchangeable bases are non-existent: the total of bases is lower than 0.50 me/100 g. 
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ORGANIC MATTER 

The further ue go from the ferrallltlc soils to the podzolic soils, the more the rate 
In humic matter poorly evolved; poorly polymerized, more susceptible of migration In-
creases (simplified electrophoresis), This fact seems to be tied to the progressive 
Impoverishment In Iron from the ferrallltlc to the podzolic solle. 

Podzolic Soils J Ferrallltlcs Soils 

Profile ' 
BMA 

21 1 1 2 2 1 23 BMA ' 31 ' 32 ' 33 . BMA, 41 ' 42 
Organic Matter % 5.Ö ô.i 2 .2 1.5 l.S β.β 1.2 1.3 
C 0/00 34.3 0 .6 12.9 8.8 s . a 4.4 1.8 7.4 
Ν o/oo 1.78 0.26 0,63 0.77 0 .73 0.45 0.63 0,56 
C/N 19 2 . 20.5 11.4 12.1 9.7 10.8 13.2 
Humlflcation Rate 6 . 1 58.1 27.2 29.4 
Gray Humic acid % 24. 48.2 40.7 34.8 
Intermedlalr 
Humic aeld % 8. 13.3 14.8 17.4 
Brown humic acid % 68. 38.5 44.5 47.8 

The rates of organic matter remaining utrong In the podzollcs soils comparatively to 
the ferrallltlcs soils, the products of decomposition and the substances Issued forth In 
the presents conditions of podzollsatlqn remain poorly evolved, particularly movable, and 
more susceptible to move In the profile (cl«iy--iron - silica - aluminum - oxyde), 

IRON 

Ve note an absolute accumulation of Iron sesquloxydes at the level where spots and 
reddish-yellow stretches are found In the profile. These oxides seem to have been 
transported to their accumulation point from a homogeneous parental material; If It was 
an alteration position, we would not observe a variation In the profile. Now, In all 
studied sequences this variation has been effectively observed. In succession of this 
podzolic différenciation there Is a relative concentration of Iron sesquloxydes In major 
horizons. We notice moreover a decrease of the sesquloxldes rate In succession of the 
material Impoverishment of the fine colloidal fraction. 

We can deduce from this that from one homogeneous parental material where the Iron 
has been already strongly taken off during its transportation, exportation of Iron 
sesquloxldes, principally under the influence of organic acids and water can occur. 

The ferric-oxides formation by spontaneous oxidation in the superior horizons 
naturally more draining may take place during the dry season (BIOOMFIEID) and Induce the 
ulterior fixing of ferrous complexes (SEGALEN 1964). So, according to the changing of 
seasons oxidation, of ferrous complexes may take place (dry season). Thia layer relative-
ly unstable of ferric-oxides formed, would serve ss catalyser to the stabilization of new 
complexes and organic chelates ferrous - organic, moving vertically in the profile. 

The consequence In the profile is a llulvlatlon of the A2 horizon which goes on 
Increasing as long aa the condltlona of reduction (Induced by the underground water. 
organic-matter and microorganisms) will continue, even temporarily. The clay mobility 
associated with the drainage conditions temporarily unfavourable at the level of imperme-
ability ia tied without doudt to the destruction of the clay-iron exldes agregates, when 
this last is mobilized In its reduced form, which permits to the clay to migrate easier 
(F. de CONINCK - A. HERBILLON). 

Consequence of this Iron exportation under its ferrous-complexe form Is a progressive 
increase by relative accumulation of the qunrtzous elements, which, by the loss of iron 
lose their crystallo-chemlcal stability and tend to divide up with increased specific 
surface. Because of this, theae aanda can not be used in hydroponlc culture. The perpetual 
splitting up of these quartz grains leads to s warping of the coarse elements at s low 
depth which fact again contributes to Increase impermeability in the profile and provokes 
root asphyxiation. 
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TOTAL ANALYSTS BY TRTACIDES ATTACKS 

Investigating the total quantities, we notice In all cases an antagonistic evolution 
between iron-oxides and silica. But mobilisation of the silica has also been observed ln 
the concentration horizons of lron-sesquloxides. The silica seems to follow the Iron in 
its migration ln the form of lron-slliclc or organo-slliclc complexes. 

Aluminium oxides follows the iron movement very well, shoving a maximum ln the 
horizons of concentration ln iron-sesquloxides where the iron maximum and the silica minimum 
are. 

Aluminium oxide accumulation is found specifically ln the humoferruglnous (B2h - Fe) 
horizons which leads as to Image the presence of chelates or organic complexes. 

In the present conditions of podzolisatloa, aluminium is above all mobilized by 
surface-waters very rich in organic molecules, acida, which percolates easily and freely 
through a far too permeable material ln the upper horizons, and which provokes its 
accumulation at the relatively less permeable level ln the spodic horizon. Only Podzoli-
zation is able to make it move in the upper parts and its entralnment to the spodic 
horizons. 

CONCLUSION 

The podzollc différenciation we have observed here is astonishingly connected with 
the ferrallltlzstion process. This différenciation during the impoverlahment of the 
ferrallltlcs soils seems to be complementary to the ferrallltlzstion process. There Is 
not any break ln the sequence of evolution. Podzollsatlon beginning only because of the 
direct action of ferralltlzatlon (lixiviatlon stricto-sensu of clayey-colloidal fraction 
and formation of an Impermeable level at a medium depth), had determined in the begin-
ning the conditions of evolution of these sollt!. Formation of one horizon of accumulation 
modified strongly and more and more during its formation the hydrlc regimen of the soil. 

The alternance of the dry and wet seasons,, contrasted, accelerates the processus of 
evolution, because the material will react to this brutal variation (phyaico-chemical 
conditions of the material amplifies the mlcro-cllmatlc contrast ln the soil). 

The more the process is engaged, the more Its speed of evolution will grow. It will 
catalyse itself. The A^ horizon, lixiviated, bleached, will increase as much as the 
alternance of oxidation and reduction conditions will permit the entertainment process 
(organic-matter, clay, Iron, aluminium, silica,.,). 

But exaggerated by the new characteristic« of the profile and by the différenciation 
of new horizons, the pedo-cllmate of the soil will changé. The contrasts between the new 
Individualized levels will be exasperated: the Aj horizon, lixiviated, bleached, takes 
exaggerated proportion. The formation of an humo-ferruginous alios (dark-brown) may be 
produced. The profile la characterized by the horizons: At)0 - Aj - Aj - B2h - BjFe -
Gr - BC or C. (Podzol humo-ferniginoue). At the extremity of this podzollc evolution, 
the exaggeration ln the development of thla Aj horizon bleached, leads to a residual 
mineral quartzous skeleton, where the dlfferenclated horizons are sometimes not observed 
on the first five meters. (Giant Podzol). 

Experimental plantings of PINUS (Pirns carlbea) plantations ln Surinam on such soils 
give very bad results. 
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TABLE i._ Analytical Results of Two Profiles 

Sol Farrallitique Lessivé modal (Periphery of the tshle-land) 

H o r i 
« m 

Gr^iq.otK try % 4>H H2O Organic matter 
total * 

3 /So Β ft S me 
Τ 

me s/T total * 
ΡΘ2Ο3 

free 
* 

total H o r i 
« m 3-2 3-50[f SOjlSnmL ̂ 2nnn 1/2.5 

Organic 
matter 
total * 

3 /So Β ft S me 
Τ 

me s/T total * 
ΡΘ2Ο3 

free 
* 

total 

L3. 7. 78. 2.4 4.a 1.9 10.9 •84 .63 5-7 11.1 1.8 1.6 8 8 . 

A 2 
XI. 5.5 72.5 1.4 5 . 1 .5 2.9 .42 . 2 6 3.9 6.7 2.4 2 . Θ3 

AB >4.5 4.5 69. 3.9 5. .3 1.7 .35 .34 2.3 14.8 2.9 2.4 82 

Β 5. 5. 6B.5 1. 5 . .2 1.2 .31 .27 2.6 10. 2.8 2.4 85 

BP 5.5 5.5 79. 22.8 5 . 2 .13 .5 26. 2.4 2.3 95-

BC 17. ID. 7B. 27.5 5.2 .43 3.4 1 2 . 6 2 . 1.9 
' 5 : 

Podzol Géant (Giant Podzol) Center of the Table-land 

Granulometry pH Hgd 

1/2.5 
D r g a -
nip iLûttel 
Cotai 

C/JO Ν /»ο 
S 

me 
s / i t<M 

jf 
tree 

% 0-2 2-50 50jl-2mm 2 mm· 
pH Hgd 

1/2.5 
D r g a -
nip iLûttel 
Cotai 

C/JO Ν /»ο 
S 

me 
s / i t<M 

jf 
tree 

% 

All l. .6 97. 1 . 9 4.7 2 . 11.4 .59 .60 13.8 .05 .05 

a12 .5 1.5 97.5 1.2 6. .3 1.7 .21 .28 16.5 L. .05 

A 2 .5 2.5 97. 1.5 6. .1 .7 .14 .29 72.5 .06 

Bjh 1. 2.5 95.5 5.1 5.2 .2 1.2 .21 .37 74. .3 

Bglr 1. 3.5 94.5 7.8 5.3 .4 2.1 .21 •34 48.5 .8 

BC .5 3. 96. 12.7 5.6 .56 43.I .2 

The exonerated impoverishment leads to a mineral skeleton (Giant Podaol) where 
the fine and ooarse esnds (50 ̂  - 2 mm.) vary between 95 to 97 ̂  j in the entire 
profile, the clay fraction 0 - 2 k ) being insignificant (leaa than 1 λ). 
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DYNAMICS OF ORGANIC MATTER UNDER SAVANNA GRASS IH FRENCfl GUYANA 

J. F. Turenne 
Pedologlet, Office de la Recherche Scientifique et Technique Outre-Mer 

Cayenne, French Guyana 

INTRODUCTION 

The Old Coastal plain forms in French Guyana a narrow belt of about 1,500 aq, km., 
parallel to the coast, between svampe and mangrove on the coast in the north, and pré-
cambrien shield in the sou th. It is a landscape of eavannas, traversed by humid forest 
galleries, formed on a clay fine sands deposit of old coaatsl shores (pleistocene). 

Two kinds of soils domliste in these eavannas: podzols et sols podzoliques (french 
classification) - spodosols (USDA) sols ferralltlques fortement désaturês lesslvës hydro-
morphea (USM pllnthic or ochric Tropudult) (11). 

The climate of the Coastal Plain presents several particular characteristics; namely 
the extreme variability of rainfall, the existence of an ecological dry season less than 
30 ran of monthly rainfall, these characteristics producing a aubstanclal dry season with 
a high hydrlc deficit. 

The meteorological station of Slnnamary shows, following 12 yeare (1955 - 1966) 0 
to 5 months with a monthly rainfall inferior to 30 ms, 1 to 4 months from 30 to 100 um, 
and 5 to 9 months up to 100 ran. Data from Meteorological Station of Kourou (1956 - 1965 
2,421 um.) are used in this study. 

From the calculation of Ε TP according to Penman formula, (albedo 0.25) we can define 
for the period 1969 - 1970, certain Important climatic event e* etâftin^ from the moment 
when the Increasing rainfall equals half the Ε TP, (R •= 0.5ETP) (6)* the humid period 
begins; this One goes on up to the moment vhçn ETP becomes superior to the rainfall. 
Starting from this point, the post humid season is established and then the dry aeaaon. 
The prehumld season goee from the point when the rainfall equals 0.5 ETP, to the point 
when rainfall •= ETP. 

We can then distinguish dynamic phases: 

-B2 C2 post humid period drying up Rainfall < ETP 
-C2 Aj dry period desiccation 
-A^ Cj rainy season 
-A2 ή prehumld period moistening rainfall < ETP 
-Bi B2 humid period saturation rainfall > ETP 

Figure 1 shows the différents periods during sunmer 1969, which represents the analysis 
of différents cllnutlc elements during ten days period. 

MATERIAL AMD METHODS 

The analysis concern A^ horizon soil samples from ferrallltlc soils under savannaa, 
taken at regular periods, at the end of last decade of each month. They are distributed 
in différents sites (Matitl, Corossony, Bordelaise, Combi) at the rate of 3 samples for 
each sampling site. Soil moisture is determined at the sampling moment. 

On the air dryed samples (9) we determine carbon in accordance with Walkley Black 
method, nitrogen by modified Kjeldahl method; humic acids are extracted by Na pyrophosphate 
0.1 M, fulvlc acids and humic acids are separated with sulphuric acid; dosage is done on • 
dry matter by oxydation with potassium bichronate; separation of moving humic acids and 
non moving humic acids Is done using electrophoresis (potential difference 7 volts/cm.) 

* FRAU QU IN quotes HUTCHINSON and alter: bare Boil evaporation in the beginning of dry season 
0.33 Eo; SLATYER (1966) during drying up season with showers » 0.30 Eo; observing that 
Eo is usually calculated with albedo 0.05, FRANQUIN estimates that 1/3 Eo is near 0.5 
ETP calculated with albedo 0.25. TURC (1961, 1953) shows in the conditions of this field 
work that bare soil restores its reserves when monthly rainfall goes up to 0.5 ETP. 
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Structurel stability Is measured according to Henln (7) (determination of stable 
agregates, without pretreatment, with benzene and alcohol ρ re treatment^. 

The release of carbonic gas 1b measured by incubation (7 days 30°C) ln a closed 
recipient, of re-humected afimples (3). 

Characteristics of soil samples at gamplinn sites (end of December 1969) 
vegetation: grass savanna with schyzaclilrlum and trachypogon 

Sampling 
site 

1 Soil ' 
1 molature' 

Carbon 
% 

'nitrogen' 
• τ 

C/H 
ratio . P H ' Clay ' r j • s u t 

X 
1 Fine 
' sand % 

' Coarse 
'sand % 

Bordelaise 6.6 15.2 .90 16.9 4.9 8.5 11.0 75.7 1.0 
Matltl 14.3 12.1 .73 16.6 5.2 5.7 14.0 77.3 .2 
Combi 5.0 14.7 .94 15.6 5.1 8.0 7.6 74.3 6.0 
Corossonv 8.6 11.3 .70 16.1 5.1 6.6 7.0 69.3 14.8 

RESULTS* 

They are represented on figures 2 and 3. 

The soil moisture of upper horizon of the soil appears aa connected with difference 
ralnfall-ETf for the dynamic phases of drying up, diylng, rehumectlng period, the difference 
being calculated with last decade data, proceeding the sampling moment, (fig. 2b, 2c.) 

Months 1 July 
1 1969 

1 
, Aug. . Sept. : °ct. , Hov. 

1 
, Dec. 

1 Jan. ' 
1 1970 ' Feb. 1 , March 

Soil moisture T- 16.52 8.65 3.87 3.15 11.20 8.62 17.51 21.5 21.69 
ETP Penman urn. 
lat decade 40.4 45.2 45.0 53.6 47.9 37.8 27.5 38.5 28.1 
2nd decade 43.6 44.5 49.6 46.1 49.1 38.7 28.1 40.6 47.1 
3rd decade 47.3 52.5 49.7 54.6 38.4 60.9 43.3 25.3 31.3 

Total 131.3 142.2 144.3 154.3 135.4 137.4 98.9 104.4 106.5 

Rainfall mi 
1st decade 48.0 25.0 22.5 0.0 0.0 42.0 181.5 77.5 616.0 
2nd decade 26.0 24.0 0.0 22.0 30.5 79.0 107.0 120.5 
3rd decade 43.0 1.5 0.5 14.0 30.5 52.0 168.5 125,0 

Total ran 117,0 50.8 24.0 22.5 15.5 103.0 322.5 353.0 257.5 

Organic matter (fig. 3 a,)expressed ln Carbon Ϊ begins by accuaing a light decrease from the 
start of post humid period; thla rate afterwards goes up for the moat of the samples to reach 
the first maximum during the desiccation period, this maximum maintaining ita value, or 
slightly Increasing up to tha end of dry season. 

* He greatly thank our collagues Mr. J. L. Thlals and G. Laplanoche, Soil Analysis Laboratory 
ln the Cayenne ORSTOM Center for these results. 
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ANALYTICAL DATA 

Months 'July 
' 1969 f Aug. i Sept. Oct, Nov. 

Soil moisture % 
Carbon % 
Nitrogen % 
C/N ratio 
Humic acid C % 
Fulvic acid C 7. 
Extraction rate % 
Fulvic acid 
Humic acid 
Mineralization of 

carbon 
C (C02) Matlti 
C Total Combi 

Bordelaise 
Non moving humic acida 

(ι humic acid) 
Benzene agregatea % • • Til ; 
* significant difference between these values 

16, .52 8. .65 3, ,87 3, .15 11, .20 8.62 10. .84 9. .74 12. .17 12. .64 13, ,63 13.33 ,7b .67 .83 .81 .88 .81 14, .2 14, ,5 14, .7 15, ,6 15, ,5 16.5 1, .y2 1. .85 1, ,85 1, .62 1. ,67 1.79 2. 1. .60 1, ,97 1, .77 1, ,92 1.65 41. ,42 35, .82 31, .38 26. ,81 26. .33 25.80 
1. .38 0. .86 1. ,08 1. ,08 1. 11 0.92 

3. 3 2. ,6 2, 0 1. 9 1. 7 1.7 
3. 2. 2 1. 8 1. 6 1. 7 1.7 
2, ,6 3. .1 1, .9 1, .8 2. .0 2.3 
36. ,20« 48. ,27 52. .92 47. .77 47, ,82 50.80 4 

24, r 31 17, ,51 17, ,86 18.76 

Jan. Feb. 
1970 ' March 

17.51 
11.52 
.78 

14.8 
1.78 
1.93 

22 .20 

1.11 

1.8 
1.8 
2 . 2 

16.61 

21.58 
12.17 
.82 

14.8 
1.65 
1.66 

27.19 

1.02 

1.8 
1.5 
1.9 

21.6 
12.8 

.8' 
16.0 
1.5 
1.5. 
24.4 

1.6 
2.0 
1.9 

45.64 44.1. 
16.27 13.9' 

During the pre-humld period, total amount of organic matter decreases from 13.4 % to 
11.4 %. This last value, doea not change or increases slightly later (start of humid period 
It will reach a second maximum at the end of humid period. 

Nitrogen (fig. 3 a): ite variations follow that of total carbon, excepted In march 
(rehumectatlon, beginning of humid period) where it decreases, while carbon Increases or 
ranalns constant. 

Fulvlc acids; are in high quantltlea when the post humid period starts; their minimum 
is connected with higher values of carbon (december) and with the beginning of leaching by 
rainwater at the end of post humid period. 

Humic eclds (fig. 3 b) non moving humic uclds at electrophoreals, Increase during poet 
humid period; they decrease when desiccation J;oes on; a rain falling in the 3rd decade of 
november, which involves a change in soil molltture from 3 to 11%, seems apparently to have 
only a slight effect on a non-moving humic sclds amount; but it is Important to notice 
that during the following month (december) the slight drying up appearing involves an 
increasing of the amount of non moving humic acid. 

Less than the level of soil moisture existing in the soil, It is the sense of variation 
of the soil moisture (rehumectatlon followed by drying up) which appears to act on amount 
of non moving humic acids. These phenomenon showing a reaction to the environment varlatlont 
in remarkable. 

Therefore, the amount of non moving humic acida Is different, as one considers rehumectc 
tlon period or drying up period, with the same value of soil moisture; during rehumectatlon 
period, there Is a well marked depolymerisatlon, but the amount still remains high. 

Thia phenomenon of remanence la remarkable, considering the inertia to environment 
variations represented by it. 

When prehumld and humid periods appear, non moving humic acids decrease: phases of 
polymerisation or depolymerization can be distinguished, following climatic variations. 

Na Pyrophosphate non extractlble fraction 

The composition of this fraction is complex; for the fraction non extracted by alcalin 
reagents, Perraud (8) finds one part of humic compound highly polymerized and strongly 
bound to minerals (humlne surévoluée), one part coming from direct lnsolubllization of 
vegetal material, after more or less elaborated transformation, and one part of fresh 
organic matter regaining locked up in mineral matter (humlne sequestrée). The maximum of 
organic matter (13.3 C X o) runs in connection with the maximum of non extracted fraction. 
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VARIATIONS IN COMPONENTS % OF OKfiANIC MATTER WHILE SOIL MOISTURE VARIES 

Months • July ' 
' 1969 ' Aug. , Sept. 

1 1 , Jct- , Nov. 1 t 
, D e c· , Jan. ' 

1970 Feb. , March 
Soil Moisture 
Variation 16.52 8.65 3.87 3.15 11.20 8.62 17.51 21.58 21.69 
Non extreit 58.61 χ 64.47 67.83 73.24 73.81 74.41 χ 67.41 χ 72.84 75.49 
Non moving 
Humlc Acid 6.29 χ 9.19 8.11 :t 6.18 5.94 6.75 7.10 6.10 5.42 
Moving Humlc 
Acid 11.14 9.92 χ 7.32 6.73 6.53 6.56 χ 8.41 7.38 6.91 
Fulvlc acid 23.95 χ 16.40 16.70 13.90 13.70 12.28 χ 17.07 χ 13.66 12.66 
χ significant difference between these values 

Using the elementary scheme of the division of organic matter (Fulvlc acids - moving 
humlc sclda - non moving humlc aclda - non extract lb le fraction) which we are considering 
in this first approach, as going towards an Increasing polymerization, the repartition and 
the variations of theae fractions In % of total carbon, ahow dynamic phases of organic 
matter evolution. 

The part of different fractiona varies according to the season (fig. 4) and considering 
significant differences, we can altuate tira main moments ln the variation of soil moisture: 

In poat humid periods a significant decrease of fulvlc acids part, a decrease of moving 
acids part, and when drying up accentuates, a decrease ln the non moving humlc acid amount 
appears, then we note the significant Increasing of the non extracted fraction "humln*. An 
Increase of total carbon (10.6 % to 12.6 7, and 13.6 3) la connected to this variation. In 
prehumld period a significant decrease of Na Pyrophosphate non extracted fraction gives a 
significant increase of electrophoresis moving humlc aclda and of fulvlca acids. A decreaee 
ln carbon amount (13.6 % to 11.5 2) follows this variation. We «nphasize the possibility 
of passage during polymerization or depolymerizatlon phases between the différents fractions 
forming orgsnlc matter. 

Carbon mineralization coefficient (fig. 3 c) The relationship between carbon from CO2 
releeaed in 7 dsys by 100 g. of rehumected soil (24Î), and the total amount of carbon in the 
sample, shows a high coefficient velue at the beginning of the post humid period: this 
fact can explain that in spite of polymerization phase there Is a decrease of organic 
matter at this period. 

This coefficient decreases up to the end of post humid period and the renewal of CO2 
release shows s certsln delay comparison with the prehumld period. 

Structural stability 

If we consider agregates amount In the soli we find a maximum of this amount at the 
moment when the percentage of Don moving humlc acids is higher, and a minimum when thla 
percentage is minimum (march). The relationship we observed by the past (10) between non 
moving humlc acids and structural Instability la here verified at the point of stable 
agregates after benzene pretreatment. 

% agregates (benzene) - 30.08 + 2,579 non moving humlc aclda 
(n - 118, Ρ < /0.01) 

DISCUSSION AND CCMC LUS 10« 

Starting from the analyais of French Guyana Coastal Plain climate it Beans possible 
to define a certain number of dynamic plutaee In organic matter evolution; an analysis, 
of the climate following decades seems to be adequate ln order to preclae the minimum 
climatic period which can influence soil evolution ln savannas. 

He have only considered here the means of monthly samples, but a more detailed study 
should separate the sites of samplings and not to compare them one another, except 
considering soil moisture values equals or approximately equal defining dynamic momente; 
theae momenta do not obligatory appear at the same moment for the 4 altes. The same occurs 
to the organic matter level which vary according to the site. 

The definition of post humid, dry, prehumld, humid period 1b an important factor of 
the knowledge of a soil and Its potentialities. Going to the extreme, we could not accept 
ln tropical conditions any dsts about savanna-like soil Β amp le without soil molature at 
the moment of sampling and the position of this value ln connection to preceedlng or follow-
ing values during the period. 
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Although different in carbon amount, in the amplitude and in the date of variations 
of soil moisture, Aj horizons studied here tend all towerds an ldentlcel dynamics. 

'le ahov here how the organic matter react very rapidly at the variations of environ-
ment; the different factors of guyenese climate applied to homogeneous material lead to 
biological and phyalco-chemical processes which act rapidly on quantity, quality, and 
chemical properties of humic compounds, It even seems that besides soil moisture values 
vary, it la the sense of variation (increase ar decrease) rather than the absolute value 
of the soil moisture which induces the phenomena of polymerization or depolymerlzetlon. 

Fugacity of polymeric or non polymeric fractions of organic matter Is characteristic 
of Ai soil horlzdn subjected to important variation of climatic conditions. 

One must conalder this fugacity as soon as it Is a question of reconstltuatlng stock 
of organic matter or Improving excessive or insufficient soil drainage, 
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EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND AHALYSIS UNDER LIMITED RESOURCES 

Basil Ci. F. Springer 
Ifie University of the West Indies 

St. Augustine, Trinidad 

INTRODUCTION 

In many territories In the Canmorrvealth Caribbean there is an active diversification 
programme, consequent upon an import substitution policy, where more emphasis Is being 
placed on the production of foo.d crops than hitherto. Research personnel In the region 
have embarked on extensive research programmes to determine optimal cultural operations 
for maize, grain legvmee, root crops and vegetables. In many cases researchere have found 
that little or no work has been reported on these crope under ecological similar to their 
ovn, and that a major constraint on their work Is the limitation of available experimental 
resources. Experimentation, under these circumstances, must necessarily be of an exploratory 
nature, at flret, later becoming more sophisticated as knowledge and experience are gained. 

nie question of the experimental design that should be used often causes some concern. 
An experimenter may be tempted to proceed In cookbook fashion and may consult texts euch 
as Cochran and Cox (1) or Le Clerg et al (4) for an appropriate recipe. The theme of this 
paper Is that this approach might not be optimal for such a preliminary investigation, and 
the paper explores other avenuee of approach. 

TflE PROBLEM 

The problem, for the experimental situation vhich has been described, is the choice 
of an experimental deelgn which has the following properties: 

(a) consideration of a number of factors simultaneously; 
(b) exploration of a wide range of levels for each factor; 
(c) non exploration of combinations of factor levels vhich are of little or no interest; 
(d) incorporation of the available general knowledge and experience of the experimenter; 
(e) efficient use of the expérimental resources (land, labour, etc.) available; 
(f) ease of operation for field staff; 
(g) obtaining only information which is relevant to and consistent with the objectives 

of the experiment; and 
(h) determination of a second degree response surface over appropriate ranges of levelB 

of each factor. 

Two specific examples of Investigations, which may arise In the experimental situation 
described above, will now be considered. 

Example 

The objective of this Investigation is to determine the response of a crop to the 
nutrients, say, Nitrogen (N), Thosphorcrafi (F) and Potassium (K) under different rainfall 
regimes and on solle with different physical and basic chemical properties. Experiments 
are laid down at several sites over a wide range of levels of rainfall and soil charac-
teriatlcs. The information from such an investigation may be useful in setting up a ferti-
lizer advlaory Bervlce for fanners groving this crop. 

Example 2 

The objective of thla Investigation la to determine the response of a crop to, say, 
Ν, Ρ and Κ on a given soil type in a gi'ren region, where the experimenter may have prior 
knowledge with reapect to the behaviour of the soil type. The farmers in this region may 
be operating well below what is estimated to be optimal efficiency and quick anewers are 
needed which may result in, say a 501 increase in efficiency. In such a situation a 
general picture of the response behaviour may be required rather than a more precise 
estimate of the response for a specific combination of the ranges of factor levels. 

An investigation with limited experimental resources implies that for a given plot 
size, the numbers of experimental units ivailahle is restricted and hence there is a limita-
tion on the number of treatments which can be accommodated at a given site. 

At the same time, since little information is available on the response of the crop 
to the nutrientB, it is desirable to experiment over a wide range of levels for each 
nutrient. However, if treatments are considered in full factorial combination then the 
constraint on experimental resources Is very quickly exceeded. 

It seems apparent, therefore, that some of the treatments In the full factorial 
combination will have to be sacrificed to permit experimentation within the resources 
available and at the same time to permit relevant information to be gained. 
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SOLUTIONS TO THE PROBLEM 

The conventional approach -

The recognized mechanism for solving the problem is to consider the use of 
(a) a fractional replication system of treatments, or (b) a composite system of treatments. 
In a full factorial system just enough observations are obtained for the estimation of all 
the main effects and interactions associated with the system. If factoi-ial replication a 
subset of the factorial combinations from the full factorial system, is considered then the 
estimation of some of these rain effecta and interactions on the patterns of main, effects 
and interactions which cannot be estimated Cox (2, p. 246) and these may or roay not coincide 
with the main effects and interactions, information about which the experimenter is willing 
to sacrifice. However, in the case of preliminary survey involving a large number of factor 
fractional replication makes practicable investigations that could hardly be undertaken 
otherwise. 

A composite system is usually a full factorial or a fractional replicate or a full 
factorial system, based on two levels for each factor, which supplemented specifically 
assigned central and peripheral treatment combinations to increase the number of levels for 
each factor in the investigation. Composite système, Hill and Hunter (3) were originally 
designed to have desirable properties (orthogonality and rotatability) with respect to the 
estimation of a second degree response surface, and were conceived primarily for investiga-
tions involving industrial processes where experimental error is small. In agriculture, 
experimental error is seldom small (i.e. a coefficient of variation of 5 - 0%) and a second 
degree surface may be unrealistic or* in a preliminary investigation, a precise estimate 
of it not required and hence there may be no Justification for the use of a composite system 
as conceived above. However, in looking for an economic optimum in fertilizer applications, 
usually the response surface is well approximated by a second degree polynomial in the 
region of the optimum and perhaps a composite system may be considered. 

A modified approach -

À modification of the composite system is suggested« In the modified composite system 
freedom is exercised in the choice of nuclei of two-level factorial combinations end in the 
placement of the supplementary treatment combinations about theae nuclei· However, this 
does not mean that these supplementary points are chosen at random but does permit any 
relevant knowledge and experience of the experimenter to be Incorporated into the design« 
Hence, treatment combinations, which do not contribute or contribute little to the immediate 
objectives of the experiment, may be excluded. 

A COMPARISON OF THE SYSTEMS 

Table 1 indicates the status associated with fractional replication, a composite 
system and a modified composite system, with respect to the desirable properties for an 
experimental design, which were outlined above« 

Table 1« - Indication as to Whether Each of the Three System Fully Satisfies 
the Prescribed Design Properties 

Dealgn 
Propertles 

System." 
1 1 
, Fractional , 
, Replication , Ccmposlte 

Γ 
1 
1 

Modified 
Composite 

(a) Yes Yes Yes 
(b) Ho Yes Yes 
(c) No No Yes 
(d) No No Yes 
(e) No No Yea 
(f> Yes No Yes 
(B) No No Yea 
ft) Yes Yes Yes 

Under these experimental conditions, the modified composite system, because of the 
additional freedom allowed in the choice of the design points to meet the experimenter's 
needs, fully satisfies the prescribed design properties* The fractional replication and 
composite systems appear to suffer from the disadvantage, in these particular experljnental 
circumstances, that the structure of the systems was designed to facilitate a comprehensive 
factorial-type or response-surface type analysis, rather than to facilitate a greater input 
from the experimenter and to tolerate less of a,formal, analysis which gives the required 
information« 
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Property (h) is fully satisfied for all the systems end In this connection the work 
of Williams and Baker (5, 6) is relevant. 

THE MODIFIED COMPOSITE SYSTEM 

Two examples to illustrate the design and analysis if the modified composite system 
will now be given, and these are respectively aasoclated with the two examples, given 
earlier in the paper, of investigations which may arise in the experimental situation 
described. 

Example ^ 

At each site the same experimental design is used to standardize operations for the 
field staff. Four levels of the factore Μ, Ρ and Κ are explored. One replicate of: 

(a) a full faetorial system would require 256 experimental units; 
(b) a fractional replication system (eay, one quarter replicate of a full factorial 

would require 64 experimental units, and 
(c) a composite or modified composite system would require approximately 18 

experimental units. 
Again, it iB emphasized that the difference between the composite and modified composite 

systems is the greater freedom of choice of treatment combinations in the latter. One 
replicate of the modified composite eystem is demonstrated below: 

φ indicate· «ae «baemtian 

<g) indicate* two observations 

θ indicates four observations. 

3 
This eystem consists of a 2 factorial over levels 0 and 2 for each factor, the treat-

ment combination (111) appeara four tlmeu, the treatment combinations (311), (131) and (113) 
appear twice each, giving a total requirement of 18 experimental units per replicate. The 
design is a randomized blocks design with the NFK interaction confounded levels 0 to 2. 
In practice, the experimenter'a judgement would be brought to bear on the ehoiee of levels 
as follows: 

(a) level 2 could be the experimenter's gueas at the optimum level of each factor; 
(b) level 0 does not have to be zero application but could be auch as to permit some 

growth of the crop, whereupon level 1 is chosen to be the mean of levels 0 and 2; 
(c) level 3 for each factor should not be too close to the corresponding level 2, but 

on the other hand should not be so great as to Induce a toxic effect and inhibit 
growth. The ehoiee of level 3 In this way ia a departure from the composite 
system, where level 3 would have been prescribed and fairly cloae to level 2 to 
permit certain features in the analysis. 

The first step in the analyaia would be to tabulate the total yields for esch treat-
ment bver the number of replicstes that have been used. The analysis of variance table 
for s factorial-type analysis could then be presented as in Tsble 2. 

) 
Block 1 , Block 2 

Ν Ρ Κ ι Ν P K 

0 
0 
2 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 

ο 
2 
0 
2 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 

ο 
2 
2 
0 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 

2 
0 
0 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 

2 
0 
2 
0 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 

2 
2 
0 
0 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
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Table 2. - Analysis of Variance Table for Example 1 

ANOVA TABLE (2 replicates) 
Source of Variation Degrees of freedcm SS 

These main effects 
and Interactions 
are over levels 
0 to 2 

Blocks 
Ν 
Ρ 
κ 
HP 
UK 
PK 

Four orthogonal contraete of 
Interest associated with the 
mean of the 2 factorial treat-
ments and the means of treat-
ments (111), (311), (131) and 
(113). 

Seeldual 

Αβ usual 

22 

Dependent on 
the four 
contrasts 

As usual 

Total 35 

If there are no significant interactions between Ν, Ρ and Κ over levelβ 0 and 2 then 
we may look at the individual response curves for Ν, Ρ and Κ for example: 

y is the mean of the observations from the treatments (000), (002), (020) and (022); 
y, le îhe mean of the observations from the treatment (111); y2 is the mean of the observa-
tions from the treatments (200), (202), (220) and (222); y3 la the mean of the observations 
-from the treatment (311). 

In this experiment the precision of y0, yj and yj is the same. The precision of jj is 
less, but the fact that the difference between levels 3 and 2 will be generally greater 
than the distance between levels 2 and 0 compensatea for this, with respect to information 
about the response curve. 

Since the factorial nucleus in this modified composite system Is only at 2 levels, 
level 1 Is useful in providing information be ι w e n levels 0 and 2. Level 3 gives some 
indication of the behaviour of the responae curve beyond level 2. The response curve 
for H given above may be regarded aa the response of Ν averaged over Ρ and K, each at 
level 1. 

Similar response curves may be drawn for Ρ and K. 

At this stage the experimenter with the aid of significance testa, if necessary, 
should have a fairly good idea of the behaviour of his material and may be guided whether 
his choice of levele were satisfactory or whether some modifications should be made and 
further experimentation attempted. 

If there a » significant interactions then looking at Individual response curves may 
lead to confusing results and a response surface-type analysis should bfe attempted. 
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Example 2 

It Is assumed that the prior knowledge of the experimenter is such that he Is only 
interested in exploring the response to treatments as Ν increases, with Ρ and Κ increasing 
in a constant ratio. 

The eysten of treatments suggested in this situation is based on the module illustrated 
for Example 1 or on a similar, less expensive, module. One module may be located about the 

treatment combination (111) and the other '»bout the treatment combination, say, (444), 
where levels 1 and 4 for each factor are cbosea by the experimenter subject to the 
constraint that Ρ and Κ are in constant ratio. The information from each module may 
be analyzed separately, as in Example 1, or the results may be combined a response 
surface analysis. The flexibility of placing modules strategically in this maimer, 
incorporates the experimenter's knowledge end experience into the design stage of the 
Investigation and obviates the need for a full exploration of the experimental region. 

The author is aware of the very heurlatlc approach in this paper and hopes that his 
optimism for the usefulness of a modified composite system approach, under the experimen-
tal sit' >tlon described, will be shared by others. 
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